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Abstract

The 5t Meeting of the International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear
Power Plant Applications was hosted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), U.S. Department of Commerce and held at NIST headquarters at Gaithersburg,
Maryland on May 2 and 3, 2002. The organizing Committee for the meeting included Moni Dey
from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U.S. NRC), and Anthony Hamins from NIST.
Thirty three participants from five countries attended the international meeting.

The purpose of the 5th meeting was mainly to discuss the results of Benchmark Exercise # 2,
"Pool Fires in Large Halls," conducted in the project. Validation and regulatory applications of
fire models were also presented and discussed in the meeting. The results presented for Part I of
Benchmark Exercise # 2 were generally quite encouraging. While the general, qualitative, nature
of the experiments had been captured in the simulations, a number of issues had arisen.
Furthermore, the parametric analysis undertaken by a number of participants had yielded useful
information. Different conclusions have been drawn on the most significant, or controlling,
parameters. The combined effect of the choice of heat of combustion, combustion efficiency and
radiative fraction was found to be an important factor. The validation and application of several,
diverse fire models, ranging from empirical equations organized in worksheets to zone, lumped-
parameter, and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models, were presented and discussed at the
meeting. The discussions emphasized the need to validate and determine the accuracy of such
models, especially to understand the differences in the predictive capabilities and margins of
uncertainty for the different types of models over a range of fire scenarios. This information is
needed to establish safety factors and implement effective applications of these models in a
regulatory framework. The need to define credible fire scenarios and generate data for fire
sources, especially cable tray fires, was emphasized.
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Executive Summary

The 5' Meeting of the International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear
Power Plant Applications was hosted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), U.S. Department of Commerce and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
and held at NIST headquarters in Gaithersburg, Maryland on May 2 and 3, 2002. Thirty-three
participants from five countries, France, Germany, UK, Finland, and the US attended the
international meeting. Seventeen organizations including regulatory agencies, research
institutions, nuclear utilities, industry groups, professional organizations, consultants, and
academia were represented at the meeting.

The objective of the International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear
Power Plant Applications is to share the knowledge and resources of various organizations to
evaluate and improve the state of the art of fire models for use in nuclear power plant (NPP) fire
safety analysis. The project is divided into two phases. The objective of the first phase is to
evaluate the capabilities of current state-of-the-art fire models (empirical, zone, lumped-
parameter, and computational fluid dynamic) for fire safety analysis in NPPs. The second phase
will implement beneficial improvements to current fire models that are identified in the first
phase, and extend the validation database of those models.

The 1st planning meeting of the project was held at the University of Maryland at College Park,
USA, on October 25-26, 1999. The summary of the 1st meeting and details of the objectives and
plans established for the project can be found in NUREG/CP-0170 (April 2000). The 2nd
meeting of the collaborative project was hosted by the Institut de Radioprotection et de Saret6
Nucleaire (IRSN), France and held at the IRSN offices at Fontenay-aux-Roses, France on June
19 and 20, 2000. The objective of the 2nd meeting was to discuss the definition of the "
benchmark exercise in the project for analyzing cable tray fires in nuclear power plants. The
summary of the 2nd meeting can be found in NUREG/CP-0173 (July 2001). The 3rd meeting of
the collaborative project was hosted by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and held at
the EPRI offices in Palo Alto, California on January 14-15, 2001. The objective of the 3rd
meeting was to discuss the results of the I" benchmark exercise. Since the results of the lI"
benchmark exercise were documented in NUREG-1758 (June 2002), formal proceedings of the
3dn meeting were not published. The 4' meeting of the collaborative projected was hosted by
GRS, Germany and included discussions to finalize the report of the lIt benchmark exercise. A
summary of the 4 h meeting can be found in Report No. GRS-A-3106.

The purpose of the 5' meeting was mainly to discuss the preliminary results of the 2nd
benchmark exercise in the project on pool fires in large halls. The purpose of the 2nd benchmark
exercise was to challenge the limits of zone fire models by analyzing pool fires in large multi-
level spaces, like in a turbine building in a nuclear power plant. A summary of the technical
discussion on the 2nd benchmark exercise is provided below. Since the meeting was co-hosted
by NIST and the NRC, opening remarks were provided by representatives of the two
organizations detailing their interests and research objectives in this topic area. Mark
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Cunningham, Chief of the Probabilistic Risk Analysis Branch in the Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research, NRC described NRC's goals and plans for research to support risk-
informed regulation, specifically for fire protection in nuclear power plants. James Hill, Deputy
Director of the Building and Fire Research Laboratory provided a broad overview of the mission
and programs at NIST for building and fire research. His talk was followed by a summary of
ongoing projects at the Fire Research Division at BFRL, NIST provided by Anthony Hamins.
Remy Bertrand of IRSN, France ended the opening session with a discussion of future fire
research at IRSN in France, including the selection and identification of fire scenarios and
research needs. A session was organized on the regulatory applications of fire models which
included presentations of simple analytical tools for use in the inspection process, nuclear utility
interests for the application of fire models in nuclear power plants, and the development of a fire
modeling guide for nuclear power plant applications. A summary of this session is provided
below. A session on the validation of fire models included presentations of extensive efforts by
various organizations to validate fire models. The meeting was concluded with a discussion of
future efforts in the collaborative project.

Validation and Regulatorv Applications of Fire Models

Papers were presented on the regulatory application of fire models by a user in a utility, and staff
in a regulatory agency and industry research group. The papers identified the need for
technology transfer from the research community to users, and education and training of both
regulatory inspectors and plant staff. Increased dialogue between inspectors and plant staff and
use of the same tools will lead to a common understanding of the models. There is a need for
guidance on the use of models, and a good user interface for effective application of the models
to prevent misuse. Worksheets based on empirical models available from handbooks were
presented both by regulators and industry as a 15' systematic application of quantitative fire
hazard analysis for nuclear power plants. These worksheets provide a means to transition from
qualitative to quantitative inspection methods, and also serve as a design guide to support day-to-
day operations. However, presenters and participants noted that although these empirical models
provide a good start, they should not be treated as "gospel." It is necessary to establish the
margins of uncertainty in these correlations by conducting validation exercises. These margins
can then be used to establish safety factors in fire hazard analysis methods that will lead to
acceptability of the analysis methods.

Participants also presented descriptions and validation results of a wide range of zone, lumped-
parameter, and CFD models. Participants discussed and identified a need to transition from
simple to more comprehensive and accurate tools. In order to identify the right tools for various
regulatory applications, it is necessary to benchmark the different tools to develop their accuracy
for a wide range of fire scenarios.

Participants discussed and noted that any type of fire model analysis requires establishing
credible fire scenarios. Participants noted that current documents on the use of fire models in
NPP applications have not addressed this item as yet. The absence of such information is a
challenge in the current inspection process. Fire scenario definition should be identified as a
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priority in the research plan. Flame spread rate data in cable trays was also identified as a
priority research item. The development of a comprehensive database of mass loss rate profiles
for combustible materials in NPPs is essential for the efficient and broader application of fire
models in fire safety analysis.

Technical Results of Benchmark Exercise # 2, Part 1. "Pool Fires in Large Halls

The results presented for Part I were generally quite encouraging. While the general, qualitative,
nature of the experiments had been captured in the simulations, a number of issues had arisen.
Furthermore, the parametric analysis undertaken by a number of participants had yielded useful
information. Different conclusions have been drawn on the most significant, or controlling,
parameters, that impact the results presented in Part I.

For the purpose of calculating layer height and temperature, for which most of the measurement
data had been collected, the zone model (CFAST) appeared to be fit for purpose. This was
encouraging given the complexity introduced by the roof shape, for which an 'equivalent' flat
ceiling sufficed. Analyses of the size and location of the 'infiltration' openings for case 1 and 2
indicated that the predictions were not sensitive to these parameters. This finding was supported
by zone, lumped parameter, and CFD models.

While different models were in broad agreement, participants had not always agreed on the most
sensitive parameters, i.e. what parameters were particularly critical in terms of their influence on
the final predictions. An example here was the heat losses to the walls and ceiling.

The combined effect of the choice of heat of combustion, combustion efficiency and radiative
fraction was found to be an important factor. It seems that the choice of 80% for the combined
effect of combustion efficiency and radiative fraction was not ideal, resulting in too much heat
being convected into the upper layer (and hence the predicted temperatures being higher than the
measured ones). By selecting an appropriate balance of convective heat release rate (by
modifying the combustion efficiency and/or radiative fraction) and heat losses to the boundaries,
modelers could replicate the measured layer temperature quite closely.

Finally, there was a general trend to predict lower layer depths (i.e. closer to the floor) than those
derived from the measurement data. This is perhaps a consequence of the post processing of the
thermocouple data to derive smoke layer information.
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Foreword

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, in collaboration with the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), U.S. Department of Commerce, is pleased to publish the
proceedings of the 5' meeting of the International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models
for Nuclear Power Plant Applications. Since the inception of the project in 1999, the U.S. NRC
and NIST established an inter-agency memorandum of understanding and collaborated in

conducting research to provide the necessary technical data and tools to support the use of fire
models in nuclear power plant fire safety analysis. The joint sponsorship of the 51 meeting of

the project and publication of these proceedings is one product of this collaboration. As is

apparent from these proceedings, the international collaborative project is resulting in a
significant exchange of useful technical information between participants in the project. The

U.S. NRC appreciates and values the technical information provided by all participants in this

project. It would be difficult for a single organization to generate the diverse technical
information collected through such a broad collaborative effort. The U.S. NRC is pleased to be a

partner and provide its contribution to the international collaboration through its participation in

the project and publication of these proceedings.

Scott Newberry, Director 
Division of Risk Analysis an plications
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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1 Introduction

The objective of the International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear
Power Plant Applications is to share the knowledge and resources of various organizations to
evaluate and improve the state of the art of fire models for use in nuclear power plant (NPP) fire
safety analysis. The project is divided into two phases. The objective of the first phase is to
evaluate the capabilities of current state-of-the-art fire models (empirical, zone, lumped-
parameter, and CFD) for fire safety analysis in NPPs. The second phase will implement
beneficial improvements to current fire models that are identified in the first phase, and extend
the validation database of those models.

The 1st planning meeting of the project was held at the University of Maryland at College Park,
USA, on October 25-26, 1999. The summary of the 1st meeting and the details of the objectives
established for the project can be found in NUREG/CP-0170 (April 2000). The 2nd meeting of
the collaborative project was hosted by the Institute for Protection and Nuclear Safety (IPSN),
France and held at the IPSN offices at Fontenay-aux-Roses, France on June 19 and 20, 2000.
The objective of the 2nd meeting was to discuss the definition of the I' benchmark exercise in the
project. The summary of the 2nd meeting can be found in NUREG/CP-0173 (July 2001). The 3r'
meeting of the collaborative project was hosted by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
and held at the EPRI offices in Palo Alto, California on January 14-15, 2001. The objective of
the 3"' meeting was to discuss the results of the I't benchmark exercise. Since the results of the
1 t benchmark exercise were documented in NUREG-1758 (June 2002), formal proceedings of
the 3' meeting were not published. The 4 ' meeting of the collaborative projected was hosted by
GRS, Germany and included discussions to finalize the report of the lIt benchmark exercise. A
summary of 4' meeting can be found in GRS Report No.

The 5" Meeting of the International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear
Power Plant Applications was hosted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), U.S. Department of Commerce and held at NIST headquarters at Gaithersburg,
Maryland on May 2 and 3, 2002. The organizing Committee for the meeting included Moni Dey
from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (U.S. NRC), and Anthony Hamins from NIST.
The following thirty three participants from five countries attended the international meeting:

1. Stewart Miles, BRE, UK
2. Olavi Keski-Rahkonen, VTT, Finland
3. Remy Bertrand, IPSN, France
4. Chantal Casselman, IPSN, France
5. Marina Roewekamp, GRS; Germany
6. Walter Klein-Hessling, GRS, Germany
7. Doug Brandes, Duke Power Co., USA
8. Bijan Najafi, SAIC/EPRI, USA
9. Francisco Joglar-Billoch, SAIC/EPRI, USA
10. Doug Beller, NFPA, USA
11. Jonathan Barnett, WPI, USA
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12. Fred Mowrer, UMD, USA
13. Boro Malinovic, Fauske Associates, USA
14. Marty Plys, Fauske Associates, USA
15. Alan Coutts, Westinghouse, USA
16. Amber Martin, Westinghouse, USA
17. Fred Emerson, NEI
18. Phil DiNenno, Hughes Associates/NEI, USA
19. Jim Hill, NIST, USA
20. Anthony Hamins, NIST, USA
21. Kevin McGrattan, NIST, USA
22. Walter Jones, NIST, USA
23. George Mulholland, NIST, USA
24. Jason Floyd, NIST, USA
25. Louis Gritzo, SNL, USA
26. Steve Nowlen, SNL, USA
27. Mark Cunningham, NRC, USA
28. Moni Dey, NRC, USA
29. JS Hyslop, NRC, USA
30. Naeem Iqbal, NRC, USA
31. Mark Salley, NRC, USA
32. Chris Bajwa, NRC, USA
33. Sharon Steele, NRC, USA

The purpose of the 5 th meeting was to discuss the preliminary results of the I' part of the 2nd
benchmark exercise in the project on pool fires in large halls. The specification of the 2nd part of
the exercised was also discussed. Other topics discussed at the meeting included the regulatory
application and validation of fire models. The full agenda of the 5th meeting is included in
Appendix A.
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2 Background

The first task of the collaborative project was to undertake a benchmark exercise to evaluate the
current capability of fire models to analyze the hazard associated with cable tray fires of
redundant safety systems in nuclear power plants. These systems are required to shutdown the
reactor during an emergency, and when located inside the same compartment must be separated
by a specified distance to ensure that a fire in one system does not cause the other to fail also.
The exercise involved a series of hypothetical scenarios to predict cable damage inside an
emergency switchgear room, and were fairly tightly specified in respect of the input and
modeling parameters to be used. Due to the size of the room and the nature of the fire scenarios,
the differences in the conclusions obtained using the various fire models were not significant.
Target cable damage was predicted to be unlikely in almost all cases studied. A summary of the
main results, findings and conclusions is included in NUREG-1758 (June 2002).

This section summarizes the second benchmark exercise. The main objectives taken into
consideration when selecting the second benchmark exercise were:

* To examine scenario(s) that provide a harder test for zone models, in particular with
respect to fire spread in large volumes representative of, say, a turbine hall.

* If possible, to make use of experimental data to fulfil the requirement of more thoroughly
testing the predictive capability of both zone and CFD fire models. Again, the emphasis
when selecting scenarios was on large smoke filling volumes.

Benchmark Exercise # 2 is divided into two parts. For the first part there are experimental
measurements of temperature and velocity against which model predictions can be compared.
The second part extends the scope of the exercise to examine the consequence of larger fires, but
for which there are no experimental measurements against which to compare.

Part I includes three cases, based on a series of full-scale experiments inside a test hall with
dimensions 19 m high by 27 m long by 14 m wide (i.e. floor area 378 m2 ). Each case involves a
single fire (2 - 4 MW), and for which there are experimental measurements of gas temperature
and doorway velocity. The height of a turbine hall within an NPP (c. 25 m) is similar to that of
the test hall although it is acknowledged that the area of a turbine hall (c. 3500 m2) is much
greater. However, the test hall is one of the largest enclosures for which fire test data is
available for comparison with model predictions. The preliminary results of Part I were
presented and discussed at the 5I meeting.

Part II includes three additional cases for which experimental measurements do not exist, but
extend the scope of the benchmark exercise to examine the effect of a bigger fire and larger floor
area representative of a hydrocarbon pool fire in a real turbine hall. These are optional cases for
participants to investigate if time and resources allow. The specification of Part II was discussed
at the 5' meeting.

Although most input parameters are defined, Benchmark Exercise # 2 does in a few respects
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involve a greater degree of user judgement in setting up the problem compared to the first
benchmark exercise. This applies in particular to the treatment of the sloping roof (with zone
models) in Part I. Appendix B includes the full specification document for Benchmark Exercise
#2.
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3 Meeting Summary
The following provides a srnmary of the main topics discussed at the meeting, the 2nd

benchmark exercise, and the validation and regulatory application of fire models. Summary
papers submitted for the proceedings and slides used by the presenters are included in
Appendices C and D, respectively.

3.1 Benchmark Exercise # 2, "Pool Fires in Large Halls"

Summary

Session IV was devoted to the second benchmark exercise (Fire in a Large Hall). This has been
selected to challenge fire models in respect to issues not addressed in the first exercise, e.g.
effects of fire in a large volume representative of, say, a turbine hall. Furthermore, it includes
some scenarios for which there are experimental measurements, allowing comparisons to be
undertaken.

Benchmark Exercise # 2 is divided into two parts. For the first part there are experimental
measurements of temperature against which model predictions can be compared. The second part
extends the scope of the exercise to examine the consequence of larger fires, but for which there
are no experimental measurements to compare against.

The session was devoted mainly to presentations and discussions on simulations of Part I, where
various participants had made comparisons between predicted and measured data. This was
followed by a discussion of the format for Part II of the benchmark exercise, so that the problem
definition could be finalized before participants undertook simulations.

Benchmark Exercise # 2 - Part I

S. Miles introduced Part I at the start of the session. It includes three cases, based on a series of
full-scale experiments inside a test hall with dimensions 19 m high by 27 m long by 14 m wide.
Each case involves a single fire, in the range 2 to 4 MW, and for which there are experimental
measurements of gas temperatures at various locations inside the hall, in particular at the
location of three vertical thermocouple trees.

The problem specification included in Appendix B contains full details of the tests, and the
requirements for the numerical simulations. It was released in conjunction with a summary of the
measurement data against which to compare predictions, and so Part I is therefore an informed
study rather than a blind simulation exercise. Nevertheless, participants have been invited to
make quantitative comparisons between predictions and measurements, and to draw conclusions
where possible.

Six presentations were made at the meeting, covering ten sets of predictions, including three
examples of CFAST, two of FDS, two of JASMINE and one each of COCOSYS, HADCRT and
CFX.
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Presentations

Jonathan Barnett - Class Exercise using CFAST, JASMINE and FDS

The presentation was made by J Barnett on behalf of nine students studying performance-based
fire design as part of a post graduate course at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Most students
had some experience in the fire protection industry. However, prior to the exercise they had only
had limited experience of zone models, and none had any CFD experience.

The students had been divided into three groups, one group using FDS, one group using
JASMINE (via the JOSEFINE user interface) and one group using CFAST. The presentation
focussed more on general observations rather than detailed comparisons. With all three models
the students had found the sloping roof a challenge. For the zone model (CFAST) an equivalent
flat ceiling had been specified. For both CFD models they had found setting up the sloping roof
to be time consuming. Probably the biggest 'complaint' of the CFD models was the long
simulation times compared to zone models, making sensitivity analysis difficult. Another issue
was in calculating layer heights and temperatures from CFD data.

Two options had been investigated for setting the height of the equivalent flat ceiling in CFAST;
conserving the enclosure volume and conserving the enclosure surface area. However, it was
found that the choice had no significant effect on the results. The students had been unsuccessful
in specifying mechanical exhaust ventilation for case 3.

Predictions for gas temperature were considered to appear reasonable for all models. Given that
they had used the models with little, or no, prior fire modelling experience and were left in the
main unsupervised, the outcome of the exercise was quite promising. However, the students had
found the models quite difficult to use, and stressed the need for good guidance on their use.

Walter Klein-Hessling - COCOSYS (lumped parameter) and CFX-4 (CFD)

W Klein-Hessling presented work that he had undertaken with the lumped parameter model
COCOSYS and that his colleague, W Heitsch, had performed with the CFD model CFX-4. Most
work had been undertaken with COCOSYS at this stage.

COCOSYS had been set up with approximately 500 (lumped parameter) control volumes, with
individual ones located the thermocouple locations so that a detailed comparison against those
measurements could be made. The COCOSYS simulations had taken about three hours for each
case.

Reasonable agreement between predicted and measured temperatures at the three thermocouple
trees had been achieved with COCOSYS once the combustion efficiency had been reduced by a
further 40%. In the specification document a plume radiative fraction of 20% had been
suggested, which had been equated to a reduced combustion efficiency. Another useful finding
from the COCOSYS study was that varying the location of the infiltration openings for case 1
and 2 had little effect on the results. Heat loss to the walls and ceiling had been varied, but while
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this modified the gas temperatures by up to 20'C, this was less than the effect produced by
reducing the combustion efficiency.

COCOSYS had under predicted the plume temperature, which is a consequence of there being
no plume model and the control volumes above the fire being relatively large (compared to those
typically used in CFD). Furthermore, the spread in temperatures at the thermocouple column
locations was greater in the COCOSYS results than in the measurements, which may be a
consequence of not solving for momentum conservation. It was suggested that the COCOSYS
pyrolysis model could have been used, which predicts the mass release rate of fuel. However,
additional information about the fire source would have been required.

Only preliminary simulations had been performed with CFX. However, the temperature
predictions were currently too high. Furthermore, numerical stability problems had been
encountered, especially with case 3 (with mechanical ventilation). The problem of generating
layer interface and temperature information from a CFD simulation was raised. The CFX
simulations had taken about one week each.

A general remark was made that the use of a fixed convective heat transfer coefficient (10 J s-1
m-2 K-1) was too simplistic.

Amber Martin - CFAST (zone)

This presentation was from a practicing consultant's perspective. CFAST version 3.1.6 had been
used to simulate Part I. As the presenter had not received the experimental summary data, the
simulations had been performed blind. It was encouraging to see that the CFAST predictions for
layer height and temperature were in line with those produced by the other participants. Upper
layer temperatures were quite close to the measurements, and the predicted layer height
descended to a lower value than that indicated by the measurement data. As for the other CFAST
participants, an equivalent flat ceiling had been modeled (conserving enclosure volume).

Boro Malinovic - HADCRT (lumped parameter)

This presentation covered the second of the lumped parameter models. HADCRT was developed
initially for explosions and other accidents, but is being extended to include fire modelling. In
contrast to the COCOSYS simulations, relatively few 'junctions' were employed and so the
modelling was more akin to that of a zone model. Consequently, simulations took only a few
minutes.

The upper layer temperature predictions were quite close to the experimental values but the layer
was predicted to descend closer to the floor. Although radiation had been ignored in the
simulations reported, about 20 to 25 % of the heat was transferred to the boundaries (by
convection).

It was suggested that a parametric analysis of the effect of varying the size and location of the
infiltration openings for case 1 and 2 be performed, as this may be important. In particular, it
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may influence the lower layer temperature.

Kevin McGrattan - FDS (CFD)

The FDS simulations were undertaken as specified, except that 35% of the heat release rate was
assigned to plume radiation (instead of 20%). FDS version 2 was used, with five mesh blocks
(one at the plume with a mesh resolution of 10 cm and four in the rest of the hall with a
resolution of 40 cm). A total of approximately 200,000 grid cells were used in the simulations.
Using this grid, good agreement between predicted and measured temperatures at the three
thermocouple columns was demonstrated.

There was some discrepancy in the plume temperatures, particularly at the lower thermocouple
location (about 100'C discrepancy for case 1). This was attributed to limitations of the
combustion model, and it was suggested also that if the plume had leaned slightly in the
experiments then this feature would most likely be missed in the simulation, which would still
'pick up' the hot temperature on the plume centre-line. Better plume temperature agreement was
achieved in case 2 and 3 (with the larger fire size), which was attributed to there being more grid
cells across the width of the plume compared to case 1.

Earlier simulations had been undertaken with a single mesh block, resulting in a coarser grid at
the plume. The temperature agreement was not as good with this grid, with the predicted values
being too high. This was attributed to the grid size being too great, with the result that the air
entrainment was under-predicted and thus the ceiling layer was then too hot. It was stressed that
grid size in the plume was critical in the LES approach, and that 6 to 8 grid cells across the
diameter of the fire source were required. This led onto a discussion on how engineers should be
guided on this, and also on related numerical and modeling issues.

Stewart Miles - JASMINE (CFD) and CFAST (zone)

This presentation covered simulations using JASMINE and CFAST (used in conjunction with
the FAST graphical interface). A sensitivity analysis had been performed with CFAST on a
number of parameters, in particular the heat losses to the boundaries and the size and location of
the infiltration openings for case 1 and 2. A more limited sensitivity analysis had been
undertaken with JASMINE, examining again the boundary heat losses and the infiltration
openings. A grid sensitivity analysis had been performed with JASMINE.

In common with the approach adopted by other participants, CFAST was run with a flat ceiling
with a height set to conserve the volume of the enclosure for most simulations. Sensitivity to
ceiling height had been investigated. 'Baseline' CFAST simulations were performed using the
specified combination of sheet metal and mineral wool. However, to investigate the sensitivity to
boundary heat loss, simulations had been performed with metal only, mineral wool only and
non-conducting (adiabatic) surfaces. For case 1 and 2 the sensitivity to the size and location of
the 'infiltration' openings had been investigated. Here the original 0.5 m2 openings were
replaced first by 0.01 m2 openings and then by two large (16 m2) openings. The effect of
increasing/decreasing the height of the openings (above the floor) had been studied too.
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The CFD (JASMINE) similations had been performed using a ntimerical mesh of approximately
130,000 elements. A mesh resolution sensitivity study, using a mesh with eight times the number
of elements, was reported. Heat losses to the boundaries had been modeled using a thermal
penetration model, assuming only the mineral wool material. The effect of increasing the
boundary heat losses (by modifying the thermal properties of the material) had been investigated.

The presentation reported that probably the most important finding, demonstrated by both the
zone and CFD models, was the sensitivity of the gas temperatures to the conduction losses at the
walls and ceiling. In the CFAST simulations the closest agreement with measurement was
obtained by using either a sheet metal and mineral wool two-layer combination or by using the
sheet metal alone. In the JASMINE simulations closer agreement with measurement was
obtained when the conduction losses were increased. It was suggested that the conduction into
the steel might be important. The smoke layer height, however, seemed to be less sensitive to the
boundary conduction loss calculation.

The CFAST study indicated that while the upper layer temperature is sensitive to the choice of
ceiling height, the layer height is sensitive only during the initial stage of the fire. Both the zone
model and CFD simulations had indicated that the exact choice of 'infiltration' openings in case
1 and 2 was not critical.

Reasonable agreement has been shown between measured plume temperatures and those
predicted in the JASMINE simulations. The mesh refinement study had indicated some
sensitivity to this parameter, with the finer mesh producing results closer to those measured.

Summarizing Remarks

The results presented for Part I were generally quite encouraging. While the general, qualitative,
nature of the experiments had been captured in the simulations, a number of issues had arisen.
Furthermore, the parametric analysis undertaken by a number of participants had yielded useful
information. Different conclusions have been drawn on the most significant, or controlling,
parameters.

For the purpose of calculating layer height and temperature, for which most of the measurement
data had been collected, the zone model (CFAST) appeared to be fit for purpose. This was
encouraging given the complexity introduced by the roof shape, for which an 'equivalent' flat
ceiling sufficed. Analyses of the size and location of the 'infiltration' openings for case 1 and 2
indicated that the predictions were not sensitive to these parameters. This finding was supported
by zone, lumped parameter and CFD models.

While different models were in broad agreement, participants had not always agreed on the most
sensitive parameters, i.e. what parameters were particularly critical in terms of their influence on
the final predictions. An example here was the heat losses to the walls and ceiling.

The combined effect of the choice of heat of combustion, combustion efficiency and radiative
fraction was found to be an important factor. It seems that the choice of 80% for the combined
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effect of combustion efficiency and radiative fraction was not ideal, resulting in too much heat
being convected into the upper layer (and hence the predicted temperatures being higher than the
measured ones). By selecting an appropriate balance of convective heat release rate (by
modifying the combustion efficiency and/or radiative fraction) and heat losses to the boundaries,
modelers could replicate the measured layer temperature quite closely.

Finally, there was a general trend to predict lower layer depths (i.e. closer to the floor) than those
derived from the measurement data. This is perhaps a consequence of the post processing of the
thermocouple data to derive smoke layer information.

Benchmark Exercise # 2 - Part II

Part II is a 'hypothetical' example for which there are no experimental measurements. However,
the dimensions of the building are greater than in Part I, and have been selected to more closely
represent a turbine hall.

The current specification for Part II (as at the time of the meeting) was summarized by S Miles.
The fire source was representative of a large hydrocarbon pool fire. 'Target' cables and beams
had been included, for which the likelihood of thermal damage was to be estimated. Although
the building geometry was rectangular, in some of scenario cases there was the added complexity
of an internal ceiling, effectively dividing the space into two connected compartments. There
then followed a general discussion on what, if any, modifications should be made before
participants proceeded to model the cases.

Modelers seemed keen to undertake simulations of Part II. However, while some participants
wished for a bigger fire (> 200 MW), others wanted a smaller one. It was decided to keep the fire
size as it was currently specified (i.e. growing to about 70 MW). The other main changes that
were agreed or suggested were:To reduce the number of cases to be modelled to three.

* To include the internal ceiling, dividing the hall into a lower and upper deck, in all cases.

* To introduce a second opening in the internal ceiling.

* To increase the mechanical extraction rate to 24 m3s-l and 120 m3s-1 for the cases where
this is included.

There was an interest in the ability of models to predict the flow distribution through the hatch
opening(s), which might be quite complex. It was agreed to add the calculation of net up/down
mass and heat fluxes through the opening(s) to the list of predicated variables.

Note that following the meeting the specification for Part II was revised and presented on the
web pages of the collaborative project for comment. The final specification was made available
to participants on 5th June 2002.
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3.2 Validation and Regulatory Applications of Fire Models

Three papers were presented on the regulatory application of fire models by a user in a utility,
and staff in a regulatory agency and industry research group. The papers identified the need for
technology transfer from the research community to users, and education and training of both
regulatory inspectors and plant staff. Increased dialogue between inspectors and plant staff and
use of the same tools will lead to a common understanding of the models. There is a need for
guidance on the use of models, and a good user interface for effective application of the models
to prevent misuse. Worksheets based on empirical models available from handbooks were
presented both by regulators and industry as a l systematic application of quantitative fire
hazard analysis for nuclear power plants. These worksheets provide a means to transition from
qualitative to quantitative inspection methods, and also serve as a design guide to support day-to-
day operations. However, presenters and participants noted that although these empirical models
provide a good start, they should not be treated as "gospel." It is necessary to establish the
margins of uncertainty in these correlations by conducting validation exercises. These margins
can then be used to establish safety factors in fire hazard analysis methods that will lead to
acceptability of the analysis methods.

Participants also presented descriptions and validation results of a wide range of zone, lumped-
parameter, and CFD models. Participants discussed and identified a need to transition from
simple to more comprehensive and accurate tools. In order to identify the right tools for various
regulatory applications, it is necessary to benchmark the different tools to develop their accuracy
for a wide range of fire scenarios.

Participants discussed and noted that any type of fire model analysis requires establishing
credible fire scenarios. Participants noted that current documents on the use of fire models in
NPP applications have not addressed this item as yet. The absence of such information is a
challenge in the current inspection process. Fire scenario definition should be identified as a
priority in the research plan. Flame spread rate data in cable trays was also identified as a
priority research item. The development of a comprehensive database of mass loss rate profiles
for combustible materials in NPPs is essential for the efficient and broader application of fire
models in fire safety analysis.

3.3 Future Tasks and Benchmark Exercises

Session V of the meeting included presentations and discussion of proposed benchmark
exercises for the project. Participants agreed to proceed with planning of these proposed
exercises (which are summarized below) at the 6 "b project meeting scheduled for October 2002.

I. Benchmark Exercise # 3, "Cable Targets in Single Compartment Fires": This
benchmark exercise will entail blind simulation of tests in a full-scale single
compartment that will be sponsored by NRC and conducted at NIST. The size of the
compartment will be representative of those in NPPs, and the fire source will be gas
burners. The goal of these tests is to confirm the findings of Benchmark Exercise # 1
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and focus on the issues that arose from that exercise, namely, the prediction of heat
flux incident on target cable trays and the thermal response of the target.

H. Benchmark Exercise # 4, "Large Kerosene Pool Fires": This benchmark exercise will
entail blind simulation of large kerosene pool fires in a single compartment. The tests
will be sponsored by GRS and conducted at iBMB. The goal of the tests is to
develop basic data for simulating kerosene fires under different boundary conditions,
and to examine the ability to calculate the fire effects for selected scenarios. The
benchmark exercise will focus on one of the test scenarios in the program.

III. Benchmark Exercise # 5, "Flame Spread in Cable Tray Fires": This benchmark
exercise will entail simulation of cable tray fires and their effects in a single
compartment. The tests will be sponsored by GRS and conducted at iBMB. Vertical
and horizontal cable trays, different types of cables, and degree of cable preheating
will be examined in the test program. The benchmark exercise will focus on one of
the test scenarios in the program.

IV. Benchmark Exercise # 6, Target Heating in Divided Compartments: This benchmark
exercise will entail the blind simulation of tests in the compartment used in
Benchmark Exercise # 3, but divided with half walls to be more representative of
NPP compartments. The exercise will focus on the effects of the half walls on flow
and radiation shielding within the compartment. These tests will be sponsored by
NRC and conducted at NIST.

V. Benchmark Exercise # 7: This benchmark exercise will be conducted in the
compartment used for Benchmark Exercises #s 3 and 6 and focus on examining
issues that are identified in those exercises and require further examination.
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Agenda

5ta Meeting of the International Collaborative Fire Model Project

Co-sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology,

U.S. Department of Commerce

May 2-3, 2002
National Institute of Standards and Technology,

Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA

Meeting Co-chairs: Moni Dey, U.S. NRC and Anthony Hamins, NIST, USA

Meeting Location: Lecture Room E, Administration Building (101), NIST, Gaithersburg,
Maryland

May 2. 2002

8:30-9:50 AM Session I: Opening Remarks and Research Programs

Session Chair: Anthony Hamins, NIST, USA

Introductions: Workshop Participants

Opening Remarks and Research Programs

1. "U.S. NRC Goals and Plans for Research to Support Risk-Informed Regulation," Mark
Cunningham, Chief, Probabilistic Risk Assessment Branch, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research, U.S. NRC

2. "Mission and Programs at NIST for Building and Fire Research," James Hill, Deputy
Director, Building and Fire Research Laboratory (BFRL), NIST, USA

3. "Summary of Ongoing Projects at the Fire Research Division at BFRL, NIST," Anthony
Hamins, Leader, Analysis and Prediction Group, BFRL, NIST, USA

4. "Future Fire Research at IPSN: Selection and Identification of Fire Scenarios and
Research Needs," Remy Bertrand, IPSN, France

9:50-10:10 AM Coffee Break

10:10-11:40 AM Session II: Regulatory Applications of Fire Models



Discussion Leader: Moni Dey, U.S. NRC

1. "First Applications of a Quantitative Fire Hazard Analysis Tool for Inspection in U.S.
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants," Naeem Iqbal and Mark Salley, U.S. NRC

2. "Risk-Informed Applications of Fire Models," Doug Brandes, Duke Power Company,
USA

3. "EPRI Fire Modeling Project: A Guide for Nuclear Power Plant Applications," Bob
Kassawara, Bijan Najafl, and Francisco Joglar-Billoch, EPRI, USA

11:40 AM - 1:00 PM Lunch

1:00 - 4:45 PM Session III: Validation of Fire Models

Discussion Leader: Anthony Hamins, NIST, USA

1. "Summary of Validation Studies for the FLAMMES Code," Chantal Casselman, IPSN,
France

2. " Zone Model Validation for Room Fire Scenarios," Olavi Keski-Rahkonen & Simo
Hostikka, VTT, Finland

3. "The Zone Fire Model, MAGIC : A Validation and Verification Principle," Bernard
Gautier, EdF, France

4. "Enhancements to the FIVE Methodology, Fred Mowrer, UMD, USA

Break

5. "Zone Modeling Theory, Applications and Certainty - the Verification and Validation of
CFAST," Walter Jones, NIST, USA

6. "CFD Simulation of a 3.5 MW Oil Pool Fire in a Nuclear Power Plant Containment
Building Using Multi-block Large Eddy Simulation," Jason Floyd, NIST, USA

7. "Verification, Validation, and Selected Applications of the VULCAN and FUEGO Fire
Field Models," Louis Gritzo, SNL, USA

4:45-5:30 PM "NIST Large Fire Facility," George Mulholland, NIST, USA
Presentation and tour of test facility.

7:30 PM No Host Dinner - Joe's Crab Shack, Kentlands, Gaithersburg

May 3. 2002

8:30 AM - 12:00 Noon Session IV: Preliminary Results ofBenchmark Exercise #2,
Part 1, Evaluation of Fire Models for Nuclear Facility



Applications: Pool Fires in Large Halls

Discussion Leader: Stewart Miles, BRE, UK

1. "Specification of Benchmark Exercise # 2, Part I," Stewart Miles, BRE, UK

Preliminara Results

. Presenter

2. Walter Klein-Hessling, GRS, Germany

Code Exercised

COCOSYS (lumped
parameter)

3. Mathias Heitsch, GRS, Germany CFX (CFD)

4. Jonathan Barnett, WPI, USA WI Class Exercise

5. Amber Martin and Alan Coutts, Westinghouse, USA CFAST (zone model)

6. Boro Malinovic, Fauske Associates, USA HADCRT (lumped paramete

12:00-1:00 PM Lunch

1:00-2:30 PM Session IV Continued: Benchmark Exercise #2

Discussion Leader: Stewart Miles, BRE, UK

7. Kevin McGrattan, NIST, USA FDS (CFD)

8. Stewart Miles, BRE, UK JASMINE (CFD), CFAST

9. "Proposal for Part II of Benchmark Exercise # 2, Stewart Miles, BRE, UK

10. Comments on Proposal for Part II of Benchmark Exercise # 2, Workshop Participants

2:30-2:45 PM Break

2:45-4:00 PM Session V: Future Tasks and Benchmark Exercises

Discussion Leader: Moni Dey, U.S. NRC

1. "Detector Response Modeling," Doug Beller, NFPA, USA

2. "A New Model for the Time Lag of Smoke Detectors," Olavi Keski-Rahkonen, VTT,
Finland

3. "Proposed Benchmark Exercise for Cable Fire Tests in NPP-Type Compartments,"
Marina Rowekamp, GRS, Germany

4. "Proposed Benchmark Exercise for Kerosene Pool Fire Tests in Containment Building,"
Marina Rowekamp, GRS, Germany

5. "Challenges in use of State-of-the-Art Fire Modeling Tools in Nuclear Power Plant
Applications," Bob Kassawara, Bijan Najafi, and Francisco Joglar-Billoch, EPRI,
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USA

6. "NRC Plans for Fire Tests for Model Benchmark Exercises," Moni Dey, U.S. NRC

4:00-5:00 PM Session VI: Task Scheduling and Project Management

Discussion Leader: Moni Dey, U.S. NRC

5:00 PM Workshop Concludes

5:00-5:30 PM Optional Tour of NIST Fire Detector Laboratory

All papers are allotted 20 minutes for presentation and 5 minutes for discussion.
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International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for
Nuclear Power Plant Applications

Specification for Benchmark Exercise # 2

Fire in a Large Hall

Issue 1 - February 2002

Introduction

In October 1999 the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Society of Fire Protection
Engineers organised a planning meeting of international experts and practitioners of fire
models to discuss the evaluation of numerical fire models for nuclear power plant applications
[1]. Following this meeting an international collaborative project was set up with a view to
sharing knowledge and resources from various organisations and to evaluate and improve the
state of the fire modelling methods and tools for use in nuclear power plant fire safety.

The first task of the collaborative project was to undertake a benchmark exercise to evaluate
the current capability of fire models to analyse the hazard associated with cable tray fires of
redundant safety systems in nuclear power plants. These systems are required to shutdown
the reactor during an emergency, and when located inside the same compartment must be
separated by a specified distance to ensure that a fire in one system does not cause the other
to fail also. The exercise involved a series of hypothetical scenarios to predict cable damage
inside an emergency switchgear room, and were fairly tightly specified In respect of the input
and modelling parameters to be used. Results and analyses were presented at a meeting at
EPRI, California, in January 2001. Due to the size of the room and the nature of the fire
scenarios, the differences in the conclusions obtained using the various fire models were not
significant. Target cable damage was predicted to be unlikely in almost all cases studied.

This document defines the second benchmark exercise. It has been selected to challenge fire
models in respect to issues not addressed in the first exercise, e.g. effects of fire in a large
volume representative of, say, a turbine hall. Furthermore, it includes some scenarios for
which there are unpublished experimental measurements, allowing comparisons to be
undertaken.

Objectives of Benchmark Exercise # 2

Benchmark Exercise # 1 [2] focussed on an evaluation of fire models for predicting cable
damage in an emergency switchgear room. A summary of the main results, findings and
conclusions is included in the Technical Reference Report [3].

The main objectives taken into consideration when selecting the second benchmark exercise
were:

1. To examine scenario(s) that provide a harder test for zone models, in particular with
respect to fire spread in large volumes representative of, say, a turbine hall.
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2. If possible, to make dse of experimental data to fulfil the requirement of more thoroughly
testing the predictive capability of both zone and CFD fire models. Again, the emphasis
when selecting scenarios was on large smoke filling volumes.

Summary of Selected Scenarios

Benchmark Exercise # 2 is divided into two parts. For the first part there are experimental
measurements of temperature and velocity against which model predictions can be
compared. The second part extends the scope of the exercise to examine the consequence
of larger fires, but for which there are no experimental measurements against which to
compare.

Part I includes three cases, based on a series of full-scale experiments inside a test hall with
dimensions 19 m high by 27 m long by 14 m wide (i.e. floor area 378 in/). Each case involves
a single fire (2 - 4 MM, and for which there are experimental measurements of gas
temperature and doorway velocity. The height of a turbine hall within an NPP (c. 25 m) is
similar to that of the test hall although it is acknowledged that the area of a turbine hall (c.
3500 n2

) is much greater. However, the test hall is one of the largest enclosures for which
fire test data is available for comparison with model predictions.

Part 11 includes three additional cases for which experimental measurements do not exist, but
extend the scope of the benchmark exercise to examine the effect of a bigger fire and larger
floor area representative of a hydrocarbon pool fire in a real turbine hall. These are optional
cases for participants to investigate if time and resources allow.

Although most input parameters are defined, Benchmark Exercise # 2 does in a few respects
involve a greater degree of user judgement In setting up the problem compared to the first
benchmark exercise. This applies in particular to the treatment of the sloping roof (with zone
models) in Part 1.

Scheduled Activities

l. February 2002

Release final version of the problem definition for Benchmark Exercise # 2, to be made
available from the collaborative project document library, together with a summary of the
experimental measurement data analysis for the Part I cases. The released data for Part I
will include temperatures at three thermocouple tree locations, velocities in the open
doorways (case where they are open) and calculated layer height and upper layer
temperature (derived from the thermocouple measurements and a two-zone assumption).

2. February to SeDtember 2002

Participants to perform simulations of Part 1, and if time and resource allows, Part 11.

3. 2nd/3,d May 2002 ( proiect meeting at NIST)

Participants invited to present any preliminary numerical predictions and analysis for Part
I at the 5"' project meeting at NIST, USA. This will provide an opportunity for those
participants who have started work on Part I of the benchmark exercise to discuss their
initial results and findings.
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4. 6 September 2002

Participants to send to BRE their 'final' numerical predictions for Parts I and 11 (if
undertaken) in either a text file or Excel spreadsheet. Participants should also provide a
brief summary of the modelling assumptions used for each case reported. Guidelines on
the information required are given in the case descriptions below.

5. October 2002 (6th proiect meeting at BRE)

BRE to present an overview of the results based on the information supplied.

Participants to present their results and findings for Parts I and 11 (if undertaken). This Will
follow a similar format to that adopted for the first benchmark exercise at the 3 project
meeting at EPRI, USA.

6. December 2002.

Draft technical reference document on the second benchmark exercise released. To be
compiled by BRE and including technical annexes from the other participants as for the
first technical reference document.
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Part I - Large Hall Tests

Introduction
The three cases defined here are based on a series of full-scale fire tests inside a large hall.
In each case a pool of heptane burned for approximately five minutes, during which time gas
temperatures were measured at three thermocouple columns and at two thermocouple
locations directly above the fire source. In two cases the hall was nominally closed, while for
the third case a mechanical extract system was operational and two 'doorway' openings were
provided.

For each case, two tests were performed under nominally identical conditions. Performing a
repeat test allowed the variation in measured values due to changing ambient conditions (and
other factors) to be investigated. In all three cases the repeatability of the measurements was
reasonably good. The mass release rate of fuel for each of the three cases given below is the
average from the two tests for that case.

Geometry
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the hall, comprising a rectangular space with a pitched roof
structure above. A Cartesian axis system is defined, with the origin as indicated. All
dimensions are in metres. The four walls are labelled as west (x=O), east (x=27 m), south
(y=0) and north (y=13.8 m). Here the west and east walls known collectively as the end walls
and the south and north walls as the side walls.

In cases 1 and 2 there are two open doorways, 0.8 m wide by 4 m high, one located in each
end wall. Both doorways open to the external ambient environment, and are located such that
the centre Is 9.3 m from the south wall (y=9.3 m). The doorway openings are labelled as the
west doorway (door 1) and the east doorway (door 2).

Figure 2 shows the nternal geometry of the test hall for Part I, including the location of the fire
source.

A single mechanical exhaust duct is located in the roof space, running along the centre y-
plane. It has a circular section with a diameter 1 m, and opens horizontally to the hall at a
distance 12 m from the floor and 10.5 m from the west wall (x=10.5 m).

Figure 2 shows the location and dimensions of two obstructions were present inside the hall
during the experiments and may have influenced the internal air movement. If included in
simulation these should be treated as simple rectangular obstructions. The small circles
indicate the location of the thermocouples and velocity probes, which are discussed below.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 contain plan, side and end views of the hall respectively, and should
further clarify the geometry and dimensions.

Participants should decide for themselves how to incorporate the roof geometry. For a zone
model It might be decided to set the (flat) ceiling height such that the volume of the hall is
preserved. Participants are free to undertake a series of simulations using alternate
strategies, and to comment on the findings.

Material properties
The walls and ceiling consist of a 1 mm (0.001 m) layer of sheet metal on top of a 0.05 m
layer of mineral wool. The floor Is constructed from concrete. Table 1 presents the thermal
properties of the sheet metal, mineral wool and concrete materials.
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Table 1 MateriAl properties for Part I

Material Thermal properties

conductivity density specific heat
(J s-' m ' K') (kg mJ) (J ' K')

metal sheet 54 7850 425

mineral wool 0.2 500 150

concrete 2 2300 900

If included by the participant, the internal obstructions can be modelled as concrete
(properties as given in Table 1). However, as the choice of material properties for the internal
obstructions is not likely to have an important bearing on the numerical predictions, the
obstructions can optionally be treated as adiabatic, i.e. no heat transfer.

All surfaces are assumed to have an emissivity of 0.95, i.e. almost black body, and a
convective heat transfer coefficient of 10 J s' m2 K.

Ambient conditions
Ambient pressure and temperature are 101300 N m2 and 20 C respectively.

Ventilation conditions
Mechanical exhaust ventilation is operational for one case, with a constant volume flowrate of
11 m3s' drawn through the 1 m diameter exhaust duct. For this case there are two doorway
openings as described above.

For the other two cases the mechanical exhaust system does not operate and the doors are
closed. Ventilation is restricted to infiltration through the building envelope. Exact information
on air infiltration during these tests is not available. However, following discussions with the
scientists involved in the experiments, it is recommended that air infiltration be modelled by
including four small, square openings to the outside ambient environment, each opening
having an area 0.5 nf. For the purpose of the benchmark exercise it is suggested that two
openings be located in the east wall, one at floor level and 12 m above the floor, and two at
the opposite end of the hall in the west wall. Table 2 shows the co-ordinates of the centre of
the four openings.

Note that air infiltration should be Ignored in the two cases with mechanical ventilation and
doors open.
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Table 2 Openings to simulate effect of air infiltration In Part I
- Y

Opening Co-ordinates of centre

(0.707mx0.707m) X y z
(m) (m) (m)

1 0 6.9 0.35'

2 0 6.9 12

3 27 6.9 0.35'

4 27 6.9 12

4

4

Fire Source

A single fire source was used in each test, its centre located 16 mi from the west wall and 7.2
m from the south wall (x=16 m, y=7.2 m) as indicated in Figure 2. For all tests heptane was
burned on top of water in a circular, steel tray. The fuel surface was I m above the floor. Two
tray diameters were used, 1.17 m for one case and 1.6 m for the other two. The trays were
placed on load cells, and the mass release rate then calculated from the time derivative of the
load cell weight readings.

For the three cases defined below the fuel mass release rate ( ) is provided as an input
parameter. The choice of combustion mechanism is left to the participant. However, it is
suggested that the fuel rate of heat release be modelled as

Q 1 = ZhfAtH, (1)

Here the heat of combustion (IH-) is taken as 44.6x106 J kg". The recommended combustion
efficiency () value of 0.8 may be interpreted also as a radiative fraction of 0.2. For the
purpose of the benchmark exercise, it is suggested that as in the first benchmark exercise a
value of 12% be assigned to the lower oxygen limit parameter in those combustion models
that make use of it. However, participants are encouraged to investigate other values if they
believe this to be important.

Instrumentation
Data was obtained from the Instrumentation described below, against which numerical
predictions can be compared:

1. Three vertical thermocouple trees, located as shown in Figure 6, on the centre Y-plane at
distances 1.5 m, 6.5 m and 20.5 m from the west wall. The vertical distribution of
thermocouples, the same for all three trees, is shown in Figure 7. Individual
thermocouples are labelled as shown in Figure 7, where T2.5, for example, refers to the
fifth thermocouple on tree number 2. Each thermocouple was a 0.1 mm K-type. Note that
the readings from these thermocouples were used to calculate a layer height and upper
layer temperature as described below.

2. Two horizontal thermocouple grids centred directly above the fire source at a height of 7
m and 13 m. Both grids consisted of nine 0.5 mm K-type thermocouples arranged in a 3
by 3 array. However, for the benchmark exercise attention is focussed only at the centre
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thermocouple at each height, directly above the centre of the fire tray. These are labelled
as TG. I and TG.2 in Figure 7.

3. For the case with mechanical ventilation and open doorways, a vertical column of bi-
directional probes to measure gas velocity was located in each doorway opening. Each
column contained three probes located on the vertical centre-line of the opening at the
heights shown In Figure 7. Note that a positive value indicated flow from the outside to
the inside of the hall. The velocity measurements may be used to estimate the net flow of
air through the opening.

Two-layer data reduction
A two-layer zone model will predict upper and lower layer properties, and the height of the
interface separating the layers. Therefore, to make comparisons between experimental
measurements and zone model predictions, the thermocouple data must be reduced in some
way.

Participants will be provided with the measurement data for all thermocouple locations, and
will be free to make their own data reduction to generate upper/lower layer and interface
height 'measurements'. However, the method described below will be used as a 'baseline'
method and the resultant layer values will be provided along with the 'raw' measurement data.

Furthermore, participants using CFD and network models will be Invited to calculate 'upper
layer' and 'lower layer' temperatures and an 'interface height' for comparison against zone
model predictions. For consistency, the method described below, based on predictions of
temperature at the thermocouple tree locations, should be used. If they wish, participants
may in addition use their own methods for calculating 'upper layee and 'lower layer'
temperatures and an 'interface height' (and should document these methods).

Layer temperature and interface calculation

The one-dimensional analytical method presented here allows an upper layer temperature
(T4p), lower layer temperature (Tk,,v) and interface height (Z,,,d to be calculated given a discrete
set of temperatures (T,) at heights above floor level (z1), i=1,N.

Consider a continuous function T(z) defining temperature as a function of height z, from 0
(floor level) to H (ceiling).

H ----------------------- ,______

Hint- _________ ----------

T111, T.z T

Then, from the zone model concept and the conservation of mass, we may write

(H - Zit top + Zi. = HT(z)dz (2)
0
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(H - Znt t1 + zi.t T = | T dZ = 2 (3)T,, Tb, T(z)

Algebra then gives

zt = T 2(I. (4)

I + 2 T.2 - 2Tk.H

Here, TwV is taken as the temperature at the lowest discrete measurement location (T,) and
11,12 are calculated from the discrete data set using a quadrature rule, e.g. Simpsons Rule. Tp
Is then calculated by applying the mean value theorem over the interval z=zh,1 to z=H

T-p = 1 JT(z)dz (5)

In reducing the thermocouple tree data it is proposed that the average of the three values
(one from each tree) is taken at each distance above the floor.

Exercises
The three cases to be simulated are summarised below. Details of geometry, material
properties, ambient conditions, ventilation rates and instrumentation are as defined above.
The specifications given here represent the 'baseline' scenarios. Participants are invited to
perform study variations on these cases in order to gain Insight into the performance of the
fire models used. However, the three 'baseline' cases should be given priority, and
furthermore case 1 should be given highest priority.

The fire source should be taken as pure heptane, located as described above. For case 1 the
pool diameter is 1.17 m while for cases 2 and 3 it Is 1.6 m. Table 3 defines the fuel mass
release rate for each case at discrete times in minutes. A piecewise linear polynomial should
be assumed, i.e. interpolate linearly between the given points.

Table 4 summarises the ventilation conditions for the three cases. Natural leakage should be
modelled as described above.

Each case should be modelled for the duration of the fire, assuming the fire to have stopped
after the last entry in Table 3, i.e. 7.5 minutes of case 1, 7 minutes for case 2 and 6 minutes
for case 3.
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Table 3 Fuel mass release rates for Part I

Case 1

t (min) dm/dt (kg s')

Case 2

t (min) dm/dt (kg s)

Case 3

t (min) dm/dt (kg s')

0 0

0.22 0.033

1.5 0.045

4.8 0.049

5.45 0.047

6.82 0.036

7.3 0

0 0

0.23 0.057

0.5 0.067

1.52 0.081

3.22 0.086

4.7 0.083

5.67 0.072

6.2 0.06

0 0

0.22 0.064

1.05 0.084

2.77 0.095

4.27 0.096

4.87 0.091

5.5 0.07

5.75 0

6.58 0

Table 4 Ventilation conditions for Part I

Case I Case 2 Case 3

doors closed doors closed doors open (0.8 m x 4m)

no mech. exhaust no mech. exhaust mech. exhaust (11 m3 s')

natural leakage natural leakage ignore natural leakage

Reporting procedure
The reporting schedule is summarised in the Scheduled Activities above. This section
documents the format to be adopted when submitting predictions to BRE in September 2002.

Participants should submit data in either a text file or Excel spreadsheet, and also summarise
their findings and modelling assumptions.

The 'raw' prediction data at each reported time will occupy a single record (text file) or row
(spreadsheet), with each quantity (e.g. layer height) occupying one field (text file) or column
(spreadsheet). While the first field or column should be the time value, the ordering of the
remaining fields/columns is left to the participant. However, each field/column should be
clearly labelled and the units stated. Numbers may be formatted as deemed appropriate, e.g.
fixed number of decimal places, scientific notation (1.5e+2), etc. As a hypothetical example,
part of a text file format might appear as below,
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Time(s) T1.1(C) T1.10(C) V1.1(m/s) Layer height(m)
0. 0. 0. -0.05 19.
10. 0. 0.2 -0.06 19.
30. 0.1 2.8 1.1 16.

It is suggested that results be reported at 10-second Intervals. However, this is a guideline
only and not a formal requirement (sufficient points to produce representative graphs is the
minimum requirement).

Table 5 Includes a list of suggested variables to be reported for zone and CFD models
(acknowledging that for network models the number of reported variables will be somewhere
in between). If a fire model does not output a particular variable, then the participant should
ignore it. The number of variables to be reported depends In part on the fire model, with CFD
models allowing for a greater number of outputs. Participants are free to include other
variables that they consider important.

In addition to the tabulated results, participants are asked to summarise the main modelling
assumptions and inputs used. This will include a short summary on the following topics at
least (one or two paragraphs on each topic):

* Heat release (combustion) mechanism. This could be a combustion model or a simple
heat release source term. Issues such as the lower oxygen limit should be reported.

• Radiation treatment (if included. Important issues may include the treatment radiation
transfer to solid surfaces, the absorption/emission in the gas phase and radiation from
soot plume.

• The zonal approximations used and main empirical correlations (in the case of a zone
model).

* The number of control volumes or elements (in the case of a CFD model), or equivalently
the number of network elements (in the case of a network model).

* The turbulence model (in the case of a CFD model).

* Roof geometry assumptions (this relates mainly to zone models).
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Table 5 Reported variables for Part I

Zone CFD

Heat release rate of fire

Interface height

Upper layer temperature

Infiltration flow rate (cases 1 & 2)

Mass flow rate in/out door 1 (case 3)

Mass flow rate in/out door 2 (case 3)

Total heat loss rate to solid boundaries

Heat loss through mech. exhaust (case 3)

Plume temperature

Temperatures at thermocouple trees
(T1.1,...,T1.1 0,T2.1,...,T2.1 ,T3.1,...,T3.10)

Temperatures at plume thermocouples
(TG1.1 & TG.2)

Infiltration flow rate (cases 1 & 2)

Mass flow rate in/out door 1 (case 3)

Mass flow rate in/out door 2 (case 3)

Velocities at the two doorways (case3)

(V1.1,...,V1.3,V2.1,...,V2.3)

Total heat loss rate to solid boundaries

Heat loss through mech. exhaust (case 3)

Interface height
(using reduction of thermocouple tree data)

Upper layer temperature
(using reduction of thermocouple tree data)

Total heat release rate
(within whole hall)

'- I
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Part 11- Extended NPP Scenarios

Introduction
Part II has been added as an optional extension to the benchmark exercise. It includes three
scenario cases inside a rectangular building with dimensions comparable to those of a real
turbine hall. The fire size has been chosen to produce temperatures that may be capable of
damaging equipment or cables.

As in Part I mechanical exhaust is specified in a sub-set of cases. Targets have been added
to Part II to allow the onset of damage to be studied.

Geometry
Figure 8 shows the geometry and dimensions of the building, which are comparable to those
of a real turbine hall. For the benchmark exercise there is a doorway opening in the west wall
and at the opposite location in the east wall.

Material properties
To simplify the modelling task, assume the floor, walls and ceiling to be constructed from
concrete, with the thermal properties as given in Table 1, and a thickness of 0.15 m. Again,
assume an emissivity of 0.95 and a convective heat transfer coefficient of 10 J s'"m2 K'.

Ambient conditions
As specified for Part I.

Ventilation conditions
Ventilation is provided in all three cases through a doorway opening in the west and east
walls as shown in Figure 8. In two cases both openings have dimensions 1 m wide by 4 m
high, while for the third case the openings are 4 m square. Figure 9 shows the location and
dimensions of the doorway opening more clearly. The dashed line indicates the location of the
larger square doorway in the third case.

In two cases there is mechanical exhaust through 12 vents at ceiling level. Each vent is
square with dimension 1 m. Figure 8 shows the location of the 12 vents.

Fire Source
For all cases, heptane Is burned In a square, 4 m by 4 m, tray such that the surface of the fuel
is 1 m above the floor. The fire is located centrally inside the hall as indicated in Figure 10.
Fuel and combustion properties are as specified for Part I.

The mass release rate of the pool fire (/) grows from zero to a steady value 1.55 kg s-'
(derived from published data for heptane pool fires [4]) as follows,

rhn = o¢T2 (6)
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I

Here t is the time In seconds from the start of the fire, and a is a constant with value
5.325xle kg s4. This value Is derived from an assumed NFPA ultra fast t-squared growing
fire [5]. Equation (6) defines the mass release rate for the first nine minutes, at which time it
reaches the steady value 1.55 kg s' which is maintained for the next 11 minutes (giving 20
minutes total duration).

Targets

To make Part II relevant to practical applications three cable targets have been introduced,
similarly to the first benchmark exercise. Each cable is a 50 mm (0.05 m) diameter power
cable, assumed to consist entirely of PVC. The thermal properties of the cable material are
the same as in the first benchmark exercise, repeated below in Table 6.

Table 6 Material properties for cable targets

conductivity density specific heat emissivity convective htc

(J s mn" K') (kg m4) (J kg t K') (J s' me K')

0.092 1710 1040 0.8 1 0

A structural beam target is included also. To simplify the modelling, this is approximated as a
horizontally orientated rectangular slab of steel with cross-sectional dimensions of 0.15 m
wide and 0.006 m thick. Table 7 provides the material properties to be assumed for the steel
'beam' target, where the conductivity, density and specific heat correspond to steel (0.5%
carbon) at 20 C [6]. It is assumed for the purpose of this exercise that property values are
temperature independent. A damage temperature of 538 C is assumed.

Table 7 Material properties for 'beam' target

conductivity density specific heat emissivity convective htc

(J s m ' K') (kg me) (J kg' K') (J s' m2 K')

54 7833 465 0.8 10

Figures 9 and 10 show the locations of the three cable targets and the 'beam' target. The
cables extend the full length of the hall (x direction), and the 'beam' extends the full width (y
direction). The centre-lines of the three cables are 1 m from the south wall, and 9 m, 15 m
and 19 m above the floor respectively. The 'beam' centre-line is midway across the width of
the hall and 0.5 m below the ceiling.

Internal ceiling
For the exercises described below, an internal ceiling has been added for some cases,
effectively dividing the turbine hall into two levels. This makes the geometry more
representative of a 'real-life' situation.

It Is assumed that the internal ceiling is located 10 m above ground level and again
constructed from 0.15 m thick concrete (material properties as given in Table 1). Furthermore,
there is a hatch opening with dimensions 10 m by 5 m within the nternal ceiling, providing a
connection between the lower and upper levels. Figure 11 shows the location of the internal
ceiling and hatch opening.
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Exercises
The exercises are divided Into two groups of three, where there the first group (cases la, 2a
and 3a) does not include the internal ceiling (i.e. a single compartment), and the second
group (cases b, 2b and 3b) Includes the internal ceiling (i.e. two compartments) and the
hatch opening.

The cases to be simulated are summarised below in Table 8. Note that case lb is the same
as case la but with the addition of the internal ceiling, and likewise for the other cases. Each
case lasts for 20 minutes, or until the participant decides there is no need to proceed further,
e.g. the cables and 'beam' are damaged.

Case I takes highest priority in both the 'a' and 'b' groups. While the cases with the internal
ceiling are perhaps the more interesting, and arguably warrant priority, it is acknowledged that
these are more complex to model and so participants are free to concentrate on the 'simpler'
single compartment cases if preferred.

Table 8 Cases for Part 11

Case la Case 2a

1m x 4m doorway openings 1m x 4m doorway openings

no mechanical exhaust ventilation 16 ma sl mechanical exhaust ventilation
(divided evenly between the 8 vents)

Case 3a Cases lb, 2b and 3b

4m x 4m doorway openings As for cases la, 2a and 3a, but with

80 m3 s' mechanical exhaust ventilation addition of the internal ceiling partition,
(divided evenly between the 8 vents) dividing the volume into two levels

Reporting procedure
Predictions should be reported In September at the same time as for Part 1.

Cases la. 2a and 3a

The format and variables for group 'a' cases (single compartment) are as for Part I, with the
following additions or amendments:

* The three vertical thermocouple trees are at the locations shown in Figure 10. These are
of relevance to CFD models, where it is requested that gas temperatures be provided at
1 -meter intervals in height (labelling the locations T1. 1- T1. 19 etc similarly to that done
for Part 1).

* As for Part 1, the gas temperature directly above the fire is requested at two locations
(CFD models), but now at heights 9 m and 19 m.

Three doorway velocities should again be considered at 0.5 m, 1 m and 3.5 m height, on
the vertical centre line of each opening.
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* The total heat loss through the doorway opening should be provided if possible.

* Upper and lower layer oxygen concentration should be provided in the case of zone
models. For CFD models the oxygen concentration at the thermocouple tree locations
should be provided.

* For each cable target and the 'beam' target the following should be provided, where
possible, at each reported time:

=> maximum incident flux

=> maximum surface temperature

* maximum centre-line temperature

Here the maximum refers to the maximum along the length of the cable or 'beam'. If they
wish, participants may provide the values at the mid-point (i.e. at x=40 m for the cables
and y=20m for the 'beam') allowing a simpler conduction modelling approach to be used.

Participants should provide comments on the likelihood of damage to the targets, and if so at
what time into the fire the damage occurs.

Cases lb. 2b and 3b

The reporting procedure is as for the group 'a' cases above, except that the two levels should
be accounted for. This means that interface heights and upper layer temperatures should be
provided for each level (compartment). Furthermore, the transfer of mass and heat through
the hatch opening should be reported.

Where gas temperatures are reported, these should be at the same locations as for the group
'a' cases (except that there is no temperature at locations T1. 10 and T2. 10 because of the
presence of the internal ceiling, and so a blank entry should be provided for this location).
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FIRE SAFETY RESEARCH AT NIST
Anthony Hamins

Building and Fire Research Laboratory (http://www.bfrl.nist.gov/)
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

The Fire Research Division is one of four Divisions in the Building and Fire Research
Laboratory (BFRL) at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The
Division is composed of approximately 58 full time employees, 25 Guest Scientists and
several post-doctoral associates. The technical background of the staff includes
engineering, mathematics, chemistry, and physics. The Fire Research Division Budget in
2002 was approximately $13 M, with half of the support coming from government
agencies and private industry. The goal of Fire Loss Reduction is one of four technical
research areas in BFRL. The intent of this research is to provide engineered fire safety
for people, products, facilities and enhanced firefighter effectiveness. The goal is broken
into the four component programs described below.

The objective of the first component program is to eliminate the risk of flashover cost-
effectively by enabling 1) new/improved materials whose fire resistance does not
negatively impact performance, cost, or the environment; 2) early and certain fire and
environment sensing; and 3) automatic fire suppression technologies compatible with
occupants and the environment. Flashover is the dramatic and sudden transition from a
relatively small, slowly developing fire to a much larger and dangerous fire in which all
flammable surfaces within the enclosure are involved. Flashover is generally
accompanied by a significant increase in the heat release rate, extension of flames out
open doors and windows, and a dramatic increase in the production of toxic fire products.

Fire statistics do not report directly the occurrence of flashover. Estimates based on the
extent of fire damage indicate that roughly 30 % of reported fires transition to flashover
and that these were responsible for 80 % of fires deaths and property damage in buildings
in 1999. Reducing the risk of flashover offers an opportunity to significantly reduce the
high human and property costs of fire. Means exist to prevent flashover: e.g., by having a
fire fighter always on the scene, by installing sprinklers, or by limiting the contents of the
room.

The problem is that these means of prevention lack public acceptance because they are
not affordable, reliable, flexible, and/or predictable. Standard test methods are generally
not applicable to new technologies, and models for fire growth on realistic objects do not
yet exist. The lack of effective fire spread and growth models is recognized as a major
obstacle to the implementation of performance-based codes. A major impediment to
efforts to reduce the risk of flashover is insufficient understanding of fire growth and
spread on room contents. The unavailability of appropriate fire growth and spread models
is a serious roadblock to the implementation of performance-based fire standards. A
substantial effort is being undertaken to improve the experimental and theoretical
understanding of fire growth and spread within enclosures, with the goal of developing a
modeling capability for real-world room contents that can be reliably used for fire safety
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engineering, product design, and materials assessment. BFRL has made significant
progress in cost-effective approaches that reduce the flammability of polymers while
improving or maintaining physical characteristics. Introduction of these materials into the
market will accelerate fire safety. Active measures to limit fire growth require reliable
early fire detection and effective suppression approaches. As an example, elimination of
false alarms would allow detector systems to be wired directly to the fire fighting service,
which, in turn, would reduce the response time to a fire. Directed research designed to
enhance fire detector sensitivity while reducing the number of false alarms and to
improve suppression effectiveness are being carried out. Component projects include:
* Real-scale specification and testing
* Flame radiation
* Early, fault-free detection
* Flammability measures for electronic equipment
* Micro-scale high throughput optimization of flame retarded polymers
* Bench-scale high throughput flame retardancy measures

The objective of the second component program is to enhance fire fighter safety and
effectiveness through research and help achieve a 50% reduction in line-of-duty fatalities
and burn injuries in the United States by 2012. Fire fighting operations proceed with very
limited information about the extent of fire involvement, structure safety, hazards, and
even the location of fire fighters. To be safer and more effective, incident commanders
and fire fighters need access to reliable and timely information regarding fire conditions,
developing hazards, and the location and condition of resources. Efforts are underway to
explore new technology for protective clothing, wireless transfer of information from fire
alarm systems, evaluation of performance of thermal imagers and exploring the use of
thermal imagers for hazard sensing, acoustic sensing of weak roof structures, and
capabilities of durable agents to protect structures from external fires. Component
projects are:
* Developing a heat transfer model for fire fighter protective clothing under wet and

dry conditions with associated material property database, which will be assembled
into an effective training tool and software to assist in design.

* Working with a fire alarm manufacturers and the BFRL effort in Cybernetic
Buildings, wireless means to deliver timely emergency information about conditions
inside of buildings and predictions of developing hazards to first responders before
they arrive at the scene is being demonstrated.

* The capabilities and limitations of the current generation of thermal imagers.
* A fundamentally based computational model is being developed to predict major

features of the interaction of structures with wind-driven fires utilizing FDS.
* The capabilities of acoustic sensing to determine weakness in roof structures.
* Nano-particles added to polymer gels used to protect external structures against fire

have been shown in laboratory scale experiments to greatly increase the durability of
the gel. Based upon work completed last year in a grant, a standard method to
determine the performance in full scale will be investigated to allow durable agents
with different nano-particle formulations to be evaluated.

* To aid the fire services in keeping abreast of developments in research, information
on fire service related research is being distributed electronically.
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The objective of the third component program is to lead the world in fire
measurement and predictive methods, enabling engineered fire safety for people,
products, facilities, and first responders. Engineering correlations developed through
fire testing over the past 25 years have improved fire codes and technologies in the
U.S. and produced a slow decline in the number of deaths and injuries due to
unwanted fires; however, the total economic burden of fire in the U.S. continues to
rise. To counteract these losses, new fire safety technologies and performance-based
codes are needed that can only be achieved by a higher level of understanding of the
dynamics of fire, and more certain measurement methods. Component projects
include:
* basic research on the physics of fire to improve our knowledge and capabilities in

quantitative methods in heat release rate, heat flux (including spectral and total
radiation), room flows, soot/smoke, and water sprays.

* advanced instrumentation with emphasis on measurement accuracy, precision,
and interpretation of measurements through models and analysis

* mass and heat transport phenomena involving gas phase and condensed phase
processes and their interaction

* gas phase model enhancement - radiation submodel, boundary layer submodel,
water spray submodel, flow boundary sensitivity, experimental validation

* combustion submodel development - pyrolysis submodel, soot
formation/destruction submodel, experimental validation

* building structure fire model enhancement - real-scale fire validating
demonstrations, HVAC/smoke flows

* expanded numerical simulations and computational fluid dynamics models of
transport processes to encompass higher accuracy radiation, droplet and sprays
models and semi-empirical sub-models of phenomena at the fuel/flame interface

* a Large Fire Laboratory (LFL) with advanced measurement capabilities that
promote the understanding of full and reduced-scale fire phenomena

* reference data for model input against which predictions can be compared and
validated and made available electronically to the fire community

* tools and knowledge that enable the implementation of performance based fire
codes, allow assessment of key test methods and address international barriers to
standards and the role of uncertainty in regulations.

* transfer of BFRL research results to industry as well as to organizations that
create fire standards and codes.

* guidance to U.S. fire testing laboratories to identify and address research needs.
* FRIS as the source of easily-accessible fire information and data.

The objective of the fourth component program is to investigate the building
construction, the materials used, and the technical conditions that combined to cause
the World Trade Center (WTC) disaster. This work is under planning and will serve
as the basis for improvements in the way buildings are designed, constructed, and
used; improved tools, guidance for industry and safety officials, revisions to codes
and standards, and improved public safety.
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Future Fire Research in IRSN

R. BERTRAND

Institut de Radioprotection et de SOret6 Nucleaire (IRSN)

This presentation indicates first the IRSN strategy related to the fire research. Then the

dominant fire scenarios that can occur in the French NPP and that need data from

research to be assessed are presented. At last, IRSN needs in fire research are indicated.

Strategy of IRSN In fire research: The axes of research are mainly defined according to

the safety assessment issues. The tight connection between expertise and research

inside IRSN as well as the dialogue between utilities (such as COGEMA) and IRSN allow
to fix clearly the priorities and the purposes of the research programs.

The research is divided into two complementary parts : experimental tests and modelling.

The strong connection between the experiments and the modelling allows to develop and

to assess the computer codes used to realise fire safety assessment. Two modelling

approaches are developed: a simplified and empirical approach for fast and global safety

assessment and a more detailed approach for more precise assessments in specific

complex configurations. The experimental work is also composed of two parts: rather

global, full scale, representative tests for getting direct information on specific

configurations or equipments (the knowledge gained from this applied research can be

directly used for safety analysis and for the global assessment of computer codes);

analytical tests designed to improve the basic knowledge of the fire and help in models

development and qualification.

The main objective of fire modelling is to provide well-qualified computer codes essential

for performing safety assessment. Actually for this purpose the FLAMME-S code is used.
For the future, the SYLVIA code will provide a set of models for simulating the fire

development (two zone and CFD approaches), the ventilation network components

behaviour and the aerosols (soot, radioactive materials) deposition and transfer between

the rooms and through the ventilation network. Furthermore, the SYLVIA code will be

coupled to the IRSN statistical tool, named SUNSET [5], thus allowing uncertainty

propagation and sensitivity studies on code input data and model parameters. The main
objectives of this new code development are to perform the coupling between all the main

phenomena involved during a fire In a nuclear plant (fire propagation, ventilation

behaviour, radioactive aerosols and soot transfers) and to provide different modelling

Texte relatif la pr6sentatio
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levels for various users (a simplified approach for fast-running calculations used for

instance for PSA analyses; a detailed approach mainly for research activities).

Experimental programs In progress: IRSN is performing or is preparing 3 series of fire

tests:

* FLIP test: these tests are related to TPBITPH fire interacting with a wall in an

confined and forced ventilated compartment,

* CARMELA test: these tests aim at providing knowledge of electrical cabinet fires.

In a first test, analytical approach is implemented In order to understand the

complex phenomena of electrical cabinet fires and notably the impact of some

parameters (ventilation effect, spatial arrangement, cabinet filling, effect of the

ignition location, quantity of combustible). In a second step, tests will be

performed in a real electrical cabinet in order to study the consequences of such a

fire notably on adjacent electrical cabinets and generation of inadvertent order,

* DIVA tests: this program firstly aims at studying all the consequences a fire,

located in a room, has on neighbouring rooms and on the ventilation network:

thermal propagation, smoke and fire spread, consequences of the fire on the

ventilation and room equipments, management of the ventilation during a fire. For

this program a new large-scale experimental facility has been built. It consists of

three rooms (L=6m, 1=5m, h=4m), a common corridor connecting these rooms, a

room located above the third room and the neighbouring area of the corridor. The

rooms are connected by a ventilation network and openings such as doors.

Fire scenarios selected: The fire scenarios that need research in order to improve the

fire risk assessment have been identified by IRSN personal that is involved in safety

assessment. These fire scenarios have been ranked to focus the fire research on

dominant needs. For NPP, the fire scenarios selected are:

* an electrical cable fire induced by a fixed or transient combustible fire,

* a fire on a process control relay rack in a relay room,

* an electrical cabinet fire,

* a fire propagation to a compartment located above,

Texte refatif a la prdsentatio
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* a fire in a containment (unconfined fire),

* a fire in a benchboard of the control room.

IRSN fire research needs: Basic research topics are clearly identified by IRSN in order

to improve the knowledge and modelling of the complex phenomena involved in fire

scenarios.

For the fire study, the topics are:

A combustion parameters,

V soot production,

V Improvement of the plume model in a confined and ventilated configuration,

V explosion hazards due to the non-burnt residues,

V fire propagation towards other fire sources,

V criteria for the failure of equipment and the electric cables.

A complementary research program is conducted for the transfer of radioactive aerosols

inside a plant (including the ventilation network) and for the behaviour of the ventilation

and confinement devices submitted to the thermo-mechanical stresses induced by a fire.

The topics selected are, for example:

v Plugging of the filters by the aerosols of combustion,

V Setting up the suspension of radio-elements in the event of a fire,

V Mechanical resistance of the filters,

V Evolution of the aerosols of combustion outside the flame.

A first fire research program has been defined for the 3 first topics (combustion parameter,

soot production, improvement of the plume model). This program that foresees to begin

the research related to the combustion parameter in 2003 will be proposed in the frame of

the next budget.

Texte relatitA la prdsentatio
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FIRST APPLICATIONS OF A QUANTITATIVE FIRE HAZARD
ANALYSIS TOOL FOR INSPECTION IN THE

U.S. COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS*

* at * *.r 

Naeem Iqbal and Mark Henry Salley, P.E.
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Division of Systems Safety and Analysis
Plant Systems Branch

Fire Protection Engineering and Special Projects Section

ABSTRACT

Fires In -a nuclear power plant (NPP) are a significant safety concern. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC's) new Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) uses a risk-informed approach to evaluate
the safety significance of Inspection findings. As a part of this approach, the Inspectors use a significance
determination process (SDP) to evaluate the significance of fire risks to the operating reactor, as required
by the new NRC Inspection manual. A key step In the SDP Is determining whether a credible fire scenario
Is possible. The paper titled Development of a Quantitative Fire Scenario Estimating Tool for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Fire Protection Inspection ProgramI introduced the new quantitative
analytical tools for performing fire hazard analyses (FHAs) being developed by the NRC Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR) fire protection engineering staff. These tools are designed for use by the regional
fire protection Inspectors. The paper notes that a FHA Is Intended to permit fire protection Inspectors to
quickly evaluate the potential for credible fire scenarios to cause critical damage to essential fire safe-
shutdown (FSSD) systems, components, or equipment. It also discusses the process of creating an
analytical quantitative tool based on the fire dynamics equations and preprogrammed correlations using
Microsoft Excel* worksheets. These worksheets form the basis to be used to perform quick, easy, accurate
calculations. The first paper discussed how to estimate burning characteristics of fire (heat release rate,
flame height and burning duration), and hot gas layer temperature. Since then a second series of
computational worksheets with different concepts of fire dynamics have been developed and taught to the
regional Inspectors. Applications which are discussed In this paper include: flame heat flux from a fire
source to a target fuel using a point source and solid flame radiation model, centerline temperature of a
buoyant fire plume, sprinkler actuation time and heat release rate (HRR) required to cause flashover in a
compartment. The NRR fire protection engineering staff is In the process of developing additional
worksheets to promote greater application of fire science engineering In the field during inspection.

Key words: fire hazards analysis, nuclear power plant, fire protection Inspection finding, credible fire
scenario, fire dynamics, correlations, worksheet, quantitative methods

This paper was prepared by the NRC staff. The views presented do not represent an official staff position. The NRC has
neither approved nor disapproved is technical content

This paper was presented at the Structural Mechanics In Reactor Technology (SMIRT) Post-Conference Fire Protection
Seminar No. , August 20-23,2001, at the Millstone Nuclear Power Station Conference Facility In Waterford, Connecticut.
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INTRODUCTION

One purpose of a fire hazard analysis (FHA) is to determine the effect of fires on the ability to operate the
facility safely, that is, to protect the reactor and prevent the release of radiation to the environment. There
are a variety of methods of performing a FHA. In this second paper we describe more analytical methods
of quantitatively assessing fire hazards in NRC-licensed nuclear power plants (NPPs).

The NRC/NRR method uses simplified quantitative FHA calculation techniques to evaluate the potential for
credible exposure fire sources to cause critical damage to essential fire safe-shutdown (FSSD) systems,
components, or equipment, either directly or by Igniting Intervening combustibles, which In turn could cause
critical damage. The NRC/NRR methods are based on material fire property data used In engineering and
scientific calculations. The fire hazard calculations used in these worksheets are simple empirical
correlations based on accepted fire dynamics principles.

REGULATORY BACKGROUND

The primary objective of the fire protection programs at U.S. NPPs Is to minimize the probability and
consequences of fires. Fire protection programs for operating NPPs are designed to provide reasonable
assurance, through defense-in-depth (DID), that a fire will not prevent the performance of necessary safe-
shutdown functions and that radioactive releases to the environment will be minimized. Regulatory Guide
1.189, Fire Protection for Operating Nuclear Power Plants," April 2001, summarizes the multilevel approach
to fire safety. The fire protection DID program has three objectives:

1. To prevent fires from starting.

2. To detect rapidly, control, and extinguish promptly those fires that do occur.

3. To provide protection for structures, systems, and components important to safety so that
a fire that is not promptly extinguished by the fire suppression activities will not prevent the
safe shutdown of the plant.

The NRC's regulatory framework for nuclear plant fire protection programs (FPPs) Is described in a number
of regulations and guidelines, Including General Design Criterion 3 (GDC 3), 10 CFR 50.48, Appendix R to
10 CFR Part 50, Regulatory Guide 1.189, and other regulatory guides, generic communications (e.g.,
generic letters, bulletins, and nformation notices), NUREG reports, the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-
0800) (SRP), and branch technical positions (BTPs).

FIRE HAZARD ANALYSIS FOR NPPs

NPPs achieve the required degree of DID for fire protection using echelons of administrative controls, fire
protection systems and features, and safe-shutdown capabilities. A FHA should be performed to
demonstrate that the plant will maintain the ability to perform safe-shutdown functions and minimize
radioactive material releases to the environment in the event of a fire. Regulatory Guide 1.189 states that
the objectives of a FHA are to,

1. Consider potential in-situ and transient fire hazards.

2. Determine the consequences of fire In any location in the plant according to the ability to
safely shutdown the reactor and minimize and control the release of radioactivity to the
environment.
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3. Specify measures for fire prevention. fire detection. fire suppression. fire containment, and
alternative shutdown capability for each fire area containing structure, systems. and
components important to safety in accordance with NRC guidelines and regulations.

NPP FIRE SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

A fire scenario can be thought of as a chain of events that begins with the ignition of combustibles and ends
either with successful plant shutdown or core damage. A fire is postulated to occur at a specific location
in a specific fuel package and to progress through various stages of growth. As the fire grows, it may
damage plant equipment directly or indirectly (most often through electrical cables). For a given fire source,
the FHA may postulate damage to different equipment, depending on how long the fire burns and the initial
size of the fire. The postulated or predicted fire damage either directly or indirectly causes an initiating event
such as a plant trip, or loss-of-off site power.

When developing a fire scenario, the inspector should conservatively postulate a significant fire provided
that the potential for a large fire is possible in the fire zone, area, or room. For example, in a large cabinet
fire the initial fire damage extends beyond the cabinet where the fire started. A large cabinet fire in its initial
stages may damage overhead cabling, an adjacent cabinet, or both. Assuming that electrical power is
interrupted the initial size of a pump or motor fire may largely depend upon the size of the oil spill. If the
configuration of the compartment, adjacent combustibles, etc., support the growth of a large fire, a large
fire should be postulated. Since large-fire scenarios are normally expected to dominate the risk significance
of an inspection finding, small-fires scenarios (for example a small electrical cabinet fire) are generally not
analyzed when large-fire scenarios can be postulated. Suppression is not credited unless suppression
could prevent the damage to the component. Automatic suppression, fire brigade, operator response, and
fire frequencies are accounted for in other parts of the SDP.

FIRE PROTECTION INSPECTION FINDINGS

A fire protection inspection finding usually concerns a failure or partial failure in meeting one of the
objectives of DID. If there are no DID-related findings against a fire protection feature or system, the fire
protection feature and system is considered capable of performing its intended function and remaining in
its normal (standby) operating state.

EFFECTS OF FIRE ON NPP OPERATIONS

Recent studies indicate that fires are a significant risk to the safe operation of an NPP (NUREG-1742). In
addition to local damage, heat transfer and the spread of smoke may cause damage far from the burning
object. A toxic mixture of combustion products in the smoke can hinder work in the area by reducing
visibility and creating a potentially lethal environment for plant personnel. Furthermore, the probability of
failures in electrical components increases as temperatures rise and smoke becomes more concentrated.

Empirical data indicates that a nuclear power facility experiences more event precursors (small fires that
have little impact on nuclear safety) than actual fire events such as the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant
(BFN) Unit 1 fire (NRC Bulletin 75-04. March 1975). Many fire protection experts argue that no fire in an
NPP is without nuclear safety implications because every fire is a threat to safety through its effects on
equipment or operating personnel. Statistically however, a NPP is expected to experience a fire that affects
nuclear safety equipment every 6 to 10 years (Ramsey and Modarres 1998). The NUREG-1742 review of
individual plant examinations of external events [including some detailed fire probabilistic risk assessments
(PRAs)] showed that fire can be a significant contributor to a given plant's core damage frequency because
a single fire and its effects can result in the loss of an otherwise highly reliable redundant safety capability.
The loss of a redundant safety capability reduces possible success paths and may lead to core melt
damage accidents
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FIRE DEVELOPMENT

Fire hazards to NPP equipment may result from thermal destruction, fouling, corrosivity, and other sources.
Fire is essentially a rapid self-sustaining oxidation process, producing heat and light of varying intensities.
The chemical and physical reactions that take place during a fire are very complex and difficult to describe
completely.

A fire starts when in-situ or transient combustibles ignite and then release heat to the surroundings by
conduction, convection, and/or radiation. The rise In temperature in the fire compartment Increases the
volume of gas and forces It out of the compartment. The flow of expanding gas out of the compartment
continues as the temperature rises. The pressure differential of the expanding gas across the compartment
boundary depends on a number of factors Including (1) the leakage area (including the ventilation system
If applicable), (2) the volume of the fire compartment, (3) the rate of temperature rise, and (4) the rate of gas
generation from the combustion process. When the fire temperature reaches a steady-state value, the
gases In the fire compartment cease to expand. A balance is established as smoke moves out of the
compartment (primarily by buoyancy) and air moves in to replace the smoke.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIRE DYNAMICS WORKSHEETS

Our challenge was to develop a method that could be taught to regional Inspectors and put to use in a short
time. Regional Inspectors have diverse backgrounds typically in electrical, mechanical, nuclear, chemical,
and civil engineering. We had to present the fire dynamics correlations so they could be understood by
engineers who had little or no formal education in the field of heat and mass transfer. We also had to
present the fire dynamics equations and correlations in a user-friendly format. After discussions with the
fire protection engineers from the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) we decided to
develop a series of Microsoft ExceI0 worksheets similar to ATFs' with the equations and correlations pre-
programmed and locked In. The worksheets would allow quick, easy, accurate calculations. The
worksheets would also fist the physical and thermal properties of materials commonly encountered in the
NPP. To begin the process, we had to select a series of fire dynamics correlation methods. We decided
to base our program on state-of-the-art methods from the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering,
NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, and if necessary to modify the equations for use in specific NPP
application. The paper titled, Development of a Quantitative Fire Scenario Estimating Tool for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Fire Protection Inspection Program," presented at the Structural Mechanics
in Reactor Technology (SMiRT) Post-Conference Seminar No.1, 2001, discussed the first set of worksheets
that were put into use by the regional inspectors.

The following section describes the second addition of fire dynamics worksheets recently developed to
complement the first series.

METHODS OF PREDICTING HEAT FLUX FROM FIRE TO A TARGET FUEL

Introduction

The McCaffrey, Quintiere, and Harkleroad (MQH) and Foote, Pagni, and Alvares (FPA) temperature
correlations are not valid for analyzing a fire scenario In a large open compartment. Very large spaces such
as the reactor building in a boiling-water reactor (BWR) or the turbine building have too large of a volume
for a uniform hot gas layer to build up. In these scenarios, we must look at other forms of heat transfer such
as radiation. This section addresses radiation heat transfer when the target Is at floor level.

Thermal radiation can be the significant mode of heat transfer for situations where a target Is located
laterally from the exposure fire source. An example is a floor-based fire adjacent to an electrical cabinet
or a vertical cable tray In a large compartment.
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Fire normally grows and spreads by direct burning, which results from impingement of the flame on
combustible materials or by heat transfer to other combustibles. The three modes of heat transfer are,
conduction, convection, and radiation. All these modes may be significant in heat transfer from fires. For
example, conduction is particularly important in allowing heat to pass through a metallic object in a solid
barrier and ignite material on the other side. Most of the focus on heat transfer in fires involves convection
and radiation. It is estimated that in most fires some 75%o of the heat emanates by convection. The hot
products of combustion rising from a fire typically have a temperature in the range of 800 -1200 C (1472
-2192 F) and a density a quarter that of air. However, in an open industrial facility much of the convective
heat is dissipated into the atmosphere. Conversely, in a smaller building compartment the heat is contained
by the ceiling and walls. Radiation usually accounts for a smaller proportion of the heat generated from the
fire. Radiated heat is transferred directly to nearby objects. However, in large open spaces where a hot gas
layer is not established, radiation may be the most significant mode of heat transfer to evaluate. Thermal
radiation is electromagnetic radiation of wavelengths from 2 to 16 pm (infrared). It is the net result of
radiation from substances such as H20, CO2, and soot (often dominant in pool fires).

Critical Heat Flux to a Target

Radiation from a flame or any other hot gas, depends on the temperature and emissivity of the gas.
Emissivity is a measure of how well the hot gas emits thermal radiation. Emissivity is a value between 0
to 1, where 1 is a perfect radiator. The radiation that an observer feels depends on the emissivity and height
of the flame.

The incident heat flux required to raise the surface of a target to a critical temperature is termed the critical
heat flux. Measured critical heat flux levels for representative electrical cable samples typically range from
15 to 25 kW/m2 (1.32 to 2.2 Btu/ft2-sec). To account for inaccuracies, critical heat fluxes should be
established for screening purposes with values of 10 kW/m2 (0.88 Btulft2/sec) for IEEE-383 qualified cable
and 5 kW/m2 (0.44 Btu/ft2/sec) for non-IEEE-383 qualified cable. These values are consistent with selected
damage temperatures for both types of cables as referenced in EPRI's Fire-Induced Vulnerability Evaluation
(FIVE) methodology.

Numerous methods have been developed to calculate the heat flux from a flame to a target located outside
the flame. Flames have been represented as cylinders, cones, planes and point sources to evaluate the
effective configuration factor or view factor between the flame and the target. The configuration or view
factor is a purely geometric quantity. It gives the fraction of the radiation leaving one surface that strikes
another surface directly. The predictive methods range from very simple to very complex methods. The
more complex methods involve correlations and detailed solutions to the equations of radiative heat transfer
and computational fluid mechanics. Routine FHAs are usually based on simple correlations because of the
macroscopic goals of the analyses and the limited resources available for routine evaluation. As a result
of the widespread use of these methods, a great deal of effort has gone into their development. Burning
rates, flame heights. and radiative heat fluxes can be predicted by these methods.

POINT SOURCE RADIATION MODEL

A point source estimate of radiant heat flux is the simplest and the most widely used flame representation.
To predict the thermal radiation field of a flame. the flame is modeled as a point source at the center of a
flame. More realistic radiator shapes entail very complex configuration factor equations. With the point
source model radiant heat flux varies as the inverse square of the distance to the target, R. With an actual
point or spherical source of thermal radiation. the distance R is simply the distance from the point. or from
the center of the sphere, to the target (Drysdale 1998 and SFPE Engineering Guide 1999).

The thermal radiation hazard of fires depends on the composition of the fuel. the size and the shape of the
fire, the duration of the fire. its proximity to the object at risk, and the thermal characteristics of the object
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exposed to the fire. A point source exposure fire may start from either fixed or transient combustibles (e.g.,
electrical cabinet, pump, liquid spill, switchgear or motor control center (MCC), or Intervening combustible
some distance above the floor). For example, the top of a electrical cabinet Is the point source we use for
a postulated switchgear fire. The point source of a transient combustible liquid spill or pump fire Is located
on the floor.

The point source model assumes that radiant energy Is released from the center of the fire. The radiant
heat flux Is inversely related to the horizontal distance of the target from the fire. This is expressed
mathematically, In the following equation:

q =4nR2 (1)

where:
qi = radiative heat flux (kW/m2 [Btu/secf 2)]
2 = heat release rate of the fire [kW (Btu/sec)]

R = radial distance from the center of the flame from edge of source fire [m (ft)]
X = fraction of total energy radiated

In general, X depends on the fuel, flame height, and configuration. It varies from approximately 0.15 for low-
sooting fuels, such as most alcohols, to 0.60 for high-sooting fuels. In very large fires (several meters in
diameter), cold soot can envelop the luminous flames and reduce X. considerably. (See Figure 1.)

The heat release rate (HRR) of the fire can be determined by laboratory or field testing. In the absence of
experimental data, the maximum HRR for the fire, QI is calculated by the following equation (Babrauskas
1995):

Q=h"AHceffAf (2)

where:
Q = heat release rate (W)

m" = burning or mass loss rate per unit area per unit time (kgIm2-sec)
A = horizontal burning area of the fuel ( 2)
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Figure 1 - Illustration of Radiant Heat Flux From a Point Source Fire to a Target Fuel

Appendix A gives an example of the use of a Microsoft Excelt worksheet to estimate flame heat flux to a
target fuel using point source radiation model.

SOLID-FLAME RADIATION MODEL WITH TARGET LOCATED ABOVE GROUND LEVEL

This worksheet provides a method for assessing the Impact of radiation from pool fires to potential targets
using view or configuration factor algebra. The method Included in this worksheet contains a range of
detailed calculations. Some methods are most appropriate for first order, Initial hazard assessments, while
greater engineering effort is required for more detailed methods which are capable of better predictions.

The method presented in this section has been Included in the Society of Fire Protection Engineering
(SFPE) Engineering Guide on Thermal Radiation. The accuracy of this method has been examined In the
SFPE Engineering Guide through comparisons of the method with available experimental data (SFPE
Engineering Guide 1999).

The solid-flame model assumes that the fire can be represented by a solid body of a simple geometrical
shape, with thermal radiation emitted from Its surface, and that non-visible gases do not emit much
radiation. (See Figure 2.) The geometries of the fire, target, and their relative positions must be taken Into
account since part of the fire may be obscured as viewed from the target thus changing the effective volume
of the fire. The thermal radiation intensity to an element outside the flame envelope is calculate by the
following equation:

q EF12 (3)

where:
= incident radiative heat flux (kW/m2)

E = average emissive power at flame surface (kW/m2)
F1.,2 = configuration or view factor

Emissive Power

Emissive power is the total radiative power leaving the surface of the fire per unit area per unit time.
Emissive power can be calculated by the use of Stefan's law, which gives the radiation of a black body in
relation to Its temperature. Because fire is not a perfect black body, the emissive power is a fraction () of
the black body radiation:

E =EGT (4)
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where:
E = flame emissive power (kW/m2)
T = temperature of the fire (K)
£ = emissivity
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.67 x 10-' (kWlm2-K4)

Figure 2 - Solid Flame Radiation Model With No Wind and Target Above Ground Level

To use Stefan-Boftzmann's law to calculate radiation the Inspector must estimate the fire's temperature and
emissivity. Turbulent mixing causes the fire temperature to vary. Therefore, it can be useful to calculate
radiation from data on the fraction of heat liberated as radiation, or to rely on measured radiation values.

Shokri and Beyler (1989) correlated experimental data on flame radiation to external targets In terms of the
'average emissive power" of the flame. The flame is assumed to be a cylindrical, black-body, homogeneous
radiator with an average emissive power. The effective power of the pool fire In terms of effective diameter
is given by the following correlation:

E = 58(10o-O$.23D) (5)
where:

E = flame emissive power (kW/m2)
D = diameter of pool fire (m)

* The effective power is the average emissive power over the whole flame and is significantly less than local
emissive power level. The emissive power decreases with ncreasing pool diameter because black smoke
outside the flame dims the radiation of the luminous flame.

For noncircular pools, the effective diameter is the diameter of a circular pool with an area equal to the
actual pool area. The effective diameter Is obtained by the following equation:

D=4- (6)

where:
A = surface area of the noncircular pool
D = diameter of pool fire (m)
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Conficiuration Factor. View Factor or Shane Factor, F1 ,2

The configuration factor is a purely geometric quantity. It is the fraction of the radiation leaving one surface
that strikes another surface directly. In other words, It Is the fraction of hemispherical surface area (or solid
angle) viewed by the differential element when looking at another differential element on the hemisphere.

The configuration factor Is a function of target location, flame height, and fire diameter. Its value Is between
0 and 1. When the target Is very close to the flame, the configuration factor approaches 1 since the target
views only the flame. The flame Is modeled as a cylinder with a diameter equal to the pool diameter, D, and
a height equal to the flame height, H.; If the pool has a length-to-width ratio near 1, a circular source of
equivalent area can be used to determine the flame height, H. for non-circular pools. (See Figure 3.)

The flame height of the pool fire Is obtained by the following correlation (Heskestad 1995):
2

H. = 0235Q3 -1.02D (7)
where:

Hi = flame height (m)
Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW)
D diameter of the fire (m)

Figure 3 - Two-Cylinder Representation of the Configuration Factor for Target
Located Above Ground Level

As previously discussed, HRR of the fire can be determined by laboratory or field testing. In the absence
of experimental data, the maximum HRR for the fire, Q, is estimated by Equation 2. The radiation
exchange factor between a fire and an element outside the fire depends on the flame's shape, the distance
between the fire and the receiving element, and the orientation of the element to the fire. The turbulent
diffusion flame Is approximated by a cylinder. Under wind-free conditions, the cylinder Is vertical (Figure
2).

Given the diameter and height of the flame, Equations 9 is used to obtain the view or configuration factor,
F1 .2, for a cylindrical radiation source whose target is above the ground . Two cylinders are used to
represent the flame for a target above the floor. One cylinder represents the flame below the height of the
target, and the other represents the flame above the height of the target (Figure 3).

For targets above ground level, Equations 8 and 9 are used to estimate the two configuration factors for
Equation 9:
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and:
L = distance between the center of the cylinder (flame) and the target
Hi = height of the cylinder (flame)
D = diameter of cylinder (flame)

The total view or configuration factor at a point is the sum of two configuration factors:

17O2,V = F1 ,2.V1 + F1 .212W (10)

Appendix A provides an example of the use of a Microsoft ExcelF worksheet to estimate flame heat flux to
a target fuel above ground level using solid flame radiation model with no wind.

A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE OF A BUOYANT FIRE
PLUME

Introduction

A fire plume is a buoyant rising column of combustion products, not-yet-burned fuel vapor, and entrained
air. The plume of a fire In a building Impinges on the ceiling unless the fire Is very small or the ceiling very
high. A fire plume usually contains smoke particles. Surrounding air mixes Into the plume and dilutes the
smoke which reduces the temperature. This mixing Is called entrainment. To predict the course of a fire,
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it Is necessary to know the rate at which air Is entrainmed into the plume. There are correlations for
calculating the rate of entrainment, but the results are not entirely reliable because small disturbances in
the air near the plume can have large effects on the entrainment rate. If combustion occurs only In the
lower part of the plume, there is approximately an order of magnitude more entrained air above the
combustion zone than the stoichiometric requirement.

A fire plume has two zones: the flaming (reacting) zone and the nonflaming (nonreacting) zone. The flaming
zone Is Just above the fire source; the fuel vapors released by the combustibles burn in this zone. The air
for the reaction Is entrained by the upward movement of the reactants. Above the flaming zone of the
column of hot combustion products is called the nonflaming zone since no reactions take place there.

Fire Plume Characteristics

Fire plumes are characterized in various ways depending on the scenario. The most common plume for
fire protection engineering applications Is the point source thermal plume or buoyant axisymmetric plume,
which Is caused by a diffusion flame just above the burning fuel. An axis of symmetry is assumed along the
vertical centerline of this plume. Another type of fire plume Is the line plume. This Is a diffusion flame
formed above a long narrow burner. Air is entrained from both sides of the burner as the hot gases rise.
Some examples of line fires are flames spreading over flammable wall linings, a balcony spill plume, a
burning long-sofa, a burning row of townhouses, and the advancing front of a forest fire.

Plume Temperature

The highest temperature is at the plume centerline. The temperature decreases toward the edge of the
plume, where more ambient air Is entrained, thus cooling the plume. The centerline temperature, Tp(.%*,),
varies with height. It is roughly constant In the continuous-flame region and represents the mean flame
temperature. The temperature decreases sharply above the flames as more ambient air is entrained into
the plume. The symbol ATp,,,.&,, represents the difference between the centerline plume temperature and
the ambient temperature, To. Thus ATT.,,p,,,= - To.

There are numerous ways of correlating the height above the fire source and HRR to estimate the plume
centerline temperature. For example, consider a region of a ceiling jet at a radial distance from the fire axis
equal to the vertical distance from the fire source to the ceiling. In this region, the maximum velocity In the
jet drops to half the value near the fire axis, and the temperature (relative to the ambient temperature) drops
about 60 percent near the fire axis. The maximum velocity and temperature occur at a distance below the
ceiling equal to about 1 percent of the distance from the fire source to the ceiling. If the walls are very far
away, the temperature and velocity of the ceiling jet decay to negligibly low values before the jet reflects
when It reaches the wall. If the wall is close, the jet reaches the wall. The reflected jet goes back toward
the fire axis, Just under the original jet. Thus the hot layer under the ceiling becomes thicker.

If the compartment has an open door or window and fire continues, the hot layer ultimately becomes thick
enough to reach the top of the opening, at which point the hot smoke-laden gases start to exit the
compartment. If the fire Is next to a wall (or a corner), the behavior of the ceiling Jet can be predicted
provided the fire Is assumed to be twice (for wall) or four times (for corner) as large as the actual size.

Heskestad 1995, provided a simple correlation for estimating the maximum centerline temperature of a fire
plume as a function of ceiling height and HRR:

Tp(.fM) -To < 11 
(Z ZO)i
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where:
Tp(,m,&,) = plume centerline temperature (K)
To = ambient air temperature (K)
0 = convective HRR (kW)

g =acceleration of gravity (m/sec2)
cp = specific heat of air (kJ/Kg-K)
p = ambient air density (kg/rM3)
z = distance from the top of the fuel package to the ceiling (m)
4 = hypothetical virtual origin of the fire (m)

The virtual origin is the equivalent point source height of a finite area fire. The location of the virtual origin
is needed to calculate the thermal plume temperature for fires that originate in an area heat source. The
thermal plume calculations assume that the plume originates in a point heat source. Examples of area heat
sources are pool fires and burning three-dimensional objects such as electrical cabinets and cable trays.
A point heat source model is made for an area source by calculating the thermal plume parameters at the
virtual point source elevation rather than the actual area source elevation.

The virtual origin, z0, depends on the diameter of the fire source and the total energy released. The virtual
origin is given by:

2

ZO =-.02+0.083QS (12)
D D

where:
z = virtual origin (m)
D = diameter of fuel source (m)

= total HRR (kW)

For noncircular pools, the effective diameter is the diameter of a circular pool with an area equal to the
actual area (Equation 5).

Total HRR,(), is used when calculating the mean flame height and the position of the virtual origin. In
estimating other plume properties the convective HRR,(O.), is used since this Is the part of the energy
release rate that causes buoyancy. The energy losses due to radiation from the flame are generally about
20% to 40% of the total HRR,(Q ). Sootier and more luminous flames, often from fuels that burn
Inefficiently, will have higher energy losses. The convective HRR Is therefore often In the range Q = 0.6
to 0.8 Q . where 0 Is the total HRR and Qc Is the convective heat release from the fire.

Appendix A provides an example of the use of a Microsoft ExceP worksheet to estimate the centerline
temperature of a buoyant fire plume.

A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING SPRINKLER ACTUATION TIME

Introduction

It Is often useful for an Inspector to be able to determine If, or when automatic suppression will activate for
a postulated fire scenario.

Automatic sprinklers are thermosensitive devices designed to react at predetermined temperatures by
automatically releasing streams of water and distributing them In specified patterns and quantities over
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designated areas. The automatic distribution of water is intended to extinguish a fire or control its spread.
A closed-element sprinkler is only activated when it absorbs a sufficient quantity of heat.

The effectiveness of a sprinkler installation depends upon the characteristics of the system itself (e.g., the
thermal rating and spacing of the sprinklers, how far the sprinklers are mounted below the ceiling, and their
pressure/flow characteristics), the characteristics of the building in which the system is installed (e.g., the
height of the ceiling, the volume of the compartment, the presence of openings, joists. or ventilation currents
at ceiling level), which can affect the flow of hot gases from a fire to the sprinklers. the type of combustibles.
and their closeness to the ceiling.

Sprinkler Activation

In a fire protection analysis, it is often important to estimate the burning characteristics of selected fuels and
their effects in enclosures including when fire protection devices such as automatic sprinklers, and thermal
and smoke detectors will activate for specific fire conditions. There are equations available based primarily
on experimental correlations, for estimating these effects.

Sprinklers are primarily activated by the convective heat transfer from the fire. Convection transfers heat
through a circulating medium, typically, air. The air heated by the fire rises in a plume, entraining additional
room air. When the plume strikes the ceiling, it spreads to produce a ceiling jet, in a shallow layer beneath
the ceiling surface, driven by the buoyancy of the hot combustion products. The thickness of the ceiling jet
flow is 5 to 12 percent of the height of the ceiling above the fire source, with the highest temperature and
velocity at 1 percent of the distance from the ceiling to the fire source. Heat-sensing elements of sprinklers
and thermal detectors are activated by the ceiling jet.

Computer programs have been developed to calculate the response time of sprinklers installed below the
ceilings of large compartments. These programs estimate the time to operation for a set-specified fire HRR
history. They are convenient because they avoid the tedious repetitive calculations needed to analyze a
growing fire. The same calculations can be easily done with a scientific hand calculator for stead-state fires
that have a constant HRR. If cases where a more detailed analysis of a fire that has important changes in
HRR over time is required, the fire may be represented as a series of steady-state fires one after another.

The following equation gives the time needed to heat the sensing element of a suppression device, from
room temperature to operation temperature. in a steady-state fire:

,,, =RTI njT., - T. )(3Tn ~ ,(13)
., T, - T',, a.,

where:
t~atyf = sprinkler head activation time (sec)
RTI = Response Time Index (m-sec)' 2

uZtl = ceiling jet velocity (m/sec)
To1 t = ceiling jet temperature (C)
To = ambient air temperature (C)
T,,,t,<, activation temperature of sprinkler head (C)

RTI is the fundamental measure of the thermal sensitivity of sprinklers. The RTI is determined using plunge
tests in which the sprinkler is exposed to a uniform gas flow of constant temperature and velocity. The test
results can be used to predict the activation time of sprinklers in any fire environment. The RTI assumes
that conductive heat exchange between the sensing element and supports is negligible. The RTI is a
function of the time constant, . of the sprinkler head which is related to the mass and surface area of the
sensing element. Faster sprinklers have lower RTI and smaller time constants. Sprinklers with low time
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constants typically have low ratios of mass to surface area. This Is the basis of quick response sprinklers.
The RTI concept was developed by Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FMRC). It is given by the
following equation:

RT1 = mc(ef (14)
heA,

where:
m = mass of element (kg)
cap.) = specific heat of element (kJ/kg-K)
h = convective heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2-K)
A. = surface area of element (m2)
u,, = velocity of gas moving past the sprinkler (m/sec)

The expressions for estimating the maximum ceiling jet temperature and velocity as a function of ceiling
height, radial position, and HRR were developed by analyzing of experimental data on large-scale fires
having HRRs between 668 kW to 98,000 kW. The expressions are given for two regions: where the plume
directly hits the ceiling and the surrounding region and, where the flow is horizontal.

The ceiling jet temperature and velocity correlations are given by the following equations (Alpert 1972, and
Budnick et al.,1997):

2

To - To= 169Q for S 8 (15)
H3

53(a)
T^-T= r forr> 018 (16)

To -TO= H H (6

= 0.96(.H) Hfor-•015 (17)

0195Q3H2 for >0.15 (18)
i ~ H

r6

where:
T1, = ceiling jet temperature (C)
To = ambient air temperature (C)
Q = heat release rate of the fire (W)
r = radial distance from the plume centerline to the sprinkler head (m)
H = distance from the top of the fuel package to the ceiling level (m)
up, = ceiling jet velocity (m/sec)

These correlations are widely used to calculate the maximum temperature and velocity in the ceiling jet at
any distance, r, from the fire axis. Note, the regions where each expression is valid are given as a function
of the ratio of the radial distance, r, to the ceiling height, H. As the ratio of r to H increases with distance
from the centerline of the plume jet, r/H Increases. For example, regions where rH>18, use Equation 16.
Equation 15 Is used for a small radial distance where the hot gases have just begun to spread under the
ceiling.
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As with the temperatures there are two velocity regions in the ceiling jet flow. u,: 1) one close to the
impingement point where velocities are nearly constant and (2) the other farther away where velocities vary
with radial position.

The ceiling jet temperature is important in fire safety analysis because sprinklers are usually on the ceiling.
Knowing the temperature and velocity of the ceiling jet as a function of radial distance enables inspectors
to estimate the response times of sprinklers.

The temperature and velocity of a ceiling jet also vary with the depth of the jet. Near the ceiling, the
temperature is at a maximum, then decreases downward. The temperature profile of a ceiling jet is not
symmetric like the temperature profile of a plume, where the maximum temperature is along the plume
centerline.

Knowing the ceiling jet temperature and velocity, the actuation time of a sprinkler can be estimated if the
spacing of the sprinkler and the RTI is known.

Appendix A provides an example of the use of a Microsoft Excel worksheet to estimate the sprinkler
actuation time.

A METHOD FOR PREDICTING COMPARTMENT FLASHOVER

Introduction

The likelihood of flashover can be estimated by determinating the temperature within a compartment during
a fire. Flashover occurs when the surface temperatures of combustibles rise, producing pyrolysis gases,
and the compartment heat flux ignites the gases. Flashover is assumed if the temperature of the smoke
layer exceeds 450 C (842 F). Flashover generally occurs when the smoke layer reaches temperatures
between 500 C (932 F) and 600 C (1112 F). The hot-smoke layer is considered almost a black-body
radiator. At 450 C (842 F) the radiation from the smoke would be approximately 15 kW/m2 (1.32 Btulft2 -
sec). Fuel burning above 450 C (842 F) has a higher incident heat flux if the fire is in the open.

The International Standards Organization (ISO), defines flashover as the rapid transition to a state of total
surface involvement in a fire of combustion material within an enclosure and the relatively abrupt change
from a localized fire to the complete involvement of all combustibles within a compartment" (Glossary of
Fire Terms and Definitions," ISO/CD 13943. International Standards Organization, Geneva. 1996).

NFPA 555 "Guide on Methods for Evaluating Potential for Room Flashover." defines room flashover in terms
of temperature rise and heat flux at floor level. The NFPA guide gives a gas temperature rise at flashover
of 600 C (1112 F) and a floor-level heat flux at flashover of 20 kW/m2.

Heat Release Required to Cause Flashover

The minimum HRR necessary to cause flashover in a compartment has been widely studied. The minimum
rate increases with the size of the compartment, and depends, on the ventilation in the compartment. If
there is too little ventilation, flashover cannot occur. If there is too much excess air flow, it dilutes and cools
the smoke, requiring a higher HRR to reach the critical temperature for flashover. The materials of
construction and the thickness of the ceiling and upper walls are also important factors in determining
whether flashover will occur and, if so. how soon.

There are several methods of estimating the onset of flashover in a compartment. The methods are usually
based on simplified mass and energy balances for single-compartment fires and correlations with
experimental data on fires.
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Observations from full-scale fire tests and fire fighter experience de6ribe flashover as a discrete event.
Numerous variables affect the transition of a compartment fire to flashover. Thermal influences are clearly
important when radiative and convective heat flux are assumed to be predominate. Ventilation,
compartment volume, and the chemistry of the hot-gas layer can also influence the occurrence of flashover.
Although the speed of the transition to flashover increases the uncertainties, the onset of flashover can still
be estimated by correlating with the considerable body of full-scale test data on flashover.

Thomas (1981), developed a semi-empirical correlation of the HRR necessary to cause flashover In a
compartment. He used a simple model of flashover In a compartment to study the effect of wall-lining
materials and thermal feed-back to the burning objects. He predicted a temperature rise of 520 C (968 OF)
and a black-body radiation of 22 kW/m2 to a surface distant from burning wood fuel at the predicted critical
HRR necessary to cause flashover. According to the NFPA 555, room flashover potential is best estimated
by using Thomas's flashover correlation (Equation 18).

Thomas' flashover correlation simplifies the energy balance of a compartment fire. The correlation gives
the minimum HRR for flashover (Thomas 1981, Walton, and Thomas 1995, and NFPA 555 2000 Edition):

QFO =78AT+378AVH (19)

where:

QFO = heat release rate to cause flashovber (kW)
AT = total area of the enclosing compartment surfaces ( 2), excluding the area of the vent
opening(s)
A = area of the ventilation opening(s) (M2)
H = height of the ventilation opening(s) (m)

The constants In Equation 18 represent values correlated to experiments producing flashover.

This equation requires that the duration of the fire be known or that the fire has been burning for a long
period of time and the heat conduction has become steady-state.

Typically a few minutes up to around 30 minutes is a reasonable range of time for estimating the likelihood
of flashover. Firefighter response time is also usually within this range (Karlsson and Quintiere 2000).

Appendix A provides an example of the use of a Microsoft ExcelO worksheet to estimate the HRR necessary
to cause flashover.

SUMMARY

The additional fire scenario estimating tools described In this paper will advance the NRC risk-informed
inspection process in several ways:

1. The use of simple fire dynamics correlations will enable regional fire protection inspectors to
transition from purely qualitative fire risk evaluations to evaluations based on both qualitative and
quantitative methods. The correlations will decrease the reliance on opinion and reduce the
uncertainties In fire risk evaluations.

2. The worksheets with locked-in equations and correlations will allow regional Inspectors to more
easily perform fire hazard analyses, reduce the potential for mathematical errors and the
misapplication of the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering and NFPA Fire Protection
Handbook equations.
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3. Regional inspectors gain insights Into the fire risk scenarios b having tools that can rapidly be
changed to calculate potential fire dynamics effects.

LESSONS LEARNED AND IMPROVEMENTS

Lessons learned and Improvements have come about primarily during training of the inspectors In the
quarterly NRC regional fire protection Inspectors workshops and the inspector's applications of the
worksheets in actual NPP Inspections. There are three major areas where lessons learned/improvements
have been made to date.

1. One advantage of worksheets is the tabular listing of material fire property data. Collecting the input
to the fire dynamics equations and correlations for this Is a project In Itself. There were three
lessons learned identified. First, when there are several values in the literature for the same
material, which value should be used? This was a problem with HRRs for cable jackets. The
solution was to pick the best7 value and use only that value in the worksheet. If the licensee has
a more precise value the inspector can Input that value. The second problem Is unavailable or
incomplete data. This problem was discussed in training workshop sessions. Much of the HRR
data currently available was funded and developed for a specific end-user. For example, the
General Services Administration (GSA) (which deal mostly with office environments) HRR values
may not be applicable to NPPs. At times Inspectors have to correlate the scenario they are
developing with known data that may not, at first, seem applicable to NPPs. Third, some of the
existing data does not fully describe the potential hazard. A good example of this is the HRR for
electrical cabinets. The published data focus on combustibles In the cabinet (typically cable
Insulation) and neglect possible large energy release [amperes squared multiplied by time ( 2t)].
The fire at San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 3, on February 3, 2001, showed that heat
from an electrical fault In a cabinet can vaporize copper conductors and destroy surrounding metal
cabinets. For medium- and high-voltage applications, preliminary NRC research indicates that
these HRR values may be under predicting by a factor of 1000. Inspectors are aware of this and
are instructed to use higher values to Include the electrical energy when they can justify the higher
values. Additionally, the Inspector are trained In the fundamentals of fire dynamics and the use of
the engineering correlations to recognize those configurations where the correlations are
appropriate and where they should not be used. The NRC/NRR staff fire protection engineers are
always available for inspector consultation to ensure the proper application of these analysis tools.

2. Most of the equations and correlations in the worksheets are simple mathematical expressions.
The mathematical expressions are not limited and sometimes give physically Impossible values.
To prevent such errors, the worksheets have red warning flags added. If a value exceeds known
limits, a red flag appears. For example a red flag appears when an equation Increases room
temperature values well beyond those physically possible.

3. For convenience the new worksheets use pull-down menus and dialog boxes. This enhancement
will allow the users to select the single input, instead of entering all the parameters associated with
the input. For example, an Inspector can simply click on concrete" in the menu and the correct
parameters appear in the equation. This enhancement will also eliminate manual errors in entering
the table values In the equations.
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CONCLUSION

Using commercial available spreadsheet software (like Microsoft Excen to create a series of computational
worksheets, the techniques of fire dynamics analysis can be taught to and reliably applied by inspectors.
The worksheets also reduce mathematical complexities and errors.

The NRR fire protection staff is continuing to develop additional worksheets for regional Inspector
application In the area of fire risk evaluation. The worksheets discussed in this paper are the second set
completed and put into use. The NRC/NRR fire protection engineering staff expects to complete the full
suite of fire dynamics worksheets in about 3 years.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE PROBLEM

This Is an example of how to do an engineering FHA using the NRC/NRR fire dynamics Microsoft Excer
worksheets.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

During a routine fire protection inspection, a NRC Inspector discovers a significant oil leak in a station air
compressor. It is important to determine whether a fire nvolving 20 gallon spill of lubricating oil from a
compressor could damage the safety-related cable tray and electrical cabinet In an access corridor in the
fuel building. The compressor Is on a pedestal approximately 1.0 foot above floor level and has a 12 ft2
(1.12 M2) oil retention dike. The safety-related cable trays are located 8 ft (2.45 m) above the corridor floor
with a horizontal distance of 4 ft (1.2 m) from edge of the compressor's dike. The horizontal distance
between the compressor dike and the electrical cabinet is 5 ft (1.52 m).

The access corridor has a floor area of 20 x 15 ft (6 x 4.6 m), a ceiling height of IO ft (3 m), and has a single
unprotected vent opening (door) of 4 x 6 ft (1.22 x 1.4 m). The compartment has no forced ventilation. The
compartment construction Is 1 ft thick concrete. The corridor has a detection system and a wet pipe
sprinkler system. The nearest sprinkler Is rated at 165 F (74 C) with a RTI of 235 (m-sec)' 2) and located
9.8 ft (2.98 m) from the center of the dike. Determine if there Is a credible fire hazard to the safety-related
cable trays and electrical cabinet.

Use the following worksheets to evaluate fire scenario.

1. Heat flux to the target (electrical cabinet) using point source model,4:,
2 Heat flux to the target (cable trays) using the solid-flame radiation model, ,..
3. Centerline plume temperature, Tp(,,,,,,)
4. Sprinkler activation time, t,,,
5. HRR necessary to cause flashover, FO

ANALYSIS

Accidental spills of flammable and combustible liquid fuels and resulting fires depend on the composition
of the fuel, the size and shape of the fire, the duration of the fire, its proximity to the object at risk, and the
thermal characteristics of the object exposed to the fire. Liquids with relatively high flash points (like lube
oil or diesel fuel) require localized heating to Ignite. However, once started, a pool fire spreads rapidly over
the surface of the liquid spill. To perform a conservative FHA, it will be assumed that the 20 gallons of
lubricating oil will be spilled Into the diked area and the over heated compressor Ignites the oil.

The summary results of the calculations are given In table. See Microsoft Excefo worksheets for details of
the calculations.
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Fire Hazard Calculation for Compressor Lubricating Oil Spill in Access Corridor

Heat flux to target Heat flux to target Centerline plume Sprinkler activation HRR necessary to
(electrical cabinet) (cable trays) temperature time cause flashover

4" 4" Tp(dt) tan 

(kW/m2) (kW/m2) [OC (F)] (min) ( W

12.50____ 17_ _ I8 I (W)
12.50 17 689 (1272) 2 2100

It should be noted that exposure to high plume temperatures could potentially cause the unprotected safety-
related cable trays to fail. The flame heat fluxes to the electrical cabinet and the cable trays are high
enough to damage them.

The results of the calculation demonstrate that a pool fire with a 12 ft2 dike area in an access corridor could
damage unprotected safety-related cable trays and electrical cabinets. The analysis also suggests that for
the postulated oil fire, the sprinkler system, If operable, should activate and should provide some protection
to the safety-related cables and equipment.
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METHOD OF ESTIMATING RADIANT HEAT FLUX FROM FIRE TO A TARGET
LIQUID FUEL AT GROUND LEVEL UNDER WIND-FREE CONDITION
POINT SOURCE RADIATION MODEL

Parameters should be ansefled ONILY N TI4 WILLOW INPUtf PARAM!TFAR OYF-q

INPUT PARAMETERS

Mass Burning Rate of Fuel (m)
Net Heat of Combustion of Fuel (AH,..e)
Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (Aab.)
Distance between Pool Fire and Target (L)
Radiative Fraction (X,)

THERMAL PROPERTIES FOR
BURNING RATE DATA FOR LIQUID HYDROCARBON FUI

Lube Oil

..794. j

~.670

7740
:420.7

760

TING RADIATIVE HEAT FLUX TO A TARGET FUEL
'at' I FPE H ''tF~m~He4.cl),n 2'iEdotn pme 2, A.,

POINT SOURCE RADIATION MODEL
q-= OX,/47R

2

Where q = Incident radiative heat flux on the target (kW/m2)
0 = pool fire heat release rate (kW)
X, = radiative fraction
R = distance from center of the pool fire to edge of the target (m)
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Pool Fire Diameter Calculation
AdW. ND2 I4

D (4 A t

D= 1.19 m

Heat Release Rats Calculation
o = m"AH~Ad
Where 0 = pool fire heat release rate (kW)

m= = mass burning rate of fuel per unit surface area (k/m 2-sec)
Hc = net heat of combustion of fuel (kJ/kg)

Am = surface area of pool fire (area Involved In vaporization) (M2)
0= 2000.02 kW
Distance from Center of the Pool Fire to Edge of the Target Calculation
R = L+D/2
Where R = distance from center of the pool fire to edge of the target (m)

L = distance between pool fire and target (m)
D= pool fire diameter (m)

R 2.12 m
Radiative Heat Flux Calculation
q-= XO4CR2

4* ' . -. .- 12.40 Wlm' 1.09 BTUVteac, ANSWER

FAILURE CRICAL HEAT FLUX FOR CABLES
Cable Type Damage Threshold Damage Threshold

Heat Flux (kW/mr)
IEEE-83 qualified 10
IEEE-3a3 unqualified 5
Reference Fire-Indcced Vtdnerabilty Evaluation (FIVE). page 614

NOTE
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METHOD OF ESTIMATING RADIANT HEAT FLUX FROM FIRE TO A TARGET
LIQUID FUEL ABOVE GROUND LEVEL UNDER WIND-FREE CONDITION
SOLID FLAME RADIATi6N MODEL

.III�i ;I �i. -

D.,.m.r. shmh4 h enacUIm, nN I T1UC on tN IIT bACAUL-O nflYC

. _._._ . ...-.- . .-. _ . .- E

INPUT PARAMETERS

Mass Burning Rate of Fuel (m')
Net Heat of Combustion of Fuel (HC,.fl)
Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (A.)
Distance between Pool Fire and Target (L)
Vertical Distance of Target from Ground (Hi =

THERMAL PROPERTIES FOR
BURNING RATE DATA FOR LIQUI

Y 0z 4 .$ x o .. ew.v. 

T' 06

Miid ' o .. 0.64 

ESTIMATING RADIATIVE HEAT FLUX TO A TARGET FUEL

SOUD FLAME RADIATION MODEL
q-= EF12

Where Q' = Incident radiative heat flux on the target (kW/m2)
E = emissive power of the pool fire flame (kWtm2)
F12= view factor between target and the flame

Pool Fire Diameter Calculation
Ad. = 'D2/4

D- (4A

D= 1.19
Emlulve Power Calculation
E = 58 (1 0 ) oe
E = 56.71

m

(kW/m2)
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View Factor Calculation
F12Zv, - ignXpri"(h,/(52,1 )2Hh,/xS)tan'"((S-j y(S+ 1))1'2+A, h/S(A,2 1 )2taSf'((A +1 )(S.1 Y(A,.-1)(S+1 ))12
F12 = 1/(KS)tan'(hS2 .(-1 )2'(h2S)tan 1((S-1y(S+1))+A~h2 XS(A 2

2-1)1 ntan"1((A2+1)IS-1 Y(A-1 )(S+1)) 1'2

A, = (h, 2+S2+1)2S
A2= (h2

2
+S

2
+ )l2S

B = (1+S2)/2S
S = 2)R/D
h= 2H,,/D
112 =2H 2/D
F1zv=- F12.V1 + F12V2

Where F2.v = total vertical view factor
R distance from center of the pool fire to edge of the target (m)
H, = height of the pool fire flame (m)
D= pool fire diameter (m)

Distance from Center of the Pool Fire to Edge of the Target Calculation
R = L+D12 = 1.815 m

Heat Release Rate Calculation
o = m-iHoAt
O = 2000.02 kW

Pool Fire Flame Height Calculation
H. = 0235 O-1 .02 D
H.= 3.699 m

S = 2R/D = 3.047
hi = 2Hn/D = 3.582
h2 = 2Hl/D 2(HrHn)/D = 2.628

A,= (h,2+S2+1)12S = 3.793
A2= (h22+S 2+1)2S = 2B821

B (1+S'y2S 1t87

F1Z" -0.153 0.093 0231 038 0.760 QtS F1v
FIZV= 0.143 0.077 0.170 0294 0.800 0.143 FUv,
F1ZV= 0296

Radiative Heat Flux Calculation
q- = EF12

'q"u' -*. ". ' . '..'' .'.'. 1 6.76 kWim A8 BTUlt-ec ANSWER

FAILURE CRITICAL HEAT FLUX FOR CABLES
Cable Type Damage Threshold Damage Threshold

Heat Flux (kW/mt)
IEEE-383 qualified 11.4
IEEE-383 unqualified 5.7
Refererce Firel-Imced Vulnemrablity Evaluaton (FIVE). paWe 6-14

NOTE
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METHOD OF ESTIMATING TEMPERATURE OF A BUOYANT

Paremer hould bee p ONL' W THE YELLOW INPFT PARAMETER SOXES.

INPUT PARAMETERS
Heat R"e Rate of to Fire (0) (W)

Oitane from Ih Top of Fuel to go Ceiling (z) L 00 I t74 1
Area of Combuefible Fuel (A.) 1 w" it 

ABIENT CONOTtONS
Ambient AirTempwratxs (t.) 77.00 F 0 ZU# 

SpfcNe"tof Ah c,) 1.00 Ut.K
Amtbent Air Derelly (P.) 120 k '

AcelerabIon of Grviy (g) 3.81 nmsecs
Corwecve Heet Release Fraclon (zj 0.50

ESTIMATING PLUME CENTERUNE TEMPERATURE

Te-ee-rT. C1 ,T9c 0.5"4 Z rYz'

Wheon 0. Conectv portion of to heat relase rate (W)
T.- ambent Ir Umpnerahe (K)

S - occolraofn of r vity amsec
c, -spedflc heat ot air (Utrg-K)
P. anmblent air Om"ty (kgf)

s- ISan fb rm V. bp df E luret pack aUge VW Oaibg (M)
. bypotek vum oigon of Vre o m)

Conective Heat Rltoe Rate Calculedon
Q.z.Q

Where O *heat release I of to th (W)
2. - oowvcIve heat rease fhrcton

a.. 100 kW
Pool Firo Diameter Calculation
A . 20l4

D . 4 A.9"
0. 1.19 In
HrDothticatl VrWt Ortanl Calculateon
VD - 1.02 0.03 (0"ID
Where za .v til orlgn of tro e(m)

O- heat relase rl of t (trW)
C . damelr Of pool tw ()

ZdD . 0.44
Z,. O in
Centerine Plume Temperstre Callation
T-) * T _ 9.1 (lg c,2 p.)" CII Z I Z4d

TIIII*eI1T. 64.22

90222 K

T _~e~em~e * z C0 . tSae F .ANSWER

NOTE
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METHOD OF ESTIMATING SPRINKLER RESPONSE TIME

Parameters should be specified ONLY IN THE YELLOW INPUT PARAMETER BOXES.

INPUT PARAMETERS
Heat Release Rate of the Fire (0)2000 W
Sprinkler Response rime Index (RTI)235 (-.eczw. ,,, , ,,
Activation Temperature of the Sprinkler Head (T )165 (F) ( i,*.7.9 C.",.

Distance from the Top of the Fuel Package to the Ceiling Level (H) 9.00 o i
Radial Distance from the Plume Centerline to nearest Sprinkler Head (r) 9.8...i , (ft)
Ambient Air Temperature (T4) . lF) >

Convective Heat Release Fraction (e) 0.70
r/lH= 1.09

GENERIC SPRINKLER RESPONSE TIME INDEX (RTI)' FOR I Standad repons bulb
St~t1lvbdertt'.-s4 :< X ekPc tan pt Index

.-~~~~~~~,. -- iF- al,
A.souf* * I QP;

kfle '*' ' ' *' 'ma cs aFls Sdlo..an .1stlto i e If ng.

'Note: The actual RTI should be used when the value Is avail l.
GENERIC SPRINKLER TEMPERATURE RATING (ram.)- FOR I rdinery

.. _ ' a a'By37sf6 ... 360 .,.

NeUhi ...... * . . . s

. ....-. Cb?

'Note: The actual temperature ratina should be used when the value Is avaIlable.

ESTIMATING SPRINKLER RESPONSE TIME
E V APP itsieib V~~ie Edo- .-..-... "

tampo - (RT)u,t In (;. - To)Ti. T.W<)

Where to = sprinkler activation response time (sec)

RTI sprinkler Response Time Index (m-sec)t2
u ceiling let velocity (mfsec)
T= ceiling jet temperature (IC)

To ambient air temperature (*C)
Twst,, * activation temperature of sprinkler head (*C)
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Calling Jet Tempersre Cafeuuation
T,. -T. 16.9 (O.)"/M lorflt4*0.18
T, To 5.38 (OJr"M lor rH 018

Whom T,., calling jet temperature rC)
To * ambient sir terperaturs (C)

* convective portion of te heat release rat (W)
H - dutance fom the lop of tie luol pa g teo c Wllng level (m)
r radial daobnce from ti plume centine to te aprinkr head (m)

Convective Heat Role" Rate Calculation
0.- X. 0

Whe O * heat rate rate of t irs (W)
X.- convective hat relese fraction

0l.- 1400 kW

Radial Dtance to C ing HeIght Ratio Calcuation
rJH * 1.09 t/H > Q.1S

T,. -T. 538 (Ofr)"H
T -To- 118.34
T, - I C13.34 )

Celng Jet Velocity Calculation

u'. * 0S6 4 I for rlH *0.15
u, . (0.195 0 H' t for rlH > 0)15

Uw celing lot velocity (m/sc)
O - beat rasee rate of te firs (Wi)
H - datce from the top of e fuel peciage to tie calIfg level (m)
r ndil didatn from ti plume centedine lo te prinder bead (m)

RadIal ltanco to Calling "H tt Ratio Calculation
rlH - 1.09 rlfl>0.15

V, * (0.195O H H r
u< 1.635 mrh ec

Spinider Activation Tims Calculation

t.~ * (RTl)A,,, In (To- T.T. -rT. )
t~ea~m~ "111.9 sac

iThe spirtnrid respond hpproulma.ely i.e ubz ANSWER
NOTE: It t.d.u.. a *NUM' Sprinkler Is not activate
NOTE
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METHOD OF PREDICTING VENTED COMPARTMENT FLASHOVER
NO FORCED VENTILATION

Parameters shOid be spefled ONLY IN THE YELLOW INPUT PARAMETER BOXES.

INPUT PARAMETERS

COMPARTMENT INFORMATION
Compartment Wkdth (w.) 7000 ..

Compartment Length (I) 15.00" "4S2. I
Compartment Height (h. 1 "-

Vent Wxdth (W.) 4 ol",
Vent Height (H.) I i.ooab -M

METHOD OF THOMAS

Or * 7.8 AT + 78 A (1)"

Where, 0O - heat roles" rate of the fire (W)
Al - l aa of te compartment orcicein eurface bounderlee (mt)
A . area of ventilation operng (me)
H = height of ventilation opening (m)

Aead of Ventilation Opening Celoqlitlon
A- (W.)(H,)

A,- 2.23 ms
Am of Compurtment Enclosing Surface Boundaies
AT. 12(wld + 2(hxw. + 2(h.dcfl A.
A. 118.54 m

Minimum Rate of Hat Release for Flashover
Oro -7.8 AT + 378 A. (H)'
AOo. 6 2W4A kW ANSWER

NOTE
1ffbAiW_.&&UftEww.1&4Y -
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1 INTRODUCTION

This note has been written in the framework of the International Collaborative Project

to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear Power Plant Applications organized by the NRC. Its aim

is to give to the participants or the FLAMNE_S users an overview of the validation matrix of

the code. Therefore, in this document, only the FLAMMES major features anidthe test

conditions are described. More detailed information can be found in the references, mostly

written in French and not open to release.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE FLAMMES CODE

The FLAMME_S code was developed to compute the consequences of a fire in

nuclear power plants or in industrial facilities. This code is based upon a classical two zones

model and it can be applied to a single or a multi-room configuration. The main

characteristics of the FLAMME_S code are:

* The flame and the plume above the fire pool are described with the

empirical correlations set by Heskestad. The Mac Caffrey's plume model is

currently under development.

* The calculation of the radiative exchanges inside the room (on walls and on

targets) due to the flame relies on a classical point source approach.

* The heat loss of the gases through the walls by conduction is taken into

account and can induce the heating of the gases of a target room near the

fire room.

* The rooms of the facility can be connected with a ventilation system (at a

constant or variable flow rate) or with vertical vents like doors.

* No ceiling jet or horizontal vent models are available.

FLAMME_S can be used autonomously or coupled with the SIMEVENT code

devoted to the calculation of flow rates in complex ventilation networks. But the description

of this ventilation code is beyond the scope of this paper.
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3 VALIDATION DOMAIN

The objective of the validation process of the FLAMME_S code is to evaluate the

calculation results for several different configurations, in terms of:

* the room's number of the facility (up to 3 rooms),

* the location of the po-ofire (in the middle of the room or against a wall),

* the ventilation conditions (forced or natural),

* the kind of fuels used.

All the tests series considered in the validation matrix are listed in the following table:

Confration l o ation of thepoo fire ; Test series Number of tests

Single room In the middle of the room LIC, LPI, PEPSI 13

Single room Against a wall FLIP 5

Multi rooms In the middle of the room Cooper 19

Multi rooms Against a wall Peacock 7

Table 1: List of the test series considered in the validation matrix

Additional information about the test conditions is indicated below or may be found in

the references. Furthermore a "rough" criteria, the relative error, has been used to evaluate the

quality of the agreement between calculations and test results. When the relative error is less

than 20 %, FLAMMES can be used with confidence for similar calculation conditions. All

the tests listed in this document satisfy this condition, except some Peacock's test (See §

3.3.2).
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3.1 Fuel used during the test

The different kind of fuel used during the tests are indicated in the following table.

TPH C12H26 LIC2.CB

70% TPH - 30% TBP 70% (C12H26) - 30% LIC/FLIP
(CI2Hr2O4P)

Ethanol C2H601 LICI.14/FLIP

Mineral Oil C3 1,34H63 .9 LPI
(DTE medium)

Domestic fuel C15.55H293 LPI3

Methane CH4 Cooper

Methane/acetylene Peacock

Table 2: List of fuels

TPH: Hydrogened Tetra Propylen

TBP: Tri Butyl Phosphat

More detailed characteristics of the fuel are given in annexe.

3.2 Single room tests performed at IRSN

3.2.1 Centred fire pool

The different tests achieved with the fire pool in the middle of the room [5], [6] are

indicated in the table below.

Area of the pool Fuel Facility Ventilation Test
(m2) (Volume M3) conditions

(LxlxH) ou (SxH)
(wall material)

0,0314 Mineral oil 4,35 m3 confined LPI 7

(DTE medium) (0,856 mn2x5,35 m)
____________ medium)___ _ (steel wall)

0,0314 Mineral oil

(DTE medium)

4,5 m'
(2,011 m2 x2,24 m)

(steel wall)

confined LPI 9bis
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0,0629 Mineral oil 4,5 m3 confined LPI 10

(DTE medium) (01 2e 2 wal)

1 70% TPH - 30% 400 in mechanical LIC 2.3
TBP (9 rnx6 mx7,6 m) (3 VH)'

(concrete wall)
1 70% TPH - 30% 2000 m3 Natural LIC 2.8.1

TBP (10 mxlOmx2Om) _
(concrete wall)

1 70% TPH - 30% 3600 m confined LIC 2.CA
TBP (20 mxl5 mxl2 m)

(concrete wall)
1 TPH 3600 m3 confined LIC 2.CB

(20 mxl5 mxl2 m)
(concrete wall)

1 Mineral oil 400 m' mechanical LPI lA

(DTE medium) (9 mx6 mx7,6 m) (5 V/H) LPI 11
(concrete wall)

PEPSI 

1 ethanol 400 mr mechanical LIC 1.14
(9 mx6 mx7,6 m) (5 V/H)

(concrete wall)

2 Mineral oil 400 m3 mechanical LPI 12

(DTE medium) (9 mx6 mx7,6 in) (5 V/H)
_________________ _________________ (concrete w all)

5 70% TPH - 30% 2000 mn3 Natural LIC 2.8.5
TBP (10 mxlOimx2O m)

(concrete wall)
5 Mineral oil 2000 mi Natural * LPI 13

(DTE medium) (10 mxlO mx2O m)
(DTE______ medium)_ _ (concrete wall)

S Domestic fuel 2000 mn3 Natural LPI 19
(10 mxlO mx20 m)

(concrete wall)

Table 3: List of IRSN tests (centred fire)

3.2.2 Fire pool against a wall

In the FLIP tests [1], [8], the fire pool was located against the south wall of the

PLUTON facility (V = 400 3, lxwxh 9 mx6 mx7,6 m). In this facility, all the walls are made

of concrete except the south wall which was covered with a thermal insulating material made

of thermipan. Whatever the test considered, the steady ventilation flow rate before the onset
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of the fire was 3 volume changes per hour. The squared inlet (0.5 x 0.6 m!) is located in the

bottom and in the middle of ihe north wall ; the squared outlet 0.5 x 0.8 n2) is in the top and

in the middle of the west wall (cf. Figure 1).

Inlet

Fire Dool

U

Outlet

4

Figure 1: overview of the PLUTON facility

Additional information about the FLIP test is listed below:

Area of the pool Kind of fuel Q (kW) Test

0.4 TBPJMPH T 360 -T FLIPI |

0.4 Ethanol 215 FLIPIA

10- TBPH 645 -FLIP2

1.0 Ethanol 510 FLIP2A

.1- >15 <f=' BPmPH | >.i-90 io^:F- , LIP7 i,-r 1 P- -. . - ; li-

Table 4: List of IRSN FLIP test (fire pool against a wall)

Remark: Q is the average heat release rate (kW)
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3.3 Multi-room tests

The FLAMME_S code was validated in multi-room configurations by using the tests

performed by Cooper [4], [9], [10] and Peacock [7], [2], [3].

3.3.1 Cooper tests -_-

The facility used by Cooper has 2 or 3 rooms, with a variable length for the corridor.

The surface of the total floor is in the range of 40.6 m2 to 89.6 n2 .

_ A,
YI~~~U ';,C,,£tw,

e m .> e § Psbftf Vg//g y .

% CIRRDR 40.8 a
_ s .

N WDoR 51.6 ml

Figure 2: Overview of the Cooper facility

A square gas burner (0.3 x 0.3 m2) is set in the middle of a room and is supplied with

methane. In the tests, the fire duration does not exceed 10 mnn. The steady heat release rate of

the fire (Q) is 25, 100 or 250 kW. The growth of the fire is modeled as:

Q(t)=30t with <t<10mn (QinkW)

The other test conditions are listed in the following table:
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Q (kW) 'Acorridor rc6rridor -Corridoir Comdor Coridor Corridor; Corrdor
o' lobby V2v d~br ' -oor

25 X X X X

100 x x x x x x x

225 x x x x

Ramp x x x x
fire

Table 5: List of Cooper tests

3.3.2 Peacock tests

An overview of the facility used by Peacock is displayed on the following scheme. It

is composed of two or three rooms connected by doors.

L-0 /Door 2 Corridor
Hood U Door 3 Do

Room 3 Room 

M -Gas Gas burner

Figure 3 : Overview of the Peacock facility

The bum room walls are made of ceramic fiber and those of the second and third room

are covered by gypsum board. Furthermore, the room dimensions are indicated in the

following table:

Room -Length () x width (i) x height (in)

1 2.34 x 2.34 x 2.16 (11.83 m')

2 12.19 x 2.44 x 2.44 (72.6 m')

3 2.22 x 2.24 x 2.43 (12.1 m')

Table 6: Room dimensions of Peacock's facility
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A gas burner is set against a wall of the first room. The fuel is a gas mixture made of

methane and acetylene. The heat release rate of the fire (HRR) is varied in the range of 100 to

500 kW. The combustion products are collected by a hood located just behind the second

door. By using the 2 consumption method, the HRR of the fire is deduced from hood

measurements and not directly recorded with a weight device. This is the main difference

with the other tests performed and listed in the validation matrix.

The conditions of the Peacock's tests are summed up in the table below:

-Test-nurber; .-t. .' D - 'room
-- (~~~~~~~cridor)

1 100 Open No

_______v__-_-__ sOpen Yes- 
5 300 Open No

6 - 300 Closed Yes

7 300 Open Yes

8 500 Open No

9 500 Open Yes

Table 7 : List of Peacock's tests

Concerning these tests, some restrictions about the agreement between calculations

and test results must be made. Whatever the test considered, the average room temperature is

well estimated ; the maximum value reached in the fire room in the case of the 500 kW heat

released rate is very high around 550 C. The flow rates through the door connecting the fire

room to the corridor is also in good agreement with measurements. This is not true for the

other doors of the facility probably due to the uncertainty on measurements. Furthermore, the

upper layer temperature is enough over-estimated and the lower layer temperature under-

estimated ; for these variables the relative error is beyond 20 % criteria.
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4 CONCLUSION

Some general remarks can be drawn from the validation process about the limitations

and the validation domain of the code. The upper layer temperature (resp. the lower layer

temperature) is generally over-estimated (resp. under-estimated) even if the agreement

between calculations and measurements is good. Given a facility and a forced ventilation flow

rate before-the-start of the fire, the accuracy of the calculation decreases as a function of the

heat release rate of the fire. These results are in agreement with the literature and not limited

to the FLAMME_S code. They are likely link to the two zone approach.

Given the previous limitations, the FLAMME_S code is well validated over a large

range of test conditions derived from the literature or from experiments performed at IRSN

(more details of the tests used are given below). The main results of the comparison between

the calculations and the experiments are the following:

1/ The relative error is less than 20 percents for the main thermodynamical

parameters like the pressure in the room, the oxygen concentration and

temperature in each layer, the average temperature of the wall and the

ventilation flow rate, except in some Peacock tests (See § 3.3.2).

2/ The FLAMMES code is validated for single room configurations (18 IRSN

tests) and for multi-room configuration (19 tests performed by Cooper and 7

experiments achieved by Peacock).

Therefore the LAMMES code can be used with confidence in the following

conditions:

* The room walls are made of concrete or of steel.

* The height of the room is equal or greater than the smallest horizontal

dimension of the room.

* The room is sealed or connected to the outside with vertical openings or

with a ventilation network (the flow rate is in the range of 3 to 5 volume

changes per hour before the start of the fire).

* The fire pool is set in the middle of the room or against a wall.

* The fuel is a gas or made of mineral oil or of an organic liquid.

* The ratio of the pool area to the area of the floor of the facility is less than 5

percents.
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* The pyrolysis rate of the fuel is an input data.

* The ratio of the heat release rate to the volume of the facility is less than

5kW/m3 .

In the next future, new validation exercises are planned. FLAMME_S will be used to

simulate the results-obtained in.anmulti-room configurations with naturaLand mechanical

ventilation (DIVA tests).
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ANNEXEl : CHARACTERISICS OF THE FUELS

Legend:

M : molar mass

- PCI: standard heat of combustion (MJ/kg) -

X.: heat fraction released by the flame as radiation

p: density

5- indof el - '.(kgPn) Test

Ethanol 46 25.6 0.25 794 FLIP

46 26.78 0.25 794 LIC1.14
: .';".;- ; ..; .. - , 1 -.' 

TBP/TPH 195.25 36 0.35 836 FLIP

195.25 40 0.35 816.8 LIC2.3

LIC2CA

195.25 32 0.35 816.8 LIC2.8.1

LIC2.8.5

Mineral Oil 439.98 41.86 0.35 870 LPI

PEPSI
; ;uE. r r . ' .-3 

Domestic fuel 215.9 40 0.35 840 LPI19

TPH 170 40 0.35 749 LIC2CB

Methane 16 55 0.24 / Cooper

Methane/actetylene 20.96 46.54 0.25 1 Peacock
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ANNEXE 2: CHEMICAL REACTIONS

In the validation process, the combustion products are composed by H2O, O5P2, CO,, C

and the chemical reaction is written in the following way:

- -. CaHbOcPd +6[02 +k3.7742N 2 j->btZH20+d/20 5P 2 +aCO 2 +PC

It is possible to compute the mole number of each product with the following

assumptions:

* Every hydrogen atom is combined with oxygen to product water,

* Phosphor atoms in the fuel form 0,P2,

* The mass fraction of soot to mass of burnt fuel is p.

Given these assumptions, the different mole numbers are written as:

a=a-(p/lOO)Mf 1/M 2 P= (p/lOO)Mf,1/MS'M 6=0.5 [/2+ (5/2)d+ 2a - c]

TBP/J7PH
'Test 02 2 CO2 C ' h%)

LIC23 18.298 11.929 0.071 10*

LIC2.8.1 16.02 9.651 2.349 24*

LIC2.c.a 16.107 9.738 2.262 13.9

LIC2.8.5 16.042 9.673 2.327 14.3

FLIP 16.091 9.722 2.278 14

* =(p/l00) Mf,,¢/Mo, -(d/2) M5P2/MM
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Mineral oil

Fa-,- ie- '- i _' ' . , 4

LPI7 43.905 27.93 3.41 9.3

LPI9bis 43.282 27.307 4.033 11

LPI10 44.125 28.15 3.19 8.7

-- LP11A- _ _-_-_ _
LPI11
LPI12 45.738 29.763 1.577 4.3
LP I13 ___ ___ _______6

PEPSI 44.525 28.55 2.79 7.62

Other fuels

~~ -F u e l , ` f7 H C Cp ( )- uel,4 e i . W . !2, .. - . . . 70 

Domestic fuel 20356 13.031 2.519 14

TPH 17.083 10.583 1.417 10

Methane 2 1 0 0

Methane/acetylene 2.428 1.329 0.046 2.63
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ZONE MODEL VALIDATION OF ROOM FIRE SCENARIOS

0. Keski-Rahkonen and S. Hostikka
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Tel. +358 9 456 4810, Fax +358 9 456 4815, e-mail: Olavi.Keski-Rahkonen@vtt.fi

ABSTRACT

Part of tre results of the Scenario B of the CIB W14 Round Robin for
computer fire code assessment are presented. The scenario consisted of
three subscenarios. Each of them was a single room with natural
ventilation and a wood material fire source. Sixteen participants from
ten countries using eleven different computer codes demonstrated the
calculation of scenario B. The participants used two CFD-codes and
nine two-zone models from 1997 to 1998. In this short report
calculation results using codes developed at NIST are compared with
measurements and discussed in general.

INTRODUCTION

Zone and field models describing fire development and smoke movement are
commonly used as a part of advanced design or fire safety evaluation of buildings.
Although numerous efforts to compare fire models with experiments have been
published, systematic validation of the plethora of existing fire codes is lacking. This
deficiency has become critical due to the introduction of performance based building
codes, which often encourage the use of numerical simulations. Designers and
authorities, which may not be knowledgeable about fire simulation, should be given
guidance on which codes to use and on the limits of the models. VTT organized a
round robin of fire simulation within the auspices of CIB W14. Two rounds of
calculations were arranged. In the first, scenario A, users, programs, and their
technology were studied simultaneously. The main result was, that the user is the
most critical component. No further details are given here on scenario A. In scenario
B the major objective was to test the performance of the technology although also it
revealed a lot from the user contribution. This presentation summarizes the most
important findings from that round concentrating on technology contained in CFAST
and FIRST model codes originating from NIST.

OVERVIEW OF SCENARIO B

Scenario B consisted of three subscenarios B, B2 and B3. The experiments
corresponding to the subscenarios were conducted during the years 1983, 1985 and
1986 in the VTT testing hall, shown in Figure 1, jointly by VTT and Technische
Universitlit Braunschweig (Hagen & Haksever 1985). Originally, the aim of the test
series was to study full compartment fires. Subscenarios B1 and B2 shown in Figures
2 and 3, consisted of a single room with a door/window open to ambient. The names
of the tests during the test programme and the room sizes are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 - The subscenarios. Test times were actually longer than the times mentioned
here, but the given times were chosen for the Round Robin.

B1

B2

B3

Test label Room size
(m3)

SF83-3 15 x 72 x 3.5

SF85-10 20 x 7.2 x 3.6

SF86-10 7A x7.2x3.6

Fire load
(kg)
1989

1815

2 x 500

Fire load density Peak RHR
(hU/m

2
) (MW)

330 11

220 14

330 5.2

Test time
(min)
100

180

120

a im 16m

Figure 1. Schematic longitudinal cut of the testing hall. Dimensions are in mm.
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Pian view

240

600 240 600

240

F ~~~~14401

Side view

Figure 2. Subscenario Bl.

Plan view Side view

Figure 3. Subscenario B2.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA REDUCTION FOR FIRE MODEL VALIDATION

Here only data reduction of calculation of interface height and layer temperatures is
treated. The height of the smoke layer interface is one of the key variables studied
during the fire safety analysis of the buildings. It is a natural output variable for two
zone model fire codes where the assumed existence of the interface is part of the
model. However, when the question is about experimental or CFD data, where
temperature is measured/calculated in discrete number of points, there is no general
consensus about the correct calculation method for the interface height.

Kawagoe (1958) presented a one-zone model for a post flashover fire with
ventilation to ambient and discovered that the flow rate was proportional to the vent
factor Adr . The two-layer concept was introduced by Thomas et al. (1963) who
presented the relationships of the layer heights, temperatures and the flow rates.
Prahl and Emmons (1975) and Rockett (1976) further studied the hydrodynamic vent
flows and presented the relationships between the interface and neutral plane heights
and the mass flows in/out of the vent. A careful presentation of the flow equations in
the vent has been given by Tanaka (1978), later included in zone model code BRI2
(Tanaka & Nakamura 1989). More recent reviews about the subject have been given
by Thomas (1992) and Cox (1995).

In principle, when the fire is sufficiently small compared to the size of the
compartment two layers will form. The height of the layer interface can be found by
determing the inflection point of the vertical temperature profile. However, in the
case of a relatively strong fire, as is the situation in the present scenarios, a single
layer may form, with very small vertical temperature gradients. This is demonstrated
in Figure 4 showing the development of the vertical temperature profiles inside the
compartment in B3. Each line represents one time point. The absolute level of the
temperature has been removed for linear presentation by transformation using:

T(z,, t) = T(z,,s,, t) + t, (1)

where Tis in 0C and t in minutes. It can be seen that the development of the hot layer
is clear up to the 20 minutes or flashover, after which the difference between the
uppermost and lowest measurement is small and no large gradient exists, not to
mention a true discontinuity assumed in the papers of Thomas et al. (1963) and
Rockett (1976).
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One of the most common methods to determine the interface height is to use the so-
called N percent rule, suggested by Cooper et al. (1982). The interface height at time
t is defined to be the elevation z; at which the temperature first satisfies

3

0 1 40 60 60 100 120 140
Twre (min)

Figure 4. Mean temperature profiles during the experiment B3.

T(z,,-t)-T,,,b N (2)

T(zOP t)T.X 100

In the literature the values suggested for N range from 10 to 20. The method was
applied to the current scenarios with a value of N = 15. The average temperatures in
the upper and lower layers were then calculated as mean values of the measurements
in the upper and lower sides of z, respectively. In cases where z = 0 the lower
layer temperatures are meaningless.

Mathematically the question is: "How to calculate three unknown variables, z, Tu

and TL. from the series of temperature measurements at discrete number of heights?"
Quintiere et al. (1984) introduced a method to calculate the upper layer temperature
Tv as an arithmetic average of the upper thermocouple readings. One then solves z,

and T from integral equations
Hf (3)
f T(z)dz = (H - 1)Tu + ZLTL, 
0

0T(z) TV TL

where H is the ceiling height. Equation (3) describes the mathematical averaging
procedure of the zone model, but has no physical meaning, although it is quite close
to the requirement for enthalpy equivalency. Equation (4) is a requirement for mass
equivalency.

The goal of this experimental data reduction is to produce data that can be directly
compared with the zone model results. The applied calculation method should
therefore be able to give interface height and average temperatures that produce the
same hydraulic flows as the zone models. Janssens and Tran (1992) introduced a
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method that combined the mass flow equations of Prahl and Emmons (1975) and
Rockett (1976) with the mass integral (4). The problem of this method was that at
high temperatures, the mass flow out of the vent is very insensitive to small changes
of temperature and the mathematical solution of the system became difficult. They
also presented an alternative method where the interface height was taken from the
inflection point of the temperature profile. As their example cases had clear layer
structures they had good results but here this method can not be applied.

For the round robin comparison the following procedure was used:
1. The lower layer temperature TL is taken to be the average of the thermocouple

readings of the lowest measurement points.
2. The interface height and upper layer temperature were solved from the integral

equations (3) and (4). Combining these equations gave expression for the
interface height

3.

= T(I 1 *12 HS
(5)

I, + I2TL' -72TLH

where
he H d

11 =JT(z)dz and 2 Jf- (6)
0 ~ ~~ T(z)

The problem of this method is the calculation of integrals (6) using relatively few
measurement points. Interface heights calculated by this method will be presented
together with those calculated with the N-percent rule with N =15.

Shortly after these analyses were made He at al. (1998) treated the problem in a
through way. They also concluded the N-percent rule results deviated from the two,
methods to define the layer height: integral ratio method (given by equations (3) and
(4)) and a more refined least squares method. The algorithm of CFAST produced
data close to integral ratio and least squares methods.

PARTICIPANTS

CFAST

The model code CFAST comes from the package HAZARD I, developed at NIST
(Peacock et al. 1997). CFAST was used by Jason D. Averill from NIST, Petra
BUttner from Hosser, Hass & Partner (HHP) and Daniel Joyeux from Centre
Technique Industriel de la Construction Metallique (CM1).
Version: 2.21 (HHP and CTI) and 3.1 (NIST)
Physical models:

* Multi-room two layer model
* McCaffrey entrainment law
* Pyrolysis / Heat release rate given by user
* Maintained carbon-hydrogen-oxygen balance
* Ceiling-floor and inter compartment heat transfer
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FIRST

The model code FIRST (FIRe Simulation Technique) was developed at the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS), (Mitler & Rockett 1987). During the round robin it was
used by Daniel Joyeux from CTI.
Version: September 1987
Physical models:

* One compartment two zone model
Several plume models: Morton-Taylor-Turner (virtual and fire base source points),
McCaffrey, Zukoski, Delichatsios and Kawagoe

RESULTS

For shortness in this paper only subscenario B1 is presented. Results are similar from
other scenarios described in the full paper (Hostikka & Keski-Rahkonen 2002).

Comparisons of the measured and calculated interface heights are shown in Figure 5.
Calculation results for two different methods are presented: the 15 %-rule in
Equation (3) and the density integral method in Equation (5). The quality of the
agreement between the measurements and the calculations depends on the method
used. As mentioned before, in this subscenario, the existence of an interface is
questionable due to the very small vertical temperature gradients. The following
observations can be made:

There is a lot of deviation between both the different CFAST curves and between the
CFAST simulations and the measurements. Only NIST and HHP's open round
simulations are close to each other during the first 60 minutes.

CFAST show very high interface heights where the height of the base of the flame
was assumed by the modellers to be 1.4 m.
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3. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.
V _ Measured (15%)

Measured (p) B1
3 _ CTI-CFA _ --------

v --- HHP-CFA-B
2.5 - *-*-* HHP-CFA-O

NIS-CFA

@1.5 __

a. *' >:e - - 4 - - - - - - -- - - - - - --

VI Il I I I

20 40 60 -80 100
Time (min)

Figure5. Comparison of interface heights given by CFAST zone model and
measurements in subscenario B). The major change in the HHP-simulations was the
different base of theflame height.

CFAST

C'I
The comparison between calculations with CFAST and experimental results
indicates in a first approach rather bad calculations results. This is the results of the
fact that a lower (cold) zone has to exist during calculations while the experimental
data do not imply that. The calculation results of the upper layer temperature are
always higher than the measured, with 300 or 400 'C. According to author, this result
is a good result because such codes have to be used for fire safety calculations, their
results have to be in a safe side. According to the author a more convenient
comparison could be made by calculating a mean temperature of the whole
compartment, ie. by using a one zone model. However, a two zone model as CFAST
can also be used and can give good temperature results as an envelop of the
experimental results.

HHP
There is a great deviation between experimental and measured data especially
concerning the interface height and the species concentrations. While the
experiments show a room which remains nearly completely filled with the smoke
layer, the code calculates an increasing interface height after the burning peaks. In
B I the interface height calculation results were enhanced when the height of the
flame basis was decreased. The deviation may also be caused by the 15%-rule used
for the experimental determination of the interface height.

The maximum temperatures of the upper layer show a good agreement with the
measured values. In this field the code shows a sufficient accuracy. The calculated
upper layer temperatures are somewhat higher than the measured ones but this is
consistent to the fact, that, according to the calculations, a part of the room (the lower
layer) has only temperatures between 200 and 400 'C.
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The measured 02 concentration is well approximated by the calculation, whereas
there are some differences concerning the concentrations of CO and C02. Especially
the CO production is strongly depending of the course of the fire and difficult to
predict.

FIRST

Simulation of the scenario B was not possible with the Delitchatsios and Kawagoe
air entrainment models. The run with Zukoski model did not converge. The Morton-
Taylor models and the McCaffrey models gave results and converged all along the
simulations. The results obtained with the three models were rather similar. The
reported results were given using the McCaffrey model.

The comparison between calculations with FIRST (Figure 6) and experimental
results indicated very bad results as the scenarios were not very good applications for
a two zone model. In terms of interface height, as the two zone model needs a lower
zone, the lower zone had to exits in all three subscenarios. The upper layer
temperatures were always lower than the experimental ones. A difference of about
200'C between measured and calculated temperature was generally obtained in the
upper layer temperature comparison.
The oxygen concentration calculations are rather closed to experiments but the
carbon dioxide calculations under-estimate the experimental results. This happened
partially because the calculation results were given in mass fractions but the
experimental data in mole (volume) fractions.

3. ---- - ----- ----- - - ---

v Measured (15%) ' B1
3 ------ Measured (p) -

-CTI-FST

-2.5 V__ a. IPS-FLS -- _-___

so I I ITI I I I

Time (min)

Figure 6. Comparison of interface heights given by FIRST and FLAMME-S zone
models and measurements in subscenario Bl.

Comparison of the measured and calculated upper layer temperatures are shown in
Figures 7 and 8. The limits of the temperature averaging are based on the interface
heights calculated by the 15%-rule. However, the method used for the interface
calculation had very little effect on the averaged temperatures. Effects of the
radiation on the operation of thermocouples were not considered. Below are listed
the visual observations concerning the comparison.
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CFAST calculations by HHP show a very good agreement with the measured
temperature during the first 50 minutes. CTI and NIST in turn achieved considerable
over- and underestiniations of the maximum temperatures, respectively.
FIRST show good agreement during the first 25 minutes. After that FIRST starts to
underpredict.

I-

1400

I I I ~~Bi
1200… ------

| , _, II

600 - - - -$ - - -~- - :. 

400-I-
--- HHP-CFA-B l.. I-CFA-C

... .. NIS-CFA

._00-*.
0 20 40 60

Time (min) 80 100

Figure 7. Comparison of upper layer temperatures given by
measurements in subscenario l.

CFAST zone model and

-

1800 B1

I I~~~~~B

1400 - a- l14~~~~~~~I L__ __]I S___ ___ ___

1200 -------------r- X Measured
CTI-FST

1000 ------- --- IPS-FLS
400- . \ %.-*----- VIP-CIS

'800 -9* -e - -

400 . . .............. -----

200 _/ap AF__ *__ ___

-0 20 40 e
Time (min)

60 80 100

Figure 8. Comparison of upper layer temperatures given by FIRST, FLAMME_S and
CISNV zone models and measurements in subscenario B.
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GODNESS DETERMINATION OF THE RESULTS

Based on the previous sections one can say, that each of the codes reproduces the
qualitative behaviour of the layer height and upper layer gas temperature. It is not
easy to see from the tens of plots, which of the codes performed better than the other
ones. A summary of the calculation results of the two-zone models is here given to
facilitate making conclusions. The purpose of the summary is not to judge or rank the
codes, but to estimate the state of the art of the technology. Since the user seems to
be the biggest source of error, it is reasonable to try to decouple the effects due to the
user and due to the code itself. Therefore, only the simulation, that seemed to have
the best overall agreement with the measurements, was selected for the summary.
Here no distinction was made between the blind and open calculations. The summary
cannot be complete, because some of the codes were used by only one participant. In
these cases the comments of the participants should be taken into account to decide
whether the simulation is representative or not.

Goodness of fit by formal methods like least squares analysis of multivariable
functional relationships or any alternative test is not yet worthwhile. Pearson has
shown (Cramer 1946) squares of differences in the form

Ci( _g) (7)

where f is the normalized function in points i to be compared against function g in
the corresponding points, become x2 -distributed with N-i degrees of freedom, if the
weights are chosen as inverse square roots of functions g

x2 = I(' g,) 2 (8)

Formula (8) is a starting point for nonlinear curve fitting by x2 minimum method
(Abramowitz & Stegun 1972). A successful application of this method in a noisy
environment is described in Routti & Prussin (1969).

If we cannot be sure, that the difference fi -go is not totally random and normally
distributes, there is not much point of using x2 -distributions for comparison. To get
a simple quantitative measure for the goodness of predictions in ad hoc manner,
relative error indicators were calculated. For the upper layer temperature the variable
to consider is the temperature rise from the initial value 6(t) =T(t) - T(O). The
thickness of the smoke layer hjmokCe and the depletion in the oxygen concentration A02
were used to measure the goodness of the interface height and species predictions,
respectively. Interface height was here calculated using the density integral method.

The simplest way would be to calculate the average of the relative value of absolute
deviation

100% .jla(t)-am(01d (9)
t =L Vo O f" m 1 (t) O'(1d
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where t is the simulation time, 0, is the simulation result and 0m is the measured
value. For applications in fire safety engineering this indicator alone would be rather
misleading, since errors at irrelevant times would gain much weight. For evaluating
the suitability of the technology for design purposes indicators are needed which give
weight for those values indicative for dimensioning. As for the selected variables the
large values are important, a weighted average E. is defined, where the relative
error weighted by the measured value.

-Il o t O(t)l 0 td
E= =100% 1 0

-J6>m~~~t~~dt (10)
to 0

to

= 100%t 

f m(t)dt

If low values are important for design, then the weighting by small values, like the
inverse of the measured value, would be appropriate.

The results are given in Table 2 for each code-scenario combination calculated. The
accuracy of the upper layer temperature predictions ranges from 17 to 42 %. Smoke
layer heights vary from 20 to 65%, and oxygen depletion from 7 to 76%. It is
possible to make some conclusions of the mutual order of the codes, but the order of
best codes varies from scenario to scenario. Based on the experience from these
simulations we could conclude that two-zone models predict e.g. heating of
structures for these types of fire scenarios at best at 20 % level of accuracy, if used
properly. The technology on smoke layer height and oxygen depletion prediction is,
on the average, slightly more inaccurate than for temperatures. CFAST and FIRST
performe better than average.

Table 2. Mean relative errors E,,. (%) of the two-zone model results. ARG = Argos,
CFA = CFAST, MRF = MRFC, FIG = FIGARO, FW = FIREWIND, FST = FIRST,
FLS = FLAMME-S, FIS = FISBA.

Code ARG CFA MRF FIG FW FST FLS FIS Average
Variable
Tw BI 25 13 14 14 21 21 48 26 23
Tp B2 27 27 25 26 NA 15 36 33 27
Top B3 32 10 20 12 NA NA 41 35 25
Average 28 17 20 17 21 18 42 32 24

h , , B1 72 23 14 27 20 19 25 19 27
h3,, B2 69 62 81 88 NA 86 70 65 74
h,,, B3 54 36 10 28 NA NA 5! 32 35
Average 65 40 35 48 20 52 49 39 43

AO2 B1' 3.3 2.7 2.0 3.0 7.4 1.7 1.1 1.8 3
A02 B2 37 38 36 31 NA 54 53 38 41
A02 B3 31 34 42 43 NA NA 175 67 65
Average 24 25 27 26 7 28 76 36 31

Only the frst 20 ninutes are taken into coUnt.
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CONCLUSIONS

A group of fire models was evaluated in the compartment fire scenario by comparing
the simulations against the experimental results. The main limitations of the
evaluation are due to the type of the fires, that were not well suited for the zone
models, and due to the limited resources of both the participants and the organisers of
the round robin. This report should not be considered as a thorough validation or
ranking of the codes or the users.

All of the codes had features that indicated a discrepancy with the experimental data
in the blind simulations, but which could be improved during the open round by
choosing alternate submodels and/or changing some optional parameters. According
to the summary of the quantitative error estimates the deviations from the
experimental data range from ±10 % up to a factor of 2. These deviations are of the
same order with the uncertainties related to the experimental measurements and input
data, especially the burning rate. The conclusion is that, for this kind of fire
scenarios, the expected uncertainty of the zone models is about 25 % in temperature
and smoke layer height predictions, if the codes are used properly. Where several
persons used the same code, the dependence of the results on the user was
demonstrated (not detailed here). It was indicated very clearly, that the user is the
most critical link in the chain of using computer fire simulation models for fire safety
engineering. This was true even though this group represented code developers, and
other well educated fire science and engineering practitioners. The effect is expected
to be much more pronounced when the whole group of computer fire code users is
considered.
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Fire zone model MAGIC:

The validation and verification principles

Bernard GAUTIER
6, quai Watier, 78401 CHATOU France

Abstract

This paper present the principles used in the validation and verification of MAGIC (EDF Zone
Model for simulation of fire in multi-compartment building). The general problem of validation
of zone model is discussed: validation of the sub-model (classic laws, empirical correlation,..)
and validation of the global model. Then a short presentation of MAGIC validation is provided:
principles, list of references, examples and future prospects.

Zone model approach of fire
A zone model results from the association of various sub-models:

- Integration of classical laws of physics
- energy and mass balance on different layers (homogeneous temperature and
concentrations, hydrostatic pressure, Perfect Gas assumption , etc..).
- simplified conduction in walls (1, 2 or 3D) or in some targets
- simplified radiation (semi-transparent assumptions in concave rooms)
- Semi-empirical models which can be found in fire source , plume, ceiling jet, convection

heat exchange coefficient, openings and vent, detection, suppression etc..

Due to this nature, we must first say a few words about sub-model validation.

Validation of the sub-models
The General laws are accepted by the scientific community. Empirical models have most of the
time been directly obtained from specific experiment, and have been qualified according to it.
Both have shown a certain accuracy and validity domain. (ex: Alpert correlationfor ceiling-jet
was studiedfor rml<3). The control of the right use of it must be done inside the code (for
instance : produce "warnings" when getting out of a validity domain).
So, the sub-model validation has to be considered during the zone-model conception.
Nevertheless, a sub-model used outside of its validity domain does not necessarily mean that the
global code results will not be acceptable. Moreover it is not possible to deduce the accuracy of a
code from its component ones. For those reasons, a global validation process remains always
necessary to validate the zone model itself.
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Validation of the global zone-model
The objectives of the zone model validation are the accuracy of the calculation data and the
validity domain. Both are linked: the acceptable accuracy domain is the validity domain.
Accuracy of the code seems impossible to determine theoretically, but it can be displayed by
confrontation to experimental fire, and estimated by this means. The criterion of "sufficient"
accuracy themselves, can be discussed.
The accuracy of a fire model, observed by comparison to experimental fires, remains quite rough
because too many parameters are involved in the fire process, and some complex phenomena
(combustion, mass flow, etc..) cannot be completely described. Furthermore, when using the
model in a real life risk study, the input control will be much worse and will interfere with the
calculation relevance.

Consequently, it is not crucial to get a very high level of accuracy when confronting experimental
and numerical results. The most important issues are to show that the code provides realistic
Quantitative results in its current application field and respects the qualitative tendencies in the
fire dynamics and the significant effect of input variations.

In fact, the validation process is mainly demonstrative : it has to prove that, when the input
parameters are efficiently controlled, the code results are sufficiently realistic, in the range of the
code current application field. To make the demonstration efficient, the way of using the code in
this process must be similar to the way it is used for typical fire risk studies.

Validation "code of ethic"
If we had to list the most important issues of a "good" validation process, we would retain:
a- The quality of the reference tests:

To be demonstrative, the tests must be well known, approved and accepted by the
scientist community. Of course, the quality of the experiment is the main factor of this
acceptance, and has been discussed a lot (ex: ASTM E603)
b- The conditions of the code use:

To enhance the confidence and decrease the user effect, the input of the code during the
test must be clearly identified.

Any user modeling choice (fixed exchange coefficient., plume model, etc..) specific to the
calculation must be identified, or, as much as possible, avoided.
c - The Field covered by the tests:

The tests should cover the field of application of the code. First building configuration:
mall to medium scale compartment configuration, multi-compartment and large scale tests,
opened or confined condition for instance. Also, fire parameters: kinds of combustible, heat
release rates, etc..

The validation File of MAGIC
MAGIC is EDF code for determinist fire risk studies in NPP. The validation process of the code
is based on comparison to real scale fires : about 60 real scale fire tests are available in the base.
The file is used to define the validation domain of the code. This includes volumes from 10 to
1300 m3(a 200 000 m3case isat work), heat release from 100 kW to 2.5 MW (a 60 MW case is at
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work) -ventilated and post-flashover fires, Mono-compartment and multi-compartment varied
configurations, gas burner, liquid pool or solid fires, linear or axisymetrical fire source.

MAGIC has a large validation file, including among others the following references:
- Semi-natural fires in a room: Hognon B. CSTB/ DGRST-CSTE 1980 and Carmier, Curtat,

Hognon, Bertin - CNRS - CSTB 1984
- Semi-natural fire in a commercial hall corridor: N. C. Markatox, M.R. Malin "Int J Heat

transfer" Vol. 25 n 1 p. 63-75 BRE/ERS 1986
- Fires in ventilated room: (Alvares N.J., Hasegawa H.K., Lipska.Quin A.E.) Report UCRL-

53179, LLNL, Univ. of California, Livermore 1982
- Fire in a compartimented building (Cooper L.Y& al.) J. of Heat Transfer vol. 104 pp 714-749

NBS (1982)
- Real-size tests in multi-compartimented buildings: R.D Peacock, S. Davis, V. Babraukas

"Data for room Model Comparisons", Journal of research of the NIST, vol 96, N04, 1991.
- Control-room tests FM/SNL: S. Nowlen NUREG/CR-4681 1987
- 20-foot separation tests UL/SNL: NUREG/CR-3192 1983
- Large cable fire tests (2 compartiments) EDF-CNPP : CNPP TR 96 5045 P1 -1997
- CTICM Hotel-room: H. Lebotgne Test reprt 96S511 (1996) Linen-room (2 compartments,

post-flashover): H. Leborgne TR 97S031 (97) Large hall tests: TR 98-x-406 (97) ; TR 94-R-
242 (94)

MAGIC Code quality assurance
In accordance with the code Quality Assurance process, a selection of about 20 tests from the
validation file is used systematically to guarantee no regression of new versions. Any difference
between versions must be justified in the validation report. The code is always in standard
conditions when launching the reference tests. The validation process report is part of the
documentation and the tests can be easily re-played by the user.
At this point it is important to underline the differences between verification and validation of the
code: the verification of the code specification consists in controlling the respect of sub-model
specifications, the different parts (user interface functionalities, calculation options, etc..). It is a
different task than validation, also done through the MAGIC code Assurance Quality process.
This aspect must not be neglected because the validation tests are not necessary covering all the
code possibilities.

Direct comparison of numerical and experimental data
The model necessary input for comparison are : the building materials and configuration,
boundary conditions, the combustible properties and location and the mass loss rate scenario.

The commonly available data for comparison are (in decreasing frequency) : local temperatures,
average temperatures, heat exchanges on targets obtained on fluxmeters, interface height (which
estimation may follow different point of view) gas velocities, species concentrations (02, C02 ,
CO, CnHm NOx, SOx,..), pressure, mass flow through openings.

The first comparison is generally done on gas temperature and fluxes, considering at less the
range and delay of the peaks. Those variables represent the thermal boundary condition for the
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materials to protect. Nevertheless, they are not easy to obtain, being very unstable, linked to mass
flows and radiation. In some cases it seems that internal temperature of targets could be an
interesting alternative to develop. The other measurements are less frequent, some like pressure
or mass flows are rarely provided.
The comparison is first a "visual" analysis of differences. Numerical analysis can be done, based
on relative difference (ex: (Tmes-Tcalc)/(Tmes-To) as a error percentage). Sensitivity to input
variation has been done in the process of qualifying the physic model adjustments.

,CONCEWMMATION 02 ZC _ TEUKRATLJE ZC

target I beat lu A

Mono-compartment test (CSTB 84)
figure 1: comparison of numerical and experimental data

Future prospects
The validation process of code MAGIC is in constant progress. The file is to be reinforced by
tests focusing targets temperature. Those variables fluctuate less than gas temperature and are more
relevant for risk studies (dysfunction, ignition). Tests are to be done in 2002. Pressure measurement
and interaction with ventilation system will be studied through specific tests, also programmed in
2002. The next field of investigation should concern fire suppression effect and complex multi-
room configurations: horizontal openings and duck-board.

Conclusion of EDF experience
The validation file is the key of code acceptance. Comparison to real-size and a large field of
experiment data is the only way to guarantee an efficient demonstration of the code efficiency.
The experimental tests and measurement must be of good quality, available to and accepted by the
scientific community. At last, the process of code validation must be independent of modeling choices and
available to the final user.
The results obtained with MAGIC on a selection of experimental data has allowed us to get
confident for its use in a large range of volumes, heat release and configurations.
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CFD SIMULATION OF A 2.5 MW OIL POOL FIRE IN A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
CONTAINMENT BUILDING USING MULTI-BLOCK LARGE EDDY SIMULATION

Jason Floyd
Building and Fire Research Laboratory

National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive Stop 8663

--Gaithersburg, Maryland, 20899, USA
P: (301) 975-6855, F: (301) 9754052, jason.floyd'nist.gov

Introduction
Implementing performance-based regulations require the presence of analytical tools and

analytical methods [1]. In the case of fire safety regulation, there are three categories of tools available
for demonstrating the performance of a structure and its fire protection systems [2]. These categories
include hand calculations, lumped-parameter models, and field models. For most scenarios, one of the
first two methods should be all that is required to demonstrate performance. However, there will be
instances where neither of the first two methods will be enough. Situations, for example, with highly
complex geometry or where detailed knowledge of spatial effects are needed may require the use of field
models. In some sense, this is unfortunate, since the use of field models requires a much large
expenditure in terms of both time and computational resources [3]. However, the time required to use a
field model can be greatly reduced by the use of a multi-block solution scheme. To demonstrate the
potential of a multi-block field model for fire simulation, a multi-block version of FDS was used to
simulate a portion of an oil pool fire experiment that took place in the HDR facility in Germany [4].

HDR Facility
The HDR test facility [slide 7] was the containment building from a decommissioned nuclear

reactor in Germany. The facility was a cylinder 20 m in diameter and 50 m in height and was topped by a
10 m radius hemispherical dome. The facility had eight levels and over 60 compartments. Multiple
vertical flowpaths were present in the form of two axially located sets of equipment hatches, two
staircases, and an elevator shaft. The total free air volume in the facility was 11,000 m3 of which the
dome contained 4,800 m3 [5].

The test simulated for this work is test T52.14 [slides 8-11] an oil pool fire test done in 1987 that
occurred on the level below the dome. The T52.14 test used a 2 m pool of Shellsol-T, a liquid
hydrocarbon, placed on a weighing platform in a firebrick lined compartment beneath the dome. This
compartment was connected to a second firebrick lined compartment beneath one of the equipment
hatches. The hatches both above, leading to the dome, and below this compartment were open. The test
started by igniting 50 liters of oil followed by adding additional oil at a rate of 5.6 L/min once the initial
volume nearly depleted as determined by the weighing platform. The entire facility was instrumented
with 56 velocity sensors, 155 thermocouples, and 43 gas sampling lines [5].

Multi-block FDS
FDS, Fire Dynamics Simulator [slide 3] has recently been released as version 2 by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology [6]. FDS is a CFD model that solves the low-Mach number form
of the Navier Stokes equations using a Smagorinski turbulence model. The FDS uses a simple mixture
fraction combustion model [7] where the user can define basic parameters of the fuel chemistry. The EDS
radiation model is a finite volume method radiation solver for the gray gas radiation transport equation
[8]. RADCAL [9], a narrow band radiation model, is used to determine absorption coefficients based on
the local mixture fraction and temperature. In both version 1 and version 2 of FDS, a single-block solver
was implemented.
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Single-block solvers [slide 4], common in many field models, use one computational grid that
spans the entire domain of interest. For many fire problems, this is an efficient method of defining the
computation. In fire simulation, a lower grid resolution is needed to track smoke movement than is
required to adequately simulate the region of active combustion. Thus, with one grid being used, the
requirement to finely node the fire means that many more cells than necessary are located in regions
where only smoke transport is occurring [slide 5]. Also, if more than one compartment is being
simulated, than there is the potential for many grid cells to be defined as dead space in order to encompass
the compartments [slide 6]. Both situations, large numbers of dead cells or higher than needed resolution,
increase both the time required for a computation and the computational resources needed.

In a multi-block solver, the user may define more than one computational grid. Thus a fine grid
could be defined for the region of combustion and a coarser grid defined for non-combusting regions.
Also each compartment could have a separate grid defined for it, eliminating the need to carry a large
number of dead cells. However, as with many numerical schemes, while multi-block solvers remove
some computational effort by eliminating grid cells, they do increase the overall computational overhead
for a problem. This is because the solver must expend effort to share information between grids at their
shared boundaries. This extra effort, however, can be easily outweighed by the time saved be reducing
the number of nodes. As part of the development effort for the next release of FDS, a multi-block solver
has been added.

Multi-block FDS Model of HDR Test T52.14
The T52.14 test was simulated using a multi-block version of FDS. The region modeled included

the entire dome and the two firebrick lined compartments on the level beneath the dome, slides 17 and 18.
An open vent located beneath the room adjacent to the fire room and in the dome floor opposite the fire
room simulate the connections to the remainder of the HDR facility. A reasonable nodding of the fire
room entails using grid cells on the order of 10 cm in size. Since the computational domain is 20 m x 20
m x 26 m, this would require over 1.2 million grid cells. However, this would result in many dead cells as
only a small fraction of the space beneath the dome is being simulated, the fire room and its adjacent
space. Also, in the dome there is no combustion occurring. Thus, the dome does not need to be as
densely noded as the other two compartments. Instead three grids were used: one for the fire room, one
for the room adjacent to the fire room, and one for the dome. The first two grids had a 10 cm resolution
and the dome grid had a 25 cm resolution. This resulted in the use of 600,000 grid cells, a savings of
50%. A second FDS run was performed with a grid at 34 the linear resolution. [slides 13,14]

The FDS simulation was done for the steady-state portion of the test and was run until
temperatures at the upper dome measurement grid were observed to reach a quasi-steady state solution.
Both cases were run on a 2.2 GHz, Pentium IV, Linux machine. The full resolution case required 7.5
minutes of CPU time to one second of realtime, and the 3/4 resolution case required 2.5 minutes/s. [slide
15]

Results
Computational results of the two models show that the multi-block version of FDS performs well

for a number of parameters. FDS results for the fire room [slide 16] compared to both the collected data
and some hand calculations show that FDS is accurately predicting the major conditions of the fire room.
One great advantage of a field model, the ability to generate 3D data for visualization can be seen in the
image showing the calculated flame sheet superimposed on a temperature contour centered over the pool
of oil [slide 17]. This image shows that the flame sheet is entirely within the room; however, with the fire
size being simulated one would expect that external burning would be occurring. DS would appear to
be under predicting the flame lengths. In the door way, FDS matches well the measured velocity profiles;
however, temperatures are not as well predicted in this location [slide 18]. The measured data shows
flame temperatures, which would suggest external burning. Since FDS is not predicting external burning,
its doorway temperatures are low. An animation of the entire plume structure shows how the velocity is
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smoothly continuous across all three grids [slide 19]. An indication that the multi-block solver is
handling the grid transition well.

Comparisons of temperatures in the hatch leading to the dome show that FDS is underpredicting
temperatures at this location by 100 K [slides 20,21] and that FDS is predicting the plume in a slightly
different location in the hatch. The velocities, however, appear to be reasonably well predicted by FDS
[slide 22]. Some of these differences are probably due to the external boundary conditions. FDS
simulates these as open boundaries, whereas in the HDR facility the two external openings were actually
hydrodynamically coupled. In the dome, comparisons of temperatures [slides 23,24] show that FDS is
now over predicting the bulk temperature by 30-40 K, but matching well the plume center temperature.
This may be due to EDS not transferring enough heat to the dome structures as compared to the test. The
predicted velocities [slides 25,26] indicate that FDS is predicting a somewhat narrower plume, which
could result from the numerical grid and a slightly different location of the plume centerline. However,
this measurement location is close to 20 m from the fire, and the FDS plume center is <2 m from the
position given by the data. An animation of the plume in the dome is shown. [slide 27]

Concluding Remarks
A multi-block version of FDS clearly has tremendous potential as a tool for simulating fires in

large, multi-compartmented structures. The current prototype version maintains well flows across grid
boundaries, even for grids of varying mesh sizes. Energy fluxes across the boundary also appear to be
well maintained. Lastly, FDS was able to accurately predict the location of the plume after 20 m of travel
from the fuel source.
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NIST Large Fire Laboratory

George W. Mulholland and David Stroup

The purpose of the NIST Large Fire Laboratory (LFL) is to apply quantified measurements, real-
time analysis, and large area diagnostics to validate models for fire phenomenon including fire
dynamics, detection, and suppression. The LEL is also used for obtaining product yield data and
HRR data for model input for fire models and for carrying out large scale tests requiring
specialized instrumentation and data interpretation. An overview of the LFL development,
recent experiments and planned enhancements will be described below.

Capabilities of the Renovated Exhaust System

In 2000, the exhaust facility for our large scale facility was upgraded to remove smoke
particulate using a baghouse and acid gases with a scrubber. In addition, the exhaust capacity of
the facility was increased more than 20 fold to a flow of 42 m3/s. The increased flow allows fire
experiments to be carried out with heat release rate (HRR) as large as 10 MW for the 9 m x 12 in
hood. This is near the peak HRR for a small house. A 6 m x 6 m hood is available for fire tests
as large as 3 MW. In addition there are two smaller hood assemblies with dimensions of 2.5 m
x 2.5 in and 1.2 in x 1.2 m that in the future will allow smaller bums when connected to the
exhaust system. The full suite of hoods/exhaust capabilities will allow fire experiments ranging
in size from about 5 kW to transient peak HRRs as large as 15 MW. The total high bay floor
space for enclosure assemblies is 9 m x 30 m. The height of the base of the 9 x 12 m hood is
6.4 m allowing fire tests for a two story structure.

Quantitative HRR Calorimetry

The heat release rate (HRR) is the single most important quantity characterizing the hazard
resulting from the burning of a given fuel package. It will determine the temperature within the
enclosure, and the concentration of the combustion products including the smoke particulates
and the toxic gases (CO and HCN) will be proportional to the HRR. A major focus of the LFL
for the past two years has been the accurate measurement of HRR including a quantitative
uncertainty assessment.

Our method is based on oxygen consumption calorimetry. The scientific basis of the method is
that the HRR is proportional to the oxygen consumption together with the finding that for most
materials found in buildings the heat of combustion per kg of oxygen consumed, H,, is 13.1 MJ.
The equation for the HRR is given by1:
Q = (X 0 (O 2 )- X(0 2)HCp(02)V

where X(0 2) is the oxygen mole fraction, [(02) the density of oxygen, is the volumetric flow of
ambient air into the combustion zone. There are a number of complications in performing
quantitative measurements. First, the value of H, is affected by incomplete products of
combustion such as CO. Secondly, the exhaust flow is measured rather than the inlet ambient
flow and the flow must be corrected to account for the changes in stoichiometry as oxygen is
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consumed and CO, C0 2, and H 20 are produced. Thirdly, the uncertainty in the measurement
increases for small fire sizes because of the small change in the oxygen concentration.

Our methodology for performing the measurements is to collect all the combustion products in
the 6 m square hood, pass the flow through a flow straightener, measure the duct flow velocity at
eight locations using bi-directional probes, and sample the smoke at multiple locations using a
sampling probe cross. A high flow diaphragm pump rapidly directs the smoke flow to the 02,
C0 2, and CO analyzers from the sampling location on the roof of the Laboratory through a
heated line about 20 m to the instrumentation room on the first floor. The moisture is removed
with a dry-ice trap before the gas enters the analyzers. There is approximately a 15 s delay from
the time the smoke leaves the flame until the gas sample is detected by the gas analyzers and this
delay time is compensated for in the data analysis. During the upcoming year a helium tracer gas
method will be use for accurately characterizing the duct flow.

Three additional capabilities critical to enhancing the accuracy and usefulness of our heat release
measurements are a calibration burner, a data acquisition/control system capable of providing
nearly real-time output, and a natural gas heat of combustion "meter."

Calibration Bumer

The burner consists of 11 tubes in a 1.6 m x 1.2 m planar array with holes spaced approximately
every 2.5 cm along the tubes Valves control the fuel flow to various sections of the burner so
that the flame dimensions will be similar to that of a buoyancy dominated diffusion flame as the
flow is increased. The Fire Dynamics Simulation Code was used in designing the burner. The
heat of combustion of the natural gas used by burner is measured by an accurate gas calorimeter.
Other important design features are the use of industrial control devices for monitoring and
controlling the flow rate and for shutting off the flow if the flame extinguishes. The flow
monitoring device is calibrated at the NIST flow metering facility. The burner has been
successfully tested over the heat release range from 50 kW to 6 MW.

Data Acquisition System

A dual processor workstation computer with National Instruments' hardware has been assembled
with a LabVIEW program designed to compensate for different measurement times to achieve
near real-time analysis and display of processed data. In typical use, 1 second averages for 60
channels are scanned at 200 Hz during a one hour test. In addition, the system can be used to
control'the fuel flow to have step changes or quadratic time dependence to simulate the typical
growth rate for fires. The controlled burner and the heat release apparatus has been used for
assessing the repeatability of the HRR calorimeter for fire sizes of 50 kW, 700 kW, to 3 MW.
The hood was operated at two exhaust flow rates and 3 repeat measurements were made for each
condition. For the larger two HRRs, the measured value agreed with the calibration burner to
within 2 % and the measurement repeatability was within 6 %. The variation in the smallest

lCertain commercial equipment or materials are identified in this paper to specify adequately the experimental
procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the national institute of
Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment are necessarily the best available for
the purpose.
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HRR was over 20 % and found to be a result of drift in the output of the oxygen meter. Efforts
are underway to correct for the background drift of the analyzer and to purchase a lower drift
oxygen meter.

Recent Large Scale Tests

The following major studies have been carried out in the LFL since its renovation: bed fires,
smoke detector study, and sub-lethal toxicity measurements. These studies illustrate the range of
capabilities in the LFL.

Bed Fires

The objective of the bed fires, sponsored by the Sleep Products Safety Council, was to quantify
the relation between the heat release rate from a burning bed and the distribution of heat flux to
the space around it. Such heat fluxes might ignite other objects, leading toward room flashover.
The information was in turn used to infer the largest tolerable bed fire that would both preclude
other item ignition and minimize casualties due to heat and toxic gas exposures. The LFL six
meter hood provided a unique capability to measure a very diverse range of bed fires which
varied 100 kW to 5 MW.

Smoke Detector Study

In co-operation with the United States Fire Administration (USFA), other sponsors, and U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), NIST coordinated the evaluation of current and
emerging smoke alarm technology responses to common residential fire scenarios and nuisance
alarm sources. The measurements were all carried out in a manufactured home contained within
the LFL. Unique capabilities provided by NIST include the detailed characterization of the
environment near the detector including the temperature, flow, gas concentrations, smoke
particle concentration, particle size and optical density. The quality of the data was greatly
enhanced by fully characterizing the response of the 150 gas and particle detectors used in the
study with the unique Fire Emulator/Detector Evaluator developed at NIST.

Sub-lethal Effects Experiments

This study funded by the Fire Protection Research Foundation of National Fire Protection
Administration is focused on characterizing the yields of toxic gases and smoke particulate
produced by both pre-flashover and post-flashover fires. The room contents included electric
cables, sofa mockups, or bookcases with and without a sheet of PVC. The test required
characterization of the environment at two sampling locations with sensors for temperature (bare
and aspirated thermocouples), velocity (bi-directional probes). Standard gas analysis included
CO, CO2, and 02. An innovative feature of the experiments was the use of multiple FTLRs
monitor the concentration of additional gases, such as HCl, HBr, HCN, and acrolein. In addition,
for the first time at NIST, smoke was sampled in the upper layer leaving the doorway during
flashover conditions. The smoke sampling included a temperature controlled filter assembly and
a quantitative method for removing smoke deposited on the walls of the sampling tube.
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Measurements at upstream and downstream locations enable estimation of the loss of smoke
components to the walls.

Future Capabilities

We plan to develop the following challenging capabilities during the next year: soot volume
fraction in the hot upper layer, heat transfer measurements to steel elements, to cable trays, and
to the walls, and surface temperatures for metals, insulating materials, and cables.

There is also great interest in the application of large area imaging optical diagnostics to large
scale fires. The current status of projects for measuring water spray and doorway flows are
briefly described below.

Water Spray

An advanced measurement method is under development, with the goal of providing
simultaneous measurement of sprinkler spray drop size and velocity. The method illuminates a
0.5 m by 0.5 meter area of the spray field with laser pulses, and uses laser induced fluorescence
to image the droplets. Velocity is determined by analysis of the distance between two-color
droplet pairs, and droplet size is determined from the size of the droplet images. Droplet sizes
over the range of approximately 200 m to 3000 pm can be measured, with low levels of
uncertainty. Droplet velocities are accurately measured over the range 0.5 m/s to 50 m/s.. Data
has been collected and analyzed data for 27 different parameter sets for an axially-symmetric
sprinkler. The long term plan is to characterize the droplet size and velocity in the LFL for a
sprinkler interacting with a fire plume.

Particle Imagine Velocimetry

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), a non-intrusive laser-based measurement technique, is being
applied to measure two-dimensional fields of velocity vectors in the lower layer of a fire-induced
doorway flow. The technique significantly improves upon the spatial and temporal resolution of
traditional bi-directional probe measurements. Two-dimensional images of gas velocity vectors
were recorded last year using the PIV technique for a 26cm x 26cm region along the axis of a
surface opening for ambient conditions. The data included instantaneous velocity field,
instantaneous vorticity field, and mean flow streamlines, respectively. This year The PIV system
was upgraded to 3D so that all three components of the velocity vector can be measured in a
single acquisition. A reduced scale buoyant He plume and enclosure were designed and
fabricated. It is anticipated that measurements will be completed this fall and the measurement
of doorway flows for a full scale experiment are planned for 2004.

1 Parker, WJ., "Calculations of the Heat Release by Oxygen Consumption for Various Applications," J. Fire
Sciences, 2, 380-395 (1984).
2 Ohlemiller, TJ. and Gann, R.G., "Estimating Reduced Fire Risk from an Improved Mattress Flammability
Standard," NIST Technical Note 1446, 2002.
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1 Introduction

In the frame of the International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nu-

clear Power Plant Applications" a second benchmark exercise have been performed. In

this exercise different pool fire experiments in a large hall have been investigated. In

this technical note first results of performed COCOSYS calculations and some CFX

preliminary results are discussed.

COCOSYS is a so-called lumped-parameter code. To simulate the local conditions

(natural convection, temperature stratification) the fire hall is divided into a quite high

number of control volumes. The main idea is to have for each temperature measure-

ment a separate control volume and to have separate control volumes around the fire

plume, the ventilation system and the doors.

CFX is a CFD program. The k-e model has been used for the simulation of turbulence.

For the reaction the eddy-break-up model has been used. CFX has a separate radia-

tion model RAD3D to consider the heat distribution of the flame.

The CFX calculations have been performed by M. Heitsch. The results of

COCOSYS and CFX are preliminary.

2 Nodalisation and used Models

For COCOSYS a detailed subdivision of the fire hall has been used. Fig. 2-1 to Fig.
2-3 show the nodalisation of the fire hall. With this subdivision nearly all temperature

measurements have a separate control volume. There a direct comparison between

experimental measurements and calculated results is possible. The total number of

control volumes is 543.

The control volumes above the pool have an area of 6 M2. This leads to some averag-

ing of the temperatures in the fire plume. COCOSYS itself has no specific plume

model.
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The flow between the control volumes Is mainly buoyancy driven. A momentum bal-

ance is not calculated.

For the calculations the given pyrolysis rates are used. In the first calculation the calcu-

lated temperature has been calculated to high. Therefore the reaction rate above the

pool has been reduced by an additional factor FEFF of 60%. The remaining unburned

heptan may be burned in upward direction. 20% of the reaction heat is distributed by

radiation to the wall structures. The view factors used have been calculated by the new

grid generator for COCOSYS. For the heat exchange between the walls and atmos-

phere the specified heat transfer coefficient and the COCOSYS heat transfer models

for free convection have been used, respectively.

In the CFX calculations following standard models have been used:

- for the simulation of combustion the eddy-break-up model (for each cell)

- k-e model for turbulence

- the radiation is simulated by RAD3D

- the Magnussen-Model for the simulation of soot behavior
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Fig. 2-1 COCOSYS Nodalisation: side view
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3 Preliminary results

In the following sections the preliminary results will be discussed. The figures show the

actual status of the COCOSYS results for the three specified cases of part 1 and some

CFX results for comparison reason.

3.1 Case 1

Fig. 3-1 to Fig. 3-6 show the comparison between the optimal COCOSYS calculation

and the measurements at the 3 temperature trees. The quality of the results is quite

well. The stratification of the temperatures at the upper measurement points is calcu-

lated somewhat too high. The main reason is the missing momentum balance in the

COCOSYS calculation. The mass flow between the control volumes is mainly induced

by the buoyancy leading to stratified results.

It has be pointed out, that the reaction efficiency is adjusted to the temperatures. Unfor-

tunately there Is no additional possibility to check this modeling assumption, like con-

centration measurements or measurement data of the temperature decrease after the

burning process.

Fig. 3-7 shows the temperatures at T1.6 and T1.10 for the different variations of

COCOSYS calculations and the CFX results. The CFX result is similar to the COCfuII

case of COCOSYS. Both calculation assume a full reaction of the heptan. The differ-

ences between the green (COCbase) and red (COCopt) curve results from the different
assumptions for the heat transfer to the boundary and the infiltration. In the COCopt

case the COCOSYS heat transfer models for free convection are used, the walls are

handled non-adiabatic on the outer side and a the half of the infiltration from the upper

position are shifted to the top of the roof. Assuming the full reaction the calculated tem-

peratures are about 50 K too high. The influence of the different assumptions for heat

transfer and Infiltration leads to a temperature decreasing of about 15 to 20 K. There-

fore the main effect results from the decreasing of the reaction efficiency.

The beginning of the temperature decrease after the burning process shows the right

behavior. But the time period is too short, to conclude that the calculated heat loss into

the walls and through the infiltration is simulated correctly.
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Fig. 3-8 presents the comparison of the plume temperatures TG1 and TG2.

COCOSYS has no specific plume model. As already mentioned the plume is simulated

of a column of control volumes above the pool. The area of these volumes is 6 n2.

This lead to an averaging of the calculated temperatures. In the CFX calculation the

temperatures are much higher and the behavior seems to be more realistic, also the

temperature level is somewhat to high. A three-dimensional impression of the fire

plume can be drawn from Fig. 3-9 for COCOSYS and Fig. 3-10 for CFX. Both figures

show the temperature distribution In the middle yz-plane.

In the following figures the average values are presented. These have been calculated

according the formulas specified in the benchmark description. Although the corre-

spondence between the measured and calculated temperatures are quite well, the cal-
culated interface height Is too low (red curve).
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Fig. 3-1 Casel: temperatures at lower part of tree 1
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COCOSYS: FIre benchmark #2 caseI
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 casel
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case1
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 casel
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Fig. 3-9 Visualisation of the fire plume (temperature) in COCOSYS
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Fire Benchmark #2 part 
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Fig. 3-10 Visualisation of the fire plume (temperature) in CFX
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Fig. 3-11 Casel: Interface height
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case1
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Fig. 3-12 Casel: Upper layer temperature

3.2 Case 2

Similar to case 1 COCOSYS simulates the temperatures quite well. The Fig. 3-13 to

Fig. 3-18 show the comparison between the calculation and the measurement for the 3

measurement trees. As for the case 1 the calculated temperature stratification is calcu-
lated somewhat to strong. A similar behavior Is also found for the calculated plume

temperatures. Fig. 3-19 shows the different values of plume temperature for a calcula-

tion with a complete reaction of heptan over the pool surface (COCfuI) and the optimal

case with a 60% reaction efficiency. Because only the temperatures can be compared,

an additional consistency check is not possible (for example for C02 concentration).

Fig. 3-20 presents the comparison of the heat loss to the wall structures for different

calculated variations. The red curve corresponds to the optimal COCOSYS case. In the

base calculation of COCOSYS (COCbase) the infiltration, heat transfer conditions are

set according the benchmark specification. The heat loss calculated in the CFX calcu-

lations is lower. This is a reason for the higher calculated temperatures too.
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The mass flow rate thlough the infiltration depends strongly on the specified boundary

conditions. Fig. 3-21 presents the comparison between the three COCOSYS calcula-

tions. In the first calculation (COCfuII) all environmental control volumes are started

with a total pressure of 1.013 bar. Because the total pressure in the roof part of the fire

hall is smaller a convection loop in the wrong direction (from upper to the lower infiltra-

tion) starts. In the calculations COCbase and COCopt all mass flows are positive (from

inside to outside) during the heat up phase. Later at about 150s a convection loop in

the right direction starts. The differences between the red and green curves show the

effect of the moved upper infiltration to the top of the hall roof.

Fig. 3-22 and Fig. 3-23 show the average values for the interface height and upper

layer temperature. Also the correspondence between calculated and measured tem-

peratures looks quite well, the calculated interface layer height is somewhat lower.
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case2
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark#2 case2
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark#2 case2
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case2
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark#2 case2
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3.3 Case 3

Allthough the ventilation system has been used and the doors are open in case 3, the

behavior Is very similar to case 1 and 2. Fig. 3-24 to Fig. 3-30 show the results of the

optimal COCOSYS calculation compared with the experimental measurements.

Fig. 3-31 presents the injected and burned mass of heptan. About 30% of the heptan

mass remains unburned. This value is compared to the value specified in the bench-

mark description relatively high.

COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case3
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Fig. 3-24 Case3: Temperatures at lower part of tree 1
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case3
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Fig. 3-25 Case 3: Temperature at upper part of tree 1
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case3
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Fig. 3-27 Case 3: Temperature at upper part of tree 2
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case3
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark#2 case3
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Fig. 3-31 Case 3: Injected and burned heptan mass
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2 case3
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3.4 Comparison between the cases

Between the different experiments (casel to case 3) the experimental boundary condi-

tions have been somewhat changed. From case 1 to 2 the surface of the pool have

been increased. And in case 3 the ventilation system has been used and the doors are

open. The calculated heat release rates (Fig. 3-34) and temperatures at T1.10 (Fig.
3-35) show a consistent behavior according to the modifications. The increasing of the

pool surface leads to an increased heat release rate and increased temperature. Start-

ing the ventilation system (with open doors) lead to a further ncrease of heat release

rate and a reduced burning time. The difference between case 2 and case 3 is rela-

tively small (compared to that between case 1 and 2) because in each case there are

oxygen rich conditions. An additional ventilation has only a minor effect in this case.

Although the temperatures are to high, the CFX code delivers consistent behavior too.

Fig. 3-36 presents the results of CFX and COCOSYS (COCfull variation) in compari-

son with the experimental data.
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COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2
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Fig. 3-34 Calculated heat release rates for the 3 cases

COCOSYS: Fire benchmark #2
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Fig. 3-35 Comparison of the measured and calculated temperatures at Ti1.1 0
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11-1

A

or

Fig. 3-36 Comparison of CFX and COCOSYS for all cases

4 Conclusions - Next steps

COCOSYS show for the temperature good results in comparison with the experimental

data. The calculated temperature stratification in the hot gas layer is somewhat to high.

The missing plume model leads to some restriction for the calculated plume tempera-

tures. It has to be pointed out, that the reaction efficiency has been adjusted to the ex-

perimental data. The resulting value of about 70 % burned heptan mass seems to be

somewhat low. Therefore it would be nice if some more experimental data would be

available (concentrations, temperature decrease after burning, velocities). Up to now,

COCOSYS has also no model to simulate the soot behavior.

The influence on temperature on different simulation of some boundary conditions

(heat transfer to walls, nfiltration) leads to a temperature decrease of about 20 K. In

comparison to the effect of the efficiency factor this is rather low. One reason may be,

that there are oxygen rich conditions, why the differences between case 2 and case 3

are also very small.
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The CFX results are delivering too high temperature, corresponding to the initial

COCOSYS calculations with complete burning of heptan. Concerning CFX the stability

has to be improved (especially for case 3), the infiltration has to be checked. It has al-

ready be found, that an reduction of the so-called eddy-break-up-factor would improve

the results.

For COCOSYS it is planned to use the detailed model, where the pyrolysis rate is cal-

culated by the program. Therefore some additional initial data is necessary. The effi-

ciency factor should be checked against other experiments.
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FP 571 PERFORMANCE BASED DESIGN
SPRING 2002

GROUP PROJECT 1

1. Introduction:

The purpose of this project is to evaluate the ability of computer fire models to
predict fire growth in a large hall; such as the turbine hall in a nuclear power
plant. Fire protection engineers (FPE) are frequently asked to conduct fire safety
evaluations of buildings and structures. Following a performance based design
approach, FPE's draw upon risk analysis in selecting the most probable fire
scenarios that may take place in the structure. These fire scenarios are then
scrutinized to predict heat transfer, room temperatures, and smoke movement.
This information allows the FPE to evaluate the performance of the structure
according to pre-established fire safety goals and objectives. Due the complexity
of fire and fire growth in a structure, FPE's are forced to make broad assumptions
in order to achieve useful results. Until recently, FPE's were limited to hand
calculations using numerical analysis techniques. Similar to most scientific fields,
computers have greatly enhanced the FPE's ability to take fire scenarios and
predict building performance. This report is part of a class assignment undertaken
by graduate FPE students at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Our class results
will be forwarded as part of the International Collaborative Project to Evaluate
Fire Models for Nuclear Power Plant Applications. Our group was tasked with
using JASMINE, a computation fluid dynamics computer model described below,
to model Part 1, Case 1 of Benchmark Exercise #2. This report is written with the
general assumption that the reader is familiar with this international collaborative.

2. Initial Assignment:

Our initial class assignment is described below:

1. Identify key issues in Benchmark Exercise #2 as part of the International
Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear Power Plant
Applications.

2. Describe model and associated challenges with using the model to
complete Benchmark Exercise #2.

3. Complete item 2 using Jasmine, a CFD model. First complete Part of
the exercise and then attempt Part 2.

3.0 Purpose of Benchmark Exercise #2:
To challenge fire models in respect to issues associated with predicting the

effects of fire in a large volume.
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1. Objectives of Benchmark Exercise #2:

1. To examine scenario(s) that will provide a harder test for zone
models, in particular with respect to fire spread in large volumes
representative of, say, a turbine hall.
2. If possible, to make use of experimental data to fulfill the
requirement of more thoroughly testing the predictive capability of both
zone and CFD fire models. Again, as noted in the exercise description, the
emphasis when selecting scenarios was on large smoke filling volumes.

1. Description of Benchmark Exercise #2:

l. Part 1 includes three cases based on full-scale experiments inside a
test hall using two Heptane fires of different diameter. Thermocouples
were used to record temperatures directly above the fire and at locations in
the test hall. Bi-directional probes were used to measure gas velocity in
the case with open doors. The geometry, material properties of walls and
ceilings, ambient conditions and ventilation conditions are provided in the
exercise. The following table is a summary of Part 1:

Case 1-Priority Case 2 Case 3

doors closed doors closed doors open (0.8 m x

no mech. Exhaust no mech. Exhaust 4m)
natural leakage natural leakage mech. Exhaust (11 m3

pool diameter = 1.17m pool diameter =1.6m ignore natural leakage

pool diameter = 1.6m
i�.
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2. Part 2 is an optional exercise. This part includes three cases inside a
rectangular building with dimensions similar to a real turbine hall. As part of our
assignment, we will model a two level building more representative of a turbine
hall. The geometry, material properties, and conditions are also provided. We
are also asked to include an open gated hatch in the floor/ceiling between levels.
For Part 2, we are asked to find the effect of the fire on cable targets inside the
hall. Since we will have two levels, we will model one cable target just under the
lower level ceiling, and model two cable targets near the roof as steel structural
members. The difference between the three cases in Part 2 is in the ventilation
for the hall.

2. Expected Model Output Part 1:

CFD

Temperatures at thermocouple trees
(T1.1 ,...,T1 .1 0,T2.1,...,T2.1 0,T3.1 ,...,T3.1 0)

Temperatures at plume thermocouples
(TG1.1 & TG.2)

Infiltration flow rate (cases 1 & 2)

Mass flow rate In/out door 1 (case 3)

Mass flow rate in/out door 2 (case 3)

Velocities at the two doorways (case3)
(V1.1,...,V1.3,V2.1,...,V2.3)

Total heat loss rate to solid boundaries

Heat loss through mech. Exhaust (case 3)

Interface height
(using reduction of thermocouple tree data)

Upper layer temperature
(using reduction of thermocouple tree data)

Total heat release rate
(within whole hall)
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7.0 Expected Model Output Part 2:

1. Similar to Part 1, but different locations for the thermocouple trees. The gas
temperatures are to be provided at 1-meter intervals.

2. The gas temperature directly above the fire is requested at two locations (CFD
models), but now at heights 9 m and 19 m.

3. Three doorway velocities should again be considered at 0.5 m, 1 in and 3.5 m
height, on the vertical enter line of each opening.

4. The total heat loss through the doorway opening should be provided if possible.
5. Upper and lower layer oxygen concentration should be provided in the case of

zone models. For CFD models the oxygen concentration at the thermocouple tree
locations should be provided.

6. For each cable/steel structural member target, the following should be provided,
where possible, at each reported time:

1. maximum incident flux
2. maximum surface temperature
3. maximum enter-line temperature

1. Key Issues:

For the purpose of this assignment, we first defined key issues as one of the
following:

1. Expected model outputs
2. Main modeling assumptions and inputs (to be developed as the report

is completed.
3. Issues in need of clarification, or additional research.
4. Issues which will be difficult to model.

1. Using the model to produce the expected outputs of the exercise.
2. Assumptions for the heat release mechanism.
3. Assumptions for radiation treatment (if included, important issues may

include the treatment radiation transfer to solid surfaces, the
absorption/emission in the gas phase and radiation from soot plume.

4. The number of control volumes or elements.
5. Assumptions in turbulence model.
6. Modeling the two obstructions inside the hall (Part 1)
7. Modeling the air infiltration.
8. Accounting for the air movement with mechanical ventilation.
9. Effective selection of elements accounting for long computation times

associated with CFD model.
10. Choosing a combustion mechanism (stoichiometric ratio, mass burn rate).
11. Utilize the data from Table 3 (Fuel mass release rates) to model the fire.
12. Selecting nodes to compare to experimental data.
13. Modeling the cable/structural steel targets.
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14. Reconstructing the model for case 2 (new geozietry, added physical
features)

2. Part l Case l:

Our second and final class assignment was to use the fire model provided
to our group to model Part 1 Case 1.

10.0 Group Background:

Based on the fact that this project is being completed both as a class
assignment and as a submittal as part of the aforementioned exercise, it is
appropriate to describe the group members for any particular reader of this report.
The group consists of three members who are all pursuing Master of Science
(M.S.) degrees in Fire Protection Engineering (FPE). Two group members are
senior Mechanical Engineering undergraduate majors who are pursuing the M.S.
FPE degree under a 5 year B.SJM.S. program. One group member has a
Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering accomplished prior to the
introduction of Windows based computer programs. This is the second semester
in the FPE program for all group members. The first semester includes core
courses in Fire Dynamics, Building Firesafety, and Suppression courses. Prior to
this project, no group members had any Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
experience or fire modeling experience with any fire modeling program. One
group member utilized extensive AUTOCAD experience to assist in using the fire
model.

11.0 JASMINE:

According the software manufacturer BRE, "JASMINE (Analysis of
Smoke Movement In Enclosures) uses the numerical technique of computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) to describe the heat and mass transfer processes associated
with the dispersion of combustion products from a fire. The processes of
convection, diffusion and entrainment are simulated by the Navier-Strokes
equations. JASMINE has been developed, validated and improved over a twenty
year period and includes the key processes of buoyancy, convection, entrainment,
turbulence, combustion, thermal radiation and boundary heat transfer relevant to
the movement of smoke."

In summary, JASMINE is a complex CFD fire modelling program that can
produce accurate results, when compared to other models, provided the program
users have extensive fire dynamics knowledge and fully understand the program.
JASMINE does come with several example sessions and a help manual.
However, our group found the fire and geometry in the example sessions to be
simplistic and did not assist in preparing the model to evaluate the fire and
geometry presented in this exercise. The help manual is thorough but more of a
dictionary listing of terms than something that can be used to troubleshoot some
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of the problems we encountered. Most noteworthy were problems encountered
with creating a geometry which reflected the pitched roof and then creating a grid
for analysis. More details regarding these issues and the assumptions taken to
obtain results are included throughout this report.

12.1 Materials:
For the large hall structure considered in Benchmark #2, the walls and

ceilings are constructed of a .OOlm layer of sheet metal on the outside with a .05m
layer of mineral wool on the inside. The floor is constructed of concrete. The
two objects inside the building were treated as adiabatic concrete. Our first
attempt to model the walls and ceilings was to use a function provided by
JASMINE that allows the user to insert objects. Using this function the walls
were constructed of sheet metal and mineral wool was wrapped as individual
objects inside the entire structure. This process was very time consuming and
actually inhibited the program from producing results. JASMINE appears to
place permanent grid lines on all geometry lines; therefore, this produced too
many nodes within the wall materials for an analysis.

Our second attempt for selecting the materials was to create an equivalent
material using thermal circuit principles from heat transfer theories. However, as
our fire is the heat source, this is a transient heat transfer, and this does not allow
the materials to be simplified into one material using this principle.

Our final approach was to consider the relative thickness of the inner
mineral wool as compared to the thin sheet metal and to also consider the limited
conductivity of the mineral wool. Therefore, in our effort to continue with our
first attempt to achieve results for Case 1, Part 1, we decided to input only the
mineral wool as the wall material and make this material "thermally thin" or
isothermal in the model. This may not truly reflect the heat loss through the walls
and ceiling, but as mentioned earlier, it may eliminate some of our problems with
JASMINE placing too many grid nodes inside the walls.

12.2 The Fire:
The single fire source was constructed using equation 1 provided in

Benchmark Exercise #2:

The combustion efficiency was .8, the heat of combustion used was
44,600 kJ/kg, and the fuel mass release rate was taken from the data for Case I in
Table 3 of Benchmark Exercise #2. This data was placed into an Excel
spreadsheet and graphed for each given time in a scatter plot and curve fit to
represent the HRR curve that needed to be placed into JASMINE. The graph
showing our results is included as Appendix of this report.
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JASMINE utilizes various windows for inputs aid allows the user to
select an option that will design the fire. The following is a copy of the
JASMINE fire originally used in our analysis:

The fire in Part 1 Case 1 is a circular Heptane fire with a 1.17 m diameter.
Since JASMINE, as shown above, only models the fire with X & Y dimensions,
an equivalent area was calculated to allow for a square fire of equivalent area.
Any data difference in the model values from the experiment due to this
equivalent area should be nominal based on the size the test hall. JASMINE
allowed us to select Heptane as the fuel. In order to match the HRR curve
extracted from the exercise data, our JASMINE fire was modeled in three phases.
The first phase or growth phase was modeled as an ultrafast t squared fire. The
function was modified to provide a growth that is similar to the experimental fire.
The second phase was modeled as steady state with a time period that closely
matches the steady period shown in Appendix 1. The last phase was a decay
phase using the JASMINE default value for the decaying phase of the fire. The

time for the end of the fire also matches the data provided.
12.3 Geometry:

All group members spent extensive time trying to model the geometry of
the large hall in JASMINE. The pitched roof provided a challenge since all
angles for compartments modeled in JASMINE are right angles. The roof was
created by placing block objects into a rectangle room with incremental steps to
represent the pitched roof. Although this increases the surface area available for
heat transfer, it allows for a more accurate prediction of smoke movement.
Appendix 2 of this report shows the modeled test hall for Case 1 with the vents
included to represent natural leakage. The duct for the mechanical exhaust
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system is not included in the space based on the assunption that this small
amount of material in a large test hall would not greatly affect our model results.

Although this created a room which was similar to the test hall, we found
this geometry to be too complex to achieve results. In order to create a slope
similar to the diagonally pitched roof, many steps were placed into the space.
This presented great problems when taking the next step to prepare the CFD grid.
JASMINE creates permanent grid lines matching the geometry created by the
user. Therefore, each individual step along the roof became a node for the model
to evaluate. The spacing was less than 50 mm which seemed to prevent
JASMINE from conducting any analysis.

In order to obtain results for Case 1 our group calculated an equivalent
volume rectangular piped to prevent further problems with the grid. Using
calculations for an equivalent volume, the height of the hall became 15.84 meters
while the other dimensions remained the same. Our group recognized that this
changes the predicted the smoke movement, and presents a different surface area
for heat transfer. Our modeled upper layer will develop at a different rate due to
this geometry change. Four vents were placed in the locations prescribed in the
exercise to represent the natural leakage that would actually take place. A picture
of this geometry is provided in Appendix 3.

12.4 Preparing a Grid:

This aspect of the modeling was the most demanding aspect of the
exercise for our group. A large pare of our difficulty is most likely due to our
overall lack of CFD experience. Our group was provided two versions of
JASMINE, one limited to 5,000 elements, and one not limited. Since the CFD
computation is time comprehensive, the number of elements needs to be smartly
managed to obtain results in a reasonable time. Our intention was to limit the
initial selection of control volumes by preparing a grid that only concentrated on
placing elements near and above the fire and near the vents. This would provide a
shorter initial analysis and allow our group to examine results and make
adjustments. However, as noted in our 'geometry' section (12.3) above,
significant problems were encountered when JASMIME placed grid lines
coincident with all geometry lines. Since our step period was so small to
duplicate the pitched roof, elements were spaced too close for analysis. The
original grid was over 450,000 nodes.

Using our final geometry, the grid spacing was manipulated manually to
place more control volumes in areas that required more accuracy. These areas
including near and above the fire and near the vents in the walls. This grid
placement focuses the computer model on these areas and smartly limits our
nodes to reduce computation time. Our final grid was 117,000 nodes.
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12.5 Radiation

JASMINE allows the user to select none, near node, six flux, and a DT
method. Our group selected a six flux radiation model. Our fire is modeled using
the total heat release rate (HRR). Selecting six flux for radiation allowed for
JASMINE to account for the radiation emitted and absorbed from the 4 walls, the
ceiling, and floor. The materials values were taken as .95 as prescribed in the
exercise. The two objects were treated as adiabatic. Modeling radiation in this
manner increases the computational time for the model, but should yield more
accurate results.

12.6 Turbulence model

JASMINE has options available for the selection of turbulence. Our group
selected the Eddy breakup combustion default selection recommended by the
JASMINE users manual for most problems. In selecting Eddy breakup,
turbulence model is automatically selected as K-Epsilon to appropriately model
the gas flow supporting combustion. The heat transfer for function for the wall
was the general default function in JASMINE.

12.7 Running the Simulation:

Our original intention was to run the model with the simplified geometry
and the ones elected material and then attempt to run further simulations with the
original stepped roof geometry with one selected material. If the simulation was
successful, this would tell us that our original modeling of the sheet metal and
mineral wool together as "thermally thick" or with transient conduction was the
source of error. However, our first simulation took over 80 hours to complete
only 400 seconds of the intended 800 second fire simulation. Therefore, our
results are based on one simulation with geometry and material noted above. Due
to computer speed and capacity, data was saved every 40 seconds. In obtaining
400 seconds of data, we were able to reach the decay or third phase of our
modeled fire which began at approximately 360 seconds.

1. Results:

Each data set was saved over 40 second intervals to save computing time
and space. Again, our group found retrieving specific results from JASMINE
difficult at first and time-consuming. We were to find data for specific points on
the thermocouple trees used in the experiment. However, our results in
JASMINE are presented according to each node in the grid spacing. Therefore,
we had to match the node spacing with the thermocouple spacing the retrieve the
desired results. The results obtained are reasonable considered our inputs and
assumptions. For graphed results, see here.
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Thermocouple Temperatures
The following table shows thermocouple temperatures provided in the

format requested in the exercise:

Time(s) TI.1 (C). T1.2(C) . T1.3 (C) T1.4QC) C) T1.6 (C) T1.7 (C) 'T1.8 C)
______ _____ , -> .f . . i Y J-. ;| .+. -*;s.. . * : *.**'~ - ->ce<,~

0.0 20.0 20.0 f 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
40.0 4 20.0 20.0 t 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 7 20.0 ? 20.0
80.0 V 20.8 E 20.4 a 20.4 20.9 22.9 24.8 y 26.8 31.7
120.0 21.6 21.6 21.6 i 23.4 36.1 40.1 g 42.6 43.2
160.0 22.6 24.0 S 35.8 41.3 , 44.5 46.2 .47.4 46.9
200.0 26.6 29.8 40.6 46.4 51.3 54.7 57.4 S 58.0
240.0 30.0 34.6 43.0 51.4 58.4 . 62.9 66.1 . 64.6
280.0 34.2 38.6 . 45.5 57.4 65.1 69.6 . 72.8 70.0
320.0 37.2 ' 41.6 52.2 J 62.6 70.1 74.6 77.7 73.6
360.0 f 40.3 f 45.6 E 57.2 66.5 74.0 78.4 . 81.3 76.3
400.0 42.7 50.7 t 60.6 69.4 76.6 80.8 83.7 ' 77.3

Time (s) T2.1 (C) l T2.2 (C) T2.3 ("C);T2.4 (°C)T2.5 (°C) T2.6 (C) T2.7 (°C) * T2.8 C)

0.0 20.0 | 20.0 I 20.0 1 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 1 20.0
40.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
80.0 20.6 l 20.4 | 20.3 20.4 21.5 23.9 29.0 37.3
120.0 21.6 21.6 21.5 22.5 I 35.4 40.5 l 45.6 1 47.7
160.0 22.8 25.2 34.0 40.8 I 44.5 47.0 l 50.1 53.7
200.0 J 27.4 l 29.9 40.2 45.4 50.6 L 55.0 61.1 67.3
240.0 30.0 35.4 ' 41.9 50.4 57.6 63.2 l 70.0 74.2
280.0 34.4 l 38.8 42.8 56.9 ' 64.6 70.1 76.9 80.0
320.0 37.4 7 42.0 1 49.7 62.0 69.6 ? 75.2 81.7 84.0
360.0 40.4 45.6 53.7 66.2 73.6 79.0 85.4 87.0
400.0 42.1 47.0 60.5 68.9 76.1 81.4 1 87.4 85.9

Time (s) T3.1 (C) T3.2 (C) T3.3 C) T3.4 (C) T3.5 C) T3.6 (C) T3.7 (C) T3.8 (C)

0.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 1. 20.0 T 20.0 1 20.0 20.0
40.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
80.0 21.0 20.6 20.4 | 20.4 20.9 24.4 32.6 1 53.3

120.0 : 22.3 22.3 22A 23.8 34.0 40.3 46.9 . 55.5
160.0 23.4 24.9 31.9 39.8 44.5 47.5 53.4 69.3
200.0 27.5 31.4 39.1 43.9 | 49.1 54.4 63.6 87.5
240.0 - 30.6 1 37.0 40.2 48.9 1 56.4 62.8 72.9 96.7
280.0 34.8 40.0 7 42.3 55.7 63.4 69.8 . 79.5 I 102.6
320.0 | 38.1 | 43.3 47.3 61.8 68.7 74.7 84.5 % 107.3
360.0 1 39.7 46.7 1 53.6 -65.7 1 72.5 78.5 88.0 111.5
400.0 41.2 49.4 o 59.5 68.3 74.9 . 80.9 89.1 96.5|

The last thermocouple (#8) is at the roof height 15.84m.
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Infiltration Flow Rate
The following table shows the infiltration flow rate through the vents:

VELOCITY 0 LOWER VENT EAST WALL VELOCITY 0LOWER WEST WALL
Lower '> Upper Lower _ _ Upper

W Vent | Middle . Vent Vent ' Middle of Vent
Time (s) _ Edge of Vent ;*; Edge Edge Vent Edge

0.0 a .00 000 0.00 ; 0.00 0. 000 t 0.00

40.0 0.00 -0.68 '. -0.83 _ 8.332-02 . 053 0.52

80.0 t .0.19 e .0.81 TIt. 0.40 Ai.53E02 ;A 1.06 0.96

120.0 _ -0.21 -0.81 .0.42 Q 4.25E02 1.06 . t i1.01

160.0 -0.11 0. -. 40 -!.2 1 '.i -6.85E-03 i :0.54 -I 0.51

200.0 .1 .87E-02 -5 4.34 E-02 -1.02E-03 .- , -2.25E-02 - -6.90E022 4 .166E-02

240.0 ~ 0.13 0.43 '- 0.20 ~'.~-7.BOE-02 I~ -0.34 ' ~ -0.12

280.0 E 906E-02 I 0.74 0.56 -0.12 v.v 050 0.20

320.0 .07E-02 7 0.97 S. 0.86 -0.16 -0.68 -0.29

360.0 7.50E2 0 1.20 -0.85 1 0.37
400.0 _ 0.15 2.29 2.25 r-by -0.37 -1.58 0.71

(The node alignment in our model only allowed data to be collected for the middle of the
upper vents)
.Velocity @ Middle of East and West Wall
Upper Vents

EAST WALL WEST WALL
Time (s) V(m/s) V (ms)

0.0 . 0.00 , 0.00
40.0 ' 0.71 0.75
80.0 i 1.54 t 1.62

120.0 2.08 2.11
160.0 2.24 A 2.31
200.0 2.58 Z 2.70
240.0 2.90 3.03
280.0 x 3.10 t 3.24
320.0 ,' 3.22 2 3.37
360.0 . 3.25 3.42
400.0 1 2.03 ) 2.17

Variation in velocity reflects are movement affected by the two objects in the space.
Interface Hei2ht
In order to extract an interface height, we used two different methods.

The first method was to simply use the 3D contour visual aids provided by
JASMINE (see pictures) to see the change in temperature in the test hall. We were then
able to change temperature contours to represent a two layer 3D picture. Placing the grid
spacing over this contour picture we were able to find the interface height. This became
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more difficult as the mixing of temperature layers increased as the time period increased.
The following table shows the interface height (in terms of distance from the floor): -

_ ye?.Helght(m)4 Layer height (m)
Time (s) , (Contour) (.' NIST)

0.0 A E 584t3; 15.84
40.0 _ ' 54 15.84

80.0 _______3._8 4ow212.06
120.0 v- "; O3.8 1; A4 8.6
160.0 9l i :8 Q , 4.89
200.0 " <>Et4 4 4.81
240.0 v ok-.stx 5.44:5.4; thee .36
280.0 z x43st. 2.76
320.0 ,,,r> V.34>>;iv 1.53
360.0 C' .. -20 1.09 J

400.0 0,- ' .24
(Contour means first method, NIST means second method below)

The second method was drawn form the Journal of Research of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology, "Data for Room Fire Model Comparisons,"
(Peacock, Davis, & Babrauskas, 96,4,1991). This paper describes a method to" take a
limited number of point-wise measurements to determine a layer interface and
temperature."

Here are the steps taken to obtain data using this method:
1. Temperature data for all three thermocouple trees was averaged at each

thermocouple height (as suggested in the Benchmark Exercise)
2. As described by Peacock, Davis & Babrauskas, the equivalent two layer

zone height is the height where the data temperature equals Tn,

where . In this equation, Cn is a coefficient,
normally .2, Tb is the temperature at the bottom of the room. Tmax is the
maximum temperature.

3. Also described by Peacock, Davis, & Babrauskas, the interface height is
calculated by iterating between data points to find the interface height at
Tn.

4. The upper layer temperature is the average temperature from all three
thermocouple trees above the interface height.
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Thermocouples above re
The temperature at two thermocouples above the fire:

Time (s) TCG.1 (C)TG.2 {°C)

0.0 . 20.0 t 20.0
40.0 122 21.0
80.0 l 573 . 136
120.0 , 218 u 85
160.0 E 385 > 123
200.0 496 . 174
240.0 681 I 188
280.0 641 192
320.0 ? 656 j 197
360.0 670 208
400.0 173 t 118

The upper layer temperature:
Again, we used both JASMINE 3D contours and the NIST method described

above.
Jpper Layer4d Upper Layer

i .empe~tu c Temperature
Time (s) (ContouNr ) ... 'NIJ

ob _ _ .-i*.;... _ ____E - Gi .s 

40.0 ____________

80.0 h 329:4 i. 31.5
120.0 t 4A 04o5' 39.2
160.0 ;@42Si2iL 430'ra.1
200.0 v b; 4 . ;50.9
240.0 t 156.6 . 53.8
280.0 57.1' .K& i 58.8
320.0 ;., -63.2 63.1
360.0 t -:V -66.9 _4. 66.6
400.0 - 68.8 68

The total heat release within the whole hall is 513.2 MJ.

1. Conclusion:

As participants in this international exercise, we do not have access to the
measured results from the experiment to compare our modeled results. Therefore,
we cannot comment on how comparing our model results with the experimental
data.

However, our results appear to be reasonable and comparable to other
groups within our class. More importantly we have proven that computer fire
model results cannot be taken at face value as hard and fact predictions for
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building evaluation or design. CFD models are powerful tools and a complex
model such as JASMINE can be used to provide more accurate results then most
computer simulations. However, a tool such as this can be dangerous. Basic
knowledge of fire dynamics and fire protection engineering may allow a user to
obtain results from these models that may not be accurate or worse, not
conservative. In order to achieve results that can be used in building evaluation
and design, the user needs extensive fire dynamics and fire protection engineering
experience couple with total understanding of CFD and the computer model at
hand. Our experience in this exercise highlights the need for great caution when
making fire protection decisions based on fire model simulations.
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Appendix 1 Part 1, Case 1 HRR vs Time curve
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Appendix 2 JASMINE 3D representation of initial geometry
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Appendix 3 JASMINE 3D representation of final geometry
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FP 571: Performance Based Design Lars Sorthe

Benchmark Exercise #2: Fire In a Large Hall Jim Shannon

February 25, 2002 Garrett Kaye

Introduction:

As part of the curriculum for Professor Barnett's Performance Based

Design course (FP571, Spring 2002), our class is participating in the International

Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear Power Plant

Applications. Specifically, we are dealing with Benchmark Exercise #2, which is
entitled Fire in a Large Hall". Our class of nine students was divided into three

separate groups, and each group was assigned a different computer model to

evaluate the scenario described later in this paper. It is important to note that we

were told to ignore the fact that the hall is actually a nuclear power plant facility,

and simply model the space as a large hall. This is because as fire protection

engineering students, our main concern is to determine how accurately fire

models can represent fires in a large space, rather than dealing with any

additional nuclear power related complexities.

Casel:

Large Hall

Dimensions: 27 m x 13.8 m x 19 m

Pitched roof

Two large obstructions on floor

Fire source located 1m from west

wall and 7.4 m from south wall a
Heptane pool fire with a diameter of

1.17 m

Figurel: Picture of modeled space
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The Fire Model:

Our class looked at a total of three (3) computer fire models: two

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, and one zone model. The CFD

models we looked at are called Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) and Jasmine,

respectively, while the zone model is called CFast. Our group was assigned the

FDS model.

FDS is a CFD model of fire-driven fluid flow, developed by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). FDS software numerically solves

a form of the Navier-Stokes equations, and is appropriate for low-speed,

thermally driven flow with an emphasis on the smoke and heat transport from

fires. The first version of FDS was released in February 2000, while the second
version was released recently in December 2001. Both versions of FDS are
written in Fortran.

The Combustion Model:
Our group chose to use the second version of FDS for Benchmark

Exercise #2 because of the improvements that were made since the first version

was released. The first version of FDS contains a relatively simple combustion
model that utilizes "thermal elements". Thermal elements are "masslesst

particles convected with a flow and heat release at a specified rate. According to

the user manual', this model is easy to implement and relatively cheap
computationally; however, it lacks the necessary physics to accommodate under

ventilated fires.
The second version of FDS is more comprehensive, and handles oxygen

consumption more naturally by solving an equation for a conserved scalar

quantity, known as the umixture fractions. The mixture fraction is defined as the

fraction of gas at a given point in the flow field that originated as fuel. The model

assumes that combustion is mixing-controlled, and that the reaction of fuel and

oxygen happens infinitely fast (i.e. instantaneously). The mass fractions of all the

major reactants and products can be derived from the mixture fraction by means
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of "state relations", which are empirical expressions solved by a combination of

simplified analysis and measurement.'

FDS is based on a set of complex equations that describe the transport of

mass, momentum, and energy resulting from fire-induced flows. However, the

actual forms of the equations that FDS uses have been simplified to reduce the

calculation time required. The technical user manual 2 says that this simplification

of equations is justified because the general equations of fluid dynamics describe

a rich variety of physical processes, many of which have nothing to do with fires.

As a result of this simplification, FDS models scenarios as quasi-steady, where

the characteristics of each cell (such as gas temperature and velocity) are

uniform throughout the cell at any given time. The accuracy with which the

actual fire dynamics can be simulated therefore depends on the number of cells

that can be incorporated into the simulation, which is ultimately limited by the
performance of the computer used to run the simulation. Given the processing

speed and memory of today's computers, simulations are typically limited to less

than one million cells. In real life, combustion processes take place at scales of 1

mm or less, while the scales associated with building fires are on the order of

meters to 10's of meters. Therefore, in order to simulate all relevant fire
processes, the range of scales for length that need to be accounted for is roughly

104 to 105. The lesson to be learned from all of this is that FDS cell size and

distribution could have a significant impact on the accuracy of results.
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FDS Input:

The FDS input file is a text file with the file extension '*.data'. In the input file,

the name of the output files need to be specified. If this detail is forgotten, earlier

output files with the same case name will be overwritten and the data will be lost.

The input file determines the characteristics of the fire scenario through written

Fortran code. Listed are some of the inputs for this exercise, however this is not

a complete list of all the variables that can be specified:

* Time limit for the run

* Global parameters

* Describing the fire,

* Physical dimensions (x, y and z),

* Cell distributions (x, y and z),

* Obstructions

* Boundary conditions

* Vents

* Detectors and thermocouples

* Output files

In addition to the input file there is a database file that gives the user the ability to

specify thermal properties for different materials. There are several default
properties given by NIST that the user can utilize.

The input file is written by the user and is the only way for the user to

affect how FDS will do calculations. Since the user must write the input in code,

this gives an unnecessary dependence between the results and the user's

knowledge of FDS and Fortran code.

Benchmark Exercise No. 2, Case 1:

As mentioned previously, case 1 is a small fire with only natural ventilation.
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The Fire:

In the handout, the fire is described using mass loss rates at given times

during the fire. Using this data with the heat of combustion (AH.) for heptane, a

heat release rate for the fire is easily created. Furthermore this gives us the

possibility to specify a heat release rate per unit area. Since this is a pool fire, it

is reasonable to assume the fire to grow instantaneous after ignition and no

growth time normally associated with t2 fires.

Heat Release Rate

2,000

1,500

Z£: 1 ,000

oo

0
0 60 120 180 240

Time sed]

300 360 420 480
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The decay period bf the fire can be specified using FbS by inputting when

a decline occurs in the hear release rate at a certain time in the simulation. This -

requires more understanding on Fortran code which is beyond the knowledge of

our group, so we only ran the simulation for 300 seconds.
With a fire area of 1.09m2, the heat release rate per unit area can easily

calculated which gives the following graphical presentation.

Heat Release Rate Per Unit Area

rs11600 -X== is;., 

E 1,0 -

1,800 s

i~400

20

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480

Time [see]
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Physical Dimensions aid Cell Grid:

FDS allows the user to specify the physical dimensions and number of
cells associated with each direction. Unless otherwise instructed, FDS will
distribute the cells normally over each dimension. A Poisson solver based on
Fast Fourier Transforms in the calculations also limits the number of cells in each
direction. The dimensions of the grid should be of the form 2m3n5, where m, n

and I are integers. A good example of how this works is the number 72, which
can be written as: 2333; however numbers like 51, 73, and 109 cannot be
specified.

Since all surfaces must line up with the grid, no objects or other physical
shapes can be circular or diagonal. In this exercise the roof is diagonal, and the
fire and mechanical vent is circular. For those shapes, an equivalent area must
be found that will simulate the same shapes.

-r2 K

* -a -

^ A n d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i4

_ 8u 2 Exmpe gi -Z ecation

I _ zfz _- S-Ig. e- - ..

____4,,* - fl*g- ..JL.....-e

IZ-e'- -- C CCC C -Z'_-E

, 2 9D''F;''; - -- I iiii--- iei-i- i~

§,;.-,~ -jj_- ,- 'EC*~~- - C ,_--

*Al. ,.-i7 *a - CCCC i

- . -A ~ gaggw g^

as-'E---li-"..igi._-- --

Figure 2: Example of grid in Y-Z direction

FDS gives the user the option to concentrate cells around areas of interest
which helps minimize the number of cells used. This in turn reduces the
computational time of the scenario. This option is described later in the sensitivity
study.
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Fire, Objects and Vents

The fire is located 1 m above the floor near the center of the room and

there are two large rectangular objects on the floor in the hall. The surfaces of

these two obstructions were modeled as concrete, with properties specified in the

handout. This is fairly easy incorporated in the input file. All objects in the hall

must be given specific x, y and z values describing where they are located

(xl ,x2, yl ,y2, zl ,z2). If the dimensions do not line up with the grid, FDS will

move them to the closest grid. This is because all calculations are done from cell

to cell and there can not be anything dividing a cell.

When modeling the roof geometry, there is a trade off between surface

area and volume since there cannot be any diagonal lines. Instead we had to

make the roof with only vertical and horizontal lines thus making it look like steps.

This will impact the flow near the roof, but FDS2 does have a solution to this
problem. To lessen the impact from these steps, a parameter must be written into

each surface line in the input file. According to the user manual', this is not a

perfect solution to the problem, but it does lessen the impact from velocities

around sharp corners.

Surfaces

As mentioned earlier, the obstructions inside the hall are simulated as
concrete blocks. The floor is also concrete, while the walls and the roof is a

combination of sheet metal and mineral wool. According to the user manual',

FDS has the capability to simulate sheet metal over an insulated surface.

However, while trying this option, the program would not start and gave an error
for the surface. Even with the default sheet metal in the database file given by
NIST, the same error occurred. Describing a surface as only mineral wool was

possible, but to see if there were any significant differences in the results, several

runs with different surfaces were done. Details regarding this are discussed later

in the report.
A solid surfaces affected by convective or radiative heat transfer from the

surrounding gasses can be specified as either thermally-thin or thermally-thick.
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Specifying the thermal properties of the surface in the daatbase file does this. For

thermally-thin surfaces, a product of the specific heat, density and the thickness

of the layer are specified. A thermally-thin layer can further be specified as

insulated so no heat is lost to the backing material. Thermally-thick surfaces are

specified through the thermal diffusivity, the thermal conductivity and the

thickness of the material. Setting these parameters will direct the code to perform

a one-dimensional heat transfer calculation across the thickness of the material.

In neither case does the heat get transferred through the entire wall into the next

room, but for this case it doesn't matter since we are only modeling one room.

Runs
As a part of the sensitivity study, several runs were completed. The differences in

these runs were:

o Number of cells

o Cell distribution
o Surfaces

o Heat release rate

Casela Casel b Casel c Casel d Casel e*

HRRPUA 1700 kW m-2 1700 kW m2 1700 kW m-2 1500 kW m-2 1700 kW m 2

Surfaces Concrete and All concrete Concrete and Concrete and Cnrlte she
mineral wool Al ocee mineral wool mineral wool Inuaesht

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ m e ta l
x- 27m/1 08 x- 27m/1 08 x- 27m/1 08 x- 27m/1 08 x- 27m/1 08

Pdim./ cells y- 13.8m/30 y- 13.8m/30 y- 13.8/56 y- 13.8m/30 y- 13.8m/30
z- 19mf75 z- 19m75 z-19m175 z- 19mf75 z- 19m[75

Cell distribution Transformed in Transformed In Normal Transformed in Transformed in
the y-dir. the - dir. the y-dir. the y dir.

* CaseIe did not work

We used Casela as the base run, while the other runs where done to see if the

changes had any significant impact on the results. Casele was supposed to be

the base run, but since this case did not give any results we had to choose

another one.
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Sensitivity Study:

Surface, for the different surfaces the difference in 'All concrete' and the

'Concrete and mineral wool' runs showed some difference in the heat of the

smoke layer. The difference was not significant, but in the order of about 10%

lower for the temperature rating of the thermocouples. The change in the

thermal values for the surfaces are of the wall might give different values for the

hole run, so to be conservative the higher temperature will give more severe

results.
The grid size and grid spacing is of more interest. The runs with denser

cells around the fire had fewer cells than the runs with a normal distribution of

cells. There could not be found any change, less than 5% in the temperature

ratings, but the number of tracer-particles fell drastically with normal distribution.

This is expected from the fact that the fire will happen in an area of fewer cells

and this will have an effect in how the fire will 'burn' in the model. The details

regarding this is outside the knowledge of the members of the group, but as long

the runs with fewer, but denser cells around the fire, give somewhat same results

we can assume that this error is within the expected range.

Changing the fire size give lower themperature reading of the thermo-

couples, as expected. The model is reacting to the change in the heat release

input, so the model is not doing anything unexpected here.

Results
Finding the smoke layer is not easily determined with a CFD model. The

visual output in 'Smokeview' show the tracer particles as the model runs. From

these visual readings, it is shown that the smoke layer is not descending below 4
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meters, which is the height of the smaller object in the space.

Figure 3: Smoke layer interface at 300s

In the handout, a method is described using the temperatures given by the

thermocouples. This method uses a one-dimensional analysis utilizing upper and

lower temperatures and conservation of mass.

H

(H -nt Ma + intTl = T(z)dz =II
0

(H - Zit Wim + int = (Z d =2

which can be rewritten as

T1.(II (11-H2)

I + 1A2 - 2T,,,,H

Where Tlaw is the temperature at the lowest discrete measurement location

(TN.1) and 11 and 12 are calculated from the discrete data set using a quadrature

rule, e.g. Simpson's Rule. Tup is then calculated by applying the mean value

theorem over the integral Z=zint to z=H
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T-P= f fT(z)dz

Mass Flow Rates

For Casel there was only natural leakage. In order to simulate this, four

openings to the exterior were placed on the east and west walls. The location

and size of the vents were specified in the handout.

FDS2 uses thermocouples to measure different quantities. So a

thermocouple can measure temperature and velocities as well as other

characteristics. Locating thermocouples near the vent openings and measuring

the velocities at those openings found the mass flow rates. The mass flow rate

can then be found by assuming a uniform velocity throughout the opening.

Where positive direction is into the enclosure.

Location Velocity Density Area Mass flow rate
[m/sec] [m3/kg] [M2] [kg/sec]

West, bottom 1.7 1.20 0.5 1.0

West, top -2.6 1.07 0.5 -1.4

East, bottom 1.7 1.20 0.5 1.0

East, top -2.6 1.07 0.5 -1.4

Total heat loss can be measured, but only as a visual presentation through

Smokeview. The technical way of showing this is found in the Smokeview user
manual, but it must be specified in the input data file. The heat loss is shown as

a change in the color on the surfaces. This feature takes a lot of computational

time and was only done in the base run. The smoke view file and the associated

files take a lot of computer storage space and will be made available on a CD.

Another way of measuring heat loss to the walls is to place thermocouples along

that are, but the uncertainty in the location and number of thermocouples needed

were outside the limits of this group.
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The upper layer temperature was found with the thermocouples in the building. A

total of three (3) thermocouple trees were located in the space. The temperature

measuring of these trees are presented below in charts.

Thermocouple Tree 1

4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. Ca
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U uIC

Time s]
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Thermocouple Tree 2
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Thermocouple Tree 3
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Plume Thermocouples
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Heat Release Rate
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Reference:

1. Fire Dynemics Simulator (Version 2) - Users Guide, Kevin B. McGrattan

et al, NIST, November, 2001

2. Fire Dynamics Simulator.(Version 2)-Technical Reference Guide, Kevin

B. McGrattan et al, NIST, November, 2001

3. Handout regarding Benchmark 2 exercise
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Analysis of Benchmark Exercise Two:
An Examination of Large Turbine Hall Fires with the CFAST Fire

Modeling Code

Westinghouse Safety Management Solutions LLC

A. R. Martin and D. A. Coutts
amber.martin @wxsms.com
allan.coutts@wxsms.com

The Savannah River Site (SRS) has an obligation to fulfill Department of Energy (DOE)
expectations 2]. The DOE expectation is that software quality assurance (SQA) is in place that
will ensure that computer software will perform its intended functions in a consistent manner and
that software modifications will not result in unanticipated problems. SRS is in the process of
improving the site SQA program.

The SQA program is currently being applied to CFAST, Version 3.1.6. In the process, code
capabilities and limitations are being evaluated. A typical problem requiring analysis at SRS is
evaluating heat transfer to a liquid filled process tank and estimating evaporation from the tank.
An understanding of how to accomplish this using the output available from CFAST is required.
In addition, several sample problems must be established that provide input and output so that,
when the code is initially installed, it can be demonstrated that the installation was successful.

As part of the SQA effort, Benchmark Exercise 1 (Part 1) was developed into a sample problem
format and work is in progress on Benchmark Exercise 2 (Part 1) for use as an additional sample
problem. Under this present effort, preliminary evaluation of Benchmark Exercise 2 (Part 1) has
been completed for cases 1, 2 and 3. Since CFAST is limited to a rectangular geometry, the
ceiling height was adjusted to 15.84 m to maintain the turbine hall volume. A lower oxygen
limit of 12%, as used in Benchmark Exercise 1, a radiative fraction of 20% and a relative
humidity of 50% were used. For the wall layers, the specification stated sheet metal on top of
mineral wool. A three layer material with mineral wool (5 cm thick) between two layers of sheet
metal (each layer 1 mm thick) was created. Pyrolysis rates and ventilation conditions are as
identified in the specification for part one of Benchmark Exercise 2.

In conclusion, SRS is charged with verifying and validating the CFAST software.
Demonstration of code capabilities and limitations as well as establishment of sample problems
has been accomplished by exercising benchmark problems 1 and 2. In addition, a non-fire
mechanical ventilation flow case has been established.

XImplementation Guide for use with DOE Orders 420.1 and 440.1 Fire Safety Program. G-420.1/B-0 G-440.1/E-0.
September 30, 1995.

2 Quality Assurance for Safety-Related Software at Department of Energy Defense Nuclear Facilities.
DNFSBtIECH-25. January 2000.
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Large Eddy Simulations of Fire Tests in a Large Hall

Kevin McGrattan and Jason Floyd
Building and Fire Research Laboratory

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

USA

In cooperation with the fire protection engineering community, a numerical fire model, Fire Dy-
namics Simulator (FDS), is being developed at NIST to study fire behavior and to evaluate the
performance of fire protection systems in buildings. Version 2 of FDS was publicly released in
December 2001 [1, 2]. The model is based on the low Mach number form of the Navier-Stokes
equations and uses a large eddy simulation (LES) technique to represent unresolved, sub-grid
scale motion. The fire is modeled by solving a transport equation for the conserved scalar quantity
known as the mixture fraction, a linear combination of the fuel and oxygen that indicates the mass
fraction of the gas originating as fuel. The advantage of the mixture fraction approach is that all
of the species transport equations are combined into one, reducing the computational cost. Ther-
mal radiation is modeled by solving the radiative transport equation for a non-scattering gray gas
using what is known as the Finite Volume Method [3]. Using approximately 100 angles, the finite
volume solver requires about 15% of the total CPU time of a calculation, a modest cost given the
complexity of radiation heat transfer.

EDS has recently been applied to a series of benchmark fire tests performed as part of the "Interna-
tional Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models for Nuclear Power Plant Applications." The
tests analyzed here make up Benchmark Exercise #2. Three fire tests were performed in a large
fire test hall. In each, a pool of heptane was burned for about 5 minutes, during which time gas
temperatures were measured in three vertical arrays and at two points within the fire plume. The
fire size and ventilation configurations were changed from test to test. Details of the tests can be
found in these same proceedings.

The heat release rate of the fires in each case was calculated from the measured mass loss rate
of fuel, thus the model is not making a prediction of the total energy output. While it is possible
to predict the fraction of the total energy output that is emitted from the fire as thermal radiation,
we chose to apply an empirical fraction of 35 % based on numerous experiments. The purpose
of the numerical model in this exercise is to predict how the energy from the fire is transported
throughout the test hall as a function of time. The key to handling this problem properly is to
simulate well the mixing of hot combustion products and fresh air within the fire plume. The
technique adopted by FDS for this purpose, Large Eddy Simulation (LES), is not widely.used in
the fire community because of the extensive development of various Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) models, some of which are demonstrated within these-proceedings. The benefit of
LES over RANS is that it renders a more faithful representation of the fire and plume dynamics
because it captures fluid motion at length and time scales consistent with the underlying numerical
grid. For example, animations of the fire and smoke plume show the pulsating and oscillating
behavior observed in actual experiments. With the RANS approach, this motion is filtered out and
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the fire and plume are rendered as time-averages of the actual flow fields. While both approaches
have been demonstrated to work in a variety of fire applications, we believe that that LES approach
will eventually be adopted more widely because of its more faithful rendering of fire behavior.

Of course, the outcome of an LES calculation is only as good as the underlying numerical grid. If
the governing equations of motion are approximated on a numerical grid whose cells are too large
relative to the characteristic length scales of the fire or fire plume, not only will the realistic fluid
dynamics be lost, but the mixing will be under-estimated, and in the case here, the upper layer
temperatures predicted by the model will be hotter than those measured. For this reason, up to
now the LES technique has not been considered of practical use to the fire protection engineer.
What has made the technique useful is faster, cheaper computers and better numerical methods.
A recent advancement for FDS has been the implementation of multiblock gridding, that is, the
use of more than one structured numerical grid in a single simulation. Until recently, FDS used a
single uniformly-spaced rectangular mesh to divide up a largely rectangular space into hundreds
of thousands or millions of cells. The benefit is ease-of-use, the downside is that it is difficult
to adequately resolve the numerical grid in regions of interest, like the fire plume, when a large
space is to be modeled. Preliminary calculations of the benchmark fire tests required on the order
of 80 CPU hours on a 1.7 Ghz Pentium IV processor. By using more than one numerical grid,
the CPU time was reduced to 20 hours, and the resolution in the region of the fire and plume was
improved.

The figures in the accompanying presentation show the geometry of the test hall and the layout of
the various numerical grids used in the simulation. The finest grid surrounding the fire is 4 m by
4 m by 10 m high, with grid cells 13 cm on a side. Five other separate grids are used to cover
the rest of the space at a resolution of 40 cm. Within each grid, the cells are uniform in size. In
all, 216,000 grid cells are used in the calculation. Ten minutes of real time are simulated. Some
simplifications to the geometry include making the burner and the exhaust duct square rather than
round, and approximating the sloped ceiling as a series of stair steps. Otherwise, everything else
is as specified in the problem description. Heptane (C7H1 6) is used as a fuel. Temperature and
velocity predictions are recorded at all of the specified locations.

The results of the three calculations agree well with the measurements. For Test 1, the predicted
temperatures at the 5 upper thermocouple locations in each array are within 10 'C of the measured
temperatures, usually on the high side. The lower 5 temperature locations show good agreement as
well, with the greatest difference being for the lowest two thermocouples, which under-predict the
measured temperatures by roughly 10 'C. Given slightly higher temperatures in the upper layer,
it is not surprising to see slightly lower temperatures somewhere else since the model is energy
conserving. The model assumes that there is no air movement in the hall except for that induced
by the fire or the ventilation system, thus one would expect for the level of mixing to be slightly
under-predicted. The prediction of the temperature at the lower thermocouple location in the fire
plume is about 100 C higher than the measurement. The prediction at the higher location is about
10 C higher.

For Test 2, the agreement between model and experiment is better than in Test 1. The reason
for this is that the predicted and measured temperatures within the plume are within 10 C of
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one another. The simulations of Tests 1 and 2 were conducted with the exact same gridding and
assumptions. The reason for the better agreement in Test 2 stems from the better agreement in the
plume itself. In general, for a given level of grid refinement, a larger fire is easier to model than a
smaller one, as in this instance. Another explanation of disagreement in plume temperatures is that
often in large scale fire tests air movements within the test space throw the fire plume slightly off of
its natural centerline, in which case numerical predictions are often high. In any case, in all three
tests, the agreement between model and experiment at the upper plume thermocouple location is
within 10 0C meaning that the gases filling the hot upper layer are within a very close range to the
actual gas temperatures.

When these calculations were first attempted with a single numerical grid spanning the entire hall
with cells between 20 and 30 cm in size, the temperatures in the upper layer were over-predicted.
The difference in predicted and measured temperatures was reduced as the grid cells in the region of
the fire were reduced in size. This effect is made obvious by looking at animations of temperature
contour plots through a vertical centerline plane. When the grid cells are too large to resolve the
eddies that entrain fresh air into the plume, the hot gases are not diluted as much in the simulation
as in reality, and upper layer temperatures tend to be over-predicted. As in many studies we
have performed in the past on fire plumes, we find that very good agreement with experiment is
achieved when the fire is spanned by roughly 6 to 8 grid cells. Of course more is better, but this
level of resolution has been found to produce very good results at a modest computational cost.
Research continues to reduce computational effort by means of the multiple grids employed here,
plus parallel processing of the different grids.

[1] K.B. McGrattan, H.R. Baum, R.G. Rehm, G.P. Forney, J.E. Floyd, and S. Hostikka. Fire
Dynamics Simulator (Version 2), Technical Reference Guide. Technical Report NISTIR 6783,
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 2001.

[2] K.B. McGrattan, G.P. Forney, J.E. Floyd, and S. Hostikka. Fire Dynamics Simulator (Ver-
sion 2), User's Guide. Technical Report NISTIR 6784, National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 2001.

[3] S. Hostikka, H.R. Baum, and K.B. McGrattan. Large Eddy Simulations of the Cone Calorime-
ter. In Proceedings of US Section Meeting of the Combustion Institute, Oakland, California,
March 2001.
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Preliminary Results for Benchmark Exercise # 2 using CFAST and JASMINE

Stewart Miles, Fire and Risk Engineering Centre, BRE, UK

Part I of Benchmark Exercise # 2 is based on a series of fire experiments, performed in the
VTT test hall in Finland between 1998 and 1999 as part of the ECSC Steel Research
Programme. Each test involved a heptane pool fire one meter above the floor, lasting
approximately six minutes. The instrumentation included thermocouple readings at three
vertical columns, extending from the floor to the ceiling, and at various locations within the fire
plume. These readings provide the main measurements against which numerical predictions
are being compared for the current benchmark exercise. The measured temperatures have
been processed to give estimates of upper layer temperature and layer height, where It is
here assumed that a two-layer representation holds, and these are being used in the
comparison against zone model predictions.

The benchmark specification document [1] contains full details of the test hall and the three
cases being modelled. This was released in conjunction with a summary of the measurement
data against which to compare predictions.

For case 1 and 2 there was no mechanical exhaust and the doorway openings to the hall
were closed. However, the building is not airtight, and so the effect of air infiltration must be
modelled somehow. The suggested approach [1] Is to include four small openings, each of
area 0.5 in2, two at ground level and two at a height of 12 m. For case 3 there was
mechanical extraction at 11 m3 s through a duct 12 m above the floor, and for this case the
two doors were each opened to an area of 3.2 2. An additional complication Is provided by
the sloping cross-sectional shape of the ceiling, providing a further challenge to zone models
in particular.

This extended summary describes briefly some simulations undertaken by the author and the
findings drawn from them, and accompanies the presentation slides. Simulations of all three
cases have been performed with a zone model (CFASTIFAST version 3.1.6) and a CFD
model (JASMINE version 3.1.2). A sensitivity analysis has been undertaken for a number of
parameters, including the thermal properties of the walls and ceiling, the size and location of
the restricted ventilation openings (cases 1 & 2) and the 'equivalent ceiling height' in the
CFAST simulations. A CFD mesh sensitivity analysis has been conducted also.

All CFAST simulations have been performed with a single compartment with one or two
horizontal flow vents to the outside, and for case 3 an additional vertical HVAC vent to the
outside. The ceiling has been approximated as being flat, and for the majority of simulations
was located at a height of 15.84 m, which gives the same enclosure volume as inside the
actual test hall. The sensitivity to the choice of ceiling height has been Investigated by
performing simulations with the ceiling at 13 m and 18 m. The fire source for each case has
been defined in terms of the specified time-dependent pyrolysis rate and a heat of combustion
of 44.6 x 1 6 J kg'. Furthermore, the radiative fraction was set to 0.2. For the 'baseline'
simulations the walls and ceiling were defined as conducting boundaries consisting of sheet
steel on top of mineral wool, with thermal properties and thicknesses as specified in the
problem definition. The sensitivity to the choice of thermal boundary condition at the walls and
ceiling has been investigated by using sheet metal only, mineral wool only and non-
conducting (adiabatic) boundaries.

A further parameter that has been Investigated in the CFAST simulations for cases 1 and 2 is
the size and location of the restricted ventilation wall openings for the 'infiltration' process.
Here the four original 0.5 m2 openings have been replaced by four 0.01 m2 openings in one
simulation and by two large openings of 16 m 2 (at floor level only) in another. The effect of
increasing and decreasing the height above ground of the upper openings in the original
specification has been nvestigated also. Note that In the CFAST simulations, where there are
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two vents at the same distance from the floor they are combined into a single opening (with
an area equal to the sum of that for the individual openings).

JASMINE simulations of all three cases have been performed. The geometry of the test hall
was modelled as accurately as possible with a Cartesian mesh, with the result that the sloping
sections of the ceiling were approximated by a staggered (staircase) boundary. This gives the
correct volume within the ceiling space, but will have some influence on the heat and
momentum transfer at these sections of the ceiling. JASMINE models the Reynolds Averaged
Navier Stokes (RANS) equations of fluid motion, and employs a K-E turbulence model to
represent the effect of the turbulent motions on the flow field. Time-dependent simulations
were performed using a one-second time-step and the fuel pyrolysis rate given in benchmark
specification. An eddy break-up combustion model was employed, using a single step
reaction mechanism for heptane and an effective heat of combustion of 0.8 x 44.6 x 10 J kg
1. Radiation transfer was calculated using a six-flux model, combined with an emissive power
model to calculate the radiation exchange from CO2 and H20 combustion products.

Convection and radiation heat transfer to the solid boundaries was included. Conduction into
the boundaries was calculated approximately using the concept of a time-dependent
conduction depth Into a semi-infinite material. Furthermore, the steel sheet was Ignored in
these calculations, so that the conduction losses will in general have been under-estimated.
However, the conductivity of the solid was increased for some simulations to investigate the
effect of Increased conduction losses on the gas temperatures and smoke layer height.

The ventilation openings have been modelled exactly as specified. However, additional
simulations have been performed for case 1 with narrow slot openings instead of the square
ones (but with the area of each maintained at 0.5 in2), and with partially porous east and west
walls, where the porosity was set to give an equivalent flow area as the vents.

A numerical mesh containing approximately 130,000 elements was used in most of the
simulations. A mesh refinement study was performed for two simulations, where the first 60
seconds was repeated using a mesh containing eight times as many elements, i.e. the
resolution was Increased by a factor of two in each direction.

The preliminary results from the CFAST and JASMINE simulations are reasonably
encouraging and Informative. Comparison plots of predicted and measured temperatures and
layer depths are shown In the presentation slides. The effect of varying conduction losses,
ventilation opening sizes etc are illustrated too.

Probably the most Important finding, demonstrated by both the zone and CFD models, Is the
sensitivity of the gas temperatures to the conduction losses to the walls and ceiling. In the
CFAST simulations the closest agreement with measurement was obtained by using either a
sheet metal and mineral wool two-layer material or by using the sheet metal alone. In the
JASMINE simulations the effect of gnoring the steel was apparent, with closer agreement
with measurement obtained when the conduction losses were then Increased. The results so
far seem to indicate that the conduction Into the steel Is important. The smoke layer height,
however, seems to be less sensitive to the boundary conduction loss calculation.

An important issue In the use of the zone model Is the choice of 'equivalent ceiling height.
The sensitivity analysis performed so far Indicates that while the upper layer temperature Is
sensitive to the choice of ceiling height, the layer height is sensitive only during the Initial
stage of the fire.

Both the zone model and CFD simulations indicate that the exact choice of openings in cases
1 & 2, to represent the Infiltration process, Is not critical. The only exception to this finding was
In the CFD simulation with porous walls, which Indicated a break down of stratification after
about three minutes. However, the physical significance of Implementing slightly porous walls
in a CFD simulation Is somewhat uncertain and this result should be treated with caution at
this stage. The CFAST simulation with the very small openings produced high pressures
inside the enclosure, at a level that would have been greater than anything achieved In the
experiments. This supports the assumption that the building is not particularly airtight.
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Reasonable agreement has been shown between measured plume temperatures and those
predicted in the JASMINE simulations. The mesh refinement study has indicated some
sensitivity to this parameter, with the finer mesh producing results closer to those measured.
Further JASMINE simulations are currently being performed to investigate the mesh
resolution and boundary conduction Issues In more depth.

CFAST and JASMINE simulations will be performed for Part II of Benchmark Exercise # 2.
This is a 'hypothetical' example for which there are no experimental measurements. However,
the dimensions of the building are greater than in Part I, and have been selected to more
closely represent a turbine hall. Full details of the geometry and cases to be modelled are
provided in the specification document [1]. The fire source Is representative of a large
hydrocarbon pool fire. 'Target' cables and beams are included, for which the likelihood of
thermal damage Is to be estimated. Although the building geometry is rectangular, in some of
scenario cases there Is the added complexity of an nternal ceiling, effectively dividing the
space Into two connected compartments.

1. Specification for Benchmark Exercise # 2 - Fire in a Large Hall, February 2002.
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DETECTOR RESPONSE MODELING

Doug Beller, PE
NFPA International

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present information regarding current fire detector response
modeling. Fire detector response modeling in this paper refers to heat detectors, including
sprinkler links. While smoke detectors can be modeled using current heat detection models, this
is not highly recommended due to the magnitude of the uncertainties associated with the
predictions.

It is hoped that this brief paper will provide sufficient information regarding heat detector
modeling such that decisions can made regarding their applicability in nuclear power plants
(NPP). If it is decided that the current model is insufficient for such applications, then this paper
should provide enough information upon which to base a decision regarding future work.

2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 Detector Modeling

The overall [smoke] detection process has been organized into five categories; property
generation, bulk property transport, local property transport, sensor modulation, and alarm
condition. [6] The first three categories are required by all detection models: the fire generates
the hazard to be detected; the plume transports the hazard conditions to the ceiling; the ceiling jet
transports the hazard condition to the point in space of interest. The final two categories are
detector specific: "sensor modulation" can be thought of as modeling how the sensor "knows"
what conditions are present; "alarm condition" is essentially the set point of the detector. In the
case of a sprinkler or heat detector, sensor modulation models the heat transfer to the sensing
device and the alarm condition is either a temperature (range) or a rate of temperature rise.

2.2 DETACT-QS

Currently, DETACT-QS is the only heat detector model that is publicly available. Other fire
models may also be used to predict detector activation; however, this is not necessarily their only
purpose.

2.2.1 Intent

DETACT was developed to calculate the response time of ceiling mounted heat
detectors/sprinklers and smoke detectors, installed under large unobstructed ceilings, for fires
with user defined, time dependent heat release rate curves [1]. DETACT is based on quasi-
steady ceiling jet assumptions [2,3]. The thermally activated device must be located under the
ceiling and within the ceiling jet.
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2.2.2 Assumptions and Limitations

1) The detector is ceiling mounted and located at the points of maximum temperature and
velocity within the ceiling jet below a ceiling [2]. The detector must be within 6% of the
ceiling height from the ceiling [4].

2) The ceiling is unconfined, unobstructed, smooth, flat, and horizontal. The model does
not account for hot gas layer effects due to walls or obstructions. The minimum wall to
wall distance is 2 to 4 ceiling heights. Vertical obstructions are required to be less than
1% of the ceiling height for the ceiling to be considered smooth [2].

3) Only convective heat transfer is considered between the ceiling jet and the thermal
detector; no conductive or radiative heat transfer is considered. The detector is treated as
a lumped mass model [5]. The lumped mass model assumes that the thermal gradients
are neglected within the thermal element.

4) Smoke detector activation is assumed at a ceiling temperature increase of 13'C [1].
(Although this is a gross over-simplification of the phenomenon, it is an all too
commonly used assumption.)

5) Within the plume impingement area, temperature (r/H < 0.18: r = radial distance between
plume centerline and detector; H = height of ceiling above the fuel) and velocities (/H <
0.15) are uniform an assumed to be the maximum values in the plume [2].

6) The fuel package and the plume are assumed to be in an unobstructed vertical axis. No
ventilation or stratification effects are considered. The heat release rate or the fire needs
to be sufficiently large so that the plume can be assumed to be vertical and axisymmetric
[2].

7) No transport time (or lag time) is considered for the hot gases to travel from the fuel to
the detector [2]. Therefore, increases in heat release rate will effect the temperature and
velocity of the ceiling jet immediately.

8) For each heat release rate input interval, the heat release rate is averaged over the interval
and assumed constant. Fire heat release rate should not double in less than one minute
[2].

9) Detector must be spot type [4].

23 SFPE Computer Model Evaluation Task Group Report

23.1 Intent

The draft report of the SFPE task group [4] states as its purpose: This evaluation report provides
information on the technical features, theoretical basis, assumptions, limitations, sensitivities and
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guidance on the use of DETACT. This evaluation is based on comparing predictions from
DETACT with results from full-scale fire experiments conducted in compartments with ceiling
heights ranging from 2.44 m to 12.2 m and peak fire heat release rates ranging from 150 kW to
1OMW."

The type of evaluation that DETACT was subjected to is classified in ASTM E-1355 [7] as a
"specified calculation." In the specified calculation, the model user is provided with a complete
detailed description of model inputs, including geometry, test conditions, and the heat release
rate history of the fire [7].

2.3.2 Conclusions

Actuation temperature is the most sensitive input parameter; i.e., for a given percentage change
in the value of actuation temperature used by DETACT, it predicted a larger percentage change
in the output parameter(s) of interest.

When slow t-squared fires are used, the predicted actuation time will greatly increase due to the
relatively slow development of the fire. Very small source fires, especially smoldering, fall
outside the bounds of the analysis and are unlikely to be accurately predicted, either for ceiling
jet temperatures or detector actuation, by DETACT [4].

"Based on the comparison to predictions with measured values:
* As the ceiling height increased from 3.0 m to 12.2 m, the agreement between the

predictions and the data improved. The lower ceiling heights are more sensitive to
uncertainties in the experiment.

* There was better agreement between devices with higher RTIs (response time index) than
with devices with lower RTIs.

* The compartment evaluation scenarios demonstrate that DETACT should not be used in
situations where the limitations/assumptions of the model cannot be met, since the model
cannot be used with any reasonable expectation of reliability. For example, the use of
DETACT would not be appropriate in small areas where a gas layer would develop prior
to activation." [4]

2.4 Proposed Tasks

2.4.1 Scenarios to be Modeled

The first task is to define those scenarios requiring the prediction of fire detector activation. The
scenario definition should include a geometrical description of the room of fire origin (turbine
hall, control room, etc.) and specify the fire that may be experienced in that space. Presumably,
the type of heat detector and its description is a "given" for each NPP.

2.4.2 Scenario Differences

The scenarios described in 2.4.1 are next compared to the limitations presented in 2.2.2. Any
inconsistencies are to be noted for the following step.
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2.4.3 Questions

The series of questions below (in no particular order) is intended to facilitate the discussion:

1) Do the limitations shown in 2.2.2 preclude using DETACT in NPP?

2) Are the identified NPP scenarios sufficiently similar to those used in the development of
DETACT (see 2.2.2) to justify further work?

3) If they are not sufficiently similar is it still worthwhile to investigate using DETACT in
NPP scenarios? For example, since there is no other detector model available, are we
"forced" to use it?

4) Is there a "best" way to use DETACT in NPP? Some of the choices for "best" include:
* as is (i.e., no changes)
* modify program based on available data
* develop post-processor adjustment factors (may require using CFD models to

generate ceiling jet temperature and velocity profiles and develop correlations
based on the results)

* develop a new DETACT for NPP (i.e., extract property generation, bulk property
transport, and lumped mass models from DETACT and couple those to NPP-
specific ceiling jet temperature and velocity correlations)

5) Is ceiling jet temperature and velocity experimental data available for the scenarios of
interest?

2.4.4 Benchmark Exercise

If there is sufficient interest in pursuing detection modeling in NPP the questions posed in 2.4.3
must be addressed first. Assuming that the decision is to proceed, some sort of benchmark
exercise will be needed. In order to undertake such an exercise experimental data sets depicting
the scenarios of interest must be readily available. The number of data sets needed will depend
on the nature of the exercise.

The nature of the exercise will depend on the answer to Question 4 of 2.4.3. If the decision is
made to compare DETACT prediction to experimental data and develop post-processor
adjustment factors, then a relatively small number of data sets is required (probably three to
four). If the decision is made to use the DETACT lumped mass model as the "sensor
modulation" and "alarm condition", and the "property generation" and "bulk property transport"
portions of DETACT along with a NPP specific ceiling jet correlation, then more data sets will
be required: at least six. The idea here is that three data sets could be used to develop the NPP
specific ceiling jet correlations, and the other three could be used to benchmark the resulting
model.
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It may be advantageous to use ASTM 1355 [7] as guidelines for this benchmarking exercise.
Several types of model evaluations are presented: blind calculation (basic description of scenario
provided); specified calculation (detailed description of model inputs provided); and open
calculation (most complete information provided, including experimental or other benchmarking
data). Using ASTM 1355 would provide some structure and formality to the exercise.

3.0 SUMMARY

The limitations imposed on the use of DETACT will most likely preclude its widespread use in
NPP. However, assuming that there is a need for detector modeling in NPP, the question then
becomes one of deciding what is the best (most expedient, most defensible...) course to meet this
need.

Presumably, four of the five components necessary for NPP detector modeling are present in the
current version of DETACT-QS. The DETACT component which needs either replacement or
augmenting is that describing "local property transport." In order to address NPP specific local
property transport, post-processing adjustment factors or a new component must be developed
for DETACT.
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A NEW MODEL FOR TIME LAG OF SMOKE DETECTORS

0. Keski-Rahkonen
VTTI Building and Transport, P.O. Box 1803, FIN-02044 VTT, Finland
Tel. +358 9 456 4810, Fax +358 9 456 4815, e-mail: Olavi.Keski-Rahkonen@vtt.fi

ABSTRACI

For smoldering fires existing time lag theories and observations of
smoke detectors are reviewed shortly and shown to be unsatisfactory.
The author showed earlier by that fluid dynamic phenomena cannot
explain in an acceptable manner the observed controversy. Using
general theory of filtering a model is proposed for time lag, where
small smoke particles partially separate from the carrier fluid while
penetrating into the smoke detector. At small flow velocities the
separation seems so effective that detection time is delayed much or
smoke may remain undetected totally. Since only scattered direct
experiments are available for comparison, and no resources for own
measurements were avialable at this phase, the model is presented for
fire science community to be tested and evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

Earliest possible detection of fires has been the goal of active fire prevention through
ages by any possible means. Since the introduction of numerical room fire simulation
codes there has been detailed tools to predict conditions and times for fire detector
response. Majority of these tools treat phenomena outside the detector. The long
chain from the incipient fire to detector has been modelled at different degrees of
sophistication starting from experimental plume models combined with zone type
room fire models and ending with various kinds field model simulations. At the
moment large eddy simulation (LES) techniques (McGrattan et al. 1998) to
determine smoke properties at detector location presents possibly the heaviest end of
the calculation tools available for the problem (Cleary at al. 1999, Farouk et al.
2001).

Despite that there are links not yet modelled to the same degree of accuracy as LES
simulation treats smoke transport and coagulation; one of these is smoke penetration
into the detector. A smoke detector has partially permeable walls separating the gas
volume in the detector from the volume around it. Walls of commercial detectors
consist mostly of mesh, or perforated plates. In each form they delay fire detection as
compared to a fully open detector. Heskestad (1977) modelled coupling of conditions
inside the detactor to outside conditions based on scaling principles. Since then
practically all modelling of smoke penetration into detectors has based on his work.
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TIME LAG THEORIES AND DATA

Heskestad (1977) drafted a theory using dimensional analysis arguments for the time
lag At of a products-of-combustion fire detector

At= l/V' (1)

where. v, is the mean convective flow velocity around the point detector, I the
characteristic length scale, and y a non-dimensional coefficient characteristic for the
geometry. According to Heskestad Equation (1) is valid presuming 'viscosity effects
are not considered important'.

Bukowski (1975) as well as Johnson and Brown (1986) observed large delays of fire
detection for artificial cold smoke or smoldering smoke in a real size room although
the behaviour was neither quantified nor fully systematic. Brozovsky's (1991)
measurements showed, that the simple relationship predicted by Equation (1) did not
hold for low ceiling jet velocities. In Figure 1 his observations (dots) are plotted as a
function of velocity . Thin solid lines represent exponential fits by Brozovsky
(1991) on his limited set of data; his exponential fit at low values ( < 0.13 m/s) is a
plausible approximation. Unfortunatelly, he did not extend measurements to speeds
exceeding 0.2 m/s. Therefore, it is very uncertain, what the behaviour would be at
higher velocities. Thus the curve crossing the point (0.4 m/s; I s) is only an
extrapolation without experimental confirmation beyond 0.2 rn/s. No single set of
data was available covering the whole interesting region of velocities. More recently
Qualey at al. (200 1ab) observed long detection times for low velocity ceiling jets as
a result of smoldering fires. Unfortunatelly they did not measure ceiling jet velocities
at detector location or other relevant data to allow quantitative comparison.
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Figure 1. Entry lag time dependence on flow velocity past a detector. Dots
(experimental data, Brozovsky 1991). (1) and (2): The delay time according to
Equation (1) as explained in text. (3): Fit according to Equation (2), critical velocity
vO = 0.075 ms). (4) and (5): Calculated models (Keski-Rahkonen 2001) explained

in text.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA REDUCTION FOR FIRE MODEL VALIDATION

Due to power law dependence on velocity an ad hoc modification of Equation (1)
was attempted (Keski-Rahkonen 2001)

a =rlf/( - ) (2)

This fit seemed plausible as shown in by line 3 in Figure 1. Since Brozovsky's data
cover only a rather limited range, Equation (2) is only one of the many possible fits
on the data set. Fits of Equation (2) on another data set (Cleary et al. 2000) is shown
in Figure 2. Again, plausible fits were obtained for the delay times. P1 was an optical
detector ( = 0.01 m/s) and I ionizing detector (. = 0.02 mIs). Unfortunatelly,
experimental errors seem still to be rather high.
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Figure 2. Detector time lag as a function of ceiling jet velocity according to
experimental observations (dots: Brozovsky 1991, squares: II by Cleary et al., 2000
diamonds: P1 by Cleary et al. 2000). Full lines arbitrary fits on data using Equation
(2).

These examples show, critical flow velocity exists, but is hard to explain. The
behaviour described by Equation (2) seems to indicate, if the the fluid is taken as a
continuum, the flow has non-newtonian character plugging at velocities lower than
F,,. Qualitativelly, such a flow occurs, if the fluid, which here is actually an aerosol,
behaves collectivelly like a non-newtonian continuum fluid of Bingham plastic
(Irvine and Capobianchi, 1998). The analytical theories of such fluids would in
principle allow calculation of the flow in and out of the detector (Kawase and Moo-
Young 1992, Patel and Ingham 1994). However, there seemed not to be available
experimental data of heological properties of smoke, which could settle this
question. The tacit assumption has always been smoke, like air, behaves as an almost
perfect newtonian fluid. Looking smoke as an aerosol and rejecting one phase
approximation seemed to shed new light on the problem, and to make non-newtonian
flow both unlikely and unnecessary as is shown below. The method is fully described
by Keski-Rahkonen (2002), and is shortly depicted here.
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THEORY ON FILTRATION MECHANISMS

In a filter, like in a dense mesh, particles deviate from streamlines due to several
mechanisms. That p'roperty has been used for particle size separation for long (Fuchs
et al. 1962, Sinclair et al. 1979), but it is still a subject of intense studies (Lee et al.
1990, Sasse et al. 1994). Particles may collide with the wires on the mesh and stick
on them. The main mechanisms of deposition are diffusion, inertial impaction,
interception and gravitational settling. In the first approximation efficiences due
these factors add linearly when estimating total efficiency of filtration.
Approximating the filtering element by a cylindrical body, simple partial differential
equations can be derived for the aerosol concentration in laminar flow region (Cheng
1993). For derivation of the equation it is assumed: (1) The concentration is in a
steady-state condition; (2) the flow field in the device is a fully developed laminar
flow; (3) the effect of diffusion in the direction of flow is neclected; (4) no
production or reaction of aerosol ocures in the device; and (5) the sticking
coefficient of the particle is 100% on the collection surface.

Penetration P of aerosol through these devices can be expressed in a power series of
exponential functions in the form

W

P = Ia. exp(-f3,m) (3)
N-I

where an is a numerical expansion coefficient, A an eigenvalue of the differential
equation describing particle diffusion, and m nondimensional argument of. the
driving mechanism. Since the eigenvalues A grow fast with n, for real devices a few
lower terms in the expansion of Equation (3) yields sufficent accuracy.

For diffusion batteries, used here as a model for a wire screen, Cheng and Yeh
(1980), and Yeh at al. (1982) derived an equation

m = AO Pe-213 +AIR 2 + A2 Pe"112 R2 13 (4)

The pressure drop 4p through the screen is (Yamada et al. 1988)

16r7ahu = 32i/a u (5)

FLOW THROUGH THE SCREEN

To estimate the flow of smoke through the detector the problem is divided into two
formally different modes: flow of air, and flow of smoke particles. The detector is
idealized to a hemisphere surrounded by an insect screen. From air flow in the outer
field modelled using potential flow the continuity equation in steady state form
yields the pressure inside the detectorp1. Once it is known, filtration theory can be
applied in the sense of perturbation theory to calculate penetration of smoke particles
through the screen to estimate the detection time. Spherical coordinates are selected
such a way, that flow enters into the detector for azimuthal angle 0 S e.

The pressure difference 4p through the screen is given by (Truckenbrodt 1980)
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A = pn-Up =q(1-a -csin2 ,p) 0p p, (6)

P - Pi = (b-a)q P P,

where a is a constant o be determined. Applying Equation (6) into Equation (5) a
similar set is obtained for the flow velocity

=Kd q J-a-csin2 q' O<Vq P, (7)

32aq b-a

By a straightforward calculation one can derive an approximate equation for the air
inflow V, into the detector

V, z 0.460 nr2q 2" (8)
32q

The used symbols are deltailed in the full paper (Keski-Rahkonen 2002)

SOOT FLOW THROUGH THE SCREEN

(To be completed)

01

0.01 

0.001 

1E-3 1E-2 1E-1 1E+O

Flow velocity through mesh (mis)

Figure 3. Penetration through a mesh as a function of flow velocity for different
diameters of particles.

CONCLUSIONS

Long reaction times of smoke detectors for cold smoke has been known for long.
Reviewing a series of measurements it was shown, there is a finite value of ceiling
jet velocity, below which the time lag becomes large. It was shown by the author,
that neither any presented model nor also in principle any newtonian single fluid
model is able to explain this threshold. A two phase model is proposed here, where
ideal fluid (air) carries solid smoke particles. At small ceiling jet velocities these
particles are selectivelly filtered out of the flow, as smoke penetrates in the detector
through the insect screen. The presented model was carried over from, and verified in
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aerosol reaearch. Still, detailed experiments should be carried out for smoke
detectors for direct comparison with the predictions of the proposed theory.
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U.S. NRC Goals and Plans for
Research to Support Risk-
Informed Regulation

Mark Cunningham, Chief
Probabilistic Risk Analysis Branch

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Goals for Risk-Informed
Regulation
* Commission established new

policies for risk-informed regulation
in 1996
- Focus on licensee activities

commensurate with their significance to
public risk

- Utilize probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) methods, to the extent feasible, in
a risk-informed regulatory framework

D-1
U.S. NRC Goals and Plans for Research 1



Research to Support Risk-
Informed Regulation
* Availability of analytical tools is key

to success of risk-informed
regulation

* Office of Research, U.S. NRC is
actively conducting research to
improve PRA methods

Key Areas of Research

* Human reliability analysis
- Atheana method developed

* Fire risk analysis
- Fire modeling
- Circuit failure analysis methods
- Significance determination process
- Fire risk requantification

U.S. NRC Goals and Plans for Research D2



Fire Modeling Research

* Evaluate capabilities and limitations
of fire models for applications in
nuclear facilities

* Benchmarking and validation of fire
models

* Develop best-estimate methods and
determine uncertainties in
predictions

International Collaborative
Project for Fire Modeling
* Project established in 1999
* Report on 1 t benchmark exercise on

cable tray fires completed
* Contributions from all participants of

significant value to the NRC
* NRC intends to continue its full

support of the project

D-3U.S. NRC Goals and Plans for Research 3



Memorandum of Understanding
between NRC and NIST
* MOU established in February 2000
* Evaluate NIST fire codes, CFAST and

FDS, for adoption in NRC's
regulatory framework

* NRC staff detailed to NIST
* Mutual interest and benefits to both

government agencies

NRC Proposal for International
Validation Exercises
* NRC will sponsor full-scale tests at

NIST for international benchmark
exercises

* Test program planned for 3 years
from 2002 to 2004

* NRC invites project participants to
exercise respective fire models

* NRC solicits input for program

U.S. NRC Goals and Plans for Research D4



NRC Goals for
Validation Program
* Benchmark range of fire models

- Empirical models used in NRC
inspection process

- FIVE (Revision 1) methods to be used in
NRC/EPRI requantification program

- CFAST and other zone models
- FDS and other CFD models
- Lumped-parameter models

NRC Goals for
Validation Program - Cont'd
* Determine suitable models for best-

estimate predictions for range of
scenarios

* Determine margins in predictions for
different types of models

* Determine uncertainty in predictions

U.S. NRC Goals and Plans for Research D5 5



3 FIRE SAFETY
RESEARCH AT NIST

Fire Research Division
Building and Fire Research Laboratory (BFRL)

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
http:llwww.bfrl.nist gov/

Anthony Hamins
May 2,2002NOTr
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O Staff Beneft xand Orerhead

BFRL Fire Research Budget (Y02): STRS ($6 M); OA ($6 M)

Staff: 58 FTE (24 PhDs), 25 Guest Scientists (ATF, NRC, Univ.) & 3 post-docs

Background: engineers, mathematicians, chemists, physicists
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Fire Loss Reduction Goal

Goal: Enable engineered fire safety for people, products, facilities; and
enhanced fire fighter effectiveness
Customers: Manufacturers (fire protection equipment, fire
retardant chemicals, commodity polymers); Fire Service;
Engineering firms, Fire testing labs, Building code officials,
Insurance Industry. d

-"I_1WW14

EPC/AEC Own er
P-Life Cycle Facility Performance

NLSr
Mai e hwft of rdW WUl.g?
W-*oogV.i~on, US Dpoe dc Comrade .. SI..I.....

Strategy to Reduce Fire Losses (1/2)
Reduce residentialfire deaths, injuries and property losses by

* adapting measurement and predictive methods to better understand
conditions leading tofhover.

* enabling early and certain fire and environment sensing,
* advancing cost-effective fire suppression technologies; and
* enabling new/improved materials whose fire resistance does not negatively

impact performance, cost, or the environment.

Reducefirefighter line-of-service deaths and burn injuries by
* providing new tfchqlQM, measurement standards, and training tools; and
* enabling shift to an information rich environment.

Enable cost-effective engineered fire safety for people, products,
facilities, and first responders by

* advancing fire measurement andprediction methods
* accumulating and archiving data, and
* accelerating their transfer to practice.

NLSr
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Strategy to Reduce Fire Losses (2/2)

Reduce fire fighter and occupant vulnerability in extreme fire
events which threaten homeland security by

* applying measurement and predictive methods to ideze role of
fire In World Trade Center collapse. and

* improving methods of structuralfireprotction andprtecionof
emerten ronders.

NLSr
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Technical Challenges to Fire Research
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computational domain

meter-stick, yr 2000

Challenge: Understand/predict fire behavior over 14 orders of
magnitude in length (and time) scale
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Fire Dynamic Simulator (McGrattan)

* fire protection applications
'IE * performance based design

fire investigationsf*education/training
* runs on fast PC
* large eddy simulation (LES) of gas phase flow
* mixture fraction
* Finite volume method for radiation transport equation

based on 100+ discrete angles
NST
NWOMW kwlhvt sf SasndI ammd Iwev
TwhrologyM*ua LUS O.wrdwV of Co

wp_�_�]
PM -, ;
.497

Fire Reconstruction Modeling Project (Madrzykowsld)

*NYC -3 fire fighters die Inside apt. bldg.
following flashover & wind driven fire

*DC - 2 fire fighters fatally burned In
townhouse fire

-Keokuk, IA - 3 fire fighters die Inside
house following flashover

* New tool used to gain Insight Into fire events
resulting In some fire fighter fatalities

* Continuing to Improve model capabilities In
response to needs and feedback from
Investigations

NLST
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COMMUNITY-SCALE FIRE SPREAD (R. Rehm)

Site Specific Fire Model
* Fire spread between buildings and the
natural environment
* Fire protection strategies
* Quantitative planning & training tool

* physics-based fire spread
calculation using NIST FDS mod

* Full-scale performance data
of building materials and
assemblies. A a

lan-

NLSr
d b i h .koft"0 dasdu m bd".g

P i.dqf&*"f*Vw- US Dqn"*,o of Camw=

Large Fire Laboratory Operations (Mulholland)

* renovated facility on-line ($ 7 M)
* Implement advanced measurement capabilities ($1.5 M)

-' * ~Best-practices to ensure
s4 minimal, quantified

uncertainty reported

air

fuel

-10MW b rdel n _ j _ * 02 -depletion calorimetry
* mass flow measurement

__ST In duct using He doping
"-W -fto " Ncari

I
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Wind Effects (Rehm)

* effects of topography & obstacles on wind fields
* effects of external winds on flows inside of the LFL

Simulated surface pressure
on the LFL

PHM
GrS~ 
.. , ". "..

Simulated flow vectors 4 m above the ground
near the LFL

Information and Data (Reneke)

Fire Research Information System (FRIS)
* unique fire library (60,000 holdings)
* Planning underway for transition to e-FRIS

Fire Data Management System
* create a centralized database of fire data and exchange

format for use by researchers & testing laboratories

Codes And Standards (Bukowski)
* NFPA Standards Council (+15 other NFPA Technical Committees)
* CIB W14 (Fire, TG37 - Performance-based Bldg. Regulations)
* ISO (TAG8, TC92)
* ASTM (ES, Fire Standards,...)
* Korean test method used for measuring fire resistance of wood construction
* Cigarette IgnitablIfty test methods
* ICC Performance Code Development Coin.

NLSr
A&Wc"-. U1, D'*pir~w* of Cenw*wA
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Planar laser measurements of Sprinkler Flows (Putorti)

* Simultaneous sprinkler droplet size & velocity
for input and validation of CFD fire models

* Implement in LFL

* Fluorescing droplets for sizing
* Particle tracking for velocity
* Non-intrusive, instantaneous
* Large area (lm by m)
* Laser sheet. 2D measurements.
* 2 lasers, 2 wavelengths, 2 pulses.
* High resolution film camera

- Fa-t.

Less Fire-prone Materials Project (Gilman)

Commodity polymers with nm-sized Inorganic layers Interspersed can
Improve mechanical, thermal & flame resistant properties.

graphite layered PP
nanocomposite simulation

of intercalated
litedayayersInP

I viability of high-throughput
approaches to formulate/screen
new flame retardants/fire
resistant materials explored.NSr

".4W1 Me"" of sftn"* W bd
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Prediction of Fire Growth and Spread (W. Pitts)

Predict detailed fire behavior:
*effects of geometry (realistic Items)
-materials (dripping, bubbling,
chemical effects)

*charring

Challenge: develop a physics-based
pyrolysis model relating fuel flux to
heat feedback

w..tt nuts...,

NSr
MONOr~dWWU .o ------ ead 1dmokg,
UCN-oIki outit D.-toM iCO

Characterization of Thermal Imagers (Widmann)
Develop an evaluation facility to test the capabilities and
limitations of commercially available thermal imagers.

Infrared viewers see through
smoke for fire fighting
applications.

Thermal Imager Uniform hot smoke layer Adjustable surface
.I :..-.:.- :; I temperature

D-15 9



Protective Clothing Project
(R. Lawson)

- Develop instruments & methods for
measuring thermal environments
for fire fighters' protective clothing
and equipment - NIST, USFA,
NIOSH & FDNY

Decision Aids Project
(W. Jones)

Develop a prototype
advanced (smart) fire
alarm panel that will

* Identify the location of a fire In a
building

* determine fire characteristics
* operate as part of the cybernetic

building systems

Develop prototype fire service devices
* standardized graphic/Icons for
information

* scalable, prioritized
communication
* wireless transmission

.,., .S*.*6S*.

NLSr
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NIST Response to 9/11 Events

I. National Building and Fire Safety Investigation of the
World Trade Center Disaster

II. Structural Fire Protection

III. Human Behavior, Emergency Response & Mobility

IV. Building Vulnerability
Reduction

V. National Construction
and Infrastructure
Forum

NOsr
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IRSN Fu I'lr Rooarch at IRSN 

* 1iSN strtegy n Fire Research

* Experimental programs In progress

c Fire scenarios selected

* Fire research needs

M 2-3. 2002 IzGACP5 wtp I

IRSN

* Strategy

IRSN StrateW In Fim Rosarch I
of PSN In fire safety research

Global aDproach'-,

.. Zone Code --

0 Representative

tests

, 2-3. 2002

O CFD Code
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IRSN IRSN StmtyIn Fir Rsarch

* Fire Modelling
X Approach of Modelling

loal Axn'oach -. . ;..eailed Approach
- F A M S ;,-iMES , ' 44 . S I S ............. , 

i;Fast. 4nd global evaluation { *Morc j ick evaluations In.'
- ;uds * - ', !, *-' \ * j .specific complex

configurations

' Two Zone & CFt Approaches

To provide dlfferent modelflng levels
.; .r eous users -

My 2-S. 2002 Z -; 5 haw 3

IRSN 9n promI prhss I

X Representative tests

* FUP: Fire scenario In a confined and forced ventilated

enclosure

+ DIVA: Fire propagation through several rooms

X Analytical tests

* CARMELA: Electrical cabinets

M 2-3, 20 i,7'p &* rsf 4
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IRSN m e ao selecte (112)

* Fire scenarios ranking Approach

X Lists of fire scenarios of each IRSN team:
x Emergency plans
X Deterministic tire risk assessment
x NPP fire PSA

X First ranicng by each team (ignltion source frequency,
dominant scenarios of fire PSA or Importancy of releases)

X Last ranicng of all fire scenarios

May 2-5. 2002 A7^01&* Wefth 5

IRSN Fe sce s selected (112) 
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IRSN Firi Resoarch Neft

U Topics selected
X Combustion parameters
X Soot production
X Improvement of the plume model In a confined and

ventilated configuration
X Explosion hazards due to the non-burnt residues
X Fire propagation towards other fire sources
X Damage criteria for equipment and electrical cables

May 2-3. 2002 JAP* .e 7

IRSN Meh 
Comuthn paramet

* Objectives
* Caracterlsatlon of the fIre source (establishement models to estimate

the combustion mass rate, the combustion efficacity, lammo spread
velocity)

* State of the Art
* Combustion parameters:

HRR = m. S. Al
m: combustion mass rate
S: combustion area
eM: combustion heat
Vf: vitesse de f1amme

AN =Z x. t

: combustion efficiency
AMt: complete combustion heat
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IRSN - o sa n
Combustfon parame

N State of the art (cont)
* Parameters taken Into account

mx Ait et Vf arm combustible caracteristics
4m et Vf depends on size and geometry of the combustible, of Its

position vertical or horizontal and of Its temperature
4m, Zet Vf change during thefire scenario

* Tests
m can be measured In a cone calorimeter

4Duringfultscalefire test the mass loss rate can be measured
continuously but It fi not easy to measure the HRR, moreover
duringfJame propagation orfire extinguishing the combustion
surface changes strongly

* Usually existing data are for unconfined fire (fire over oxygened)

M2-3. 2002 "AP 9

IRSN ComstmamI

Objectives and apprach

X Models for computer zone codes
* to *emate m according to the tire (combustb*, geometry, position ...)
* Taldng Into account S evolution notably dulng the firs growth and

extinguishing
* Impact of ambient confined (02 concentration, CO, C02, soota, TgaL ..) on m,

Vt and z

X Approach
* State of art report (in progress)
* In the first stage, study o fid and solid combustibe without radlonucild
* 39

4Sckeffiectonmandz
4 ffect of amnbent conditions on m and z

Effed ofsak and ambient conditons on Vf
* Development and qualification of a model for a first combustible
* Adaptation of the model to the combustibles of selected firs scenarios
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PURPOSE
4* * *+N

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
omce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* Support the NRC Goal of using Risk Insights with the Regulation in the
new Reactor Oversight Process (ROP).
(In the new ROP the NRC is moving towards a more risk-informed, objective, predictable, understandable, and focused
regulatory process. Key features of the new program are a risk-informed regulatory framework, risk-informed
Inspections, a significance determination process to evaluate Inspection findings, performance Indicators, a streamlined
assessment process, and more clearly defined actions the NRC will take for plants based on their performance).

* Advance the Fire Hazard Analysis (FHA) process from a primarily
Qualitative Approach to more of a Quantitative Approach.

* Apply fundamental Fire Protection Principles using a simplified
Quantitative FHA tool developed by the NRR staff.

* Quantitatively assess fire hazards at NRC-licensed nuclear power
plants (NPPs).



PURPOSE (Cont'd) 0

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* Evaluate potential for credible fire scenarios that could cause damage
v to essential fire safe-shutdown (FSSD) systems, components or
vn equipment as a part of the ROP

* NRR developed a Quarterly Regional Inspector Fire Protection
Training/Workshop Program as a part of ROP.

* Sample Problem and Worksheets include in this presentation:
* Radiative heat flux calculations
* Centerline plume temperature
* Sprinkler actuation time
* Heat release rate necessary to cause compartment flashover



CURRENT LIST OF WORKING*
WORKSHEETS * *

US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* Compartment hot gas layer temperature and smoke layer height with natural ventilation.
* Compartment hot gas layer temperature and smoke layer height with mechanical ventilation.
* Burning Characteristics of Fire, Heat release rate, Flame height, and Burning duration.
* Full-scale heat release rate of cable tray fire.
*. Burning duration of solid combustibles.
* Flame heat flux from a fire to a target at ground level under wind free condition using point source radiation

model.
i * Flame heat flux from a fire to a target at ground and above ground level under wind free condition using solid

flame radiation model.
* Centerline temperature of a buoyant fire plume.
* Sprinkler response time.
* Smoke detector response time.
* Heat detector response time.
* Ignition time of target fuel exposed to a constant radiative heat flux.
* Wall fire flame height.
* Line fire flame height.
* Corner fire flame height.
* Compartment flashover calculation.
* Pressure rise in a closed compartment due to fire.
* Explosion calculation.
* Fire resistance of structural members.



GOALS

. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* Support the Qualitative assessment Quantitative values in FHA.

y * Provide a tool which can be quickly used to assess potential for a
4 credible fire scenario during NPP fire protection inspections on site.

* Integrate FHA tools and risk analysis.

* Over 3 year period, continue to develop more worksheets and improve
upon the current worksheets in use.

* NRR is currently at the 1/2 way point.



NRC REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* The primary objectives of the Fire Protection Program (FPP) at the
U.S. commercial NPPs are to minimize both the probability of
occurrence and consequences of fire.

* To meet these objectives the FPPs for NPPs are designed to provide
reasonable assurance, through Defense-in-Depth (DID) that a fire will
not prevent the performance of necessary safe shutdown functions and
that radioactive releases to the environment in event of a fire will be
minimized.

* NRC new ROP uses a risk-informed approach to evaluate the safety
significance of inspection findings.



NRC REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS
(Cont'd) FV * 1 C

US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* As part of ROP inspectors use a Significance Determination Process
(SDP) to evaluate the significance of potential fire risks.

* Establishing Creditable fire scenario is an important step to SDP.

* Qualitative methods primarily used until now to evaluate fire scenarios.

* The worksheets add Quantitative values to inspection findings.



METHODS TO ESTABLISH THE FIRE
SCENARIO *

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* Fire load (BTU/ft 2) does not consider these other factors which greatly
v affect the compartment fire intensity:
CO

* the form of the combustible material (material/thermal properties)
* ventilation openings
* compartment dimensions
* insulating capacity of walls

* NFPA 805, Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for
Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plants, Appendix C, provide
guidelines for detail fire modeling.



QUANTITATIVE FIRE HAZARD ANALYSIS
METHODS *

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* Worksheets are modeled after the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms (ATF) Fire Investigation Program.

* ATF Fire Investigators use similar approach.

* Selected a series of state-of-the-art Fire Dynamics Correlation from
SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, NFPA Fire
Protection Handbook, Fire Dynamics by Drysdale, Principles of Fire
Behavior by Quintiere, and Enclosure Fire Dynamics by Karlsson and
Quintiere.



QUANTITATIVE FIRE HAZARD ANALYSIS fN
WORKSHEETS *

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* User-friendly, developed using Microsoft Excel® based on fire
dynamics equations/correlations pre-programmed.

. quickly apply fire dynamic principles found in the handbooks.
* worksheet are protected to prevent tampering.
* automatic unit conversion.
* related material fire property data listed within each worksheet.
* to reduce input errors from in accurate manual entries pull-down

menus allows user to select the single input from the material fire
property data table.



VALIDATION EVESf~:

Y

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* Majority of handbook correlations in worksheets were developed
from experimental data.

* Correlations used in the worksheets were validated in SFPE
Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, NFPA Fire Protection
Handbook and new SFPE Engineering Guides.



REGIONAL INSPECTOR TRAINING
40$PA"!:Z}

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* Cover basic principles of fire dynamics, limitations, and bounding
analysis.

* Quarterly training led by NRR Fire Protection Engineers.

* Inspectors independently developed fire scenarios and solve realistic
problems.

* New worksheets presented at each quarterly training session.

* Provided with a detailed manual which contains fire dynamics theory
and basis of worksheets.



CONCLUSION

US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

* By taking a commonly available computer spreadsheet software (like
Microsoft Excel'), and creating a series of computational worksheets,

Lni different concepts like fire dynamics can be taught to, and put into
reliable field application by inspectors.

* The use of the worksheet further reduces mathematical complexities
and errors, and promotes greater application of fire science and
engineering in field use.

* The NRR fire protection staff is in the process of developing additional
worksheets for regional inspector application in the area of fire risk
evaluation. The worksheets discussed in this paper are the second set
completed and put into use. A complete suite of worksheets is
expected to be completed in 2003.



SAMPLE WORKSHEET PROBLEM by

US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Oftce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

This is an example of how to do an engineering FHA using the NRC/NRR fire dynamics Microsoft ExcelI spreadsheets.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

During a routine fire protection inspection, a NRC inspector discovers a significant oil leak in a station air compressor. It Is
important to determine whether a fire Involving 20 gallon spill of lubricating oil from a compressor could damage the safety-
related cable tray and electrical cabinet in an access corridor in the fuel building. The compressor is on a pedestal
approximately 1.0 foot above floor level and has a 12 ft2(1 .12 M2) oil retention dike. The safety-related cable trays are located
8 ft (2.45 m) above the corridor floor with a horizontal distance of 4 ft (1.2 m) from edge of the compressor's dike. The
horizontal distance between the compressor dike and the electrical cabinet Is 5 ft (1.52 m).

The access corridor has a floor area of 20 x 15 ft (6 x 4.6 m), a ceiling height of 10 ft (3 m), and has a single unprotected vent
opening (door) of 4 x 6 ft (1.22 x 1.4 m). The compartment has no forced ventilation. The compartment construction is 1 ft
thick concrete. The corridor has a detection system and a wet pipe sprinkler system. The nearest sprinkler is rated at 165
'F (74 0C) with a RTI of 235 (m-sec)' 2) and located 9.8 ft (2.98 m) from the center of the dike. Determine if there Is a credible
fire hazard to the safety-related cable trays and electrical cabinet.

Use the following worksheets to evaluate fire scenario.

1. Heat flux to the target (electrical cabinet) using point source model,4_
2 Heat flux to the target (cable trays) using the solid-flame radiation model, Q.
3. Centerline plume temperature, Tp(cm 51,)



SAMPLE WORKSHEET PROBLEM (cont'd)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisslon
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

4. Sprinkler activation time, tcetbn
5. HRR necessary to cause flashover, 4,O

ANALYSIS

Accidental spills of flammable and combustible liquid fuels and resulting fires depend on the composition of the fuel, the size
and shape of the fire, the duration of the fire, its proximity to the object at risk, and the thermal characteristics of the object
exposed to the fire. Liquids with relatively high flash points (like lube oil or diesel fuel) require localized heating to Ignite.
However, once started, a pool fire spreads rapidly over the surface of the liquid spill. To perform a conservative FHA, it will
be assumed that the 20 gallons of lubricating oil will be spilled into the diked area and the over heated compressor Ignites the
oil.

The summary results of the calculations are given in table. See Microsoft Excel* worksheets for details of the calculations.

Heat flux to target Heat flux to target Centerline plume Sprinkler activation HRR necessary to
(electrical cabinet) (cable trays) temperature time cause flashover

4~b. 4Zw Tp(ct ) taction Om
(kW/m2) (kW/m2) [ 'C (OF)] (min) (kW)

12.50 17 689 (1272) 2 2100



SAMPLE WORKSHEET PROBLEM (cont'd)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

It should be noted that exposure to high plume temperatures could potentially cause the unprotected safety-related cable trays
to fail. The flame heat fluxes to the electrical cabinet and the cable trays are high enough to damage them.

co The results of the calculation demonstrate that a pool fire with a 12 f dike area in an access corridor could damage
unprotected safety-related cable trays and electrical cabinets. The analysis also suggests that for the postulated oil fire, the
sprinkler system, if operable, should activate and should provide some protection to the safety-related cables and equipment.
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The EPRI Guide to Fire
Modeling: An Overview

B. Najafi, F. Joglar,
Science Applications International Corp.

R. Kassawara
EPRI Project Manager
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* Introduction
- About fire modeling
- Objectives
- Fire Modeling Guidelines

* Scope and development
* Steps to perform fire modeling

- 5 steps to perform fire modeling
- Supplemental guide

* Conclusions

8/1912002 Slide:3 lme2

* Fire modeling:

- an approach for predicting various aspects of fire
generated conditions inside a compartment

- requires an idealization and/or simplification of the
physical processes involved in fire events

* Any departure of the fire system from this
idealization can seriously affect the accuracy and
validity of the approach

Me1 /90 Slide:4 Emi=al
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* Exposure
- Fire Plumes
- Ceiling Jets
- Upper layer
- Flame radiation

Ventilgioq,

* Effects
- Heat detection Ventilsioa

- Target response

* Fire E , , , anm

- Predefined intensity

SAp 8/19/2002 Slide: 5 lI2l

* NPP's present a number of fire modeling challenges

- The ability to address all this challenges is usually restricted by
model capabilities

- A procedural approach can help practicing engineers through the
process of fire modeling

* In response to the need for this procedural approach,

EPRI developed the Fire Modeling Guidelines

5A1d 8/19/2002 Sfide:6 l2l
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Develop a process through which fire protection
engineers in commercial nuclear facilities may
use fire modeling to support day-to-day operation
of their facilities.

_ __- 8/192002 Slide: 7 t-I2l

* The guide Is a complement and not a substitute to:

- fire dynamics text books

- code validation studies

- user's guide(s) for a particular code(s)

* The guide does not address the issue of selection of fire scenarios.

* Users with the following characteristics will benefit the most:

- Understanding of algebraic equations

- General knowledge on compartment fire behavior

- General knowledge on basic engineering principles, specifically heat transfer
and fluid mechanics

5AIC 8/119/0 Slide: 8 Ml7=el
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* Library of fire scenarios

* Modeling of fire scenarios
- Scenario description

- Prediction of fire conditions

* Lessons learned
- The evaluation of the scenarios generated the

knowledge base to develop the actual guidelines

* Methodology to perform fire modeling

SA1I 8I19t2QO2 Slide: 9 r2Ia2

411 i

* US NPP design and operation
- Typical geometries and equipment layouts

* Risk significance
- Fire IPEEE

* Industry experience
- Utility and NRC surveys: How and where fire modeling

has been used in the past.

SAIC& /1 9=2Q02 Sride: 10 Evil
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* Switchgear room
* Cable spreading room
* Main control room
* Pump room
* Turbine building
* Multi-compartment corridor
* Multi-level compartments
* Containment

IsNET 8/19/2002 Slide:11 = 

* Issues and
challenges
- High energy events
- Fire barriers

MI 8119/002 Slide: 12 e IIal
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* Issues and
challenges
- Fire spread in cable

trays; horizontal,
vertical, or sloped

- Fire propagation
between cable trays;
stack, parallel, or
crossing

- Congested ceiling
{with cable trays) and
impact on ceiling jet

- Obstructed detection
and suppression

SAIC 8/19002 Slide: 13 til=>

* Issues and challenges
- Fire propagation inside Main

Control Board
- Panel-to-panel fire

propagation and timing
- Habitability

Sle 
SUE W12 ~~~~~~~Sld: 14 C-E1a
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* Issues and
challenges
- Large fires in small

compartments
- Flashover
- Integrity of

boundaries

8,9,2002 Slide: 15

* Issues and
challenges
- Large fires in large

enclosures
- Non-concrete, open

boundary
- Hydrogen fires

EIWE SAW= Slide: 16 Mll2I
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* Issues and challenges
- Smoke/hot gas spread upward
- Fire propagation to floors below - g

. - Size and location of opening and
use of single- or multi-
compartment model

S5AJL 8/19/0 Slide: 17 (- la

* Issues and challenges
- Different ceiling heights
- Soffits and their impact on

propagation of hot gases

ME1 8/1 9/20

A ., 
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* The guide does not include a modeling example
for the containment building

* Modeling issues in the containment building are
addressed in other scenarios:

- Large enclosure

- Cylindrical boundaries

- Domed ceiling

5AC& SAt92 Slide: 19 l= - 121

Hand Calcs

* FIVE-Revl
- Excel tool
- Most of hand

calcs in FIVE
- DETACT
- MQH room

temperature
model

* Negligible
calcu ation time

SAI'

Zone Models

* CFAST (NIST)
* MAGIC (EDF)
* COMPBRN-IlIle

* Calculation
times in the
order of minutes

Field Models

* Not included in
the guide

* Calculation
times in the
order of hours to
days

8/19/2002 Slide: 20
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* Microsoft Excel tool with hand calculations included as

Excel built-in functions.

* The library of functions include most of the hand

calculations in FIVE plus the DETACT and the MQH

models for detection and room temperature respectively

* The built in functions combined with Excel capabilities

allow to perform sensitivity and uncertainty analysis.

* Available from EPRI

SAU W2002 Slde: 21 Reel

* Developed in the 90's for a broad range of

applications including buildings, power plants etc.

* DOS based software with a GUI interface

* Multi-fire, multi-room, multi target fire simulation

* Available from NIST

1e /1W002 Slide: 22 Ceil
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* Developed in the 90's by EDF for a broad range of

applications including buildings, power plants etc.

* Windows based, user friendly graphical interface

* Multi-fire, multi-room, multi-target fire simulation

* Available from EPRI

SAI 8/9/2002 Slide: 23 el~al

* Developed in the early 80's mainly for nuclear applications

* Still a DOS computer application

- Difficult to input modeling parameters (vs. Windows applications)

- Difficult to evaluate modeling results (vs. Windows applications)

* Single compartment model with one opening

* Uncertainty Analysis

* Available from EPRI

A_1 8/19/2002 Slide: 24 Emi~fl
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* Step 1: Define modeling objectives

* Step 4: Estimate fire generated conditions

* Step 5: Verify and interpret results

sun& V8192OQ2 Slide: 25 a

* Define modeling objectives

- Need to be expressed in terms of output parameters

from fire models

* Example

- "Evaluate the temperature at the surface of the target"

SAMC 8/19/2002 Slide: 26 =I1(2I
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I

* Describe the fire scenario

- Compartment: geometry, ventilation, fire protection

- Targets: location, flammability parameters, intervening combustibles

- Fire: heat release rate

* Scenario characteristics are the basis for model selection

* The model may require more or less information than the

one already collected.

MAE 8/1912002 Slide: 27 (-=F21

A 

* Select appropriate model(s)

- The guide provides a table that summarizes the

capabilities of each zone model

- The characteristics of the scenario are required

to use the table

- Additional description may be required based on

the specific inputs to the selected model(s)

SAMEk Mg=9/202 Slide: 28 MF121
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* Estimate fire generated conditions

- Prepare input file to the model

- Run the model

- Process output file

6A ' 8W19/2002 Slide: 29 aeI~I2I

* Verify and interpret results

- Check if results are consistent with input parameters

- Use the results to address the predefined objective

8/19M0 Slide: 30 e-=a
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* In many fire scenarios, these 5 steps can not be
readily implemented for reasons that include:
- Enclosure geometry
- Modeling capabilities
- Input parameters

* Supplemental guidance in these areas help
analyst perform fire modeling studies without
compromising technical validity.

* Supplemental guidance is also provided in the
area of interpreting fire modeling results

5A1J 8/19/2002 Slide: 31 el=r

* Library of NPP fire scenarios

* Modeling examples of the library of fire scenarios

* Fire modeling guide
* Excel template: Five-Rev1

A11 8119/20 Slide:32 e- mr
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* Understanding of fire dynamics is essential:

- Physical phenomena

- Assumptions in the development of each model

- Capabilities and limitations of each model

* Combination of modeling tools is usually necessary to evaluate

complex situations In nuclear power plants

* The fire modeling guidelines help engineers to organize information

and select appropriate models

* EPRI is preparing a two-day training course on compartment fire

behavior and the use of the FM guide

SA & a1a2002 Slide: 33 CE1=2l

* Areas where fire modeling can be applied
- Thermal effects of plumes, ceiling jets and radiation
- General room heat up, and hot gas layer
- Elevated fires and oxygen depletion
- Multiple fires
- Multi-compartments: corridors and multiple elevations
- Generation, migration and density of smoke
- Partial barriers and shields
- Detection

sAs 19=2002 Slide: 34 CEfl
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* Areas for future research
- High energy fires: explosions
- Hydrogen or liquid spray fires
- Fire growth within main control board

- Fire propagation between control panels

- Fire suppression

- Cable fires

* EPRI method uses empirical models based on a
combination of operating experience and applicable fire
tests to estimate consequences of such fires

SA I 8/19t2002 Slide: 35 ar=i2l

* Duke Power
* Exelon
* Public Service Electric & Gas
* Pacific Gas & Electric
* EDF
* NIST
* NRC

5SAIC 8/19/2002 Slide:36 2l
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IRSN
FLAMME_S code qualification

).'X "s~es otests foriualficaton :<>---.-: ::: 
AN ~Centr&V~oo1 fres PS ests).~~~ ~~~I c

fisa (IPSt )-

3.Multi- room tests ;centred fire (Cooper and 1.);:
;i4,.;Multirooms tests,; fire against a .wall (Peacok and al.)

- * o- e -. ,,-rst s E-xssjf.o,>> 

. ;Objectives of IPSN tests - -

1. -To study the devlopmnt ofapoolfire in a semi-confined
- compartment withforced ornatural ventilation

2. o .-Trudy the interaction between the wall and the fire :' . . .

3O=004

IRSN | FLAMME-S qualification I
t ;:.- .. ,-.- ..-;-hemical formula-.--.:-,.-.--,

%>-70% TPH 30% TB?.<: ; 70% (C72 '2 6) -30% (CI2HO 4 P)

>Ethanol CA0..

>Minera Oil (DTE medim CH. 

" Domestic fuei - --
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IRSN FLAMME-S code qualification

~~~~~:. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .

j~>fire pool agamsfie south .wall .- ;...,..S, ,,.. 
.>PIUTON. facilit>V-N,.'4_.'O00 m3,: L1xlxH
. in6m x76 fincrete walls;A, ,'-.'.' .''..'.

Y the ynormal --ventilation. flow..rate of. the zroom: - '3-
,-.volume changes perhour.

30,42002 3

IRSN FLAME S code qualification |

:,-F -of the Mean HRR ' Kind of fuel Test

[ 4e8Xt~o4s1 >'%1230x'~v ETBP/TPH FLIP1

O.4~~ '~~2i5 Eff~in I6 FLIPIA"'..
-1.0 '' '645 ' f ' -TBP/TPH FLIP2
1.0 , 510--; E ol, 'LP2A
1.--:.5 '-....910::,, .-TBP/TPH FLIP7
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IRSN FLAMME S code qualification |

<Exeiental data . .o:

>..Liquid fuelI mass-; <'- Z- - -- : 
~~Gasmas

1> Plume temperatre '

->::;Gatiempera e,

*>,Total and 'radiative thiermal fluxes on th'e walls :-:--' .': .-
>:-' Gas pressure '.

)- Flow' velocity in the pluIe
' Species concentrations: 02' CO2 CO, soot'(C)

3004f2O2 S

FLAMES code qualification |

,.StA.,.;.;.~i-.; ?entatonnetwork:.,.:. : 4. i .,, .v. ~ .* 
->)Admissi6n and ext iction'flow rates
~Pressuresatdiffer~t location (ex : up and down
> treamfthe fiters) -i: J. :
.,>Gas temp erature 
-).>Species concentrations : 02, C02, O. soot (C)
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IRSN FLAMME S code qualification

v>'Data sed to ualifyFAMMES code-

.eR 7MasCousionate :measured mass loss rate in
funtin of time *. . . -~.. -.- - .

.: -Soot fction mean experimental value (mass balance
after-the test) - -

3MV4)2002 7

IRSN FLAMMES code qualification

est Data used f6r the comparison with code results

....,.< Gastemperature * mean temperature, lower zone
5-4.temperature upper zone temperature.
VYas pressure -' -

',Gaseous' secies'fractions : O20 CC2, CO
- " .Wall temperatures

.-/.Ventilation network: gas flow rates (admission and-
extractin
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IRSN FLAMS qualification

s fCompansonof he xpnmental and calculated values -:

LExpenmental and calculated values plotted on graphes

)> :'eteriinaidonof ie relative variations between the:
'tf S; i~sr4s' .<. k? o.zfi:t-. .-0-*:X- -. -,,.... 

Det ena taik devitons .- ' ..-'..''':''"'.

.Relative deviation etweeni experimntal and calculated.:
,values lessiha '20% for the' main variables"

.. gas mean temperature, gas pressure, oxygen concentration',
-:~~~ --~.:~.: -:'.~:t.:'''.wall temperature ''.' :' '"-'.:.''

lower and upper zone temperatures interface height
admission and extraction gas flowrates

3004I2OO2 9

IRSN I FLAMMES code qualification I
ifndo f qualification''':"

§>.room walls: concretei orof steel.<'.- ............. - --.-.-~''' ... - '-'--..... 

> 'beight of the room : equal or greater than the smallest horizontil dimension of
the room; ' ; '.' .i, . .-. .. .. .

rm sealed or connected to the outside'with vertical openings or with a'..
.vntilatio netiork'(flow rate'. :3 to 5 volunie changes'per hour)..:

,).i ~pool: centered in the room or against a wall (se'eFLIP tests).

fuel: mineral oil or of an organic liquid.

) the pool area to the area of the horizontal surface of the facility ratio: less than
,:,% - .N , - -.- '--''''-

: combustion rate offiefuel: inputdata'

. heat release rate to the volume of the facility ratio'is less than 5kW/rn3

..777,,, ,....-X........
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IRSN FLAAM S code qualification |

, t u r e st~~~~ps ~forqualification: :. . .. ...
L) .Eectrical cbmts'fires testsf(CARMELA, CARMELO tests)*:
e <+:.-81/,:.o develop a m~del for describing the heat release rate evolutior for.

r, trof tests is achiev an empirical rnodel is proposed;
omicornleentaryanilytical and gtobal tests'are planedin 2002 

) Multi roomtests:. > -

.: .DIVA tests (first prelminarx campaigm :2002): study of smoke and
heat spreading in multiroom configurations (atural and mechanical
-ventilation) -

30JO4/2002i 1

IRSN FLAMMES code qualification

a>;(Comments: - -- ;-.--.-:---. -- :--

v.... ', Results 'are not satisfying for calculation' of large pool
fires:(ec:2MW,400rs)> -

V.- Limitation of zones' model to'simulate fires with large
vertical thermal gradient into ihe gaseous volume

30)0412002 12
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Area of the Fuel Facility: Volume m 3 Ventilation Test
pool (LxlxH) ou (SxH) conditions
(m2) wall material

0,0314 Mineral oil 4,35 m 3 confined LPI 7

(DTE medium) (0,856 m 2x5,35 m)
.(steel wall)

0,0314 Mineral oil 4,5 m 3 confined LPI 9bis

(DTE medium) (2,011 m2x2,24 m)
(steel wall)

0,0629 Mineral oil 4,5 m 3 confined LPI 10

(DTE medium) (2,011 m 2x2,24 m)
(steel wall)

1 70% TPH - 30% TBP 400 m (9 mx6 mx7,6 m) mechanical LIC 2.3
(concrete wall) (3 V/H)1

1 70% TPH - 30% TBP 2000 m 3 Natural LIC 2.8.1
(10 mxlO mx2O m)

(concrete wall)
1 70% TPH - 30% TBP 3600 m 3 confined LIC 2.CA

(20 mxl5 mxl2 m)
(concrete wall)

1 TPH 3600 m 3 confined LIC 2.CB
.________ _______________(20 m xl5 m x2 m )

..

The value indicated corresponds to the ventilation flow rate at the start of the fire.



i

(concrete wall)
1 Mineral oil 400 m 3 (9 mx6 mx7,6 m) mechanical LPI 11A

(DTE medium) (concrete wall) (5 V/H) LPI 11

PEPSI 1

1 ethanol 400 in (9 mx6 mx7,6 m) mechanical LIC 1.14
(concrete wall) (5 V/H)

2 Mineral oil 400 m 3 (9 mx6 mx7,6 m) mechanical LPI 12

(DTE medium) (concrete wall) (5 V/H)

5 70% TPH - 30% TBP 2000 m-n Natural LIC 2.8.5
(10 mxlO mx20 m)

(concrete wall)

5 Mineral oil 2000 m3 Natural LPI 13

(DTE medium) (10 mxlO mx20 m)
(concrete wall) ll

5 Domestic fuel 2000 m 3 Natural LPI 19
(10 mxlO mx2O m)

(concrete wall)

0y



Q 1/2 4 corridor Corridor Corridor Corridor Corridor
(kW) corridor corridor and 1/2 door 1/4 door 1/8 door

lobby

25 x x x x

100' x x x x x x X

225 x x x x

Ramp x x x x
fire

List of Cooper tests 1T 4 List of Peacock's tests

Test number Q (kW) Door Third room
(corridor)

1 100 Open No

4 100 Open Yes

5 300 Open No

6 300 Closed Yes

7 300 Open Yes

8 500 Open No

9 500 Open Yes



International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models
for Nuclear Power Plant Applications

Gaithersburg, MD, May 2-3, 2002

ZONE MODEL VALIDATION OF
ROOM FIRE SCENARIOS

0. Keski-Rahkonen and S. Hostikka
VTT Building and Transport

Contents
* Introduction
* Overview of scenario B
* Experimental data reduction for fire model
validation

* Participants
* Results
* Godness determination of the results
* Conclusions

I7
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Introduction
* Performance based code usage
* Zone model technology evaluation
* Round robin within CIB W14
* NIST codes considered here

* CFAST
* FIRST

* Excerpt of a full report

'VfT
t411112 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3

Scenarios

Test label Room size Fire load Fire load density Peak RHR Test time
(m3) (kg) (MI/m 2 ) (MW) (min)

BI SF83-3 15x7.2x3.5 1989 330 11 100

B2 SF85-10 20 x 7.2 x 3.6 1815 220 14 180

B3 SF86-10 7.4 x 7.2 x 3.6 2 x 500 330 5.2 120

a42 4
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Testing hall

0 b . W.
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Subscenario B1
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Subscenario B2

1111111 1 I
: 1.... TX
<.... .....

Trrrr 
llllllll I I

I ��M

Temperature profiles

3.5 -- --- - - - -- -- - -

o.sE 2

T(z,.,t) = T(ZminJlt )+t

-0 20 40 so so 100 120 140
.Trne (min)

3CL42= I -1111w--rr

D-82
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Layer definitions

T(Zi, t) - Tamb = N
T(z,,op, t) - IT,,b, 100

H

JT(z)dz = (H - zi)T, + ziTL
0

I( dz I 
o TzTU TL

N-percent rule

Quintiere et al.
1984 (DIM)

Vir
Id ----

Density integral method (DIM)

z= TL(II *1I2 H2)

1i +I 2T -2TLH

H

I = JT(z)dz
0
H

0 T~z) -AS- 07T
30 1W 10 M

D-83 5



Layer height

IOAJ02 
,, vir

Temperatures

1o Z
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'Goddness of fit'

_100% E - 1 'Os (t)-m dt
to o Om (t)

L'j0.(t.dt~

o 0

jI0,(t ) - (t )t

.= 100% °

1 0(t)t

X10 it

-I,:1 .... ,*1.... i .,.w .i

Mean relative errors
Code ARG CFA MRF FIG FW FST FLS FIS Average
Variable
T, B1 25 13 14 14 21 21 48 26 23
T,, B2 27 27 25 26 NA 15 36 33 27
T, B3 32 10 20 12 NA NA 41 35 25
Average 28 17 20 17 21 18 42 32 24

h5,. B 1 72 23 14 27 20 19 25 19 27
h5,,o, B2 69 62 81 88 NA 86 70 65 74
h,, B3 54 36 10 28 NA NA 51 32 35
Average 65 40 35 48 20 52 49 39 43

A02 B 1. 3.3 2.7 2.0 3.0 7A 1.7 1.1 1.8 3
A02 B2 37 38 36 31 NA 54 53 38 41
A02 B3 31 34 42 43 NA NA 175 67 65
Average 24 25 27 26 7 28 76 36 31

'47;
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Conclusions
* Results Improved from blind to open simulations
* Selection of alternative submodels important
* Deviations from experimental data 10% ... factor of 2
* The user the most critical factor
* CFD calculations was not superior to zone models

1V-n-

D-86 8
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Fire zone model MAGC : The

validation and verification
principles

Bernard GAUlMER
EDF R&D

8, qual watler, 78401 CHATOU Frmce

* Discussion on the zone model validation:
• Validation of the subrnodels (dassle laws. empirical

correlation..)
• Validation of the global 

* Short presentation of the MAGIC validation:
- principles

list of references
0 examples
* future prospects

S i_ _ ^ _._ i_ _ "_ - s_ a_3_ ~ A _ _ -
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A I model results from the aocation of vadous sth-models:
* -i tgraton of cheaell d v kw'

*m and nwe. bane an dfheret laer. (horogeneous T nd
ene bnattooi, bh Pe.atic P Pre 0se aseumpdon, ete-
*slpfed eonductbn In welle (1. 2 or SD) or som targpt
*pWlld redation (seo nepeet assumoon In concave ro)

-Serni oider hII
.re
Plume. calng id
Comection had echengeoceflawi
*Openbe and Mt
.Dotactlft% suppreosion 61c.

General Jw am arcepted by scliantff9 co nfly
Empirial models have moat e time been directly obtained from epet
expement, and have been quallled acordkng to ILt.
Bodh have shown a certain accuracy md valdty domain.
cc edrrnvomWior vrcedkig*t nawa nk3A.
The onrol of e rigt use of It rrst be done Ilde the code Instance produce

sv'rbiW when geting cut of avaldRy domain).
The sub-model valdatlon is so conidered during he zone-model conception. but:

- A mbmodel used outside of Its val&IdMy domdn doem not neceay
neat that Me lbW code results aI not be acceptoble.

- Deduce the ccuacy of a code from Is cononent ones Is not possble.

The validtson of the globel model remalns always a neceslty.

H a
__._X_*__F_ ___*_>*_ _

Page 2
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The cbectvee the Zcne model validation e the accuracy of the u data
and tevldydomain. oth are Inked : the aceb l aca domain h thsv vlk fidydoma . z z z

.f the code seen pssb de to tee heo lly, but can be
spbed bytconfrontation to ep lento fire, and estimated by this mean.

The am:y o a ire model dxtsived by conparison to sxperimenl fires,
remahis quite ruh:

too many peameters are hvdved i the fire process
- some coniex phenomena (couston. mass flow, ela-) cannot be
Completely dexcrbed.

Furthsermoe, hen using th model hI a real ie risk study, the hIput control wi
be much worse and wit kIteere with accuracy.
So, I otis ceesay to seek a very Nigh level of accuracy when confronting
exp~ermental en nmria results

. ~~~~~~~~....

__ 9

AI' ! S. 9

The most inprnt is to sho that the code:
1- *ies realistics qujanatlva results h lbs current appicaton fildk
2- respecs the qualltafve tendencles hI the firs dynamics and the
effect of Input variations

The validation proCesS Is demonstratve: It has to proove that, when the
Input parameters are efficiently controlled, the code results are
sufficiently reaist hi the range of the code current application field.

The way of using the code hI this process must be smilar to the way It is used for
typical ire risk studies.

-~ ~
_0O

Page 3
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Qualty of the reference tests:

Tobedemostratilvetheteetsmstbe -k bn. dandaee by
the sclentit commnity. f course, the quaity of the exeiment Is the mai
factor of ti acptance, and has been dismed a Io (exc ASTM eSO3)

0Cndtions of the code use:
0 To enhence the conidence and decrease the user effect, the *d of the code

drhng the ted must be lear ly
Any user modelinghel(fixed exchange coefl, plume model._ft-) epeci to
the caulaton must be kdentlled, as much as possble, vided

Fiold covered by the tests:
The tests should covr theld of awcicallon of the code Fst builig
configuration: mal to medium cale compartnentconfgurallon, mult-
compatment and large wea tets, opened or confhned condrdon for Istance.
Also. fire parameters: kds of combutible, heat release rates, et_

Page 4

* a. a -e

Validation of Magic Is based on comparison to reel scale fires.
About 60 real scale fire tests are avalable In the base.
The file is used to define the validatIon domain of the code:

* Volumesfrom 1Oto 1300 nP(200000 mcaseatwork)
- Heat release from 00 kW b 25 MW o c at wo
* Ventilated aind poet-flashoevr fres
* Monocon~ertmet and multkorripartment varled configurations
* LlquidireesoldPre
* Pool ires. fhearfree

4~*.__X_4X - .-" 
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-Main data available:
Sewdi-baewal flrd It a rees Room B. CM1W DOKST-CST 19W
WA coref. CMU. Hopo. Bert -OIRS- Cr1I 19

ar P. 63-75 DUF.R IM6
YFbw t fa .tfixed room (Alwams NJ,. lbseawa ILK. LPL~oe AX) RqiorIURL-3179. LULL
US1. of Cafifai. lihuunre 19n
7ir. Is a mnathmnie balling (CooprrL.YI *1). of icatTramate vol. 104 pp71 4-749 NDS(I91)
Relalakot I ha mewwudmed bitlilag RD I'maock. S. Devik . IlambihaData for
Modelrm .w ee. Jowua f reamheof eS r S.vol 96N 4. 1991.
Cehol-rmea ta ?MiSn L N.evain NURBHJC-4681 1967
25-feet arpartles lamb MMSN s NUR~fR-3192 196
Iarp cable fire ita (2 ewaardlmemb) EWi-CNWP: C4?? TR 96 504S P1 -1997
CTICM Fleed-ream: IL tdbotpe Tedrep"t96SSII1 (1996) line,-,.. (2 ceeipardmtlasted
flasbowar)t H. Leborpo TR 97S01 (97) Larg ha lls: :TR 91.z-406 (97) TR94-1l-242 (94)

Ii

-IThe valon me Is used systematcally to gueaflntee no
regression of new versions (-20 selected tests). Any diffeene a
between versions must be Jusified.

-The code Is awys In standrd conditions when laundilng the
reference tests (Qualily Assurance Process). The validation file is
part of the documentation and can be easily re-played by the user.

note: VerIftation of code Soeciftceton:
_ Verdflalton o code speclciltn (reaped i ubmode epecfations,

ung of the diferent pert of the code, e..) I a dnerent sk Vn
validaton wih Is done through an Assurance Cusiy process.
This aspect mst not be negected beeause the validaon tsts are not
necessary coverig al Ihe code funtonaes.

Ia-
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Model necessary input:
* Bufldklg materials and eenturtfork.

* Cornbualle -o M d aind
* Mass INSe rem.ieeii

- C C;

N3

Cormoly evafleble data for comparteon :
* Local tempeatwee. averag temperature.
* M eed erhang e ona" g I (ltuxinm lae

irteOa elocS)..
* Spade -concentrona (02.002.C0.
Cnlin tNar. S~z4
*Maea flow ttveuh Openlo

The llrst conparson I ganual done on gaz teneature and nues, considering at
Ion the range nd deaydthspek.
Those varlsble represent the thermal botxdary condition for te materials to protect
Nevertheless. they are not easy to obtain. beig vety unstable, lked to nass flows
and radiaio In somecases t seem that Itemal tenerabre of targets could be an
interesting alternative to develop.
The other measurements are less ftesni, some like preeue ra mas flovn are
rae provIded.

The comparbson Is fIst a `sta analyss od differences.
Numerical analyse can be done, based on relative dIfference:

ea (Tmee-Tcalcy (Tmee-To) as a error pewoertage.
Seanaltlvly to hput varilaon has been done In the process of qalng th physic
model aquatments.

I

Mono-companrtnent test (CSTB 84)

___* W~i_ > @ _ _

Page 6
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I .:

* Thermal conftlons in the fire room
a Propagation of smoke and hot gas to the
seooidary compartments

I~~~~~~~~~~~~Iii YY

1. .S PI

%-Oll
* 2 room NPP-Ike- configuration

- 7 uprpoWd PVC cable t" fire (-300f bunrg
- Pool nm '

. . . . . . .

f- Ill

. . .... .

_DEBT~ea test n30 from NST 4 room sWas, 21 m. I MW (n 120 )

m__>_r W i _ _ an
W."__ . Im

Page 7
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650 kW gaz bumer, 1361 m9 *Frnce: CEA Flanme..S code
'US: COMPBRPL FIVE, CFAST (EPRIJ. Myl4and)
*CllCM (CIB W14, multisoom postflashover, large s_)

_ _ _.7.

IH:Z=I-,1 I I
I: -.
.im

- - :
I I I I
., I I I I, . .

Hm ex test n-M I OOZ from NST 3roan edes, I 000. 1 00kW
_ _ 0 _ _ b~i W _ _ _

_"__

-m

.H

Page 8
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Enhancement of the validation file:
Targts temperature: fluctuate ies than gas temp. and more

relevant for udsk studies (dysfunction, gnitIon) (2002).
- Pressure measurment and Interaction with ventilation system (2002)
- Fire suppression efet
- Complex multi -room onfigurations: horzontal openings aid duck-
board.

* The validation File Is the key of ode a oe
* Real-size and a large field o eof eraent data Is ImportanL
* Tests must be of good quallty, avalabl and accepted by the scentlfic

community.
- The process of codse valatlon must be independent of modelng

cholces and available to the final user.
* The results obtained with MAGIC on a selection of experimental data

has allwed us to get confident for its use In a large range of volumes,
heat release and configurations.

I I
bi_00_r_ P&. _X .W6_W * -_

Page 9
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Enhancements to the
FIVE Methodology

Frederick W. Mowrer
Fire Protection Engineering
University of Maryland

<EIRS 5

INi ~I Ye56
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Background on FIVE

Developed by EPRI In early 1990s for nuclear
utilities to use In IPEEEs
Included two parts
* Overall methodology developed by PLC
* Methods of quantitative fire hazard analysis

developed by Mowrer
L Fire hazard analysis methods intended for

screening purposes
e Widely used for qualification purposes

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD - Side 3

The FIVE methodology

L Developed as series of lookup tables for
one-zone one-room analysis
c Average gas temperature

C Unventilated enclosure (base case)
Naturally ventilated enclosure
Mechanically ventilated enclosure

c Fire plume sublayer
¢ Ceiling jet sublayer
6 Thermal radiation

C 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD Slide 4
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0 Cjr'911 
g1zye ,The FIVE methodology

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD- Slide 5

The FIVE methodology

> Average hot gas layer temperature

A&Tavg = To[exp(Qt /Q )-1]

r Plume temperature

ATPI=ATavg +25 /3

c Ceiling jet temperature
A\T, 0.32

0 22 F.W. Mowrer ATp, ( H ) FireMD- Slide 6
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RSI,

FireMD features 

9 A one-room two-zone fire model with the
following features:

* Implemented in Access and Excel (97 / 2000)
* Natural and mechanical ventilation

* Floor / wall / ceiling vents
* Specified Injection / extraction rates

e Plume / ceiling jet sublayers
* Detection algorithm with RTI / conduction
t Target / boundary heating

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD -Slide 7

KSfr�.

toC

YI#FireMD diagram

Ed~

C 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD Slide 8
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FireMD - General a, m
02002 .W. Mawrer F~reMD-SAId

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FirsMD Slid 9

In 3

FireMD - Fire
Into 2002-F.W.aMcWTOCe F-reM Slide 10

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD -Slide IO
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,fli4 -FireMD - Compartment

M I
g E eaidM

02002 F.W. Mawrer FireMD -Slide 1 1

FireMD - Ventilation

C 2002 F.W. Mowrer FjreMD Slide 2
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A C,FireMD - Plume / CJ

0 2002 F.W. i- Slide 13

FireMD - Detection L

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD- Slide 14
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,I ' d~~~~~~~~~~IS'l1S

FreMD - Res ults -se5

C) 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD - Srde 15

� 4
'.K3f',.

S+

I'S IjS 6

FireMD - HRR

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer Sfide 6
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A YL
FireMD - Temperatures

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD -Sde 17

L
FireMD - Pressures

__

I I

C 2002 F.W. Mowre FireMD - Slide 18
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FireMD - Ceiling/floor

t I
3i o j I i

1 4 I
6 OW4D

SM.

"At

sin I.

am -
I I

Tb Zic!

-c*wvns -now F

02002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD - Slide 19

4tY

FIreMD - Vertical flows
__m

C 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD -Slide 20
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FireMD - Heat fluxes
-

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD - Side 21

+ 0KSttt

1,1yl 0
FireMD - Detection

-

C 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD Slide 22
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L
FireMD - Target

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FIr9MD - Slde 23

FireMD validation studies 4L

c FMSNL baseline validation enclosure fire
tests

r LLNL mechanically ventilated enclosure
fire tests

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FreMD Slide 24
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FMSNL series

D Enclosure
D 18.3 m (60' x 12.2 m (40' x 6.1 m (20' high

Iz Fire sizes / durations
* 500 - 2000 kW / 10 - 20 minutes

e Ventilation
a Mechanical Injection through 6 vents located

1.2 m (4' below celling
* 0.4 - 3.8 m 3/s (1 - 10 changes/hour)

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD- Slide 25

FMSNL instrumentation P

selm 0\ 

* 70 U 0 
16 j~~~~~~~1

N '1 E 40 U 
.aO 20 1

A- Sectors - Corner Rakes
O - Expanded Stations - Exhaust Port
o -Stations - Vent Inlet Ports

0 - ire Source Locations

0 2002 F.W. Mowrr FireMD -Slide 26
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FMSNL series t

U Test 4:
* 1 air change per hour (0.38 m 3/sec)
*Peak HRR = 500 kW, Growth time = 240 sec.

c Test 5:
* 10 air changes per hour (3.8 m 3/sec)
* Peak HRR = 500 kW, Growth time = 240 sec.

Test 9:
x 8 air changes per hour (3.3 m 3/sec)
* Peak HRR = 1000 kW, Growth = 480 sec.

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD - Slide 27

FMSNL Test 4 Z

Upper Layer and Plume Temperatures (Test 4)

140 

10 -

O 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 50

Tlme [sec]

0 2012 F.W. M00rer 0 reMD - Side 28
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FMSNL Test 5

Upper Layer andPlume Temperatures (est 5)

120

100

8 0

t 60

40

20

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Time (sec]

FIreMD - Slide 2902002 F.W. Mowrer

FMSNL Test 9

Upper Layer Temperature (Test 9)

100

- FireMD

Data collected from
Station 10.

40

20 
0 200 400 600 g0

Time Isec]

02002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD -Slide 30
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LLNL series (Mod27B)

w Enclosure
* 6.0 m (20) x 4.0 m (13' x 4.5 m (15' high

* Fire size
* Steady 400 kW fire

* Ventilation
* Mechanical extraction at 0.25 m3/s through vent

located 0.36 m (1.1' above floor
* Makeup air through 0.24 m2 Inlet 0.1 m above floor

02002 F.W. Mowrer FlreMD - Slde 31

LLNL Mod27B

= Upper layer temperature

so l" sa I It lo No

o0 No1Iwo00 .00 20 206

0 2002 F.W. Mwrer FireMD - Slide 32
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LLNL Mod27B

Oxygen concentration

.s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2

2,

.,I[ 0~~~~~~~~~~~~

0 SW 100o 0 00 2s00 "DO

Th. 1

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD - Slide 33

LLNL Mod27B

> Wall heat flux

t~~~~~0X- O" looo_- g1 Tlr~lwt

3025

.t Ki I . . .054wL 2000 50 IS 310 000 050 1 0

100a .2so SW m low Uso300 54 030 54 230 

*20

T2o lWoel

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD -Slide 34
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LLNL Mod27B

n Inlet / outlet air flow
.am.
. -

.1

A a abkt,

;iALA ;i A111 f *L--__,

All"M-" -

V. . ,_ _' I.- A

I¶Th..., V.V.d op.sg

.W1 OAO:1~~~~~~~~~
."a '= pW zinc SCo a :Ue

an h

0 2002 F.W. Mowrer FireMD - Slide 35

Summary

° FireMD provides useful enhancements to FIVE
* FireMD predictions compared with experimental

measurements for a range of enclosure sizes,
fire Intensities and ventilation conditions

* FreMD predictions are generally within "20% of
measurements for temperatures and flow rates
Further work needed on 02 concentration and
higher temperature fire conditions
* No work currently being done on the model
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Institutef
Standards
and Technology

.workfng with industry to develop and apply te no ogy measurements an standards

Verification and Validation of

Walter W. Jones
Analysis and Prediction Group

Building and Fire Research Laboratory

5th Meeting of the International
Collaborative Fire Model Project

May 2-3, 2002
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The Three Legs of Modeling for
Public Safety

* Zone Modeling
* CFAST (and the GUls)

A * Validation and Verification
* Through statistical analysis

* Data for comparisons
* FASTData database development

May 2, 2002
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Modeling

Y-
P-

* CFAST -zone model
* Large (complex) building simulation
* Input/model/output

* FAST/FASTLite/FireWaIk/FireCAD
* GUI interfaces for fire models
* Includes simple back of the CRT calculation

May 2, 2002 -Al'nI



Concept of a Zone Model

Each compartment is subdivided into "control volumes,"
or zones. Conservation of mass and energy is
applied to each zone.

A few zones (2 to 1 0)

Predictive equations are derived from conservation of
energy and mass (momentum at boundaries)

Use ordinary differential equations rather than partial
differential equations

Adding phenomena is relatively easy

May 2, 2002
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Concept of a Zone Model

4-;-
1

-N

:Ceiling Jet

..Upper-Layer

Plume

m--I Lower Layer

May 2, 2002
A-49M
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Why Is this Modeling Important?

* Speed - algorithm implementation is very
important

* Do parameter studies of complex buildings
* Complex and numerous connections

* Predict (small variations do not matter)
* Environment (CO, ... )
* Insult to the structure

May 2, 2002
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Zone Models in the U Is.

N

CFAST - 2.0.1 - HAZARD I version 1.2

CFAST - 3.1.5 being used in fire reconstruction

Compbrn I - UCLA - consulting with EPRI

BR12 (Japan) - Factory Mutual Risk Analysis

Many specialize tools such as FPETool (ASET, ASCOS,,...)

May 2, 2002
A-mmm
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Phenomena

Multiple compartments (60->'100)
* Variable geometry

Multiple fires
* Ignition: time, flux or object temperature

Fire plume and entrainment in vent flow
Vitiated or free burn chemistry
Four wall and two layer radiation
Four wall conductive heat transfer through multilayered walls,

ceilings and floors
Wind effects
3D specification of the location of the fire and non-uniform

heat loss thru boundaries

May 2, 2002 Q|ft
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Phenomena

Generalized vent flow
* Horizontal flow (doors, windows, ... )

* Vertical flow (holes in ceilings/floors)
t.J * Forced flow (mechanical ventilation)

Intercompartment heat transfer
Ceiling/floor
Horizontal - compartment to compartment

Horizontal smoke flow
Detection - smoke, heat
Suppression - heat release knockdown
Separate internal and external ambient(s)

May 2, 2002
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Intercompartment Heat Transfer

(Horizontal Conduction)

Flux at rear of room I = weighted
average of fluxes from front of rooms 2 m
2, 3 and 4 or... .3.

qOPr
qilavg =.Ej q ff

N)

qOr
qi,avg Average flux at rear of wall i

Fraction of flux from the front of wall j
contributing to the back of wall i

Flux striking front of wall j

Wall joining compartments 1, 2, 3, 4

Front wall (compartments 2, 3, 4)
Back wall (compartment 1)

4`
Front wall (compartment 1)
Back wall (compartments 2, 3, 4)

May 2, 2002
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XYZ Positioning of Objects, Fires and Surfaces

iz=HR DR = Depth
BR = Width

/_________ HR = Height

(0,0y,0 )> y BR

Center =(DRI2, BR/2,0)

x= DR
May 2, 2002 it
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Vertical Flow

(Horizontal Vents)

I I,
Horizontal
Vent

N)
0)

I. . . ... . .

May 2, 2002 q;3Fft
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Corridor Flow
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Leakage
-0%

- Specification Errors
- 10% -50% --- 100%
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Effects we can examine closely

Y

E

'1)~

ci

ci

4000

2000

0

-2000

-4000

-6000

-8000
250

I I I I I I I

* Extended ceiling flux using AD2
v Ceiling flux using RAD4
A Upper wall flux using RAD4

I . *

300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650

Ceiling Temperature (K)

May 2, 2002 q;3Fft
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Verification vs Validation

* Verification: insuring that the phenomenology is
implemented correctly in the model

* Validation: insuring that a model makes the
correct (expected) prediction for a given set of
input data

* For public safety and finding economies of scale,
both are important

May 2, 2002



Issues Related to Verification

* Comparison with experimental data, including error analysis

* Open system - published code (verification, not validation)
Y

* Documentation - crucial

* Sensitivity analysis (suite)

May 2, 2002 q;3Fft
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Quotes on Verification

* "The simulations generally compare favorably with the experiments"

* "Upper layer temperatures were not predicted well by either model"

* "Layer heights are well predicted by both models only in the bum room"

* "All of the models simulated the experimental conditions quite
satisfactorily"

* "For the 4 MW fire size, all of the model do reasonably well"

May 2, 2002
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Statistical Verification

I

0

(-.jw
w

-U

C

U)
C-

-1

-2
0 500 1000 1500

Time (s)

May 2, 2002
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Possible "Norms"

II I
n

\1~ S=
2 2x.i

I

rA)

(Xi -Xi-l Yi -Yi- 1 )
(-65 '> 1=1

t1 - i-i

May 2, 2002
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Example of Metricsi

Experment
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3

w
Ln

a-

en

0
E 60
a)
(0

2J

20*

0

I...

I
/4

product definitions

Geometry Model Relative Cosine
Difference

Euclidean 1 0.10 1.00

2 0.40 0.92

3 0.20 0.98

Hellinger I 0.10 1.00

2 0.94 0.58

3 0.74 0.77

Secant 1 0.10 1.00

2 0.92 0.58

_ 3 0.66 0.83

Hybrid 1 0.10 1.00

2 0.64 0.78

3 0.43 0.91

0 20 4 eo i cn 1D

Trre

May 2, 2002 - A49 FftUP
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One of our real room comparisons

E
o 1000 --

bm Rel. Diff. = 0.36, Cosine = 0.95

C
B00 Rel. Diff = 0.31, Cosine 0.93

ffi 1 \ A, ~~~~~~~~~~Model
~E

0 500 1000 1500 2000

Time (s)

May 2, 2002
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1, 3, 4 and Multistory Configurations
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An example with four real scale experiments

Y,

Position I Relative jRelative jRelative 
I l~omnartrnent 13ifference ine I1iffierence ICosine IDifference ICosine

~Upper Layer.Temperature andlInterface Position__..*
-~ ..-. . Upper Layer Temperature. LowerLayerTemperature_ Interface Position

Sineie-room furniture, tests . 1. 0_ _ .3 l.....t .0.95... .... .. 0.4 0... .92........ - .1...,38. . . O, 0 ..* *j
2 _ _ _ _- 0.36 -, 0.93 .. .. . ..0,63 . ___... 0 ,78.... ...... . 0.63 ...... I 0 8 _ _

ro mtests with corridor I_ ._0.25,__ _ 09 .. * * . * .. - ... .

2_ . 026.__ 0.99 - -

. .~~~ * . . *~~~ . 0 2 6 . . 0 .9 8..
,Four-room tests with corridor.. - . .5.. .0.93 *__ . 0.33....._ _ 095_ _ -. 2.26...0.06.... 006

2 2 . .- 0.54 .. J 0.91 .... 0.52......_ 1 _0,87_ -_

3 . 036 . . 0.97 . - 0.78_ I 0.86 .. 9
I --.. -............... -.. - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .... . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .

__ .2. 0.27. ._.. 0.96~ , . .....

- ........~~~~~... . - . .~ ~ ~ ~ .. 2 .9 9 0 .2 0.

i Gas Concentration......
.. ,. ~~~~~~~~Oxveen _ Carbon Monoxide. _., Carbon,1Dioxide.._....

'Single-roomfumriture tests, I.,~ A0.8._ .0 .09 0.66 .. 0.69. - . 0.93..
~Four-room tcsts.with corridor.-... __ _l _. . 0.85 -... . 0.53,.1.5..0.1.....6 1 . 0.63

V...~~~~~~~~~~~2 0.93 0.39 .. 1.02 0.57 0.90 - 0.63
M ultle-stoiy buildinsz ... - .. 2- j .0.70.72 - 0.90 .. -00.87 . 0.93 _

Heat Release, Pressure, and Vent Flow ... .
. H R R .... . ~~ ~ ~~~ ~~ ~~.P ressu re , . . . ~ ... . i e t F o . .~

S m ne ro m ulrniture tests.. . 90.98 .. -. - .. ~ 0 6 .
SinRleroom tests withwall bumin2 .. 0.21. 0.98 .1.31 .... V.08 ... ~
Thuee-room tests~with corridor ., I... . 0.43...0.96.... 0.15 . _.. 0.99..._ . . 4....L. . 9...

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~~~ 2.-0 6 ~. . . . 8 _ _ _ 0 2 . . . ~ . 0 .9 8 .
Four-room tests with corridor657 .. 074 . .
M ultiple-story W M =in *.......j........ -1.12 -0.41--

May 2, 2002 QWK
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Steps for Verification

* 1) Maintain a set of test data: small scale to real scale
FASTData (US), several others; not as useful as it should be

* 2) Maintain a set of data files which have given us problems in the past
Many of these are usability issues, but that affects predictions as well

* 3) Do are formal comparison of a "released" model with the results of past
calculations

bintoasc, compare, compinfo - variable.dat includes allowable variance
Appendix in technical guide
Did through 3.1.6

* 4) Maintain a history of CFAST - earliest is March, 19894
In principle, one can reconstruct the executable for each release including intermediate

versions. In reality this is not a practical exercise.

May 2, 2002 qWL



Conclusion

Validation and Verification are important

Statistical comparison (with metric) is possible

Needs more work

0

May 2, 2002 - A-t9 FftUP



Numerical Simulation Of A Compartment
Fire In A Nuclear Power Plant Containment

H Building

Jason Floyd

May 2002



Overview

* Multi-block FDS
* HDR facility and the T52. 14 oil pool fire test

* Results
,



FDS
* Fire Dynamics Simulator v2 (Dec. 2001)
* Computational fluid dynamics - LES/DNS
* Building and Fire Research Laboratory, NIST
* Submodels

- Mixture fraction combustion
- Finite volume, gray gas radiation
- ID heat conduction
- Pyrolysis (solid and liquid fuel)
- Sprinkler dynamics and droplet evaporation

* Smokeview for data visualization



Multi-Block

* Single-block: One grid used to span computational
domain

* Multi-block: Multiple grids used
* Multi-block can reduce the number of grid cells at

the expense of more complex boundary conditions
* For some problems the grid cell time savings >>

boundary condition time penalty



Multi-Block Example 1

* Resolution needed for the fire > resolution needed
for smoke movement

........... ~ . .

33.-..t. _ .t! _3. ...... ............vn MUS.j0tt-1 .. 3333 ------ v----- - - - -

10000 Cells 1400 Cells



Multi-Block Example 2

* Complex geometries may result in many dead
cells

1600 Cells 1120 Cells



HDR Facility
.

+ 50.0on

* Decommissioned
containment building in
Karlsrhue, Germany

* 20 m diameter
* 60 m high
* 8 levels

ahj Padoceuje o
Se + 40.00 m

o-E str
Shaftf
aCunt
Row

+ 30.A5in

+ 2530 

Eqlpeent
7 atd Chway, + 20.60.,

(G-nealy

oOn)

IF 25.05

* >60 compartments
* 11,000 m 3

* 5 vertical flow paths

+ 10.00a

450.w

.1.10 .

-11.

270 90
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HDR Fire Testing Program

10000-

* 7 test groups kW

* 33 tests
5000-* 4 fuels: propane, -

wood, oil, and cable

* 4 locations 0 -
2 3 0W to > 1 0 MW Gas 1 Wood Cnbs Gas 2 Hydrocarbon Hydrocarbon Hydrocarbon Cable Fire

T51.11-19'84/85 T51.21-25'88 T52.11.15'87 E41.1-4 88 E41.5-1090 E42'91
Level 1.400 Level 1.900 Level 1.500



T52 Test Series

e Four tests (T52.1 1T52.14)

* Liquid hydrocarbon fuel (Shellsol T)

* Level 1.9 (Below dome operating deck)

* lmxlmtolmx3mpools

Measured temperature, velocity, CO2 throughout
facility



T52 Test Layout
3600 0°

< / g |g+21.05 m -i

Hatch 1.802 

L . I 1. .41I
0 ^^n



Test T52.14

FI
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0.11

0.10
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Addition
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Input Parameters

* Fire Power: 2.65 MW (Steady-state power)

* Fuel
- C 12H 26: 170 g/mol, 42500 kJ/kg

hi * Surface definitions
- Fire room: firebrick

- Walls of hatch area: fire resistant fiberboard

- Remainder: concrete



FDS Model
* Fire room, hatch room, dome
* Steady state portion
* Three grids, 650,000 grid cells:

- Fire room, 10 cm, 48x25x32 (38 knodes)

- Hatch, 10 cm, 40x36x72 (104 knodes)

- Dome, 25 cm, 80x80x80 (512 knodes)

* One grid , 1 0 cm, 1 ,216,000 grid cells
* Also ran 3/4 linear resolution



FDS Model
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Time Required
* 2.2 GHz Pentium IV, 1 Gb RAM, Linux

- Full resolution case (654,080 grid cells)
* 7.5 min CPU/s realtime

?-j7 - 3/4 resolution case (275,292 grid cells)
en

* 2.5 min CPU/s realtime



Integral Fire Room Results

an

Parameter HDR Hand* FDS FDS

hn (m) 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.2

Tout (C) 870 1210 793 827

(kg/s) 1.90 2.13 2.30 2.14

*Hand calculation following 1-layer method of
Karlsson and Quintiere, 2000, Enclosure Fire Dynamics,
CRC Press.



FDS Flame Surface
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Fire Room Doorway
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Plume Animation
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Hatch Temperature Full Grid
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Hatch Temperature 3/4 Grid
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Hatch Velocity

Full Grid 3/4 Grid
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Dome Temperature 3/4 Grid
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Dome Velocity Full Grid
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Dome Velocity 3/4 Grid
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Dome W-velocitv Animation
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Concluding Remarks

* Multi-block FDS shows great promise in enabling
a user to simulate fires in very large, multi-
compartment structures.

? * Mass flux across grids is well maintained

* Energy flux across gris is well maintained



Dome Temperature Full Grid
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v Verification, Validation and Selected
Applications of the VULCAN and

FUEGO Fire Field Models

Louis A. Grltzo, Ph.D.
Manager

Fire Science and Technology Department
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM
(505) 844-8353

lagritz~sandia.ov
www.esc.sandia.gov/flrescience.html
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or

. .

Sandia's Fire Science & Technology Program Provides
Solutions to Problems of National Importance

Vulnerabillty Analyses
* FacliWe, Vehicles (DOE, NRC, DoD)

Fire Suppression Solutions
* Improved use of Lese-Effective Halon Alternative Suppressants
. Aircraft (LFr&E. Air Force, NAVAIR, FAA. NTSN) r-,,.
* Ground Vehides (ARMY)
* Ships (NRL, NAVSEA)
•Structures (DOE)

Smoke and Fire Detection and Analysis
.AlrcraftShips (FAA. NAVSEA)
* Nuclear Power (NRC) I ;l f t

Active Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
* USFS- AURL NARA. nlRt NRG CsrA -

EIJUMJSWI~~~~~~. 
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r Thermal Insult Depends on Location
& Orientation with Respect to Fire

I <I4¶kwlI lC 2OkwM4 -2OkwWy~
-c40kWMi' ., Wkw

I * Q:-

Leeward-lde vortces

Measured heat fluxes In large open fires E) so ;.

13 Li U I OWN =- *A~ Hai. 
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Integral Validation Experiments Underway in FLAME

Key Set of Fire Data for
FUEGO Validation

* Airflow Control
(<10% variation with
Grid-Scale Resolution

* Temperature Distributions
• Soot Measurements
• TDL Measurements
* Fast-Scanning IR Data

Is

No 1' :

M

El,
I

I_

Application
Simulation

and UQ

Computational
Model A

*N
Trained &
Certified
Analyst

Formulation

V&V Process Overview
Application

(Reality) Phenomena
Identification

ee-00* and Ranking

Mathematical
Models

SQE based
Development

Computer and Verification
Code XA s

I U, -
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Phenomenological Identification and Ranking Table

Fire S~mtions Importenoe Madel

*Trarupofl Hh Good

PwRigln Pmopeflie Hgh POor
soo Soo Poor
* Tsffea1Lw 1gh Po
&UmRwion hhdrm POor

M Ohol;welI ULrM; Pmair

* cun~dwy Loyer Treemei w IdHa Po
*Trarpr Medium Fsk
* Bour TOrM" Medim Fair
A Mndh. Qos,. WMsr~ P8*

r n

Understanding Turbulenut M1ung In Fir.Understanding Soot

WAIOUSIM%; =uf1
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Validation Test Suite Coverage

El_

Questions?

Lou Grltzo
(505) 844-8353

laarftz0sandia aoy
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NIST Large Fire Facility

George Mulholland, Fire Metrology Group
Leader

David Stroup, Facility Manager

5th meeting of the InternationalSub-panel for Fire
Research

January 24, 2001

Purpose of Large Fire Laboratory

Apply quantified measurements, real-time
analysis, and large area diagnostics diagnostics
to validate models for fire phenomenon
including fire dynamics, detection, and
suppression.

D-179
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Large Fire Laboratory Exhaust
Capabilities

* Scrubber for removal of
acid gases and baghouse for
removal of particulate

* Variable from 0 to 42 m3/s
* Two Fixed Exhaust Hoods

- 6mx6m,3MW
- 9mxl2m,6MW

* Three Connection Ports
- 0.2 m Diameter
- 0.5 m Diameter
- 0.5 m Diameter

Picture of facility

Current Capabilities, 1/02

* 6 m x 6 m Hood, Heat Release Rate in real time

* Calibration burner up to 6 MW

* 9 m x 12 m Hood - Exhaust Only

* 4mx4mx2.4mBurnEnclosure

* Data system developed with near real time
analysis/presentation of results
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Current Projects

* CPSC funded Smoke Detector study in
manufactured home

* Fire Research Foundation study of Sub-Lethal
Toxicity including flashover conditions

* STRS funded effort to plan experiments
designed to support WTC fire models and fire
resistance performance prediction

* STRS project to quantify the uncertainty in
heat release rate calorimeter measurements

Quantify Uncertainty in Heat Release Rate
Calorimeter

* Why important: Heat release rate is the single
most important quantity for characterizing the
hazard by a given fuel package.

* Approach:
- Develop real-time data acquisition/analysis

capbility
- Develop calibration burner
- Quantify the uncertainty of the measurement

quantites

D-181
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Heat Release Equation

Q =(X 2 X )Hcpo2 V

Where Hc is often assumed to be 13.1 kJ/kg and the duct flow,
V, is taken to be equal to the ambient flow.

Complications:
H Hc is affected by CO production.

* V is affected by the change in stoichiometry as oxygen is
consumed and CO, C0 2, and H 2 0 are produced.

Illustration of Measurement System

Show sampling location, bi-direction probes and TC's,
sampling line, trap, gas analyzers, "He flow system".
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Data Acquisition/Analysis/Control Challenges

* Assembled dual processor workstation computer, National
Instruments hardware

-Currently 192 analog input channels, 16 digital I/O
channels

* Developed LabVIEW program for compensating for
different measurement times to achieve near real-time
analysis and display of processed data

-Typical use: 1 second averages for 60 channels scanned at
200 Hz during 1 hour test

* Capable of controlling/measuring calibration burner fuel
flow rate

Calibration Burner/Flow Facility

Show the following components:
* natural gas inlet, shut-off valve,

programmable flow-controller, flow
meter with pulse generator, "heat of
combustion analyzer"

* pilot flame, flow control to various
regions to maintain flame height, burner
dimension, 'Tire-eye"

D-J83
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HRR Calibration System

Elements
Natural Gas (daily basis)
Caloric determination of Hc of natural gas

Flow Control
* Safe (industrial control design)
* Accurate (NIST Calibrated)
* Lab View Flow Control & Measurement

Tube Burner
* High turndown Ratio (50 kW-6 MW)
* Design used FDS calculations

FDS Average Flame Height
4 MW Fire in Tube Burner

Calibration Burner, 3 MW

D-184
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Comparison of the Burner Output Based on
Flowrate to the Heat Release Rate

3000 ~I-
300 -Calculaed u RR || 

2500 

2000

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Time, s

Calibration Burner t2 Burn Designed for a Peak
Heat Release of 2.04 MW

... SteiWd | TV..T..
2000 -

1000 -_. .__ Ia- rooLo .. ||~-il
500 - -- 4----_2.

Bumer Outut

50 100 150 200 25 30 0 400

Time, s
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Calibration Burner Range Test

6 MW with 11 Tubes
Two of 11 tubes used to see if
a blowoff condition could be
attained

Close-up of lower section of 1.5 MW natural
gas flame (using 2 tubes). Note low soot level
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Calibration Burner Range Test in Large Hood

6000

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
0 200 400 600 300 1000

Time, s

Future Capabilities

* Soot volume fraction in upper layer
* Heat transfer measurements in upper layer
* Surface temperature
* Chemical analysis/FTIR
* Doorway Flow Measurements
* Water Spray Measurements
* ISO 17025 Testing Laboratory Competence
* Integrated research approach - model used for

designing and interpreting results
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Future Large-Scale Capability: Simultaneous
Droplet Velocity and Size

Fluorescing sprinkler spray,
70 cm by 60 cm measurement
area

Droplet trajectories fluoresced
by laser sheets
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#1

Benchmark Analysis # 2
Fire in a Large Hal

Specification for Part I

Stewart Miles
gm and RAl ELnerng Centre. DRE UK

fTk. .44 & m i)Ll 4224

NIST. GWhhesburg Benrivd atowir #2 Specyiaden for Parri 2-3 MaY 2002

Summary of Benchmark Ex # 2

* To further the findings from exercise # 1:
* comparison with experimental measurements
* fire within a large space

- e.g. representadve of a turbine haIl

* To investigate the influence of modelling assumptions and
approaches
* incorporation of geometrical complexities

- non-rectangular buildings - compartnentation

* Part I
* comparison with measurements form fire tests in the V1T test hall

- undertaken as par of a EU program

* Part II
* 'hypothetical' simulations for a large fire in a 'real' turbine hall

tsT. Gdzhersburg Bendchnrknalysi#2 SpedfarnafiorPan I 2-3 May 2002
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Schedule of Activities
(Parts I and 11)

* February 2002
* release final specification

* February 2002 - September 2002
* participants to perform simulations

* May 2002 (NIST meeting)
* present preliminary findings for Part I
* further discussion of problem definition for Part II

* Early September 2002
* final results sent to BRE for collation

* October 2002 (BRE meeting)
* present findings for Parts I and II

NST. GLzhersburg Benctsmau Analydi # 2 -Spedf cationfor Pan 1 2-3 My 2002

4
VTT Testing Hall

NIST. Galtersbur Bendtawr Analydl # 2- Spectficadn forPant 2-3 May 2002
.
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#5

Internal Geometry and Fire Tests
II~~~~~~~~~~~~

C-I

(-ft MW)

.xI

(-4Wn

.3..5

3.m54- g4

C0

(-4W1)

M*C.*4 WM3. 11a0`

Each test lasted - 6 mics

2 or 3 tests performed for eamb Case

Heptane uel -fuel mass loss rate recorded

7bermocouple readings taken

NIST. Gaithersburg Benchmark Analysh #2 -SpedfiadotforPan l 2-3 May 2002

#6
Derived Upper Layer Temp & Height

Upper layer height and temperature
derived from thermocouple readings

T-1 @ .... .......at three locations (trees)
,-3

0 o so 0 o 4 " 0 * 

-T-110
. " " w Z * " .. " ~ ... 

I. -~ ~ ~ ~~~~-

MT. ahriBscaiAays2SpiitoPaIdM

Nzsr Gitesburg Beart Ays # 2 Speyeatfr Pan 1 2.3 May 22
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#7

Summary of Tasks

Zorte CFD |Lnpd p ime modeb to inkde

Had utlm o I. rom.aow.. Wm

70hwiuvw U pbkwNMowi
IAW bou tdcm" cM.1a .

WIEonffbw Weg g~ I & a kWRvdmw lb. roe - I 

Mn lo . r~Wouidow I .U I Mmnlbw FM*WOuAtdoff I - i

Me low o l dow 2 m am f e WMu dw 2 in 1

Totd hod 1w. swe to sed bawdosl V*Wotiw atI to doo"my #Wn4

Tdl ed 1 b dd bowigie.
Pkmwt.¶,psrrU,.Hod-b. thug ffc -fu I.

FiW burb- lWah

Toed had ek. aI x

NEST. Gafthersburg BechnrekAnaysb # 2 Spedficanonfor Pan 1 2.3 May 200J2

I
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G2S

First Results of COCOSYS and CFX Calculations for
Benchmark Exercise #2 part 1

Fire In a large Hall

Geselischaft ffir Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherhelt (GRS)mbH

hftnati COboandw Project to Emuste Fire MOded
fbrMiArw Plant Appcon.

OaFtherburg, May 24,2002

W. l.n-iefling, M. HAtsch (CFX reuls)

%.AO-

Content

* Nodalisation and used models

* Performed calculations and variations

* First results - special aspects

* Conclusions - next steps
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COCOSYS Nodallsatlon

* Side view * Top view

ai.

'-ilI 1

b 1 i W * , ! _ ,, J~~~~~~~

COCOSYS NodallsatIon (cont.)

* 3D view

Fire benchmark 12
cOCOSVI Std9IhteO.

* Characteristics

- 543 nodes

- 1475 connectbins
- 421 wall structures

L
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COCOSYS Model

* Pyrolysls model
- Use of user-defined pyrolysis rate
- Introduction of a factor for reaction efficiency o 60% above the pool
- Use of a mixing factor of 2.4

- Radiation fraction of 20%h

* Radiation
- Wall-to-wall radiation according specified view factors
- Distribution of radiated heat (from reaction) according specified view

factors from control volumes to wall nodes

COCOSYS Model

* Heat loss through walls
- 1 D-heat conduction model

- Use of correlations for free corvection / or specified value

* Limitations
- No plume model

- No momentum balance

- No soot model
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CFX grid and model

* CFX model

- Use of eddy-break-up combustion
model

- Use of Magnussen-soot model

- Use of k-e turbulence model

- Use of radiation model of CFX

* -CFX grid
Fire Benchmark 2 part I

Cx gld

Performed calculations - preliminary results

CocoSYS
- 3 variations for each case

* full reaction of pyrolyzed heptan (COCfuh
* reduce effieiency of reaction at surface to 60% (COCbase)

* change boundarycondkions (COCopO
- COCOSYS heat transfer models

- non-adiabatirwalls

- move part of hfiftration to top of roof

* CFX
- variatin of eddy-break-up rate constant (from 23.5 to 19.)
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Preliminary results: Casel

VI

* Tree 1 (lower part)
ecO m 0'UIUI

. = === 

a i _ …-S_

* . 1-h -- ,--1 .-i-.---
* hi " W " 
* Whe…-c

!
I "aw"" 

--I I- _w

* Tree 1 (upper part)
ccca " _mbxftJ02rl

Preliminary results: Casel

* Tree 2 (lower part)

COCOSM m c

* Tree 2 (upper part)

cocom rn brt,.Wi i

i
I

e D

av". - I_

I
I

I". L I I I 1 1

m
.Srn 

b' ''U 
§ Z W " S 

,U. ~ _

:~~~~~ i

.111111111
* a -., ~ . ~ -o - -., v. , ~ , ;

mmo
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Preliminary results: Casel

* Tree 2 lower part) * Tree 2 (upper part)

COCOM rn OW1k C2 cwt

I
I

COCO rnwf-W2c 

. i II I I I I i I

.0 " _ _3w 
:. ": F7- _ 

is.

EN

I 

V Il . . . . . . .
I . I....

:itI I 
.r1H..t....i.-

i S -i is 3i a i$ S 5
5.1. _

%mmob-a

Preliminary results: Casel

COCOSYS: Fie- bel"T Wk 2 CM1I

-. . _ - - - -*- * Comparable results for CFX
. and COCOSYS (variation

S . - s _ _ _ ~COM1'ul

- F _ la LessstratificationInCFX
{ : ..: _ _ _ _ _. _ according to meassurement

__ l - -,,4 -1 ................ = _ _ * Introduction local
efficiency of 60% leads to
good temperatures

c U Sn = 45 non 5
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Preliminary results: Casel

eoa" P. _ 02a,

- TTT

* Average temperatures Inside plume

* No plume model In COCOSYS

* Temperatures Inside CFX
calculations much higher* E-.

i 
-1

I.-'-- e ,'1 1 1 1

1: I LLLl.l
111 ~ I I I

. II . I I . I 
0 _-__- & ,__- 

Preliminary results: Casel

* PIIImAM in tCOt0^SYS
Fire Bnchmark #2 case I

COCOiYS GabUUt2b

* Plume In CFX

Fire Benchmark 12 part I
Cx CO uletIGU C..1
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Preliminary results: Casel

* Interface height * Upper layer temperature

cooornwepow o2 n1m cocmtrrtIsUougs_

no 1 M so to _M " 111 1

First results: Case 2

* lower part of tree 1 * upper part of tree 1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. .. ....i. . , .......... ;;
_ .&.. i_ _;... ..............

...... . i

I

.I
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First results: Case 2 (cont.)

* lower part d tree 2

COco" P&W ft.12gvW

* upper part d tree 2

COCeO"s F _haa

First results: Case 2 (cont.)

* lower part of tree 3

cocoM n owv4

* upper part d tree 3

Coo P" _* Z up

, . ... ...... .- '
I" -.----------r

I
I ' o....... ..4........YEL-. f

4 ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

I-- -- - -4 _ , I -
. _ ._ _ _ - _ _ 

a a _ - .W _ _
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First results: Case 2 (cont.)

* Plume temperatures

COCC n I Wk02 C0.2

* Heat loss to wall structures

CCOM Fn M.Uft 2 SI2

.,. 1t, i ~-....
2w~~~~w

_EX

First results: Case 2 (cont.)

.~~~~~~~~

CCOMM F~" bht*02 t2 

iS\ :>' :.-- ... .............. -... - .... ...... . .. -- --. 1 i.*_ _ ! . WJM

. - - - -.....................................

o m 31 u I$ i 
-tg.)
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First results: Case 2 (cont.)

* Height of Interface layer

.~~~~F b- 02 .

* Upper layer temperature

eOO ft%, d 2 90C

w . . . . .
-r

I Khi :-

I'

~~~~~~~~~~~~~It 
i i, . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~iI
...I.......;..... . .....

I_

. . .

................

I.

I.-
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54 ..... ' _ -. ' 

I

* S a~ a - a A ,2 a a6 a i 45 ai. a16 3a - a I

First results: Case 3

* lower part of tree 1

COeOO n" b..9.52 t*.3

* upper part of tree 1

CO" P.W ,5202

I
I

4. . ...............

*. .......: -- -e5&--*-_-*---
I !: 1 ..'I.........

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... . ..... ..... . . .. .. ..4.

J0Z 4

l - ---
i ejf .... -I av ..,...-i: . --.-' . 1 . I

S &~~~~~~~... .I... 

.

::

i IS a .1. a ai a1 : " b _ �.5
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First results: Case 3 (cont.)

* Iower part tree 2 * upper part o tree 2

cCOO~rYB Fn b..".W02 _,W3 CD4 fhbvwk2 m aS

"~~~~~~~ .&......4.......4 .... 44_. 4 ....... ........ ---- ....... ... _ ,44

*6 4. 4 ,

* " -__J- o 1p 
- *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M 3

%m�

First results: Case 3 (cont.)

* Iower par tree 3 * upper part d tree 3

Cam N or OCO Ph ScmU h

_-~. _4 ._4...4_4 .... _i -e--4--4----C
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First results: Case 3 (cont.)

* Plume temperature

"a wao e3

InJected0med heptan mass
(about 70% Is bumed)

Coa" P. i< a a

..w ,. .. ..... X.
T -. -1

I . / !_I I-
a W 

First results: Case 3 (cont.)

* Height of interface layer

: .. ~~~~~~t.........m .!a

.. .... ... . . . ......-......

. . ti w 3 , , 

* Upper layer temperature

COCO" no mad

I
I

...... . ....... .

i. 31.
-ft
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Comparison between the cases

* Heat release * Temperature (Tree 1 top position)

Coo f"COCOMA F. -bez tn a

1 ;~~~-- . . . _ _ -__ 

_*. . 7A*a.......... ....... ........ .......... .. _..__
...... ..- .... \--- t . .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... . . . . ..... ....t.i.
... . ..... . .. ....

Comparison between the cases (cont.)

Preliminary CFX results and COCOSYS results with complete reaction

cOCOsFlu bWOfNIM02

....................... I

too......SU.~

t~~~~~~.... .X ..... @t . ..... ....... t... ..... . ... 
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Conclusions - next steps

COCOSYS
- Temperature results

* good results after ntroducing reactions efficiency of 60% above the
pool

* to strong stratification In the hot gas layer
* no plume model (+ temperature behavior TG1, TG2)

- Additional experimental data available?
- Temperature decrease (to check heat loss)
- Concentration measurements

Conclusions - next steps (cont.)

* COCOSYS (cont.)
- Infitration position/heat loss to walls

* only small effects on the results
* care have to be taken forthe definition o boundary conditions

(environment pressure)

* CFX
- too high temperatures (similar to COCOSYS resuts with full reaction)

-4 variation of eddy-break-up rate constant
- hot gas layer temperature homogeneous mixed (as measured)
- still some problems with boundary conditions
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Conclusions - next steps (cont.)

* Next steps
- Continue with CFX calculations

- Use of detailed oil burning model in COCOSYS
* some more Initial data Is necessary (oHi + water mass, geometry)

- Additional tests against other experiments
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c@)WPI Misusing
Ile Univmsiyof 

cw and Tecknolqyo SI 
S' And M.f. (Using)'

Fire Models

Jonathan Barnett
Center For Firesafety
Studies
Worcester, MA 01609

The Setting

o FP571 performance based design.
o Nine students divided into three

groups.
o Students are typically 2nd semester

post graduate students with
undergraduate degrees in
mechanical or civil engineering.

D-209
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Student Subject Background

o Fire dynamics (Drysdale's text).
o Building analysis (primarily code

analysis with an introduction to
performance issues).

o Fire suppression systems.

HOP~~~AI sir. 1 ;t!

Work Experience

o Typically one year working for a fire
protection consultancy. Some
students had no experience, one
had over five dealing with shipboard
firesafety

- W P -11 r 1 wnd or 

. D-210
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Computer Experience

o Minimal exposure typical for an
engineering undergraduate

o Limited exposure to the use and
concept behind zone models

o Some students had knowledge of
CAD, all had basic windows skills

SME Sul; 

Assignment

o Complete part I of benchmark
exercise # 2 "fire in a large hall."

o Duration: 4 weeks (final week for
report writing)

o Tools:
* Jasmine
* FDS
* CFAST

*[ ~Y7 1 i, (sarj 

WfiIH Arjl..
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Common Issues - CFD

o Tedium in setting up geometry

Th.

Common Issues - CFD

o Grid
* Difficulty In matching mesh to the

sloped ceiling, often resulted in
very fine grid just to match
geometry, not needed from a
modeling perspective

* Minor but annoying: modeling
circular fire with
square/rectangular grid, matching
grid nts with thermocouple
locations.

W ~ ~~~~~~~rl td .>
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Common Issues - CFD

o Long computation times, especially
with JASMINE

o Lack of time to evaluate sensitivity to
grid - makes results questionable

o Interpretation of results - as there
was no hot layer, how do you report
a hot layer temperature? Even when
there s a hot layer, how do you
determine Its location?

KU"7UId. .................. I h.t" b4

9?:-
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Jasmine - The Fire

o Equivalent area.
o Default values for Heptane.
o Modified Ultra-fast t-squared fire,

then
o Steady state, finally
o Jasmine default for decay phase.

Case 1 - HRR v. Time

Iw

o 5o ioo ISO 200 250 300 350 400 450 SW0

ihn* (a)

D-214
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JOSEFINE: Fire Specification

20 .~~~a

M~~~~~U.
to~~~~- 

0o 0 t t 2 10 IS tO *5 SC

Thv Im Som n

Se, .S 40, Itjsn"twclyFJ. Ut.'

ceA I . icvy
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i4~ Tht I'nhr ov

KWHI -lins tIr oe

Major Assumptions
I

o Material
o Fire
o Geometry
o Radiation
o Turbulence

7.. l ml
By R- * s % Id tJf,. 
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Running the Simulation

o 400 secs/80 hours
o Data saved every 40 secs
o Reached decay phase

w K t~~~A.d ~bi

Part 1 -Expected Model
Output

o Temperatures at 3 Thermocouple
trees

o Temperature at 2 Plume
Thermocouples

o Infiltration flow rate

o Interface Height (reduction of
thermocouple data)

And I.
t,

D-217
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Part 1 -Expected Model
Output

o Upper Layer Temperature

o Total Heat Release Rate (within
whole hall)

[ ..i,'.'
AndL Ur.'ILI

Height v. Temperature @ 120 s

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Is~~~~~~~C 

14

14Ac

e A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nd 
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0 so 40 so

9;< ~~~~~.., Lff.-
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Height v. Temperature @ 240 s
is
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Time v. Temp Above Fire

I-
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Interface Height v. Time

0 40 40 120 le Soo MO 2 40

md I 'nwvn..t

Upper Layer Temp v. Time

0 40 o no I SO S SOi SW a

tKO ; i M B X Q w w E P TWO Is)
040[0 j W 8 i i D D w R E 1204(e

71. Iw.e

Anrd Lft..-
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Conclusion (JASMINE) -

According to the Students

o Results appear reasonable
(assumptions)

o Fire Modeling can be dangerous

h. i' nM
w~~ ~~~ Mdy 1 ;A>I.' :

CFAST

o Geometry
o The Fire
o Interpretation of results

Ar.d LIr'
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CFAST - Geometry

o Conserving the volume of the
sloped ceiling,

o Conserving the surface area of the
sloped ceiling.

o No significant difference in results:
Use rectangular parallelogram with
15.8 m ceiling height (vs actual peak
height of 19 m)

71.
COW M- A n d L j 6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

Three Cases

o Case 1 uses a pool fire of radius
1.17 meters, assumes the doors are
closed, assumes no mechanical
exhaust, and uses natural room
leakage in the form of four small
vents.

HOPI rotrganaAIA LV.8
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Three Cases

o Case 2 assumes a pool fire of radius
1.6 meters, doors closed, no
mechanical exhaust, and natural
leakage.

o Case 3 assumes a pool fire of radius
1.6 meters, doors open (0.8 m x 4
m), mechanical exhaust on, and no
natural leakage.

5Xw nPit u~ iti.A

Problem
_

o Couldn't model mechanical
exhaust...used natural exhaust

H O PI ~~~~~.sd W.f. 
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HRR for Each Case

4.00E06

3.50E*06

3.00E06
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Case 1

Case 2

Case 3
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CFAST - Summary

o Results only as good as zone model
approximation

o Thermocouple predictions limited to
layer temperatures

VVL5. A;d of.

FDS Results

o Similar issues to JASMINE

d U. I

D-226
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Overall

o All models created problems for
users

o Users highly frustrated with
software

o CFAST easiest to use, and therefore
sensitivity studies conducted

ArdJ i.'
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ANEDZ~~

_______Misusing

The Universiy of*
Science and Technolog. (Using)

And Life..

Fire Models

I iJonathan Barnett
0 ~~~~Center For Firesafety

Studies
Worcester, MA 01609

The Setting

o FP571 performance based design.
o Nine students divided into three

groups.
o Students are typically 2nd semester

post graduate students with
undergraduate degrees in
mechanical or civil engineering.

S WPI A.,Ui'ob

D-229
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Student Subject Background

o Fire dynamics (Drysdale's text).
o Building analysis (primarily code

analysis with an introduction to
performance issues).

o Fire suppression systems.

w a r m s~~~~~~1. 1l [, .fl y °o-Tw'. Undm dllosWPY I A~ f

Work Experience

o Typically one year working for a fire
protection consultancy. Some
students had no experience, one
had over five dealing with shipboard
firesafety

OPMI V AnIULI.k'
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Computer Experience

o Minimal exposure typical for an
engineering undergraduate

o Limited exposure to the use and
concept behind zone models

o Some students had knowledge of
CAD, all had basic windows skills

H O P I Kayr lm~u ,i-vi ., I
gjemnJ " r.M o u

Assignment

o Complete part I of benchmark
exercise # 2 "fire in a large hall."

o Duration: 4 weeks (final week for
report writing)

o Tools:
. Jasmine
* FDS
* CFAST

a ~~~Tl,. t a~iy Of

D-231
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Common Issues - CFD

o Tedium in setting up geometry

S KI , .i

Common Issues - CFD

o Grid
* Difficulty in matching mesh to the

sloped ceiling, often resulted in
very fine grid just to match
geometry, not needed from a
modeling perspective

* Minor but annoying: modeling
circular fire with
square/rectangular grid, matching
grid points with thermocouple
locations.

TS ., ,..f
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Common Issues - CFD

o Long computation times, especially
with JASMINE

o Lack of time to evaluate sensitivity to
grid - makes results questionable

o Interpretation of results - as there
was no hot layer, how do you report
a hot layer temperature? Even when
there is a hot layer, how do you
determine its location?

eW~~~~~bI11 ,,i,, sd~

Issues With CFAST

o Modeling sloped roof

Stirnr aa Tkch.okg,

67~~~fti Aa~.'d ift.'-
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Jasmine - The Fire

o Equivalent area.
o Default values for Heptane.
o Modified Ultra-fast t-squared fire,

then
o Steady state, finally
o Jasmine default for decay phase.

OWPI .I Lti..

Case 1 - HRR v. Time

e

0 50 100 ISO 200 250
Tkn@ (s)

J00 350 400 450 500

T .I w en v.... 4 ,6 7 R A... I Lle.'
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JOSEFINE: Fire Specification

_11

to 05 as 1. 20 25 0 35 to 4 50

@ WI If. ti.¢t l i I ;;

OY- .An.d Liie.'
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WP~~IU VnI tl- c'{1

Major Assumptions

o Material
o Fire
o Geometry
o Radiation
o Turbulence

Vni-ni L -dl
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Running the Simulation

o 400 secs/80 hours
o Data saved every 40 secs
o Reached decay phase

*sfffft 1 N1i- .J~~r*

G FM-L . L . -

Part 1 -Expected Model
Output

o Temperatures at 3 Thermocouple
trees

o Temperature at 2 Plume
Thermocouples

o Infiltration flow rate

o Interface Height (reduction of
thermocouple data)

SNYM Tccim,

9
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Part 1 -Expected Model
Output

o Upper Layer Temperature

o Total Heat Release Rate (within
whole hall)

@WP~~~~~~I nW .; -

Height v. Temperature @ 120 s

I
I

=.Z--n2

20 40 W

T.-pfraA. IC) Thi m Vlnari,,aw

W w rl Sinlr~~~~~~litlllfrs~~~~~lll.... llt
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Height v. Temperature © 360 s
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Time v. Temp Above Fire
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Interface Height v. Time
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Conclusion (JASMINE) -

According to the Students

o Results appear reasonable
(assumptions)

o Fire Modeling can be dangerous

iW P I l~~~1,,i,,',,,.,;,
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CFAST - Geometry

o Conserving the volume of the
sloped ceiling,

o Conserving the surface area of the
sloped ceiling.

o No significant difference in results:
Use rectangular parallelogram with
15.8 m ceiling height (vs actual peak
height of 19 m)

I'V71)1 1 h L ,vrv4VVJ? /dL.gIlr

Three Cases

o Case 1 uses a pool fire of radius
1.17 meters, assumes the doors are
closed, assumes no mechanical
exhaust, and uses natural room
leakage in the form of four small
vents.

V L SA.5-.,d LiT.
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Three Cases

o Case 2 assumes a pool fire of radius
1.6 meters, doors closed, no
mechanical exhaust, and natural
leakage.

o Case 3 assumes a pool fire of radius
1.6 meters, doors open (0.8 m x 4
m), mechanical exhaust on, and no
natural leakage.

iW PI~f A....1,1.-

Problem

o Couldn't model mechanical
exhaust...used natural exhaust

A f fi x T~Lfh, Uni-.i.nF

W~ ~~~6 wry Tm ir | rhlpo

16
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HRR for Each Case
-4Case 1

--- Case 24.0015-06
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CFAST - Summary

o Results only as good as zone model
approximation

o Thermocouple predictions limited to
layer temperatures

An Wd i . .h

FDS Results

o Similar issues to JASMINE

..r- -Lid TcI ...
SF~~~ffi ~~AnM Lf,'
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Overall

o All models created problems for
users

o Users highly frustrated with
software

o CFAST easiest to use, and therefore
sensitivity studies conducted

0iffWPI And L. -

Acknowledgments - Students
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oJim Shannon
o Lars Sorthe
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o Nick Williams
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Analysis of Benchmark Exercise Two:
An Examination of Large Turbine Hall Fires with the

CFAST Fire Modeling Code

A. R. Martin and D. A. Coutts

amberamartin@wxsmscom

9a Ace _WesUnghouse Safety Management Solutons

SRS Perspective

> SRS has an obligation to fulfill DOE expectations

> DOE Fire Safety Program

". . . the use of such models is predicated on their
being conservative and validated."

> Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
"Given the prominent role played by computer codes in ensuring
the safe operation of DOE facilities, it is imperative that a thorough
and effective approach to guaranteeing their quality be
implemented." [TECH-25]

Westinghou" Safety anagement Sotions

2

D-249
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j 3Wails

SRS Focus

> Demonstrate code capabilities

> Understand code limitations

> Establish sample problems

D Ensure consistent analytical approach

D Document V & V efforts

Westinghouse Safety Managenwnt Solutions

3

Turbine Hall Geometry

Westlnghoue Safety anagenent Solutions
4
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W shingto

Approach

> CFAST Version 3.1.6

> Adjusted ceiling height to maintain constant volume

> Lower Oxygen Limit - 12%

D Radiative Fraction - 20%

> Relative Humidity - 50%

> Wall Layers?

Westinghouse Sity Management Solutions
5

Summary of Cases

Pyrolysis Rates for Part I

Cese I Case 2 Case 3
dm/dt I dmfdr t dn'dr

(min) (kgls) (min) (klcgs) (min) (kgs
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.22 0.033 0.23 0.057 0.22 0.064
1.5 0.045 0.5 0.067 1.05 0.084
4.8 0.049 1.52 0.081 2.77 0.095
5A5 0.047 3.22 0.086 4.27 0.096
6.82 0.036 4.7 0.083 4.87 0.091
7.3 0.0 5.67 0.072 5.5 0.07

6.2 0.06 5.75 0.0
6.58 0.0

Ventilation Conditions for Part 1

Case I Cam 2 Case 3
ddoors closed oors closed doors open (0.8 m x 4m)

no mech. exhaust no mch exhaust mech. exhaust (11 m'Is)
natural leakage natural leakage ignore natural leakage

Westinghouse Safety ianegetment Solutions

6

D-251 3



two

Heat Release Rate

5 00000 ____
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2 000 tX0t
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Westinghouse Safety Management Solutions

7
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Interface Height

12

Case III
6

3
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Westinghouse Saty UMnagement Solutlons

8
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SW ito

Upper Layer Temperature
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Weatlnghous Safety Mnagement Solutions

300 - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Infiltration Flow Rate (Cases I & II)

6

CaselII

2
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Westinghouse Saety Managemnt Solutions

10
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W Daa(egto)

Door Flow Rate (Case III)
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Westinghouse Safety beregemnt Sot utons

1

Mechanical Exhaust Flow Rate (Case III)

time (seconds)

12
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Wasigto
e a-VA &A1

- J Conclusions

> Demonstrate code capabilities

> Understand code limitations

>- Establish sample problems

> Ensure consistent analytical approach

D Document V & V efforts

Westnghous Safety anagement Solutons
13

D-255
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II I

HADCRT Results for Benchmark Exercise #2
May 3, 2002

Presented to the:
International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models

for Nuclear Power Plant Applications

Presented by:
Boro Malinovic and Martin G. Plys

Fauske and Associates, Inc.
16W070 West 83rd Street

Burr Ridge, IL 60521

Background

* Nuclear fuel cycle facility source term analysis
code, HADCRT (Hanford Double Contained
Receiver Tanks).

* Logical to extend HADCRT explosion &
accident capability by adding fire models to the
validated baseline code.

May 3.2001 Fauske and Associates. Inc. 5th 2
Meeting at NIST

D-257
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Background

* Generic features:
- Arbitrary topology

- Arbitrary specification of chemical species & properties

- Fog formation (vapor/aerosol equilibrium)

- Density-driven counter-current gas flows between
compartments

- Aerosol agglomeration, settling, transport, & source models

- Radiation networks

- Multi-dimensional heat conduction

May 3. 2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 3
Meeting at NIST

Background

* Fire features include:

- Stratified layer composition and thickness per
compartment

- Pilot fire definitions (burn rates, yields, etc.)

- Plume model

May 3,2001 Fauske and Associates. Inc. th 4
Meeting at NIST

D-258 2



HADCRT Model for Benchmark Exercise #2

* Two regions: hall and the environment
- Hall: 5891 M3 , 378 m2 floor area, 1800 M2 wall HX area,

parallelepiped, 22 C, 101350 Pa
- Environment: 20 C, 101350 Pa

* Seven Heat Sinks
- Floor 1 ft. thick concrete; adiabatic on the outside
- Sheet metal is neglected

- Walls and ceiling are 5 cm mineral wool
- One HS for floor, six for walls

- Wall HS model the wall as six panels
- Material properties from Table 1 of the problem specification

May 3.2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 6
Meeting at NIST
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HADCRT Model for Benchmark Exercise #2

* Junctions: depends on the case
- Case 1: Four junctions, as shown in Table 2 of the problem

specification, but only lz" coordinate matters
- Case 2: Same as Case I
- Case 3: Two doors, one top junction has 11 m3/s forced flow

* Code inputs for fires: region, area, burn flux, fuel
properties, start time, fuel mass, yields for CO, C02,
CH, soot, H20; limit of five fires

* Use handbook values for heptane; e.g., 44.6 MJ/kg

* As a first cut, skip radiation; fire is 100% convective

May 3,2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5h 7
Meeting at NIST

Case Gas Temperatures
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so ;- 12As
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~6O~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~T.
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May 3,2001 Fauske and Associates. Inc. 5th 8
Meeting at NIST
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Case 1 Interface Height

Interface# Interface #2 -SmokyLayer
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May3.2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 9
Meeting at NIST

Case 1 Flowrstes
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May 3, 2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 10
Meeting at NIST
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Case 1 Heat Loses to FloorWalls
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May 3.2001 Fauske and Associates. Inc. 5th 11
Meeting at NIST

Case 2 Gas Temperatures
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May 3.2001 Fauske and Associates. Inc. 5th 12
Meeting as NIST
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Case 2 Interface Height

-Smoky Layer * Interface t. #1 a Interface H. #2
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May 3,2001 Fauske and Associates. Inc. 5th 13
Meeting at NIST

Case 2 Flowrates

-Bottom1 -- Top #1 -Bottom 2 - -Top #2
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May3.2001 Fauske and Associates. Inc. 5th 14
Meeting at NIST
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Case 2 Heat Losses to Floor/alls
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May 3.2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 15
Meeting at NIST

Case 3 Gas Temperatures
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May 3,2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc.*512.1 6

Meeting at NIST
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Case 3 Interface Height

-Srmky Layer * Interface R. #1 * Interface H. #2
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May 3,2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 17
Meeting at NIST

Case 3 Flowrates
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May 3.2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 18
Meeting at NIST
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Case 3 Heat Losses to Floor/Walls
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May 3,2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 19
Meeting at NIST

Results Summary
* Non-smoky layer temperatures are low

- Radiation neglected
- Problem specification for junctions creates a chimney effect

that brings cold air into the non-smoky layer

* Junction specification creates no pressure differential
between the hall and the environment

* Parametric studies for leakage areas and infiltration
are desirable

* Smoky layer temperatures are in good agreement
- need to Include the 80/20 split between convection and

radiation and consider absorptivity
May 3,2001 Fauske and Associates, Inc. 5th 20

Meeting at NIST
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Future Work

* Parametric studies of leakage and infiltration

* Radiative aspects of the problem; set up radiation
networks to better model gas and heat sink
temperatures in the non-smoky layer, and target
temperatures

* Smoky layer absorptivity

* Report plume temperatures

* Volume vs. height relationships for regions

May 3.2001 Fauske and Associates. Inc. 5th 21
Meeting at NIST
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Benchmark Analysis # 2
Fire in a Large Hall

Preliminary CFAST and JASMINE Simulationsfor Part I

Stewart Miles
Fire and Risk Engineering Centre. ORE UK

Td: r)19Ji 924
FU .M1)I 9246910
&-.I k.*b.0osk

NIST. ridiersburg ftenchnurt Analysit #2- Irelinmkwn' Snrnlti mpo Parl 2-3 AlaM 2(C

_ #~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2

Wm3 Summary of Simulations

* Cases 1, 2 and 3 investigated

* CFAST/FAST version 3.1.6
• predictions of upper layer temperature and layer height
* investigation into implementation of geometry (complex roof)
* investigation into boundary (conduction) heat losses
* investigation into restricted ventilation openings (cases 1 & 2)

* JASMINE (CFD) version 3.2.1
* comparison with temperature profiles at thermocouple trees 1,2 & 3
* investigation into boundary (conduction) heat losses
* investigation into restricted ventilation openings (cases I & 2)
* grid refinement study

vNsr, Gziherstorg &endhmark Analys# -Preiminar Sinudatiomfor Part 1 2.3 May 2002
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#3E3 CFAST Simulations -Cases 1 &2

* Baseline simulations (following problem specification)
* 2 horizontal flow vents (1.414 x 0.707 m) at floor level and 12 m
* 'equivalent flat ceiling' height = 15.84 m
* heptane fire source

- A-44.6106 .lkg-l - pyrolysis rate as specified
- radiative fraction = 0.2 - hydrogen to carbon ratio = 0.19

* two-layer solid material at walls and ceiling (steel and mineral wool)

* Variant simulations

* steel only and mineral wool only solid material at walls and ceiling
* adiabatic boundaries
* single horizontal flow vent (8 x 4 m) at floor level (e.g. two 4 x 4 m doors)
* 2 horizontal flow vents (0.2 x 0.1 m) at floor level and 12 m
* 'equivalent flat ceiling' height = 13 m and 18 m
* upper vent at 6 m and 14 m

NIST. ;aihersburg Renchmr, Analysis # 2 - relinunuar Siinp&,kl iiJaF Part 1 23 ArYn 2N.12

#4

CFAST Simulations - Case 3

* Baseline simulations (following problem specification)
* 1 horizontal flow vent (1.6 x 4 m) at floor level (two 0.8 x 4 m openings)
* 'equivalent flat ceiling' height = 15.84 m
* heptane fire source

- MH,-44.6x1O J kg-l - pyrolysis rate as specified
- radiative fraction = 0.2 - hydrogen to carbon ratio = 0.19

* two-layer solid material at walls and ceiling (steel and mineral wool)
* 11 m3 s! extraction flow rate through HVAC vent at 10 m height

* Variant simulations
* 'equivalent flat ceiling' height = 13 m and 18 m
* HVAC vent at 8 m height

NIST. Gaihersburg &ndma, Analysis # 2 -PreldmnarY Simla tisforParr 1 2.3 Aay 2002
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CFAST Analysis - Case 1

CFAST: Part Ie I

Findings:
A 

upper layer temperature sensitive to
C _ | cny conduction heat loss mechanism

n0D _C20. ̂ i 4m2 (but onlyafter2 minutes)
20 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .I~~m2

00 2c , -mXOl 12D INC M4 3O 3D CO 4 upper layer temperature not
sensitive to size of 'restricted
ventilation openings'

CFAST:Pa I ee layer height not sensitive to

Is . rwsconduction heat loss mechanism

i 12 -Mo _a Wley layer height sensitive to size of
10 w~- "'c 'restricted ventilation openings' (but

} * * * * * * . ~~4mx4mooo onlyafter 4 minutes)
2 ~ ~ : = .. . .OIm 10.lm w,

o 0 120 1 240 * 00 420 42 1

KIST. Gaithersburg Benchtwitrj. Ayitvsir#2. 'r jnmrnn SmnwLjzionltJ'ar 1 2-3 MAy 2L2C

CFAST Analysis - Case 1

CFAST: Poft I cm I~ 
Findings:

S t20 _Cd~phI location (height) of upper 'restricted
I tso, -,- DP -gm~ ventilation openings' not significant

J ^ ^ * * V~~~~~~~~~terwnW at Gm

to tv. l4p0 at 14m upper layer temperature sensitive to
o. height of 'equivalent flat ceiling'

o 10 120 40 C0 00 440

tMO () layer height sensitive to height of
'equivalent flat ceiling' only for first

CFAST: Part I e 1 60 seconds

£14D J

0 w - ~~- l caa r~

£ ........
0 0 120 10 24 0 ON A 4

T&M t)

NIST. Gaithersburg BenchmAo AnalYir 2 - Prelhmina rySimwlaionw for Pari 1 2-3 May 20X02
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CFAST Analysis - Case I

CFAST: Part I case I significant over-pressure with the

*w __ _ ___ very small openings

SM pressure - ambient for other opening

O~~~~~~~~- m OIna

J 4 0 0 0 .j Gtilerstl Bencnxl~hiesist 'Prelien~ln Sln~molltot Pon 2-J~sizes

NIST. Gajghersbuig Renchnk-*AnalvsiOZ I -Pdnijr rr1 untJtPr -3 Alin 2(xY'

#8

CFAST Analysis - Case 2

CFAST: Part I ca" 2

Findings:

ISO EJ6~upper layer temperature not
xo * * = m xw xr sensitive to size of 'restricted
-OflmxO.m ventilation openings'

0 40 oO uD 20 xo 3xl 4M aM layer height sensitive to size of
7. 'restricted ventilation openings' (but

only after 3 minutes)

CFAST: Part I ca. 2

21

f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A 9 x mndow

* le Uo - 0 o w So 4

'tVr .)

NIST. Githersborg Benclumrk Analysis # 2 Preliminar Sinuladonsfor Part 2-3 Atay 2X2
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CFAST Analysis - Case 2

CFAST: Part I case 2
Findings:

a ijo upper layer temperature sensitive to
tAQ / / =raeW height of 'equivalent flat ceiling'

20 / 1 " layer height sensitive to height of
'equivalent flat ceiling' only for first

0 C0 t 1I0 300 AM "D 60 seconds
Thr.(s)

CFAST: Part I es" 2

1. t4

0 0 120 180 240 200 240 420 40
Tu Is)

MIST. Gaithersburv Rnchtwri Analvshr 12 Prelinary Sopumiiutsfor Itrt 1 2-3 Ali 2fXr21

CFAST Analysis - Case 3

CFAST: Part I e 3

____ ________ .__ Findings:

524 Ao _ . location (height) of HVAC vent not
A A /-a 3M * * .ps significant (within range

A 40n 3 . . . . .CM investigated)

I. upper layer temperature sensitive to
a so In Ig 0 00 60 NO 480d
.2 10 t20 580 80 0 840 G0 4 0 height of 'equivalent flat ceiling'

layer height sensitive to height of
CFAST: Part -ca"S equivalent flat ceiling' only for first

60 seconds
SD

Is

4 A 4 .

0 80 W t80 0 ItOO 80 420 480

NiST.GaiahrsbuBencma,* nalysrI 2 Prdamh SI

NISII Gaihersburg Benchivn Anal~vsis # 2 -Prelainar Srulanousr Prt 1 2.J Mqo 2002
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CFAST Analysis - Case 3

CFAST: Par I -ee 3

-4

.7

MIST. Garthersburg Renchrwan* Analysir# *- JPreinwu,:v Srnadailiwnofp, Part I -. ti2f

E JASMINE Simulations - Cases 1 &2
RANS vwith standard K-E turbulence model Numerical time-step = Is

Eddy break-up combustion model %ith heptane (AtH=0.8 x 44.6x10' J kg-')

Six-flux radiation model (& Truelove's emissive power model)

Convection (h,=10 J n-2 K'1) and radiation heat losses to solid boundaries

Semi-infinite approximation for conduction at boundaries (time-dependent conduction depth) -steel Ignored

Ventilation options Investigated:
0.5 ml squae
0.072 a 6.9 m slots
sligotly poou tas & wt 5411s

Boundary heat losses nvestigated:
Conductivity modified

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Wl. )i 

NIST. Gairhersburg Bencdmmrk Analysls #2 -Preltinmrr SinudarktsforParr I 2-3 May 2002
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U JASMINE Simulations - Case 3
RANS with standard ic-e turbulence model Numerical time-step = Is

Eddy break-up combustion model with heptane (AtlK=0.8 s 44.6x10 J kg-')

Six-flux radiation model (& Truelove's emissive pover model)

Convection (h,=10 J s-' m
2

K-1) and radiation heat losses to solid boundaies

Semi-Infinite approximation for conduction at boundaries (time-dependent conduction depth) -steel Ignored

Boundary beat losses investigated:
coducuvity modifid

Mesh refinement investigated

NIST. aithersburg R&nchrrnanAsvsze # - rfnin Stwao frPr -3 Aign 201C

#14

JASMINE Temperatures for Case 1

IST. al -# -2

NIST. Gaidwrsbur# EenchnaA Analbsls J 2- Prdlmzn,.s Sinai !ananpr Prt 1 2-J May 20012
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JASMINE Temperatures for Case 3

-W I -. K)

1-7-ull * [|] r

-i- - $ ,_4,;, o_
1 . ,:.r .,.;>.................-7.~K

J
NVIST. Ga iiersburg Renchowid Analysis 2 - Prelinuairy Smwniimnyp Pan ) 2-3 An 2f1

#16

E CFD Mesh Refinement
Predictions of temperature for case 3 at 60s

-36 500 ecments -I tOO 000 eemnts
(x2 in each diredion)

NIST. iersur Benchmad Analsis#2 -PreizmmSima losfor Pa#7 2-S May 20X02
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JASMINE Analysis - Case 1__ _ _ _

JASIE: Pon t.T 2 o JAWA: Pl I ?r St 120,

0 0~~~~~~~~~~, original

" z1 ;* *, 1, /o.w~

co.dctuto

.4 U# ~t
JANE: Pn t 7l- t 2 IANE P -7r** 0t SO

Smoke layer temperature n veo _ _ _ t 

Narrow slot openings give same results as square openings

Porous walls 'restriced ventilation' reduces stratiication

MIST. Gnithersburg Renchnstt Analysi s#2 Prindmiury SinrnLkitmsfor Pan 1 23 Mtn 2(KX)

U
18

JASMINE Analysis - Case I

I

I.

NIST, Gdilhersburg Benchlmar* Analysls# 2- Preliinary Sinuilarionsfor Pan I 2-3 May 2002
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JASMINE Analysis - Case I

JMNME: P.t I.-ft plmu GM JASI4: P.,1. 1M pi.- a 120.

*u _!________-_______ ___- ongkall

. Y | " : ~~,. _Ib- *~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C :O., wl

-_ c I ._ u

0 ID M lo O M0 MD M O w M M M ,, S. M

*__"|Iq ?s _ fq

JA01d1Nf:Ps 1-r~pw st24* JA*jMEP&:Iw.rbps1OO

I T * %- |-eXb I u * tk i_1r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 4

0 0 M w wo a w _ , M M

T_* _ Sl T_* Iq~~~8 14

Conduction beat loss rnechanism has less pronouncrd influenc on plumc tmnperature

NIs. Githersburg, Renchriar An-ysis # -PrelinunaySinuthit -mn r P-r 1 2-3 Ak 20-e

#20

JASMINE Analysis - Case 2

JAIE. Po1 I. T O We JAIIIII: P.1 I-TM u 12001

_ _ _-_ _ D -_ _ ___ V 
J;niE pa .la. i MO .I.SWE. Pal?..24* I~~~~~~~~~~~~I

. * | ^ '^ ' & . . . . ..* ^ b~~~~~~~~~~~lses

I_ .a *a . rl

*o * _ S U1 *0 ISitI 050 S i 

e " o 1 "wo ao s X o * JANO W Wo I -TM 2 o Me

Smoke layer temperature sensitive to conduction beat loss mechanism (but layer height less so)

NIST. Gaithersburg Benclumar Analysls I2 -Preltmlar Siatdaonsfor Par 1 2-3 May 2002
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JASMINE Analysis - Case 2

.JA4INL PatI.FP- PA06.60. JShINL 11*I.P pm 6t11606

D -- '------ -''-- -.. , _-.-- -- ni
Is aX .= dSnal

* I..,.. z:: * : ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~hioer

6 e D e n O W ea a0

JAMINE: Parl I" p,~ at 6240. JAMMdULn PIl P0,V pA.. 6l2606t

* 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

NIST. Gaithersburg &nchnmr-A anlysir# '- Prelirninanm SmnlrinonsforPanI 2.3 Afay 2(W2

JASMINE Analysis - Case 3
JASIM Ltl -. te 261606 JAdINL Pat I .m 2 0120

*. * 

:: * D * 5 <I 4 r 3 <
S ""#E IF l .4ne 2 S 2 w: rf -

JOMlMPL Pwt IT. 2612406 JM1Ad Pwati Pan 1 2-1a,0

Smoke layer temperature sensitive to conduction beat loss mechanism (but layer height less so)

NIST. Gaithersburg BenchmA, Anaisw#2 -PrehminarvShilatiosforParil 2.3 May2002
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*3 JASMINE Analysis - Case 3

I " * --- | > 

JASON: PoM I .T 3 Ift JoAi: PtI F at so.

* < Z ¢ W lea as Ago

,__Vel__(
Mesh resolution also an Imnponant conshcraion

NVIST. Gthersburg Benohiwri Analysis# 2 -PrelimJJ;(m inwled ,fbr Pan1 2-3 Ala 2V2

Closing Remarks

Important general findings:
* conduction losses into walls/ceiling needs care

- sheet metal influences layer temp
* specification of restricted ventilation openings:

- has only small influence on layer temperature
- has a more important influence on layer height (mainly during later stages)

* Important findings for CFAST:
* choice of 'equivalent' ceiling height:

- influences upper layer temperature
- but influences layer height only at early stages

* Important findings for JASMINE:
* mesh resolution needs consideration
* sloping ceiling approximation ?

NIST Gabhersurg Bncmark nalysts #2 PreudnavySinudadsorParrl 2-3 Ma 2002
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Benchmark Analysis # 2
Fire in a Large Hall

Proposalfor Part 11

Stewart Miles
Fre and Ris Eninering Cetre BRL UK

T.L .44 19236M444
Fa.x 4 t)I923464910

NIST. roithersburg Beilinvirk Anahlis #2 -Proposalftr Pat 11 2.3 Atay 2(0

#2
Objectives of Part II

* To extend scope of Part I to include:
* a realistic large volume nuclear power plant building

- turbine hall

* larger fires
- producing temperatures capable of greater damage

* 'target objects'
- cables
- structural elements

* additional complexities:
- oxygen limitation effects
- multi-compartment (internal ceiling with openings)

NIST. Gaithersburg Benchiark Analysis 2 Proposalfor Pan 11 2-3 My 2W2?

D-287
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External Geometry and Vents

mechanical vent (Im Im square)

10 \ e120 > 

I tS e e 0 e eIIIE 

5\-~yIX outh tt t_

2D

To simplify task assume floor,
walls and ceiling constructed
from concrete

Doorwrays either I x 4 m or
4x4m

so

NIST. Gaithersburg ncmlhnar* Aaisxis # 2 - Proparafi r art 11 2-3 &an 202

#4

Internal Geometry and Targets
"ifd-

po abb
(OD~wc)

(0.15 OD06M

(4sax4m y) 55aeium
ponokeaboal

wopun PM
bIO. O2 

Ioe~oe TI

VI

ub~ar' --
(0215aO~,biaWes
locaW 0 Sm bdo. admj

-y

C R1 i 

- 2

sab fID~md_> ,

__________i| _ .It

i4 .11. I* J

cable gatt
-

40

K 1
0-&tv 6diy ep..M hw ."t~Y -. tobe

O.02 T iI 1 I 3 T --° J I o

bem aret

Wh6'041 d-tet d.. t' V'.haty Ift.

£4 1 5433 1 45 t ChI4', 1 ,
e ~~~~20

NJST, Gaithersburg Benchmarl Analpyi # 2 -Proposalfor Panrt 11 2-3 May 2(02
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#5
Internal Ceiling

'n Model as two vertical compartments with
one opening (vent) connecting them? 

35

I

Benchnuir* Analyris N 2. Proposal ftr Part II 2.3 MaY2002NIST. Gaihersburg

# 6

Exercises

cw la C" 2 

tm r mdow". y nmi xm y oenin.p

no macharkl exaut ventilaton 1t16m' ' mechanial exhauot wrslion
_ (did xvery belesn the d vont)

Ca" $ Cm" b. 2b and o

4mx4mdoorw~yo ~ln As for cam" la, 2& and 3., W, with

80 M "a' mechanal xhaust ventilatIbn addn d the kfefn etning parto
(dcivied evenly between the S vrnts) ding the vokte Ho twoives

Heptane fuel (as in Part !)

5325 104 kg s '

\ 2 O~t<S

mrf = 1.55 9st I<;

Reporting procedure as for Part L plus:

oxygen level
target maximum incident flux, surface temp & cenre-line temp
(and esthmate of likelihood of damage)9 minutes

20 minutes

NLST. Gaihersburg Benchmar Analyis # 2 -Proposalfor Pan 1/ 2-3 May 2002

D-289 3



Detector Response
Modeling

Doug Beller
NFPA International

Purpose

* Background

* Proposal

D-291 1



Background
* SFPE Computer Model Evaluation

Task Group
* First model DETACT

* 3+ year effort
* Report issued soon

* Next model ASET
* (shouldn't take 3 years...)

DETACT evaluation
* ASTM E-1355: many tasks

* Verification of algorithm
* Sensitivity analysis
* "Blind" runs

* Attempted to compare algorithm to
original data

* New tests conducted
* Problems eventually worked out

D-292 2



DETACT
* Predicts activation time of fixed-

temperature detectors
* Not for rate-of-rise
* Smoke detectors...

* Correlations for.
* Ceiling jet temperature
* Ceiling jet velocity

DETACT Limitations
* Large, flat, smooth ceiling

* Unconfined, minimal layer formation

* Detector assumed to be exposed to max
CJ velocity and temperature

* Implicit accounting of radiation and
conduction

D-293 3



Proposal

* Nuclear installations not
* Smooth
* Flat
* Open

* Does DETACT still apply?
* What happens when DETACT is used?

Proposal
* Is an evaluation of DETACT for

nuclear power plant applications a
good thing to do?
* Focus too narrow?

* Is it possible to develop a "post-
prediction" correction factor to
account for nuclear configurations?
*"Implicit" accounting of non-ideal

configurations

D-294 4



Discussion

D-295
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International Collaborative Project to Evaluate Fire Models
for Nuclear Power Plant Applications

Gaithersburg, MD, May 2-3, 2002

A new model for time lag of
smoke detectors

0. Keski-Rahkonen
V1T Building and Transport

1 3ffl

II III I.; Italy I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Contents
* Introduction
* Time lag theories and data
* Theory on filtration mechanisms
* Flow through the screen
* Soot flow through the screen
* Conclusions

EAJVA 
WARM I

D-297
1
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Introduction
* Smoke detection links from the source to the

detector only partially modelled
* Smoke measurements difficult
* Large detection delays observed
* Smoke penetration Into the detector still a problem

04102 a

r
R-

Time lag theories and data
* Heskestad 1977

At V / 

K0AY 4~ ~
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Experimental observations
1000 ~~~~~~~~~Data:1000 i

Bozo\ky Brozovsky 1991

_00 loo <>is _Cleary at al. 2000

P 10' * E LFits:

10 Keski-Rahkonen 2001

1 At =yl/(VI - F)
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Confirming finite

Velocity (mis) ceiling jet velocity

42002 

Modelling of time lag
1000

100

10

I

or. ... ,....,...., ....

Calculations:

Heskestad 1977 (1,2)

Keski-Rahkonen 2001 (4,5)

No newtonian fluid dynamic
theory able to explain finite

critical velocity0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Velocity (mis)

0.4 0.5

I 0.41 I

D-299 3



New modelling ideas
* Simplified hemispherical detector body
* Insect screen separates inner from outer field
* Outer field from potential flow
* Screen penetration from diffusion battery models
* Air flow In the detector from the continuity equation
* Selective separation of smoke particles on the

screen

30~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~,Y~~~~~tW2 t~~~~~I~*1

;. M.ic1E FA 5,11 . T 1, L .A ; 0.

Simplified geometry
I

ecu,~~~u
V~ O.f X-

(2)

G Ma

4
D-300



Outer pressure field
1.0

.5 N Curve fitting on
experimental and

00S potential flow
-0.5 _ models around the
.1.0 ;_stagnation point

*...,, r k hle-cydm

0 30 60 g0 120 150 18

'C.) ~ ~ ~ ~ Dr

IvVY
Knot 002

Diffusion batteries
* Cheng and Yeh 1980, Yeh et al. 1982

m =AO Pe 213 +AR 2 +A 2 Pe-1 /2 R 2 13

* Closed form solution available for smoke particle
penetration

80A02 10 

D-301
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Smoke particle penetration

C 0.1 
a

Q. 0.01~ ~ ~~~~~0.1 i

0.001 / . . . ."./ ' ' '!

1E-3 1E.2 1E-1 1E+

Flow velocity through mesh (m/s)

30412 It

.S MIMI! CIMA.

Conclusions
*Heskestad: At = 1 / v
* Experimental data show large time lag for slow ceiling jet

velocity
* Brozovsky: a finite critical ceiling jet velocity In variance

with Heskestad's theory
* Keski-Rahkonen: No newtonian fluid flow model able to

explain finite critical velocity
* This work:

* A new model proposed based on selective filtering of smoke
particles

* A closed calculation form derived for smoke penetration

-n-
TOFU 12
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IBMB

Foreseen German Real Scale
Cable Fire And Functional Failure

Tests

M. Roewekamp (GRS)
0. Riese, D. Hosser (BMB)

Room Fire Test iBMB

w

A

E
ambient temperature 400

0

local flame appication 50 kW

Large scale test
Horizontal or
vertical cable tray
Pre-heating up to
400 C
Local Ignition
source (50 kW)
Typical results

* Timeto Ignition
* Flame spread
* Local temperatures
* Rate of heat release
* CO/co 2 production
* Smoke production

1
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Cable Tests Equipment IBMB
o iBMB test furnace

* Vertical
* Horizontal

o Smoke density measurement

o Function loss test equipment according
to DIN 4102-12

o Gas analysis equipment 02, CO, C02

j Oxygen consumption method for the
determination of the heat release

Cable Fire Tests (horizontal) IBMB

J- 36~

2
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Cable Fire Tests (vertical) IBMB

IBMB Test fumace

Hood r
Stel l=*L .60 m I

Vercal cable tay

Ore bumb.,

. s ... .. . . ..... ..... .....

Horizontal I Vertical Cable Trav

o Example of a horizontal cable tray
o Position of thermocouples

IA I C

iBMB

door wall

3
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Cable Fire And Functional Failure Tests IBMB

IBMBProced Tet12F• TitSi. Tet t S

Hester and
ventlstlon_ Gas bumer max 50 kW I I opening 2.6 ml

Material PVC PVC PVC PVC

Direction Horizontal Horizontal Vertical Vertical

Type of cabls Power cables Signal cables Power cables Signal cables

Preheating 200C 400-C 200 Ci400'C ;0 'Ci400'C 0 C 0 *C
o. . >. * ..A.. . - ~-. , 

Functional led ys yesYes

* based on DIN 4102.12
Test fumace cdng to iBMa pocde

I

4
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iBMB
TUBRAMuSCH

Kerosene Fire Experiments
Dr. M. Roewekamp, GRS

Prof. Dr.-lng. D. Hosser and Dr.-Ing. R. Dobbernack,
iBMB of TU Braunschweig

5r Intematicnal CoNaboative Poct meeting to Evaluate Fre
Models for NPP Applications,

Gealft burg. MD, May, 2-3. 2002

Contents iBMB

* Goals and work program

* Available results from German research

* First results from literature

* First actual experimental results

* Summary and conclusions

Goals and Work Program iBMB
* Goals

* Estimation of basic data for simulating kerosene fires
under different boundary conditions

* Exemplary calculation of fire effects for selected
kerosene fire scenarios

* Rough estimate of the risk of explosion In case of
sprayed kerosene and the consequences

* Work program
* Kerosene pool fire experiments
* Comparison of the experimental results with data

from literature
* Definition of fire scenarios outside as well as inside

of buildings
* Fire simulations
* Rough estimate of the consequences of explosions

Results of German Research iBMB
* SR 144/1 experiments (1982-1985)

* Experiments with oil fire loads In pans of 2 m2 with
and without continuous feeding of oil and different
ventilation conditions

* Fire compartment temperatures 1080 -1370 (C
* Buming rate 1.35 - 3 5 kg / m2-min
* Energy release rate up to 2.2 MW / m2

* HDR fire experiments (1986-1992)
* Experiments with oil fire loads In pans of 1 -3 m2

with feeding of oil for different room geometries
* Fire compartment temperatures up to 1500 C
* Burning rate up to 3.6 kg I m2 min
* Energy release rate up to 2,6 MW / M2

D-307



Results from Literature (1) iBMB

* Hydrocarbon fires
* Scaled offshore /ire experiments

(SINTEF. Norway)
* Fast fire spreading on the pool surface
* Energy release rate 1,7-4,9 MW/rm2

* Fluid fires in general
* In case of pool fires with sufficient oxygen,

medium buming velocityof approx. 3 mm/min
* Energy release rate of kerosene depending

on the heat release approx. 11.7 kWh / kg,
i.e. 1,4 MW/rM2

Time-temperature Curves
14001 

1200 \ I\ I I I :

El 00_-'20 Im I I

600c

40~ 5:EB-cr

2007 -

I r

iBMB
1: ISO curve

2: Hydrocarbon
curve HC

3: RABT curve

4: Rijkswaterstaat
curve RWS

5: EBA-curve

0 50 100 150 200
fire duration min]

Results from Literature (2) iBMB

* Kerosene pool fire experiments
* Open kerosene pool fires (SANDIA, USA)

280 m2 pan, 15 cm water + 25 cm kerosene
* Fire spreading on the pool surface within 20 s
* Burning rate 4,1 - 4,9 kg / m2-min (effects of wind)
* MaxImum temperatures 1300 -1500 C
* Heat flux density at a wall up to 4,5 m height

100 - 130 kW / m2
* Kerosene explosion experiments

* Laboratory scale (Aeronautical Laboratories, USA)
* Flame point and explosion points uncertain

(composition of kerosene not well known)

Recent German Approach iBMB
* Kerosene pool fire experiments

* Kerosene experiments (February 2002)
In steel pans of 0,5 m2, 1,0 m2und 2,0 m2

and kerosene level of 10 cm and 3 cm
* Measuring burning rate, temperature and radiation

heat In the fire compartment
* Definition of relevant fire scenarios

* Pool fires outside buildings
* Fires with combinations of kerosene and other fire

loads inside buildings comparison with former
experiments

* Fire simulations
* Comparison of calculations with different types of

codes

D-308



Aviation Fuel Fire Experiments iBMB
Foreseen In Germany for 2002/03

* Kerosene pool fire experiments
* Inside confinements
* Outside buildings

* Combustible mixtures from fuel gas and air
inside confinements with the potential for
deflagration / detonation

* Fuel spray formation and fireball outside
buildings

Kerosene Pool Fires- M
Goals of the Experiments IBMB
* Basic data for fire simulations

* Burning rate
* Energy release
* Flame temperature
* Heat flux density

* Consideration of dependencies
* Pool size
* Pool height
* Underground material (steeVconcrete)

Kerosene Pool Fires Inside iBMB
Confinements
* Roomsize(LxWxH=3,6mx3,6mx5,8m)
* Pool size: 0,5 m2; 1,0 m2; 2,0 m2; 4,0 m2

* Pool height: 3 cm; 0 cm
* Ventilation

* Ventbabbon controlled
* Fire load controlled

* Effects of structures and equipment
* Concrete, steel, etc.
* Heat sinks (water tank)
* Cable trays In case of low fire loads

Measuring Equipment for
Kerosene Pool Fires
* Buming rate by mass loss rate
* Temperatures

* Plmne
* 3 eves above the fire
* Inside and on SLnuures and heat sinks
* On cable suface (fire inside comparnent)

* Velocity
* Via Pkjme height and wind vdootty
* In the of-gas Brie (fire Inside corpartlent)

* Heat flux at different locations
* Gas analysis (2, C0 2 and CO)
* Heat camera

iBMB
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Experimental Layout, 1BMB
Measurements
* Fire compartment

* Length 3,6 m
* Width 3.6 m
* Height 5.7m

* Measurements
* Plume temperature (6 locations)
* Three measurement levels (4 locations)
* Surface temperature (3 locations)
* Heat flux (4 locations)
* Mass loss

Fire Compartment Layout (1) iBMB

, II l I

'_- -

Fire Compartment Layout (2) iBMB

_, ......

_.~~~~.

w o ,,,,w |sa

Kerosene Pool Fires Outside iBMB
Buildings

* Pool size: 0,5 m2; 10 m2; 20 m2;4,0 m2; 16 m2

* Filling level: 10 cm
* Ventilation

* No wind
* Effects of wind

* Reference equipment at a wall
* Concrete. Stee. etc.
* Heat sinks (e.g. water storage tank)
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Combustible Gas Air Mixtures iBMB
Inside Confinements
* Formation of combustible mixtures from

kerosene and air inside nearly closed
confinements
* Formation of gas clouds
* Spreading of gas and formation of mixtures
* Combustionlexploslon process

(deflagration, detonation, DDT)

Combustible Gas Air Mixtures iBMB
Inside Confinements
* Steps of the investigations:

* Comparison of data for kerosene and hydrogen
* Comparison of combustion process of kerosene

and hydrogen
* Specification of additional experiments (PTB)
* Status of the hydrogen modeling
* Applicability of available models for fuel gas

combustion/explosion (flame acceleration,
possibility of DDT)

* Exemplary analysis for model validation and
applicability

Aviation Fuel Spraying And iBMB
Fireball Outside Buildings

Questions:
* How far will the fuel been distributed after

the Impact?
* What Is the droplet size of the fuel droplets?
* Which amount of fuel is directly burnt in the

fireball, which amount is available for a pool
fire?

* What are the effects and consequences of
a fireball?

Fuel Spraying And Fireball iBMB
Outside Buildings
Investigation methods
* Fuel spraying w impact experiments

* Depending on velocity, potential targets, amount,
etc.

* Droplet spectra, distribution
* Combustion => Ignition experiments and modeling

* Amount of directly burnt droplets
. Fireball characteristics, potential for scale up

* Comparison with literature including reports on
aircraft crashes

> Model for fireball effects and amount of fuel left
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Fuel Spraying And Fireball iBMB
Outside Buildings
Impact experiments with fluids (TA Hannover)
* Experimental facility

* Acceleration of pressurized
air up to - 100 rrs 

* Video observation
* fariaon velocity,

fuel amount. tar-et ' 

* Droplet diagnosis
* Total mass/ surface

(gravitationaVoptical)
* Size distribution (mpactor)
* Velocity (PDA)

* First experiments foreseen for July 2002

Fuel Spraying and Fireball iBMB
Outside Buildings
Ignition Experiments (BAM/PTB) and
Fireball Modeling
* Ignition experiments

* Fuel spray Ignition (droplet spectra
analogous to TA-experiments)

* Fireball characteristics
* Amount of fuel for pool fire

* Numerical simulations
* Model validation with experiments
* Scaling up from small scale to real scale

experiments

Summary and Conclusions iBMB
* Goals of the activities

* Gaining Important basic data with respect to
kerosene as used In Germany

* First rough estimates of the potential consequences
of kerosene fires outside and Inside of buildings

* Recent status
* Analysis of experimental data from German as well

as other Institutions
* Kerosene pool fire experiments Inside buildings)

* Continuation of work
* Definition and simulation of fire scenarios
* Identification of the significant parameters

* Expected results
* Statements with respect to the significance of

kerosene fires
* Assumptions for further investigatons
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Challenges in use of State-of-
the-Art Fire Modeling Tools

in Nuclear Power Plant
Applications

B. Najafi, F. Joglar,
Science Applications International Corp.

R. Kassawara
EPRI Project Manager

IeI=I2I

* Introduction

* Fire modeling issues in nuclear power plants
- Areas where fire modeling can be applied
- Areas for future research

.SUE- Slide: 2 e =12l
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* Prioritize fire modeling issues in nuclear power plants
* Identify areas where future research can reduce the

uncertainty associated with these fire modeling issues

4=Az If,
IWn l

Slide: 3 I1IF=2I

* Technical issues discussed in this presentation
are based on the capabilities of models
evaluated in EPRI's fire modeling project.
- MAGIC
- CFAST
- CompBrnIlle
- FIVE

S M. Slide: 4 f-f=2
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* EPRI's Fire Modeling project provides guidance in using
fire models including hand calculations and selected zone
models
- FIVE
- COMPBRN-IlIle
- CFAST
- MAGIC

* Our conclusions are limited to lessons learned while
using the models.

* Some conclusions may apply to other models, including
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

Slide: eIe

Either there is confidence in the modeling tools OR
estimates are adequate to support anticipated applications

1. Thermal effects of plumes, ceiling jets and radiation

2. General room heat up, and hot gas layer

3. Elevated fires and oxygen depletion
4. Multiple fires
5. Multi-compartments: corridors and multi-levels
6. Smoke migration, generation and density
7. Partial barriers and shields
8. Fire detection

z'LE: Slide: 6 APEXSAC7 C-=an
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* This is typical of many scenarios in NPPs where
critical targets are located in close proximity of
fire source

* Fire conditions, including temperature and heat
flux in these areas can be estimated using hand
calculations

* Hand calculations and zone
to evaluate target response

models can be use

5I.Iz 417-
- TI I .

Slide: 7

* Larger, less congested plant areas

* These temperatures can be estimated with hand
calculations and zone models

* Zone models are recommended in cases where
natural and mechanical ventilation are part of the
scenario

dBASf-.. AI.
Slide: 8 rE-=Ia2
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* Typical of cable tray fires

* Zone models can simulate oxygen depletion and
elevated fires

* The amount of oxygen available for combustion
is an indication of the capacity of the fire to burn

* Combustion in low oxygen environments is
subject of research

Slide: 9 0=01

* Scenarios involving intervening combustibles,
such as transients and cables

* CFAST and MAGIC can simulate multiple fires

* Fires other that the pilot can be ignited based on
time, temperature and heat flux

* The effects of multiple plumes is captured

Slide: 10 e F12l
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* Common fire scenarios in auxiliary or turbine building
* Sometimes approximated with larger combined or smaller

separated enclosures
* Zone models can simulate fire conditions in multiple rooms
* CFAST and MAGIC have the capability of connecting

rooms with vertical and horizontal openings
* MAGIC provides an image of the geometry that is useful

when developing input files in multi-compartment scenarios

Slide: 11 

* Fires in the main control room specially those resulting in

evacuation

* Smoke generation for the most part is plume entrainment

* Migration refers to the smoke movement between

compartments

* CFAST estimates products of combustion based on yields

Slide: 12 21=1
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* Used mostly as radiation shield to protect against
large fire source such as reactor coolant pump

* Magic can simulate radiation barriers (targets in
lower layer)

* Barriers have no thermal behavior
* Once targets are immersed in the smoke, they

are heated mostly by convection heat transfer.

ok E,,B, Slide: 13 rgFa2i

* Only a model for heat detection is available: DETACT
* Models for heat detection assumes well defined ceiling jets
* DETACT can be used for smoke detection - ?? - Smoke

detectors are designed to operate before well established
ceiling jets.

* Some hand calculations for smoke detection are also
available

Slide: 14 rl=ea
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* Some of these issues are not amenable to analytical
solutions
1. Cable fires

2. Fire growth inside the main control board

3. Fire propagation between control panels

4. High energy fires
5. Fire suppression
6. Hydrogen or liquid spray fires

* Current EPRI methods rely on empirical models based
on a combination of operating experience and fire tests

Slide: 15 -=ef2l
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* Important in NPP applications since cables are
major contributor to potential fire growth

* Fire propagation or flame spread throughout cable
trays can not be modeled.

* Currently EPRI methods use empirical models
based on cable fire tests

gas41.h Slide: 16 (I=I2l
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* Such fires can be critical to safety

* The combustion process in low oxygen
environments is still subject of research

* Little empirical data to support the extent and timing
of fire spread

-. 1 Slide: 17 Emil

* This is critical where source and target are both electrical
panels such as control room and electrical equipment
rooms

* These scenarios could be critical to safety
* Although zone models can simulate multiple fires based

on heat flux or ignition temperature, specification of
required parameters is usually uncertain.

* The problem of ignition of internal components in
electrical cabinets can not be addressed with current
models

* Current EPRI methods use empirical models based on
electrical cabinet fire tests.

5A. U _.nSARASlide: 18 Emil
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* Such events are result of electrical faults in high voltage
switchgears and transformers (more of a concern when
indoors)

* The intensity and effects of explosions can not be predicted
with fire models

* Currently we use empirical evidence suggesting that
explosions can occur in high energy cabinets. Sustained
fires after the explosion have been observed. Thermal
effects of these fires can be assessed with existing fire
models

SE Slide: 19 SI=121

* Automatic and manual suppression are one of the primary
feature (in addition to barriers) to mitigate consequences
of fire in NPPs

* Only CFAST can simulate water based fire suppression
with some restrictive assumptions

* Effects of gaseous suppression systems can not be
simulated with current models

* Effectiveness of suppression systems in deep-seeded fires
* EPRI methods relies on codes/standards to demonstrate

effectiveness

SAD Slide: 20 81=121
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* Not very critical based of operating experience

* Fire models assume fires as a point source of
heat release. Effects of jet fires can not be
predicted

* Little empirical data to support a model

--fm 7r-' Slide: 21 f2l

Issues that may not be amenable to analytical solutions
- Fire growth inside control room main control board

* CFD codes may have the capability, the scenario description is
questionable

- High energy fires
* Prediction of consequences of initial blast require different type of

models
- Hydrogen or liquid spray fires

* ?? ?? ??

* Areas for improvement in current codes
- Cable fires
- Fire suppression
- Panel to panel fire growth

Slide: 22
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* Areas of application

* Thermal effects of plumes, ceiling
jets and flame radiation

* Room heat up, and hot gas layer
* Elevated fires and oxygen

depletion
* Multiple fires
* Multi-compartments: corridors

and multi-levels
* Smoke generation and migration
* Partial barriers and shields
* Fire detection

* Areas for future research
* Cable fires
* Fire growth inside the main control

board
* Fire propagation between control

panels
* High energy fires
* Fire suppression
* Hydrogen or liquid spray fires

X;A _' Slide: 23 rIg121

* Duke Power
* Exelon
* Public Service Electric & Gas
* Pacific Gas & Electric
* EDF
* NRC

SAC77L Slide: 24 E-IIal
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Proposal for Full-Scale 
Tests and

Proposal for Full-Scale Tests and
Blind Validation Exercises

Moni Dey, U.S. NRC

Outline

X Background and need for validation
X Proposed 3-year plan
* Solicitation of participation
* Proposed schedule for 1St full-scale test

and blind validation exercise

Proposal for Full-Scale Tests and
Standard Problem Exercises D-325 1



Conclusions of
Benchmark Exercise # 1
* Trends predicted by models are reasonable, and

provide useful information
* Similar results from most codes, including zone

and CFD
* International blind validation exercise, with

emphasis on quantifying uncertainties, will add
confidence to findings

* Flux incident on and thermal response of target
were key issues in exercise

Review of Validation Database

* UK IMC validation database report
* Specific validation of fire models in

benchmark exercise
* Improvement in quantification of

uncertainty needed
* Thermal response of target may benefit

from additional validation

Proposal for Full-Scale Tests and
Standard Problem Exercises D-326 2



Plan for NRC Fire Model
Research Program
Near Term Needs

X Conduct tests for international blind
validation exercises to extend confidence in
current models

Long Term Needs
* Conduct research to improve fire modeling

capability, and validate improved methods

Proposed Test Program

FY02 FY03 FY04

Test Series Cable tray Multi com- Control
fires partment room fires

fires (tentative)

Objective Confirm Examine Examine
present flow issues smoke
findings _ issues

Proposal for Full-Scale Tests and
Standard Problem Exercises 3
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Cable Tray Fire Test Series

* Objective:
* Investigate issues identified in benchmark

exercise
* Establish measurement uncertainties
* Quantify uncertainties in prediction of cable

temperatures for range of scenarios

Proposal for Full-Scale Tests and
Standard Problem Exercises 4
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Specific Investigation of
Effects of Key Variables
* Fire intensity
* Distance between fire source and cable
* Cable diameter and composition
* Elevation of cable
* Bundling of cables in a tray
* Smoke concentration

Solicitation of Participation

* NRC invites participation in international
blind validation exercises with respective
fire models

* Mutual benefit gained through exercise of.
different models

* Invite engagement in experimental
program and data analyses

Proposal for Full-Scale Tests and
Standard Problem Exercises 5
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Schedule for 1st Full-Scale
Test and Exercise
* Develop detailed test specification - August 30,

2002

* Discuss proposed test specification - October,
02 (6t meeting at BRE)

* Finalize test specification - December, 2002
* Submit fire model predictions for defined

problem - March, 2003
* Conduct tests - March 2003

Proposal for Full-Scale Tests and
Standard Problem Exercises D-330 6


